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PREFACE.

In this edition of those parts of Euclid's Elements most com-

monly read in schools and required for examinations, no fundamental

changes have been made, the axioms and enunciations remaining the

same as in Simson's edition. Minor changes have, however, been

frequently introduced, when it appeared that, either by the insertion

of an additional step or reference, the path of the begiimer could be

made smoother, or conciseness and clearness gained by the removal

of redundant and antiquated phrases. In some cases, moreover,
Euclid's proofs have been displaced in favour of shorter ones based

on his methods. Well-known abbreviations of words have been

. freely employed throughout, but the symbols used in the text are

only such as are allowed in all the principal public examinations,
and these are employed from the very first in the belief that their

use is easily acquired, and that, by enabling the proofs to be pre-

sented in an attractive form, they help rather than hinder the

beginner. In some of the examples a few other symbols in common
use in modern geometry have, on account of their great convenience,

Beeii employed.

The text is so arranged that the enunciation, figure, and proof of

each proposition are all in view together. Notes and easy exercises

are also directly appended to the propositions to which they refer,

and numerous examples, fully worked out, are inserted at intervals

as models
;
while at the end of the diff'erent books additional propo-

sitions connected with those books are given, followed by collections

of miscellaneous exercises.

Great care has been taken to provide large and clear diagrams,

and, by the use of varied lines, to mark the distinction between

given lines and lines of construction, as well as between real and

hypothetical constructions.

Appendices containing some of the simpler theorems of modern

geometry, and a few alternative proofs of propositions on methods

somewhat different from Euclid's, and for this reason not inserted in

the body of the work, have been added, together with a collection of

the questions lately set in various public examinations.

A. E. L.



INTRODUCTORY NOTE.

Geometry, as the name signifies, probably had its origin in land-surveying,

of which the Egyptians had some knowledge as far back as 2000 B.C., and it

was from Egypt that the Greeks, to whom the great development of the

science which occurred between 600 B.C. and 400 a.D. is due, obtained their

first knowledge of it.

One of the most celebrated of the early Greek mathematicians was Euclid,

who was born about 330 B. C.
,
and educated, probably, at Athens, but who

afterwards settled at Alexandria, where he gained a great reputation as a

teacher of geometry. Little is known of his life beyond a few sayings which

tradition ascribes to him; among these is his reply to the Egyptian king that

there was no royal road to geometry.

Euclid was the author of several works on mathematics, of which the

"Elements" is the most important. It at once became the standard text-book

on elementary mathematics, a position which, so far as the geometrical part of

it is concerned, it has now held for more than 2000 years. The first part of

the work was compiled from the writings of the earlier Greek mathematicians,

Pythagoras and Hippocrates. The Greek text, on which our English ones are

based, is that of an edition prepared by Theon (the father of Hypatia) about

380 A.D.

Books I., II., III., IV. and VI. of Euclid's Elements treat of Plane Geometry,
Book V. of Proportion, Books VII., VIII. and IX. of rational numbers, Book

X. of surd numbers, Books XI. and XII. of Solid Geometry, and Book XIII.

contains additional propositions relating to the other books.

Most modem Enghsh editions of Euclid follow a translation of the Greek

text made by Robert Simson, who was born in 1687, and was professor of

mathematics at Glasgow University,
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ABBREVIATIONS OF WORDS.

adj. for



SYMBOLS.

The following symbols are used in the Text:—

= for any one of the phrases "is equal to," "are

equal to,"
" be equal to," or "

equal to."

> II
"
is greater than."

< II "is less than."

II "therefore."

II "because."

L II "angle."

^^ II "triangle."

O " "parallelogram."

A- II "perpendicular."

II
II "parallel."

::^ II "proportional."

I. "circle."

Oce II "circumference."

The following symbols are used in Examples only :
—

AB^ for
" the square described on AB."

AB.CD II "the rectangle contained by AB and CD."
" the sum of."

" the difference between."
" a is to 6 as c is to d."a:b: '.c:d

A
B

" the ratio of A to B."

A symhol, when used in the plural, is followed by the letter s.



EUCLID'S

ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRY.

BOOK J.

DEFINITIONS.

1. A point is that which has no parts, or which has no magnitude.

2. A line is length without breadth.

3. The extremities of a line are points.

4. A straight line is that which lies evenly between its extreme

points.

5. A surface (or superficies) is that which has only length and

breadth.

6. The extremities of a surface are lines.

7. A plane surface is that in which any two points being taken,

the straight line between them lies wholly on that surface.

NOTES.

A point has position but no size, and so cannot be divided into parts,

A straight line is sometimes called a right line.

A plane surface is generally spoken of as "a plane." (e.g., By "a plane

curve
"

is meant a curved line drawn upon a plane surface.)

EXERCISES.

1. How many dimensions has
(i.) a solid, (ii.) a surface, (iii.) a line, (iv.) a

point?
2. How many dimensions has (i.) a sheet of paper, (ii.) a shadow, (iii.) a

brick, (iv.) a cricket-ball, (v.) a bit of spider's web?
3. Are the surfaces of the walls of an ordinary room plane?
4. How would you show that the surface of a cricket-ball is not plane?
5. How many plane surfaces has a well-cut square of plate-glass? How

many edge-lines? How many corner-points?
6. Is it possible for a straight line to lie wholly upon the polished surface

of a cedar pencil ? Is this a plane surface ?

7. Is a point a magnitude? Is a line a magnitude?
8. If two points were taken at random on a plane, would a straight line

through those points bridge over any part of the plane?

,>/(310)
^



EUCLID, BOOK I.

A plane angle is the inclination of two lines

to each other in a plane, which meet but

are not in the same direction.

9. A plane rectilineal angle is the inclina-

tion of two straight lines to each other in a

plane, which meet but are not in the same

straight line.

10. When a straight line standing on another

straight line makes the adjacent angles

equal, each is called a right angle.
The line which stands upon the other is

called a perpendicular to it.

11. An obtuse angle is greater than a right

angle.

12. An acute angle is less than a right

angle.

13. A term, or boundary, is the extremity of anything.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

The vertex of an angle is the point at which

the lines, which form the angle, meet.

Adjacent angles are such as lie next each B

other. Thus AOB and AOC are ad-

jacent angles.

The angles AOC and BOD are called opposite

vertical angles.

If a right angle is divided into any two parts,

each part is called the complement of

the other. Thus, if POQ is a right

angle, the angle EOF is the comple-
ment of the angle ROQ. S

The angle EOS is called the supplement of EOQ.
The bisector of an angle is a straight line which divides it into two

equal angles.



DEFINITIONS.

NOTES.

B

Def. 8 is of no importance, for only angles contained by straight lines

are dealt with in Elementary Geometry, and "angle" when it occurs always
means plane rectilineal angle.

An angle is generally denoted by three letters, the

letter which stands at the vertex of the angle being

placed between the other two. The same angle may
be named in various ways ; for instance

ABC, CBA, DBE, EBD, ABE, EBA, DBC,
CBD are all names for the angle here represented.

N.B.—The size of an angle does not depend on

the length of the lines.

If OA, OB, OC are three straight lines which

meet at O, the angle AOC is the sum of the angles O
AOB and BOC

;
the angle BOC is the difference of

the angles AOC and AOB.

An angle equal to one-ninetieth part of a right angle is called a degree

(written thus 1°).

EXERCISES.

1. Write down names for all the angles in the accompanying figure

which have (i.) vertex A, (ii.) vertex B, (iii.) vertex C, (iv.) vertex D,

(v.) vertex O.

2. Name the angle which is equal to

(i.) the sum of the angles ABO and CBO. /^V>t

(ii.) the sum of the angles ABD and DBC. 4^C

(iii.) the sum of the angles BCO and ACD. (^^P b'

(iv.) the difference of the angles ADC and BI>G.^^$

(v.) the difference of the angles CDA and CDO.^^

(vi.) the difference of the angles BAD and BAC. i)AC

3. Mention a pair of adjacent angles with vertex O.

4. Mention a pair of opposite vertical angles with vertex O.

5. Mention an angle which is the supplement of the angle AOD.
6. Is an angle of 93° acute or obtuse?

7. What is the complement of an angle of 45°?

8. What is the supplement of an angle of 125°?

9. Are angles of 23° and 67° complementary?
10. Are angles of 68° and 102° supplementary?

(810) - A 2
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14. A figure is that which is enclosed by one

or more boundaries.

15. A circle is a plane figure contained by one

line called the circumference, and is such

that all straight lines drawn from a certain

point within the figure to the circum-

ference are equal to one another.

16. This point is called the centre of the

circle.

17. A diameter of a circle is a straight line drawn

through the centre and terminated both

ways by the circumference.

18. A semicircle is a figure contained by a dia-

meter and the part of the circumference

that it cuts ofi*.

19. A segment of a circle is a figure contained

by a straight line and the part of the

circumference that it cuts ofi*.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

A radius of a circle is a straight line drawn from the centre to the

circumference.

(In the fig. of Def. 15, OP and OQ are radiL)

An arc is part of a circumference. "^-v^^^ ^^^

Concentric circles are such as have the same point as centre.

A chord of a circle is a straight line joining two points on its circum-

ference.

The perimeter of a figure {i.e. the measure round it) is the sum of

the lengths of its sides.

The area of a figure is the surface (or space) enclosed by its

boundaries.



DEFINITIONS.

EXERCISES.

1. Is a circumference a figure ?

2. Is an angle a figure?

3. Is an arc a figure?

4. Is a semicircle a plane figure?

5. Can a figure be bounded by one straight line?

6. Mention a figure which is bounded by two lines.

7. If the diameter of a circle is 3 feet long, what is the length of its

radius?

8. The radius of a circle is 7 inches long ;
find the length of a diameter.

9. Draw a plane six-sided figure.

10.
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20. Rectilineal figures are such as are contained by straight
lines.

21. A trilateral figure, or triangle, is contained

by three straight lines.

22. A quadrilateral figure is contained by
four straight lines.

23. A multilateral figure, or polygon, is con-

tained by more than four straight lines.

TRIANGLES.
24. An equilateral triangle has three equal

sides.

25. An isosceles triangle has two of its sides

equal.

26. A scalene triangle has three unequal sides.

27. A right-angled triangle has a right angle.

28. An obtuse-angled triangle has an obtuse

angle.

29. An acute-angled triangle has three acute

angles.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

The side opposite to any angle of a triangle is said to subtend that

angle. Ar
In a right-angled triangle, the side which subtends

the right angle is called the hypotenuse.
(For example, if ABC is the right angle, AC B

is the hypotenuse.)

If a side BC of a triangle be produced to D, the

angle ACD is called an exterior angle of the

triangle.



DEFINITIONS. 11

NOTES.

In Defs. 24, 25, 26, triangles are classed according to sides; in Defs. 27,

28, 29, according to angles.

It is often convenient to distinguish one particular side of a triangle by

calling it the base. The angular point opposite to the base is called the

vertex of the triangle. In the case of an isosceles triangle, the side which

is not equal to either of the others is the base.

EXERCISES.

Is a semicircle a rectilineal figure?

The side QE, of the triangle PQE, is produced to S ; mention

(i.) an exterior angle of the triangle?

(ii.) its adjacent interior angle?

(iii.) the two opposite interior angles?

Which side subtends the angle PRQ?

Write down names for the five triangles in

the accompanying figure.
B

,D

Draw two triangles standing on the same base and on the same side

of it, with the vertex of each outside the other.

Mention names for the eight triangles in

the accompanying figure.

Mention exterior angles of the triangle

EDO.

What angles does OC subtend?

Mention a pair of vertically opposite angles with vertex O.

If one side of an equilateral triangle is 3 feet long, find the perimeter

of the triangle.

One of the equal sides of an isosceles triangle is 3 feet long, and the

base is 2 feet ; find its perimeter.

What is the perimeter of an equilateral polygon of five sides, if the

length of one side is 2 feet?
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QUADKILATEKALS.

30. A square is a four -sided figure with

all its sides equal, and its angles right

angles.

31. An oblong is a four-sided figure with all

its angles right angles, but only its op-

posite sides equal.

32. A rhombus is a four-sided figure with

all its sides equal, but its angles not

right angles.

33. A rhomboid is a four -sided figure with

its opposite sides only equal, and its

angles not right angles.

34. All other four -sided figures are called

trapeziums.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

A diagonal of a quadrilateral is a straight
line joining two opposite angles.

(AC and BD are the diagonals of the

quadrilateral ABCD.)

To bisect is to divide into two equal parts.

To trisect is to divide into three equal parts.



DEFINITIONS. 13

NOTES.

The names oblong, rhomboid, and trapezium are seldom used. Practic-

ally, an oblong is spoken of as "a rectangle" or " a rectangular figure;
"
a

rhomboid as " a parallelogram;
" and a trapezium as " a quadrilateral." It

will be shown hereafter (Prop. 34) that the class of figures defined as rect-

angles includes the oblong, and the class defined as parallelograms includes

the rhomboid.

A four-sided figure is often denoted by two letters A
which stand at opposite corners. Thus the rectangle

ABCD may be referred to as "rectangle AC," or
T)

as "rectangle BD."

EXERCISES.

1. What is meant by an equiangular figure?

2. What by a rectangular figure?

3. What by an equilateral figure?

4. What by a rectilineal figure?

5. Is a rhombus equilateral?

6. Is a square rectangular?

7. Show how to draw a line which shall divide a given square into

(i.) two right-angled triangles;

(ii.) two trapeziums.

8. If the length of one side of a rhombus is 2 feet, what is its peri-

meter 1

9. Mention a dozen common objects which have a rectanglilar surface.

10. How many rectangular surfaces has a brick?

11. The diagonals of a quadrilateral ABCD cut at O. Write down names

for all the different triangles formed.

12. If two right-angled triangles stand on opposite sides of a line which

is their common hypotenuse, is the figure formed necessarily an

oblong?
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35. Parallel straight lines are such as

lie in the same plane, and which, being

produced ever so far both ways, do not

meet.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

A parallelogram is a four-sided figure with

its opposite sides parallel. /

A rectangle is a right-angled parallelogram.

A diameter of a parallelogram is a straight

line joining two opposite angles {i.e. a

diagonal).

If a straight line EFG meets two parallel

straight lines AB and CD, such a pair

of angles as AFG and FGD are called

alternate angles; such an angle as

EFA is called an exterior angle, and

FGC is the angle interior and opposite

to EFA.

If, through any point in a diameter of a parallelogram, straight

lines are drawn parallel to the sides,

the figure is divided into four par-

allelograms. Of these four, the two

through which the diameter passes,

are called parallelograms about the

diameter; and the other two, which

complete the whole figure, are called

the complements.

(For example, AE and EC are complements.)

A figure which has all its sides equal, and all its angles equal, is

called a regular figure.

A quadrilateral with two sides parallel, and two not parallel, is

sometimes called a trapezoid.
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NOTE.

Pentagon, hexagon, octagon, decagon, dodecagon, quindecagon are names

used for polygons of 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 15 sides respeetively.

EXEKCISES.

1. If two straight lines, in different planes, when produced ever so far

both ways, did not meet, would they be necessarily parallel?

2. Show how to divide a quadrilateral into four triangles by lines drawn

from a point within the figure.

3. Divide a pentagon into as many triangles as the figure has sides, by
lines drawn from a point within it.

4. Define a regular hexagon. Make a sketch of the figure.

5. Define a regular decagon. Make a sketch of the figure.

6. If one side of a regular octagon is 3 inches long, what is its perimeter?

7. What are the marked angles called in the following diagrams?

(i)

(ii)

8. Give the meaning of the words, magnitude, rectilineal, acute, equilateral,

isosceles, complement.

9. Draw two straight lines which cut.

10. Draw two straight lines which meet.

11. Class triangles according to their sides.

12. Make a sketch of a trapezoid.

13. Make a sketch of a right-angled isosceles triangle.

14. Has every triangle a hypotenuse?

15. Has every figure an area? Is an angle a figure?

16. Define a plane.

17. Does the magnitude of an angle depend on the length of its arms?

18. Define a superficies.
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POSTULATES.

Let it be granted :

1. That a straight line may be drawn from any one point to any
other point.

2. That a terminated straight line may be produced to any length
in a straight line.

3. That a circle may be described from any centre, at any distance

from that centre.

AXIOMS.

1. Things that are equal to the same thing are equal to one another.

2. If equals be added to equals the wholes are equal.

3. If equals be taken from equals the remainders are equal.

4. If equals be added to unequals the wholes are unequal,

5. If equals be taken from unequals the remainders are une(]|ual.

6. Things that are double of the same thing are equal.

7. Tilings that are halves of the same thing are equal.

8. Magnitudes which coincide with one another are equal.

9. The whole is greater than its part.

10. Two straight lines cannot enclose a space.

11. All right angles are equal to one another.

12. If a straight line meet two straight lines so as to make the two

interior angles on the same side of it together less than two

right angles, these two straight lines will, if produced, meet

on that side on which the angles are less than two right

angles.

(310)



POSTULATES, AXIOMS. 17

NOTES.

The postulates are three problems which are assumed to be possible.

They amount to a statement that certain instniments are necessary; and

sufficient, for constructing the figures of the propositions. These instru-

ments are:—
(i) A ruler for drawing straight lines, but not graduated for measuring

their lengths,

(ii) Compasses for describing circles, but not to be used for carrying

measurements from one place to another.

The Axioms are theorems the truth of which is assumed to be evident

without proof. Euclid calls them Common Notions.

Axioms 1 to 7, and 9 are general, that is, they do not apply to geometrical

magnitudes only.

Axioms 8, 10, 11, and 12 are geometrical.

The order of the earlier axioms is easily learned by noticing that it is the

same as in the early rules of arithmetic:—
Axioms 2 and 3—Addition and Subtraction of equals.

Axioms 4 and 5—Addition and Subtraction of unequals.

Axiom 6—Multiplication.

Axiom 7—Division.

Axiom 8 has been called Euclid's test of equality. It states that two

magnitudes (whether lines, angles, or figures) are equal, if one can be so

placed on the other that all their parts agree; if, in short, they coincide.

Axiom 12 is not required before the 29th Proposition; and the beginner

may postpone the consideration of it until that proposition is reached.

EXERCISES.

1. How many straight lines can be drawn between two given points?

2. ABC, DEF are two equal straight lines
; the part AB is equal to the

part DE; is BC equal to EF?

3. State the converse of Axiom 8. Is this always true?

4. Are the areas of two pages of the same book equal?

5. Is the area of the triangle ABC equal to the

area of the triangle DBC in the accompanying

figure? -p-

6. What is the least number of straight lines that can form a figure ?

7. Can two straight lines cut in more than one point?

8. AB and CD are equal straight lines; AB is bisected at E, CD is

bisected at F
;

is AE equal to CF?
(310)

B
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PEOPOSITION I. Problem.

To describe an equilateral triangle on a given finite straight

line.

Let AB be the given st. line.

It is re^ to desc. an equilat. ^^^ on AB.

"With cent. A and rad. AB desc. BCD Post. 3.

With cent. B and rad. AB desc. ACE Post. 3.

From pt. C, wheVe the 08 cut, draw st. lines CA, CB Post.i.

Then shall ^^ABC be equilat.

For, since A is cent, of 0BCD
/. AB=AC Def. 15.

and, since B is cent, of 0ACE
/. AB=BC Def. 15.

Hence, since AC and BC are each of them equal to AB
/. AC=BC Ax.i.

and AB, AC, BC are all equal.

Wherefore, the ^-^ ABC is equilat. and has been

described on A B. Q.E.F.

NOTES.

The letters Q.E.F. which stand at the end of a problem, are the initials

of the words Quod erat faciendiim {tvhich was to be made).

In succeeding propositions when I. 1 occurs among the references

printed on the right-hand side of the page, it stands for ** Book I., Pro-

position 1 ".



PROP. I. 19

The propositions are either Problems or Theorems.

In a problem something has to be made, or done, with the ruler and

compasses of the postulates.

In a theorem some geometrical truth, or property of a figure, has to be

proved, or deduced, from the axioms.

The statement at the head of a proposition is called its enunciation.

The condition, subject to which any proposed problem is to be solved, or

theorem proved, is called the hypothesis* (For example, the hypothesis of

Prop. I. is that the equilat. triangle must be constructed "on a given finite

St. line" i.e. on a st. line whose position and length have both been fixed

beforehand.)

The beginner should carefully notice the three distinct parts of the pro-

position; they are—
1st. The Particular Enunciation, or re-statement of the general enuncia-

tion with reference to a figure.

2nd. The Construction, or directions for drawing such lines and circles

as are needed to solve the problem.

3rd. The Proo/ that the figure made is really such as was required.

He should also compare the statement "then shall ^A A"Rn be equilat."

at the beginning of the proof with "wherefore .^ABC is equilat." at the

end. And, in writing out a proposition, he should on no account attem{)t

to draw the figure first, but should allow it to grow, step by step, as he

writes down the construction.

The letters Q.E.D., at the end of a theorem, stand for Quod erat

demonstrandum (which was to he proved).

EXERCISES.

(Exs. 1 to 5 refer to the figure of Prop I.)

1. If F be the other point of intersection of the circles, prove that FAB is

an equilateral triangle.

2. Prove that FBCA is an equilateral figure.

3. Find a point P in AB produced such that AP is double of AB.
4. On AB as base describe an isosceles triangle with its sides each double

of AB.
5. If with centre A and radius less than AB a circle be described cutting

AB in P and AC in Q, prove that PB is equal to QC.
6. P and Q are fixed points ; it is required to find a point which shall be

equidistant from P and Q.

7. Show how to obtain a straight line which shall be treble of a given finite

straight line.

8. Two concentric circles have centre O; radii OA, OB of the smaller circle

are produced to meet the circumference of the larger circle in C and D
respectively; prove that AC is equal to BD.

* In a problem the given conditions are also called the data.
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PROPOSITION II. Problem.

From a given point to draw a straight line equal to a given

straight line.

Let A be the given pt., and BC the given st. line.

It is req^ to draw from A a st. line=BC.

Join AB Post. 1,

On AB desc. an equilat.

--^DAB i.L

Produce DA, DB to E, F Post. 2.

With cent. B, rad. BC desc.

0CGH cutting DF at G...Post. 3.

With cent. D, rad. DG desc.

0GKL cutting DE at L... Post. 3,

Then shall AL=BC.
For, since B is cent, of 0CGH

.-. BC=BG Def. 15.

And, since D is cent, of 0GKL
/. DL=DG Def. 15.

but part DA=part DB Constr.

/. rem^ AL=rem'" BG Ax. 3.

Hence, AL and BC are each of them equal to BG
.-. AL=BC Ax. 1.

Wherefore, from the given pt. A &c. Q.E.F.

PROPOSITION III. Problem.

From the greater of two given straight lines to cut off a fart equal
to the less.

Let AB and C be the two given st. lines, AB being the greater.

It is req^ to cut offfrom AB a part^=C.

From A draw AD=C L 2. X ^P
With cent. A, rad. AD, desc.

[

X
]E

DEF cutting AB in E Post. 3. I
^

J
^

Then shaU AB=C. C—:—^^
For, since A is cent, of 0DEF

.*, AE=AD Def. 15.

but AD=C Constr.

/. AE=C Ax. 1.

Wherefore, /ro»t the given st. line AB &c. Q.E.F.
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NOTES.

The complex figure of Prop. 2. is caused by the restrictions in the postu-
lates. (See note on Post. 3.)

Prop. 2 should be practised with varied positions of the given line and

point, and with different sets of letters for the figures.

Since either end of the given line might be joined to the given point;
the equilateral triangle described on either side of this line; and the sides

of the triangle produced in either direction, it follows that, for any given

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

positions of the line BC and the point A, eight lines each equal to BC
can, by varying the figure, be obtained at A. Fig. 1, Fig. 2 are examples
of such varieties.

EXERCISES.

1. Draw the six other figures of the set to which Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 belong.

2. Make the figure and give the proof of Prop. 2 for the special case when
the given point is in the given line.

3. In what special cases is it unnecessary to produce the sides of the equi-

lateral triangle in Prop. 2?

4. In the figure of I. 2 AD, BD are produced to meet the circumference

of the larger circle in P and Q respectively ; prove that AP is equal
to BQ.

5. On a given straight line as base describe an isosceles triangle having
each of its other sides equal to a given straight line.

In what case is this impossible?

6. In the figure of I. 3, from AB, or AB produced, cut off a part equal to

three times C.

7. On a given straight line as base construct a triangle having its other

sides equal to two given straight lines.

When is this impossible?

8. Equal circles, whose centres are O and Q, cut the line OQ at A and B

respectively. Prove that OB is equal to AQ.
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PKOPOSITION IV. Theorem.

If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the

other, each to each, and have also the angles, contai?ied hy these sides,

equal; they shall have their bases, or third sides, equal, and the two

triangles shall he equal, and their other angles shall be equal, each to

each, namely, those to which the equal sides are opposite.

Let ABC, DEF be two -:^s,

having AB=DE ^A jP
AC=DF

Z.BAC=z.EDF.

Then shall BC=BP
^^ABC=^^DBP
z.ABO=^DEF B C E F
;LA0B=Z.DPB.

For, if ^^ABC be applied to .^DEF, with pt. A on D,
and AB lying along DE, then

pt. B must fall on E, V AB=DE Hyp.

AC must lie along DF, •/ Z.BAC= ^EDF Hyp.

pt. C must fall on F, V AC=DF Hyp.

Now, since B falls on E, and C on F,

BC must coincide with EF,
or two st. lines would enclose a space

which is impossible Ax. lo.

Hence, since BC coincides with EF,
/. BC=EF Ax.8

and, since the -ir:\s coincide,

C^^ABC=.-:XDEF^
.-.

\
^ABC=2LDEF I Ax.8.

i Z.ACB=^DFE J

Wherefore, if two triangles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTES.

This proposition, the first of Euclid's theorems, is of great importance,
and the beginner should not attempt to proceed further until he has

thoroughly digested it, and can apply its results in examples.
A triangle has seven parts: 3 sides, 3 angles, and an area.

When all the parts of one triangle are respectively equal to all the part
of another triangle, the triangles are said to be "equal in all respects."
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The 4th Prop, may be enunciated shortly thus : If two sides and the

included angle of one triangle are known to be equal to two sides and the

included angle of another, these triangles must be equal in all respects.

Prop. 4 is proved by "the method of superposition," i.e. it is shown that

one of the triangles could be so placed on the other as exactly to cover it

without overlapping, and then, since all their parts would coincide, the truth

of the proposition follows from Axiom 8.

In this, and all succeeding theorems, the particular enunciation is ar-

ranged thus: the known facts, which form the hypothesis, stand first; then

follow, printed in dark type, those which must not be taken for granted,
but are to be proved. This part is called the conclusion.

The proof of the following theorem is given as an example of the way in

which the results of Prop. 4 may be used :

Theorem. The diagonals of an oblong are equal. A^ ^D
Let ABCD be an oblong, AC and BD its diagonals;

then shall AC=BD.
For in ^^s ABC, DBC,

'AB=DC Del 31.

BC is common to both ^^s

,rt. Z_ABC=rt.Z.DCB Ax.ii. B~

/. AC=BD by Prop. 4. O E D

EXERCISES.

1. If two triangles have two sides of one equal to two sides of the other,

must the triangles be equal in all respects ?

2. AB is a straight line; D is its middle point; DC is a line at right

angles to AB
; prove that CA is equal to CB.

3. The diagonals of a square are equal.

4. ABC is an isosceles triangle having AB equal to AC ; AD bisects the

vertical angle BAC and meets the base BC at D; prove that BC
is bisected at D.

5. The bisector of the vertical angle of any isosceles triangle is at right

angles to the base.

6. D and E are the middle points of the equal sides AB, AC of an isosceles

triangle ; prove that the triangles ABE and ACD are equal in all

respects.

7. In the figure of I, 2, if AG and BL be joined, AG- is equal to BL,

8. In the figure of I. 2, if AG and BL be joined, prove that the angle

AGD is equal to the angle BLD.
9. In the figure of I. 3, if with centre A and radius AB a circle be de-

scribed, and AD be produced to meet this circle in G, the triangles

AGE and ABD are equal in all respects.

10. ABCDE is a regular pentagon; prove that BD is equal to CE.
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PEOPOSITION V. Theorem.

The angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal to one

another ; and, if the equal sides he produced, the angles on the other

side of the base are also equal. A

Let ABC be an isos. -.^

having AB=AC,
and let AB, AC be prod^ to D, E.

Then shall (i) ^ABC=z.ACB,
(ii) LDBC= L BOB. bZ ~,Ap

In BD take any pt. F. /^-"^^^^ Ar
From AE cut off AG=AF 1.3. ^f^

"^

Join BG, CF, Post. i. D
Then, in the .^s AFC, AGB,

^^

( AF=AG Constr.

V
]

AC=AB Hyp.;

I L BAC is com. :

FC=BG I

Z.AFC=z.AGB*^ 1.4

^ACF=^ABG J

Again, the whole AF=whole AG Constr.

and part AB=part AC Hyp.

/. rem'^ BF=rem'^ CG Ax. 3.

Hence, in ^^^^s FBC, GCB,
BF=CG

^FC=BG
[

proved above.

^BFC=^CGB*J
Z.FBC=^GCB\
^FCB=^GBCJ

'•'*•

Now, the whole z.ABG=whole Z-ACF,) ^ ^'
, ^^^ ^^^ ) proved above.

and part Z_GBC= part Z.FCB; j

/. rem^ z.ABC=rem>- Z-ACB Ax. 3.

which are the angles at the base,

and, from above, Z-FBC=^GCB
which are the angles on the other side the base.

Wherefore, the angles at the base &c. Q.E.D.

CoR. An equilat^ ^^^ must also be equiang'.

{

* N.B.—AGB and CGB are both names for the same angle.
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NOTES.

The 5th Prop, is proved by a double application of the 4th, and so offers

little difficulty to one who has thoroughly understood the 4th. It may,

however, help the beginner if he draws separate figures for the pairs of

triangles dealt with. Thus, in the first pair of triangles :
—

AF is known to be equal to AG (constr.). A A
AC is known to be equal to AB (given). A A
FAC, BAG are both names of the same / \ / \

angle BAG, which is common to both tri- / \ / \

angles. / \ / \
Hence, since we find two sides, and the r -

-;^f^ R^vl" \
angle contained by them, of .<^FAC equal A^""^*"^ ^"'^"'^A

to the same three parts of ^^ BAG, we ^

know, from Prop. 4, that all the parts of these two triangles are equal.

N.B.—In writing out a proof of the equality of two triangles, all parts

of the left-hand figure should stand on the left, and those of the right-

hand figure on the right, of the sign of equality. Also, in written work

clearness is gained by writing the name of the angle partly within the

angle symbol; e.g. /ABC.
The first part of Prop. 5 may be enunciated thus—If tivo sides of a tri-

angle are equal, tioo of its angles must also he equal.

A corollary is the statement of some geometrical fact not mentioned in

the enunciation, but the truth of which may be inferred from the proof of

the proposition.

EXERCISES.

1. In the figure of I. 3 if DE be joined Z_ADE= ^AED.
2. In the figure of I. 5 prove that Z.rCG= Z.FBG.

3. If, in the figure of I. 5, FG be joined, prove that the .:^FBG is

equal in area to the ^AFCG
4. If, in the figure of I. 5, FC and BG meet at H, prove that -^s

BFH, CGH are equal in area.

5. In the figure of I. 1, if the circles cut at C and D, prove that the

angle CAD is equal to the angle CBD.
6. If the middle point of the base of an isosceles triangle be joined to the

vertex, the figure is divided into two right-angled triangles.

7. ABC is an isosceles triangle. On the side of AB remote from C, any

point P is taken and joined to C and B. Prove that angle PBC is

greater than angle PCB.

8. AOB is a diameter of a circle whose centre is 0. C is a point on the

circumference. Prove that the angle ACB is equal to the sum of the

angles CAB and CBA.
9. The opposite angles of a rhombus are equal.
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PROPOSITION VI. Theorem.

If two angles of a triangle are equal to one another, the sides also

which subtend the equal angles, are equal.

Let ABC be a .i^ A
having Z.ABC=^ACB.

ThenshaU AB=AC. D^

For, if AB is unequal to AC,
one must be the greater.

If possible, suppose AB> AC.
From AB cut off BD=AC I. 3.

Join DC Post. 1. B

Then in .^s DBC, ABC,
DB=AC Constr.

BC is com.

^DBC=z.ACB Hyp.

/. .^DBC=^ABC 1.4.

i.e, the part=the whole,
which is absurd Ax. 9.

Hence, AB cannot be unequal to AC,

i.e. AB=AC.

Wherefore, if two angles &c. Q.E.D.

CoR. An equiang'^ ^^ must also be equilat^

NOTES.

Prop. 6 is the converse of the first part of Prop. 5; i.e. the hypothesis of

Prop. 5 forms the conclusion of Prop, 6, and vice versd,.

These two propositions may be stated thus:—
Prop. 5

(i).
If a triangle is isosceles, Hyp.

two of its angles must be equal Conclusion.

Prop. 6. If a triangle has two angles equal, Hyp.

it must be isosceles Conclusion.
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Prop. 6 is proved by an indirect method. In order to show that AB and

AC are equal, the question, Can they possibly be unequal? is first con-

sidered ;
and this it is shown can only be the case if the area of the whole

triangle ABC is equal to the area of its part the triangle DBC, which is

contrary to axiom. Thus the truth of the proposition is evident.

This method of proof is sometimes called a reductio ad ahsurdum

EXERCISES.

1. In the figure of I. 5, if FC and BG meet at 0, prove that OB is equal
toOC.

2. In the figure of I. 6, prove that angle DCB is less than angle DBC.

3. ABC is an isosceles triangle, with AB equal to AC. The bisectors of

the angles ABC and ACB meet at O. Prove that CO=BO.

4. ABC is a triangle; BA is produced to D; AD is cut off equal to

AC, and DC joined. Prove that angle BCD is greater than angle
BDC.

5. If, in the figure of I. 6, any point be taken within the triangle ABC,
prove that angle OBC is less than angle ACB.

6. If, in the figure of I. 6, a point P be taken on the side of AC remote

from B, the angle PCB is greater than the angle PBC.

7. ABC is an isosceles triangle, having AB equal to AC; BO, CO, the

bisectors of the angles ABC and ACB, meet at O, and AO is

joined. Prove that the triangles ABO and ACO are equal in all

respects.

8. If, in the figure of I. 6, CD be produced to E, and EB joined, the

angle EBC is greater than the angle ECB.

9. If, in the figure of Ex. 8, EB and EC are produced to G and H
respectively, prove that the angle GBC is less than angle HCB.

10. If, in the figure of I. 1, the circles cut at C and D, prove that CD
bisects the angle A^B. ~-—

^^^^

Prove also that CD bisects AB.

11. ABODE is a regular pentagon; prove that the triangle ACD is

isosceles.

12. Explain the words Oeometry, Propoeition, Problem, Theorem, Corollary,

Enunciation, Hypothesis, Postulate, Axiom, Finite, Hexagonal, Oc-

tagonal.
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PROPOSITION VII. Theorem.

Oil the same base and on the same side of it there cannot be two

triangles which have their sides, terminated in one extremity of the

base, equal to one another, and likewise those terminated in the other

extremity.

For, if it be possible, let the .^^^ ABC, DBG, standing on the

same side of BC, have

AB=DB
and also AC=DC.

Case 1. When the vertex of each .^^ is outside the other.

Join AD Post. 1. "V^^ n
Then, since AB=DB Hyp.

/. z.BAD=z_BDA i.5(i).

but z.BAD>z_CAD Ax. 9.

/. ^BDA>^CAD
but z.CDA>z.BDA Ax. 9.

much more /. L CDA> L CAD. B
'

C

Again, since DC=AC Hyp.

.-. z.CDA=^CAD 1.5.

i.e. the L CDA is both= and > LCAD
which is impossible.

Case 2. When the vertex D of one ^^ is within the other.

Join AD Post. 1. /g
Produce BA to E, and BD to F Post. 2. ^

Then, since AB=DB Hyp.

/. ^EAD=^FDA i.5(ii). / 1^^^
but z.EAD>z.CAD Ax. 9.

' ^'

.'. z.FDA>z.CAD
but Z.CDA>z.FDA Ax. 9.

much more .*. z.CDA> Z.CAD. B C

Again, since DC=AC Hyp.

.-. ^CDA=z.CAD 1.5.

i.e. the L CDA is both= and > LCAD
which is impossible.
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Case 3. When the vertex of oiie .^^ A
is on a side of the other. >/^\d

This case needs no proof.
B C

Wherefore, on the same hose &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

This negative theorem is only required by Euclid for the 8th Proposition.

Some writers have used another proof of Prop. 8, omitting the 7th Propo-

sition altogether. See note on Prop. 8.

EXERCISES.

1. Why does Case 3 "need no proof"?

2. Is it possible for two triangles, standing on the same side of the same

base, to have their sides, which terminate in one extremity of the

base, equal, and their sides which terminate in the other extremity,

unequal?

3. On the same base, and on the same side of it, there can be but one

equilateral triangle.

4. Two circles cannot cut in more than two points.

5. What axiom is implied in the proof of the 7th Proposition?

6. On the same base, but on opposite sides of it, are two acute-angled

triangles, having their sides terminated in one extremity of the base

equal, and, likewise those terminated in the other extremity; prove,

by joining their vertices and using Proposition 5, that their vertical

angles are equal.

7. ABC, DBC are two isosceles triangles standing on the same side of the

same base BC; prove that the angle ABD is equal to the angle

ACD.
8. ABC, DBC are two isosceles triangles standing on opposite sides of the

same base BC; prove that the angle ABD is equal to the angle

ACD.

9. AOB is an angle. OC is drawn within the angle AOB and OC is made

equal to OB. If AB, AC, BC are joined prove that angle ACB is

greater than angle ABC.
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PKOPOSITION VIII. Theorem.

If two triangles have two sides of one equal to two sides of the other,

each to each, and have, likewise, their bases equal; the angle contained

hy the two sides of the one is equal to the angle contained by the tivo

sides, equal to them, of the other. a D
^^

Let ABC, DEF be two ^^s,

having AB=DE,
AC=DF,

and BC=EF.

Then shaU LBAC= L EDP. b C E F

For, if ^^ABC be applied to ^^DEF with pt. B on E,

and BC along EF,
the pt. C must faU on F, V BC=EF Hyp.

And if BA, AC did not fall on ED, DF, but had a

diiferent position such as EG, GF, then DEF, GEF would

be two ^^s standing on the same side of EF and having

DE=GE, and DF=GF,
which is impossible... J. 7.

Hence BA, AC must fall on ED, DF,
and Z.BAC must coincide with Z.EDF

/.^BAC=iLEDF Ax. 8.

Wherefore, if two triangles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTES.

Since the triangles have been shown to coincide it follows that they are

equal in all respects.

The 8th Proposition is a converse of the 4th, and, as is the case with most

converse propositions, it is proved indirectly.

It should be noticed that, when the hypothesis of a proposition contains

more than one condition, there will be more than one converse.

The following direct proof of Prop. 8 is independent of Prop. 7.

Apply ^:^ABC to DEF so that their bases
j^

coincide, but with their vertices on opposite sides

of EF. Let GEF be the new position of .^ABC.
Join DG.

Then since ED=EG Hyp.

/. Z.EDG=Z.EGD i.5.

Again, since FD=rG Hyp.

/. z.rDG=^rGD 1.5.

Hence, the whole LEDF=whole LEGF ... Ax. 2. Q.E.D.

i^F
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The following theorem illustrates the application of Prop. 8 to examples.

Theorem. The straight line which joins the vertex to the middle point of the

base of an isosceles triangle, is at right angles to the base.

Let ABC be an isos. ^r^ and D the mid. pt. of base BC; then shall AD
be at rt, Z_ s to BC. A

For, in ^^s ABD, ACD

{BD=CD

Hyp.

AD is com.

AB=AC Hyp

/. Z_ADB=Z.ADC 1.8.
g ^ ^

and these being equal adjacent Z-S, are rt. Z_s..., Def. lO.

/. AD is at rt. Z_s to BC. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. In the figure of 1. 1, if the circles cut at C and D, prove that angle
ACB is equal to angle ADB.

2. In the figure of Euc. I. 5, if BG and CF cut at H, prove that—

(i) Z.AHB=^AHC
(ii) ^BHF=Z.CHG.

3. ABC is an isosceles triangle; D is the middle point of the base BC;

prove that AD bisects the vertical angle BAC.

4. A diagonal of a rhombus bisects the angles through which it passes.

5. Two isosceles triangles stand on the same side of the same base
; prove

that the line joining their vertices, when produced, meets the base

at right angles.

6. Two circles, whose centres are O and Q, cut at P and E,, show that the

angle OPQ is equal to the angle ORQ.

7. Show, by the method of superposition, that a square is divided by its

diagonal into two triangles of equal area.

8. A rhomboid is bisected by its diagonal.

9. Two isosceles triangles stand on opposite sides of the same base ; show

that the line joining their vertices bisects their vertical angles.

10. Every oblong is bisected by its diameter.

11. ABCD is an oblong whose diagonals cut at O; prove that triangle

OAD is equal in area to triangle OBC.
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PKOPOSITION IX. Problem.

To bisect a given rectilineal migle.

Let ABC be the given rect^ L .

It is req'^ to bisect it.

In AB take any pt. D. Aj

From BC cut off BE=BD...I. 3.

Join DE Post 1.
j^/

On the side of DE remote

from B desc. an equilat.

.^DEF LL

JoinBF Post 1 B E

Then shall BF bisect lABO.

In .-As DBF, EBF,
DB=EB Constr.

BF is com.

.DF=EF (equilat'^::^) Constr.

A z.DBF=Z.EBF is.

Wherefore, the given rectilineal angle &c. Q.E.i^

EXERCISES.

1. Why is the equilateral triangle constructed on the side of DE remote

from B?

2. Divide a given rectilineal angle into four equal parts.

3. In the figure of Prop. 9, prove that angle BDF is equal to BEF.

4. Prove the following construction for bisecting a given angle POQ.
With centre O and any radius describe a circle cutting OP in R,

and OQ in S. With centre R and any radius greater than half RS,
and with centre S and the same radius, describe circles cutting at T.

Join OT.

5. ABC is an isosceles triangle; the bisectors of the base angles meet at 0,

and O is joined to the vertex A. Prove that OA bisects the vertical

angle BAC.

6. The bisectors of the three angles of an equilateral triangle meet at a

point.
—[Note. Draw tioo bisectors, join their pt. of intersection to the remain-

ing L , and then prove that this line bisects that Z .]
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PROPOSITION X. Problem.

To bisect a given finite straight liiie.

Let AB be the given finite st. line.

It IS req^ to bisect it.

A D B

On AB desc. an equilat..=^CAB I.i.

Bisect Z.ACB by CD meeting AB at D 1.9.

Then shall AB be bisected at D.

In ^s CAD, CBD,
CA=CB Constr.

CD is com.

iLACD=Z.BCD Constr.

AD=BD 1.4.

Wherefore, the given st. line &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. What is meant by & finite straight line?

2. Prove the following construction for bisecting a given line PQ:
With centre P, and any radius greater than half PQ; and with

centre Q and the same radius; describe arcs cutting at R and S. Join

SR meeting PQ at T.

3. Show how to divide a given line into eight equal parts.

4. Prove that the common chord of two equal circles which cut one another

bisects the line which joins their centres.

5. If, in the figure of Proposition 10, CB be bisected at E, and AE be

joined, meeting CD at O; prove that OD is equal to OE.

6. In the figure of I. 9, if BF and DE cut at H, prove that DE is bisected

at H, and that FH is at right angles to DE.

7. Prove that the common chord of two circles which cut is at right angles

to the line joining their centres.

(310)
C
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PEOPOSITION XI. Problem.

To draw a straight line at right angles to a given straight lirie^

from a given point in the same.

Let AB be the st. line, and C the given pt. in it.

It is req^ to draw from C a st. line at rt. Ls to AB.

F

B

In AC take any pt. D.

From CB cut off CE=CD L 3.

On DE desc. an equilati ^^ DEF L i.

Join CF Post. 1.

Then CP shall be at rt. Lsto AB.

In .^s FDC, FEC,
DC=EC Constr.

CF is com.

DF=EF Constr.

.-. z.DCF=z.ECF L8.

and these, being equal adjacent L s, are rt. Z. s Def. lo.

Wherefore, from the given point C &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. Prove the following construction for this proposition:
—With centre D

and any radius greater than DC, and with centre E and the same

radius, describe circles cutting at G. Join CG.

2. Find a point in a given straight line, of unlimited length, which shall

be equidistant from two given external points. Draw figures for the

various cases that may occur.

For what special positions of the given points with respect to the

given line is there— (i) no solution of the problem; (ii) an infinite

number of solutions?

3. Find the locus of a point which moves in a plane so as always to be

equidistant from two given fixed points in the plane.

4. Show, by a reductio ad absurdiim, that, on the same side of the line AB,
but one straight line at right angles to AB can be drawn from the

point C.
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Of

PKOPOSITION XII. Problem.

To draw a straight line 'perpendicular to a given straight
unlimited length, from a given point without it.

Let AB be the given st. line of unlimited length, and C the given

pt. without it.

It is reef to draw from C a st. line ± to AB.

Take any pt. D on the other side of AB.

With cent. C and rad. CD desc.

a EDF, cutting AB at E and F Post. 3.

Bisect EF at G i. lo.

Join CG Post. 1.

Then CG shall be .l to AB.

Join CE, CF, Post. 1.

Then in -^s CEG, CFG

|'EG=FG
Constr.

*/
^
CG is com.

lCE=CF (radii) Constr.

,',LCGE==:LCGF 1.8.

and these, being equal adj. Ls, are rt. Z.s...Def. lo.

/. CG is i. to AB Del 10.

Wherefore, /rowi the given point C &c.

EXERCISES.

1. Why is the given line "of unlimited length"?
2. Why is the point D taken "on the other side

"
of AB?

3. What distinction does Euclid make between a line at right angles, and

a perpendicular to another line ?

4. Construct an angle which shall be double of a given angle.

5. Prove that the perpendiculars, let fall from any point in the bisector

of an angle upon the lines which contain the angle, are equal.*

6. The perpendiculars drawn from the ends of the base of an isosceles

triangle to the opposite sides are equal.*

7. Find a point within an equilateral triangle which shall be equally
distant from each of the angular points of the triangle.

8. P and Q are fixed points on opposite sides of a fixed straight line PS.

Find a point T in RS such that the angle PTR may be equal to the

angle QTR. In what case is this impossible?
* Ifote.—Vae the method of Ex. 6, p. 32, i.e. draw one i..
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PEOPOSITION XIII. Theorem.

The angles which one straight line makes with another straight line,

on one side of it, a7'e either two right angles, or are together equal to

tioo right angles.

Let the st. Hue AB meet CD at B.

Then shall either (i) z.s CBA, ABD be two rt. z.s,

or (ii) L s CBA, ABD together=two rt. L s.

(i) If z.CBA=^ABD,
each is a rt. z_ Def lO.

and /. 2_ s CBA, ABD are two rt. L s.

(ii) If L CBA is not= z. ABD,
from B draw BE at rt. z.s to CD....I. ii.

Then, since L CBE= L s CBA, ABE,
add L EBD to each, C B D

/. Z-sCBE, EBD = z.sCBA, ABE, EBD ax. 2.

Again, since z.ABD= ^s ABE, EBD,
add L CBA to each,

/. Z-sCBA, ABD=z.sCBA, ABE, EBD Ax. 2.

Hence, z-s CBA, ABD= AS CBE, EBD Ax. 1.

But Z.S CBE, EBD are two rt. z.s Constr.

/. Z.S CBA, ABD are together=two rt. z.s.

Wherefore, the angles which &c. Q.E.D

EXERCISES.

1. State the axiom assumed in the statement "Z_CBE=Z_s CBA, ABE,"

2. AOB and COD are right angles, C lying within the angle AOB ; prove
that the angle AOC is equal to the angle BOD.

3. If, in the figure of Prop. 1, AB be produced both ways and meet the

circle BCD in P, and the circle ACE in Q, prove that the angle CAP
is equal to the angle CBQ.

4. In an isosceles triangle, the angles at the base together with the angles
on the other side the base, are equal to four right angles.

5. OA, OB, OC, OD are radii of a circle ABCD. OB is at right angles to

OA, and OC to OD. Prove that AC is equal to BD.

6. The bisectors of adjacent angles are at right angles.
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PEOPOSITION XIV. Theorem.

If^ at a point in a straight line, two other straight lines, on opposite
sides of it, make the adjacent angles together equal to two right angles;
these two straight lines must he in one and the same straight line.

At the pt. B, iu the st. line A)
AB, let CB, BD, on opp. sides

of AB, make z.s CBA, ABD
together=two rt. Z.s.

/ E.

Then OB shall be in the
^

same st. line with BD. c B D

For, if not, if possible produce CB in some other direction BE.

Then, since AB meets st. line CBE at B

/. Z.S CBA, ABE=two rt. z.s 1.13.

But ilsCBA, ABD=two rt. z.s Hyp.

/. Z.S CBA, ABE= ^s CBA, ABD Ax. 1.

Take away the com. L CBA,
.*. rems l ABE=remg ^ ABD Ax.3.

or, the part= the whole,

which is absurd Ax. 9.

Hence, CB is in the same st. line with BD.

Wherefore, if at a point &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. Of what proposition is the 14th the converse? -

2. What method of proof is adopted in Proposition 14?

3. In Prop. 14 Euclid first makes use of Axiom 11. Point out where this

occurs.

4. If, in the figure of Prop. 11, a second line, CG, be drawn from C at

right angles to AB, but on the other side of it; then will CF and CG
be in one and the same straight line.

5. If the angles on the other side of the base of a triangle, whose sides have

been produced, are equal, prove that the triangle is isosceles.

Of what theorem is this the converse?

6. Two squares have a corner-point common; if two of their sides are in

one straight line, then two other sides will also be in one straight line.
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PEOPOSITION XV. Theorem.

If two straight lines cut one another, the opposite vertical angles are

equal.

Let the st. lines AB and CD cut at E.
^^-^ ^^^

Then shaU ^AED= ^CBB,
" ^'

and ^ABC=-lDEB. ^y^ ^

Since AE meets CD at E,

/. Z.S AEC, AED=two rt. Z-s Lis.

Since CE meets AB at E,

/. ^s AEC, CEB=two rt. Z-s 1. 13.

Hence, Z.s AEC, AED=z.s AEC, CEB Ax. i. and Ai. ii.

Take away the com. L AEC,
/. rems z. AED=rem8 Z.CEB Ax.3.

In the same way it may be shown that LAEC= L DEB.

Wherefore, if two straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

Cor. 1. If two straight lines cut, the four angles formed are together

equal to four right angles.

CoR. 2. If any number of straight lines meet at a point, the sum of

all the angles formed is equal to four right angles.

EXERCISES.

1. Write out in full the proof of the second part of this proposition, that

angle AEC is equal to angle DEB.

2. AB and CD bisect each other at 0; prove that the triangles BOC and

AOD are equal in all respects.

3. AOB, COD are diameters of a circle; prove that AC is equal to BD.

4. Could a perfect pavement be formed entirely of equal regular hexagons
whose angles are each of 120°?

5. Any point is taken within a rectangle, and is joined to the four angular

points. Prove that all the angles of all the triangles so formed are

together equal to eight right angles.

6. The bisectors of opposite vertical angles are in the same straight line.
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PROPOSITION XVI. Theorem.

If one side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle is greater

than either of the opposite interior angles.

Let ABC be a ^^ having one of its sides, BC, produced to D.

Then shall (i) LACD > L BAG,
and (ii) z.ACD > ^ ABC.

Bisect AC at E i. lo.

Join BE Post. 1.

Produce BE to F Post. 2.

CutoffEF=BE 1.3.
^ '^

\
^

Join CF Post. 1. \
Then, in ^s ABE, ECF

^"^

AE=EC Constr.

BE=EF Constr.

Z.AEB=z.CEF 1.15.

/. z.BAE=z.ECF 1.4.

But z_ECD>z.ECF Ax.a

.*. ^ECD>z.BAE
i.e. Z_ACD>Z.BAC.

In the same way, if BC be bisected, and AC produced to G, it may
be shown that Z.BCG {i.e. Z. ACD) > ^ ABC.

Wherefore, if one side of a triangle &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. Write out in full the proof of the second part of this proposition.

2. If, in the figure of Prop. 16, AF be joined, then AF is equal to BC.

3. In the figure of I. 7, case 2, prove that angle ADB is greater than ACB.
4. Prove that the angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are together

less than two right angles.

5. A triangle can have but one right angle.
6. In the figure of Prop. 5, if FC and BG meet in H, prove that angle

FHG is greater than BAG.
7. In the figure of I. 16 prove that triangles ABC FBC are equal in area.
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PROPOSITION XVII. Theorem.

Any two angles of a triangle are together less than two right angles.

Let ABC be a .:^.

Then shall any two of its z. s be together less than

two rt. Z.S.

A

B C D

Produce BC to D Post. 2.

Thenjexf^ ^ACD>opp. inf" Z.ABC 1. 16.

Add z_ ACB to each

/. ^s ACD, ACB> ^s ABC, ACB Ax.4.

but z_s ACD,ACB=two rt. Ls 1. 13.

,-. Z-sABC, ACB<twort. ^s.

Ill the same way it may be shown

that Z.S CBA, CAB < two rt. z.s,

and L s BAG, BCA < two rt. L s.

Wherefore, an^ two angles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

This proposition is the converse of Axiom 12.

Ax. 12 states that if two st. lines make with a third two angles on the

same side together less than two right angles,

those two lines will meet {i.e. the three will

form a triangle). Prop. 17 shows that if two

st. lines with a third form a triangle, the two

angles formed with the third line will be

together less than two right angles.

EXERCISES.

1. Write out in full the proof that angles CBA, CAB are less than two

right angles.

2. Prove Prop. 17 by joining A to a point in BC, instead of producing BC.

3. From a given external point but one perpendicular can be drawn to a

given straight line.

4. From a given external point only two equal straight lines can be drawn

to a given straight line, one on each side of the perpendicular.

5. A triangle can have but one obtuse angle.
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PEOPOSITION XVIII. Theorem. /4

l^he greater side of every triangle is opposite to the greater angle.

Let ABC be a ^^ having the side AB > side AC.

Then shaU ^ACB>aABC.

From AB cut offAD=AC 1.3.

Join DC Post. 1.

Then, since AD=AC Constr.

/. z_ADC=z.ACD T.5.

Butexf z.ADC>opp. inf^ Z.DBCof .^CBD.... I.i6.

/. also Z-ACD>^DBC
but z.ACB>Z.ACD Ax. 9.

much more /. ^ACB> ^DBC (or ABC).

Wherefore, the greater side &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

In this proposition the base and vertical angle are not considered; the base

may, of course, be the (jreatest of the three sides, as it is in the above figure.

If the two sides are equal, we know from Prop. 5 that they subtend

equal angles. This proposition then is an extension of the 5th, and shows

that, if the two sides are not equal, the greater of the two subtends a greater

angle than the other subtends.

EXERCISES.

1. What is the hypothesis in this proposition?

2. In the figure of Prop. 5, show that the angle ABG is greater than the

angle AGE.
3. In a scalene triangle the greatest side subtends the greatest of the three

angles.

4. Enunciate the converse of the following proposition:
—

" If a triangle have two of its sides unequal, the greater of these two
sides subtends an angle which is greater than that subtended by the

other side."

5. ABCD is a quadrilateral. AB is equal to AD, but BC is less than DC.
Prove that angle ABC is greater than angle ADC.
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PEOPOS'ITION XIX. Theorem. J
The greater angle of every triangle is opposite to the greater side.

Let ABC be a ^^ having 2_ABC> Z. ACB.

Then shaU AOAB.

For, if AC be not>AB,

then must either (i) AC=AB,
or (ii) AC<AB.

(i) If AC=AB,
^ACB=z.ABC 1.5.

but this, by hypothesis, is not the case.

(ii) If AC<AB,
aABC<Z.ACB 1.18.

but this, by hypothesis, is not the case.

Hence, since AC can neither be =, nor <, AB,

/. AOAB.

Wherefore, the greater angle &c. QoE.D.

NOTE.

To avoid confusing Prop. 18 with its converse Prop. 19, it should be

noticed that the hypothesis stands first in each enunciation.

EXEECISES.

1. The shortest distance of a given point from a given line is the perpen-

dicular. (Hence, by the distance of a point from a line is meant the

'perpendicular distance.)

2. The hypotenuse is the greatest side of a right-angled triangle.

3. The diagonal of a square is greater than its side.

4. The straight line joining the vertex of an isosceles triangle to any point

in its base is always less than one of the equal sides of the triangle.

5. The greatest chord which can be drawn through any point in the cir-

cumference of a circle, is the diameter.

6. Prove that a circle cannot cut a straight line in more than two points.
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PEOPOSITION XX. Theorem.

Any two sides of a triangle are together greater than the third side.

Let ABC be a.^.

Then shall any two sides together be > the third side.

Produce BA to D Post. 2.

CutoffAD=AC 1.3.

Join DC Post.i. A)

Then, since AC=AD .Constr. Ay^ j

,\ z.ACD=z.ADC 1.5. y/\ j
But ^BCD>z.ACD Ax.9. y/^ \j

:. also z.BCD>2LADC ^
^^B C

Hence BD>BC 1.19.

i.e. BA, AC>BC Constr.

In the same way it may be shown

that AC, CB>BA,
and CB, BA>AC.

Wherefore, any two sides of a triangle &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. Write out in full the proof that AC, CB are greater than BA.

2. Prove, by a similar construction to that of the proposition, that the

difference of any two sides of a triangle is less than the third side.

3. Any three sides of a quadrilateral are greater than the fourth side.

4. The sum of the four sides of a quadrilateral is greater than the sum of

its two diagonals.

5. The sum of the lines joining any point within a triangle to its angles is

greater than half the sum of its sides.

6. In the figure of Prop. 6, prove that the perimeter of the triangle ABC
/ is greater than the perimeter of triangle DBC.
7. In the figure of I. 16, prove that BC and CF are greater than twice BE.

8. Points are taken on the circumference of a circle and joined in order,

forming a polygon. Show that the perimeter of the polygon increases

as the number of sides is increased.

9. Two sides of any triangle are together greater than twice the straight

line joining the vertex to the middle point of the base.
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PKOPOSITION XXI. Theorem.

//, from the ends of a side of a triangle, two straight lines he drawn
to a point within the triangle; these two straight lines are together less

than the other tvjo sides of the triangle, but (mitain a greater angle.

Let ABC be a ^^, and, from the ends of the base BC, let BD,
CD be drawn to a pt. D within the ^::\.

Then shaU (i) BD, DC<BA, AC,
(ii) ^BDOaBAC. a

Produce BD to meet AC in E Post. 2.

(i) Then, in .-^BAE, / ^^
BA, AE>BE 1.20.

^^^

Add EC to each,

/. BA, AOBE, EC.
^

And, in .^EDC,
DE, EODC 1.20

Add BD to each,

/. BE, EOBD, DC.

Much more ,'. BA, AC>BD, DC.

(ii) Again, in .::^EDC,

exf Z-BDC>opp. int'* /.DEC. I 16

And, in .^ABE,
exf LDEOopp. inf ABAC 1. 16

Much more /. z.BDC> .iBAC.

Wherefore, iffrom the ends of a side &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. State an axiom which is assumed in this proposition.

2. If any point be taken within a quadrilateral and joined to two opposite

angular points, the new quadrilateral thus formed will have a less

perimeter than the other.

3. If a point O within a triangle ABC be joined to the angles, then OA,

OB, OC are together less than the perimeter of the triangle.
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PROPOSITION XXII. Problem.

To make a triangle whose sides shall he equal to three given straight

lines, any two of which are greater than the third.

Let A, Bj and C be the given st. lines, any two being> the third.

It IS req^ to make a ^^ with sides respectively
=:A, B, and C.

M

D\ F G H E

Take a st. line DE terminated at D, but unlimited towards E,

From DE cut ofF DF=A, rG=B, GH=C i. 's.

With cent. F and rad. FD desc. a DLK Post. 3.

With C3nt. G and rad. GH desc. a HMK, Post. 3.

cutting the other in K.
Join KF, KG Post, l

Then shaU ^^ KFG have its sides=A, B, and O.

Since F is cent, of DLK
/. FK=FD Def.l5.

but FD=A Constr.

.'. FK=A Ax.L

Since G is cent, of HMK
.'. GK=GH Def.l5.

but GH=C Constr.

/. GK=C Ax.L

Also FG=B Constr.

Wherefore, a .^:::\KFG has been made &c. Q.E.F.

NOTE.
In Practical Geometry, when unrestricted use of compasses can be made,

a triangle with sides of given lengths would

be constructed thus :
— If AD, B, and C "" '^

are the given lengths, extend the compasses
till the distance between their feet is the

length B, and then with cent. A describe an ^ ^
arc. In the same way with cent. D, but

radius C, describe another arc, cutting the former at E. Rule lines EA
and ED,
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PEOPOSITION XXIII. Problem.

At a given poiiit in a given straight line to make an angle equal to

a given angle.

Let AB be the given st. line, A the given pt. in it, and CDE the

given L.

It is re^ to make at A an L=^ L CDE.

In DC and DE take any

pts. C and E.

Join CE Post. 1.

On AB make a ^^AAFG
with its side rA=CD

AG=DE1- I.

GF=EC

Then shall lFAG= z.CDE.

In ^s FAG, CDE

rA=CD^
AG=DE[ Consti.

GF=ECJ
/. ^FAG=Z.CDE 1.8.

Wherefore, at the given pt. A in the given st. line &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. Prove that two triangles, satisfying the conditions of the problem, can

be obtained with the construction of Prop. 22.

2. What previous problem is a special case of Prop. 22?

3. Show, by diagrams, that in Prop. 22 the restriction
"
any two of which

are greater than the third
"

is necessary.

4. If, in the figure of Prop. 22, KD and KH be joined, the perimeter of

KDH is more than double the sum of the lines A, B and C.

5. Construct a rhombus having given the length of a diagonal, and one of

the angles through which it passes.

6. If one angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of the other two angles,

the triangle can be divided into two isosceles triangles.

7. Construct a quadrilateral whose sides shall be respectively equal to those

of a given quadrilateral.

8. Construct a triangle, having given the base, one of the angles at the

base, and a line equal to the sum of its two sides.
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EXAMPLES.

I. To construct a rectilineal figure whose sides and angles sliall he equal

respectively to those of a given rectilineal figure.

Let ABODE be the given figure.

Join AC, AD, dividing it into -^As.

Make a ..^YGrB. with its sides equal

to those of .^ABC (FG=AB &c.)...i. 22.

On FH make a ^r^FKH with its

sides equal to those of ^^ADC
(FK=AD and HK=CD) 1.22.

On FK make a ^AFMK with its

sides equal to those of ^^AED
(FM=AE, &c.) 1.22.

Then fig. FGHKMhas (by constr.)

its sides^to those of the given figure.

Also, by Euc. I. 8, the three pairs of

^A s have their Z.s equal, each to

each, since their sides are equal.

,*, the sum of the three Z.s at F=the sum of the three Z.s at A, and so on.

Hence the figure is also equiangular to ABODE. Q.E.F.

II. To construct a triangle, having given the base, one of the angles at the

base, and the difference of the sides.

Let A be the given L,

BO the given base, A E^
and D the given difference of sides.^ D G.
At B, in BO, make L OBE=A. . .1. 23.

From BE cut off BF=D...I.3.

Join FO. F^

AtOmake Z.FOG=Z_OFE 123.

OG meeting BE in G. ^ q
Then GBC shaU be the ^^ reqd.

For, since ^GFO=Z_GOF Constr.

/. GF=GO 1.6.

/, the difference of GB and GO is BF,
and BF=D.

Also LGBO=A Constr.

Hence, ^^^GBO has one of its base Z.s=A, stands upon the

given base BO, and has the difference of its sides=D. Q.E.F.
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PEOPOSITION XXIV. Theorem.

If tivo triaTigles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the

other
J
each to each, hut the angle contained hy the two sides of the one

greater than the angle contained hy the two sides of the other; the hase

of that which has the greater angle is greater than the hase of the other.

Let ABC, DEF be two .^s,

having AB=DE, a D
AC=DF,

but Z.BAOZ.EDF.

Then shaU BOEP.
Of the two sides DE, DF,

let DE be the one which is

not> the other.

At pt. D in DE, and on the

same side of it as F, make the z_EDG= Z.BAC i. 28.

Cut off DG=DF or AC is.

Join EG, GF Post. i.

Then, in ^^s ABC, DEG
i AB=DE Hyp.

V
-j

AC=DG Constr.

[z.BAC=Z-EDG Constr.

.-. BC=EG 1.4.

Again, since DG=DF Constr.

/. z.DGF=^DFG 1.5.

But ^DGF>^EGF Ax. 9.

.-.also ^DFO^EGF.
But 2LEFG>^DFG Ax. 9.

much more /. z.EFG> Z.EGF.
Hence EG>EF 1. 19.

But BC=EG Proved above.

/. BOEF.
Wherefore, if two triangles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

The shorter of the two sides DE, DF is selected in the construction (if

the sides are not equal) in order to ensure that F shall lie on the side of

EG remote from D. Otherwise three cases might occur:— Case i. as above;

Case ii. when F fell on the same side as D (in which case produce DF and

DG in order to prove EG > EF by the method of Prop. 7, Case 2) ;
and

Case iii. when F fell on EG.
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PEOPOSITION XXV. Theorem.

If two trioAigles have two sides of one equal to two sides of the othei\

each to each^ hut the base of the one greater than the base of the other;

the angle contained by the sides of that which has the greater base is

greater than the angle contained by the sides of the other.

Let ABC, DEF be two .^s,

having AB=DE,
AC=DF,

but BOEF.
Then shaU ^BAC>z.BDP.

For, if z_BAC is not> L EDF,
then either (i) 2LBAC= Z.EDF,

or (ii)z.BAC<AEDF.

(i) If z.BAC=z.EDF
BC=EF 1.4.

but this, by hypothesis, is not the case.

(ii) If z.BAC<iLEDF
BC<EF 1.24.

but this, by hypothesis, is not the case.

Hence, since Z.BAC can neither be =, nor <, ii_EDF,

/. ^BAO^EDF.
Wherefore, if two triangles &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. ABCD is a quadrilateral; the sides AD and BC are equal, but the side

CD is greater than AB ; prove that the angle CBD is greater than

the angle ADB ; also, that the angle CAD is greater than the angle

ACB.

2. AB, BC, CD are three equal straight lines. The angle ABC is greater

than the angle BCD. Prove that AC is greater than BD.

3. The sides AB, AC of a scalene triangle are produced to D and E. In

BD any point F is taken; from CE is cut off CG, equal to BF; and

FC, BG are joined. Prove that, if AB is greater than AC, FC will

be greater than BG.

4. Pi'ove Prop. 24 by using the greater of the two sides DE and DF, instead

of the one which is not greater. (See note on Prop. 24.)

5. Prove that, with the construction of Prop. 24, F must lie on the side of

EG remote from D.

(310)
^
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PROPOSITION XXVI. Theorem.

If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two angles of the

other, each to each, and one side equal to one side, namely, either the

sides adjacent to equal angles in each triangle, or sides opposite to

equal angles; then shall the remaining sides he eqiud, each to each,

and the third angle of the one to the third angle of the other.

Case I. Let the ^£k ABC, DEF
have Z.ABC=^DEF, A D

Z.ACB=^DFE,
BC=EF. G/

Then shall AB=DE,
AC=DF,

2LBAC=z.BDP. ^ ^ ^ ^

For, if AB is not=DE, one must be the greater.

If possible, suppose AB>DE.

From AB cut off BG=DE 1.3.

Join GC Post. 1.

Then in .^a GBC, DEF,
GB=DE Constr.

BC=EF Hyp.

lGBC= lBEF Hm
.-. z.GCB=2LDFE 1.4.

But LACB=LT)FE Hyp.

/. ^GCB=z_ACB Ax.i.

or, the part=the whole,
which is absurd Ax. 9.

,*, AB cannot be unequal to DE,
i.e. AB=DE.

Hence, in .^s ABC, DEF,
AB=DE proved above.

BC=EF Hyp.

AABC=Z_DEF Hyp.

AC=DF )

^bac=^edfJ
'*
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Case II. Let ^^s ABC, DEF
have z.ABC=Z.DEF,

Z.ACB=^DFE,
AB=:DE.

Then sMll BC=BF,
AC=DF,

^BAC=iLBDP.

For, if BC is not=EF, one must be the greater.

If possible, suppose BC> EF.

From BC cut off BG=EF 1.3.

Join AG Post. 1.

Then in .^s ABG, DEF,
AB:

BG:

^ABG:
/. z.AGB=

But z_ACB=^DFE Hyp.

/. ^AGB=z.ACB Ax.i.

or, ext^ L of .-rrXAGC=an opp. int'^ L ,

which is impossible I. ic.

/. BC cannot be unequal to EF,

i.e. BC=EF.

Hence, in .^s, ABC, DEF,
AB=DE Hyp.

BC=EF proved above.

Z.ABC=Z_DEF Hyp.

( AC=DF )
**•

(z.bac=z.edfI

Wherefore, if two triangles &c. Q.E.D.
\

:DE Hyp.

:EF Constr.

:Z.DEF Hyp.

:Z.DFE 1.4.

.1.4.

NOTE.
It follows from I. 4 that the areas of the triangles are equal. Hence

Prop. 26 may be stated shortly thus:—
If tivo angles and a side of one triangle are equal to two angles and the

corresponding side of another, the triangles are equal in all respects.
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PEOPOSITION XXVI. Theorem.

NOTES.

Prop. 26 completes one section of Book I. Among the most important
results of this section are those of Props. 4, 8, and 26, which deal with four

of the six cases which occur in the general question:
—

If two triangles have three parts of the one known to he equal to three -parts

of the other, each to each, must the triangles be equal in all respects?

Case i.

^Two sides and the in-

Prop. IV. J eluded angle.

( -:;:::\s equal in all respects.

Case ii.

rThree sides.

Prop. VIII. s -=^s equal in all respects

i. (See note to Prop. 8.)

Case hi.

/Two angles and the
Prop. XXVI. (i) J adjacent side.

(. ^^ s equal in all respects.

Case iv.

I^Two angles and an
Prop. XXVI. (ii)

-^

opposite side.

( -^:::\ s equal in all respects.

Case v.

Exception.

Three angles.
-<A s not necessarily equal
in all respects, since two

figuresmay be of the same

shape but of different size.

Case vi. and an
included

Exception.

Two sides

angle not
by them.

^^s not necessarily equal
in all respects, since there are, in general,* ttvo positions
for the shorter of the given sides. (See DF, DG in

the figure.)

* Case vi. ceases to be ambiguous if both triangles are known to be acute-

angled, or both right-angled, or both obtuse-angled.

A point is said to be equidistant from two lines when the perpendiculars
drawn from the point to the lines are equal.
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EXERCISES.

1. If two triangles have three parts of one equal to three of the other, each

to each, can they be proved to be equal in all respects?

2. If two triangles PQR, STV have PQ equal to ST, QR equal to TV,
and angle QPR equal to angle TSV, is PR equal Jto SV?

3. If the perpendicular from the vertex on the base of a triangle bisect the

base, the triangle is isosceles.

4. Enunciate and prove two theorems each of which is a converse of

Ex.3.

5. If any point be taken in the bisector of an angle, the perpendiculars

drawn from it to the lines which contain the angle, are equal.

6. Prove that the point in which the bisector of the vertical angle of a

triangle meets the base is equidistant from the sides.

7. Find a point in a given straight line, such that the perpendiculars from

it to two given straight lines, may be equal.

8. Through a given point draw a straight line such that the perpendiculars

on it from two given fixed points may be equal.

9. Find points equidistant from ttco given straight lines.

Find, also, a point equidistant from three given straight lines.

Examine the various cases that occur.

In what case is there no solution?

10. If, in the figure of I. 5, FC and BGr meet at H; prove that the point

H is equidistant from AD and AE.

11. If, in the figure of I. 1, AB be produced both ways to meet the circles

in D and E respectively; then D is the same distance from AC that

E is from BC.

12. Draw a straight line through a fixed point which shall be equally
inclined to two fixed straight lines.

13. The perpendiculars, drawn from the other angles to the line which

joins the vertex to the middle point of the base of any triangle, are

equal.

14. If two right-angled triangles have their hypotenuses equal, and also

a side of one equal to a side of the other, they are equal in all

respects. Prove by the method of Prop. 26.

15. If two obtuse-angled triangles have two sides of one equal to two sides

of the other, each to each, and also the angles opposite to one pair
of equal sides, equal; the triangles are equal in all respects.

16. In the figure of Case vi. (Prop. 26, Note) prove that the angles sub-

tended by AB and DE are either equal or supplementary.
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PEOPOSITION XXVII. Theorem.

If a straight line, falling on two other straight lines, maJce the

alternate angles equal; these two straight lines shall he parallel.

;;;;::::::^""-^^G

Let EF, falling on AB and CD make ^ AEF=alt. aEFD.

Then shaU AB be || to CD.

For, if AB be not ||
to CD they will meet, if prod^^

either towards B and D, or A and C Def. 35.

If possible, suppose that they meet at G, when prod'^

towards B and D.

Then GEF is a .=^,

/. ext^ LAEF> opp. inf^ L EFG. 1. 16.

but z.AEF=^EFG Hyp.

i.e. Z. AEF is both>, and=, Z.EFG,
which is absurd.

Hence AB and CD cannot meet towards B and D.

In the same way it may be shown that they cannot meet

when prod*^ towards A and C.

/. AB is
II
to CD Def. 35.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. Show that AB and CD cannot meet towards A and C.

2. What is the hypothesis of this proposition?

3. Enunciate the converse of Prop. 27.

4. In the figure of I. 16, if AF be joined, prove that AF is parallel to BC.

Prove also that AB is parallel to FC.

5. If, in the figure of Prop. 1, the circles cut at C and F ; prove that AC
is parallel to BF.

6. Opposite sides of an oblong are parallel.

7. Opposite sides of a rhombus are parallel.

8. If two straight lines bisect one another, the figure formed by joining

their extremities is a parallelogram.

9. Every rhomboid is a parallelogram.
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PEOPOSITION XXVIII. Theorem.

If a straight liiie, falling on two other straight lines, make the ex-

terior angle equal to the interior and opposite angle upon the same side

of the line; or, make the two interior angles on the same side together

equal to two right angles; the two straight lines shall be parallel.

Part I. Let st. line EF, falling on AB and CD, make
exf^ L EGB=iirt^ opp. L GHD.

Then shaU AB be ll to CD. /^

For, since ^EGB=^GHD Hyp.
A ^ B

and z.EGB=^AGH 1. 15. /
/. ^AGH=z.GHD Ax.i. c

-fr
D

and these being alt. z. s, /

/.AB is
II to CD I. 27. f/

Part II. Let EF, falling on AB and CD, make
inf^ Z-S BGH, GHD togetlier=two rt. /.s.

Then shall AB be ll to CD.

For, since z. s BGH, GHD=two rt. z.s Hyp.

and Z-s BGH, AGH=two rt. z_s 1.13.

/. ^sBGH, AGH=z.sBGH, GHD Ax. 1.

Take away the com. L BGH,
/. rems z.AGH=rem« Z_GHD Ax. 3.

and these being alt. L s,

/. ABis
II

to CD 1.27.

Wherefore, if a straight line &.C. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. What is meant by the words " on the same side

"
in the second part of

the enunciation?

2. Prove Part I., assuming ext^ angle EGA equal to int^ angle GHC.
3. Prove Part II., assuming the two interior angles AGH and GHC

together equal to two right angles.

4. Mention two other pairs of exterior and interior angles to be found in

the figure, which have not been mentioned before.

5. Enunciate the converse of each of the two theorems contained in the

enunciation of Prop. 28.

6. Prove that the opposite sides of a square are parallel.

7. Prove that straight lines at right angles to the same straight line are

parallel to one another.
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PROPOSITION XXIX. Theorem.

If a straight line fall on two 'parallel straight lines, it makes the

alternate angles equal; an exterior angle equal to the interior and

opposite angle upon the same side; and two interior aiigles on the same
side together equal to two right angles.

Let AB and CD be
|| s, and let st. line EGHF fall on them.

Then shall (i) l AaH=alt. L GHD
(ii) extr L BGB=inti- opp. LGHD
(iii) two intr Z-S BGH, GHD=two rt. z_s.

C
Tfl

D

F

(i) For, if LAGH is not= L GHD, one must be the greater.

If possible, suppose LAGH > LGHD
Add Z-BGHtoeach,

/. Z.S AGH, BGH>^sBGH, GHD Ax. 4.

But Z.S AGH, BGH=two rt. ^s 1.13.

/. L s BGH, GHD < two rt. L s.

/. AB, CD will meet, if prod** towards B and D Ax. 12.

which is impossible, for they are
|| , Hyp.

Hence, z_ AGH cannot be unequal to Z.GHD
i.e. iLAGH=z.GHD.

(ii) Again, since LAGH= LGHD proved above.

and z.AGH=z.EGB 1.15.

/. z.EGB=^GHD Ax.i.

(iii) Also, since Z_ EGB= Z.GHD provedabove.

.
Add L BGH to each

/. ^sEGB, BGH=z.sBGH,GHD ax. 2.

but z_s EGB, BGH=two rt. Z.S 1.13.

/. Z-sBGH, GHD=twort. z.a Ax. 1.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.
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NOTES.

Prop. 29 contains three converse propositions
— those of 27, 28 part i,

and 28 part ii.

It is in this proposition that Euclid first makes use of Axiom 12. Euclid's

definition of parallels being a negative one, it became necessary to assume

some positive fact relating to them before any of the properties of parallels

could be proved. But the nature of the subject is such that there are no
^^common notions" respecting parallels. Euclid, therefore, requested that

the theorem, known as Axiom 12 (and which he probably placed among the

postulates) should be taken for granted. He proved, however, its converse.

(See note on Prop. 17.)

Many attempts have been made to improve on Euclid's treatment of this

part of Elementary Geometry. But, as the fundamental difficulty can

never be entirely avoided, it may be doubted whether a little gain in

clearness is of such value as to justify any tampering with Euclid's text ;

especially as a change in either definition or axiom necessitates changes, in

some cases considerable, in the propositions. The following is generally

regarded as the best of the various substitutes for Euclid's axiom which

have been suggested. "Two straight lines which cut cannot both be

parallel to the same straight tine."

EXERCISES.

1. Prove, by a reductio ad absurdum that, with the hypothesis and figure

of Prop. 29, angle BGH is equal to angle GHC.
2. If two straight lines which meet are both parallel to the same straight

line, these two straight lines are in one and the same straight line.

3. A straight line drawn parallel to the base of an isosceles triangle makes

equal angles with the sides.

4. The angle between two straight lines is equal to the angle between two
others which are parallel to them respectively.

5. If a perpendicular be drawn to each of two parallels, these perpendiculars
are themselves parallel.

6. A is a point equidistant from two parallel straight lines; show that the

portion of any line through A, which is intercepted by the parallels,

is bisected at A. Also, if two lines be drawn through A, show that

the triangles formed by them with the parallels are equal in all

respects.

7. The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other.

8. If a straight line DE be drawn parallel to the base BC of an isosceles

triangle ABC, the trapezoid DBCE will have each pair of its opposite

angles together equal to two right angles.
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PEOPOSITION XXX. Theorem.

Straight lines that are parallel to the same straight line are parallel
to one another.

Let St. lines AB, CD be each
||
to EF.

Then shaU AB be || to CD.

Draw GHK cutting the lines in G, H, A
j

B
and K.

Then,since ABis |1
to EF Hyp.

^AGH=alt.Z.GHF 1.29.
^

/H
^

and, since EF is
||
to CD Hyp.

/. ext'^z.GHF=int'^Z.HKD 1.29. c / D
Hence ^AGH=^HKD Ax. 1.

'^

and these being alt. L s,

.-. ABis
II
to CD 1.27.

Wherefore, straight liJies that are &c. Q.E.D.

PEOPOSITION XXXI. Problem.

To draw a straight line, through a given point, parallel to a given

straight line.

Let A be the given point, and BC the given st. line.

It is req^ to draw, through A, a st. line
||

to BC.

In BC take any pt. D.

Join AD Post. 1. A
At A, in AD, make L DAE ^

= L ADC, but on the opp. side

of AD L23.

Produce EA to F Post. 2. B ^ C

Then shall BF be H to BC.

For, since AD, meetingtwo st. lines, makes L EAD=alt, L ADC.Constr.

/. EFis II toBC L2r.

Wherefore, through the given point &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. Through a given point draw a straight line which shall make a given

angle with a given straight line.

2. Through three given points draw three straight lines so as to form a

triangle two of whose angles shall be equal to given angles.
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PEOPOSITION XXXII. Theorem.

If a side of a triangle he produced, the exterior angle is equal to the

tivo opposite interior angles; and the three angles of every triangle are

together equal to two right angles.

Let ABC be a ^^ with BC produced to D.

Then shall (i) extr z.ACD=^s CAB, ABO.

(ii) L^ CAB, ABC, BCA=two rt. ^Ls.

B C D

Through C draw CE
II
to AB I. 31.

(i) Then since CE is
||
to AB

:, Z-ECA=alt. /.CAB i. 29. (i)

andext^ ^ECD=int^ ^ABC i. 29. (ii)

.-. whole 2LACD=z.sCAB, ABC Ax. 2.

(ii) Again, since z.ACD= z.s CAB, ABC... provedabove.

Add Z.BCA to each,

/. z-s BCA, ACD=z.s CAB, ABC, BCA Ax. 2.

But Z.S BCA, ACD=two rt. Z.s 1. 13.

/. Z.S CAB, ABC, BCA=two rt. z.s.

Wherefore, if a side of a triangle &c. Q.E.D.

CoR. 1. All the interior angles of a rectilineal figure, together with

four right angles, are equal to twice as many right angles as the figure
has sides.

For, by joining any pt. O inside the figure

to each of the angles, the figure is divided

into as many ..^s as it has sides.

Now, the three Z_sof a ^^=two rt. Z.S...I.32.

Hence, twice as many rt. Ls as the fig. has

=all the Z. s of all the ^i:As,

=all the inf" Z_s of fig. with z.s at O,
^=all the inV L s offig. with 4 rt. Ls 1. 15. Cor. 2.
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PEOPOSITION XXXII. Theorem.

Cor. 2. All the exterior angles of a rectilineal figure are together

equal to four right angles.

D B

For, any iiit^Z. ABC with its adj. exf^Z. ABD=two rt. Z.s 1. 13.

Hence, all the ext^ L s with all the inf^ L s

=twice as many rt. Z.s as the fig. has sides

=all the inf^Z-S with 4 rt. Z.s 1.32. Cor.i.

Take away the com. int^Z-s,

/. all the e.WLs=Ji rt. Ls.

NOTE.
The exterior angles must be formed by producing the sides so that no two

produced lines can cut ;
and the rectilineal figure must have no re-entrant

angles, that is, all its angles must have their vertices pointing outwards.

EXAMPLES.
I. Find the magnitude of an interior angle of a regular decagon.

The 10 intr /.s with 4 rt. Z_s=20 rt. Z.s 1.32. Cor.i.

/, the 10 inf Z_s=16 rt. Z.s... Ax. 3.

,', one int"^ L =tt ^^ ^ '^^ ^ ^'S- i» regular.

=1 of art. L.

Hence, the no. of degrees in an angle of a reg. decagon is f x 90=144°.

II, Construct a right-angled triangle having given the hypotenuse and the

sum of the other two sides.

Let A be the given hypot. and BC the given sum of sides. At C in BC
make an Z.BCD=to half a rt. L. A
From BC cut off BE=A 1.3. ^^F
With cent. B and rad. BE desc. an arc ^-^"^^\\
cutting CD at F. Join BF. ^^-^^^ \\^
Draw FG ± to BC I.i2. ^^-^^ | \ \^
Then FBG shall be the ^^ reqd. B G E C

For, since L GCF is half a rt. Z- ) ^ ,
, _^^ \ Constr.

and Z_ FGC is a rt. Z. )

/. Z_ GFC is half a rt. L 1. 32.

Hence, ^GFC=Z.GCF Ax. i.

and .*. GF=GC 1.6.

Wherefore, ^^Y^Qi has the sum of its sides=BC, has a right

angle FGB, and its hypot. FB=A. Q.E.F.
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EXERCISES.

1. What had been proved about the exterior angle of a triangle previous

to Prop. 32?

2. If two triangles have two angles of one equal to two angles of the other,

the third angle of the one is equal to the third angle of the other.

3. ABC, DEF are equilateral triangles, prove that angle ABC is equal to

angle DEF.
4. Prove that all the interior angles of any quadrilateral are together

equal to four right angles.

5. Show that each angle of an equilateral triangle is equal to two-thirds

^^ of a right angle.

6. Trisect a right angle.

7. One angle of a triangle is the complement of another ; prove that the

triangle is right-angled.

8. Through three given points draw three straight lines so as to form an

equilateral triangle.

9. If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two angles of the

other, then must the third angle of the one be equal to the third

angle of the other.

10. ABC is an isosceles triangle having AB equal to AC ; BA is produced
to D; prove that angle DAC is double of angle ABC.

11. If an isosceles triangle has each base angle double of the vertical, find

their magnitude.
12. Find the size of an interior angle of a regular (i) pentagon, (ii) hexagon,

(iii) octagon, (iv) quindecagon, taking the right angle as unit of

measurement. Find also the magnitude of each angle in degrees.

13. One angle of a regular polygon contains 135°; find the number of sides.

14. Could a pavement be formed of tiles which were all equal regular

(i) hexagons? (ii) pentagons?
15. Find the magnitude of each angle of a right-angled isosceles triangle.

16. Construct an isosceles triangle having the angles at the base each equal
to one-sixth of the vertical angle.

17. Construct a right-angled triangle having given the hypotenuse and the

difference of the other two sides. Draw both the figures which the

construction yields.

18. From a point O within a triangle ABC perpendiculars OM, ON are

drawn to the sides AB and AC
; prove that the angles MON and

MAN are together equal to two right angles.

19. ABC is a triangle and the exterior angles at B and C are bisected by
BD and CD meeting at D

;
show that angle BDC, with half angle

BAC, make up a right angle.

20. Trisect an angle equal to one-fourth of a right angle.

{The 07ily angles tohich can be trisected with ruler and compasses

alone are the right angle, or its half, fourth, eighth, <i;c. parts.)
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PROPOSITION XXXIII. Theorem.

The straight lines which join the extremities of two equal and

'parallel straight lines, towards the same 'parts, are themselves equal
and 'parallel.

Let AB, CD be = and
||

st. lines joined towards the same parts

by AC and BD.

Then shaU AC be= and || to BD. a .B

Join AD , Post. 1.

Then, since AB is
I|
to CD Hyp.

/. ABAD=alt.z.ADC i.29(i).
C* ~^D

Hence, in .^2^s ABD, ACD,
AB=CD Hyp.

AD is com.

L BAD= /.ADC Proved above.

AC=BD
\

Z.BDA=z.DACj
and these being alt. L s,

.-. ACislltoBD 1.27.

Wherefore, the straight lines which join &c. Q.E.D.

I

NOTE.

Prop. 27 to 33 form the 2nd section of Book I.—in which the theory of

parallels is dealt with.

EXERCISES.

1. Explain the words "towards the same parts
"

in the enunciation.

2. Does the converse of this proposition need any proof?

3. A straight line joining the middle points of two opposite sides of a

parallelogram, divides the figure into two parallelograms.

4. The straight line joining the middle points of two opposite sides of a

rectangle is at right angles to those sides.

5. AB, CD, EF are three equal and parallel straight lines; prove that

triangle ACE is equal to triangle BDF.
6. The straight lines, which join the extremities of equal and parallel straight

lines towards opposite parts, bisect each other.

7. AB and CD are parallel straight lines. AB is produced both ways to

E and F so that AE and BF are each equal to CD
; prove that the

tr-iangle BCE is equal in all respects to the triangle ADF.
8. Find the locus of a point which moves so as always to keep at the same

distance from a given straight line.
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PEOPOSITION XXXIV. Theorem.

The opposite sides, and angles, of a parallelogram are equal to one

another; and a diameter bisects it.

Let ABCD be a O, and AC a diam^.

Then shaU (i) AD=BC, a^ ^D

DC=AB;
(ii) Z-ADC=z.ABC,

aBAD=z_BCD; ^
(iii) ^ADC=^ABC. ^ ^

Since AD is
||
to BC Hyp.

/. z. DAC=alt. z. ACB i. 29(i).

and since DC is
1|
to AB Hyp.

/. 2LBAC=alt.Z.ACD I.29(i).

Hence the whole Z.BAD=whole Z.BCD Ax. 2.

Now, in .^s ADC, ABC,
^DAC=z.ACB) ^ , ^

Z.ACD=^BAC|
Proved above.

AC is com.

AD=BC
^DC=AB I.. 1. 26(0.

^ADC=Z.ABCJ
Hence it follows that ^^s ADC, ABC are equal in area...i. 4.

Wherefore, the opposite sides &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.
From this proposition it is manifest that every oblique parallelogram is

either a rhomboid or a rhombus; and every rectangle either an oblong or

a square.^ EXERCISES.
1. State and prove the converse of part i. of Prop. 34. Also, that of part ii.

2. If, in the figure of Prop. 34, BD be joined, triangles ABC and DBC are

equal in area.

3. ABCD and EBCF are parallelograms on the same base; prove that

AEFD is also a parallelogram.
4. If, in the figure of Prop. 34, BE be drawn parallel to AC and meeting

DA produced in E, then the parallelogram EBCA will be equal in

area to the parallelogram ABCD.
5. Bisect a parallelogram by a straight line drawn (i) through a given point

in one of its sides
; (ii) parallel to a given straight line

; (iii) perpen-
dicular to one of its sides.

6. The area of any triangle is half that of the rectangle on the same base,

one of whose sides passes through the vertex of the triangle.
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PKOPOSITION XXXV. Theorem.

Parallelograms on the same base and hetween the same parallels are

equal to one another.

Let Os ABCD, EBCF be on the same base BC,
and between the same

||
s AF, BC. A D F

Then shall oABCD=OBBCF.
Case 1. When the pt. E coincides with D.

Then eachO is doubleof .^^DBCi. 34(iii).

/. they are equal Ax. 6.
^ ^

Case 2. When pt.E does not coincide with D. .

T>i t- -cA
^
D E F

Then, since ABCD is a O? Hyp.

/, AD=BC I. 34(i).

and, since EBCF is a O, Hyp.

/. EF=BC i.34(i). B
' ^

Hence AD=EF Ax. i.
^ig. i.

To each add DE (in Fig. i.), or take away DE (in Fig. -i.).

,', the whole, or rem'^, AE=whole, or rem^, DF Ax. 2, or Ax. 3.

Hence, in ..r^s ABE, DCF, A E D F
r AB=DC 1.34. \ / \

j
*/

j
AE=DF Piovedabove. \ / \ /

l.^BAE=z.CDF i.29(ii). \i jj

/. ^ABE=^DCF 1.4.
^j,jg 2

^

Now, if from the whole trapezium ABCF the ^:^ABE be taken away,
the OEBCF is left.

Or, if from the same trapezium the ^^rrXDCF be taken away,
the OABCD is left.

Hence these renin's are equal Ax. 3.

i.e. OABCD= OEBCF.
Wherefore, parallelograms on the same base kc. Q.E.D.

NOTES.

In the enunciations of this and succeeding propositions, the word "equaV
must be understood to mean ^^

equal in area,'''' not "equal in all respects."

The altitude of a parallelogram is the perpendicular distance between the

parallels between which it stands, and the altitude of a triangle the length

of the perpendicular from its vertex on its base, or base produced.
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PROPOSITION XXXVI. Theorem.

Parallelograms on equal bases, and betiveen the same parallels, are

equal to one another.

Let £7s ABCD, EFGH be on= bases BC, FG,
and between the same

||
s AH, BG.

Then shaU OABCD=BFGH.
Join BE, CH Post. 1.

Then, since BC=FG Hyp.

andEH=FG 1.34.

/. BC=EH Ar.l.

Hence, BC and EH being = and || ,

.*. BE is
II
to CH , 1.33.

andEBCHisa O-
Now, Os ABCD, EBCH are on the same base BC,

and between the same
||
s AH, BC,

.-. OABCD=OEBCH 1.35.

Also Os EBCH, EFGH are on the same base EH,
and between the same ||

s BG, EH,
.-. OEBCH=OEFGH 1.35.

Hence OABCD=ZZ7EFGH Ax. 1.

Wherefore, parallelograms on equal bases &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. What special form of Axiom 3 is used in Prop. 35?

2. The perimeter of a rectangle is less than that of any other parallelogram

standing on the same base and having the same area.

3. AFCD, EBGF are equal parallelograms standing on equal bases FC,

EF, in the same straight line, but not towards the same parts. If

AB, DG be joined, prove that ABGD is a parallelogram.
4. Construct a rhombus equal to a given parallelogram.
5. ABCD, EBCF are parallelograms on the same base but on opposite

sides of it; prove that, if AE and DF be joined, AEFD is a parallelo-

gram; and that its area is equal to the sum of the areas of ABCD
and EBCF.

6. If two parallelograms stand on the same base, but the altitude of one is

double that of the other, the area of the former is double that of the

latter.

7. If, in Fig. 1 of Case 2, Prop. 35, BE and CD meet at O, prove that

trapezium ABOD is equal to trapezium EOCF.
(310) B
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PROPOSITION XXXVII. Theorem.

Triangles on the same base, and between the same parallels, are

equal to one another.

Let .^^s ABC, DBG be on the same base BC,
and between the same

1|
s AD, BC.

Then shaU ^ABC=^DBC.
Produce AD both ways Post. 2.

Through B, draw BE
||
to AC, i. 31.

and meeting AD prod*^ in E.

Through C, draw CF ||
to BD, 1.31.

and meeting AD prod*^ in F.

Then, since EBCA, DBCF are Os on the same base BC,
and between the same || s,

/. OEBCA=ODBCF 1.35.

But .^ABC is half OEBCA) .....

and ^DBC is half ODBCF j

^

/. .=^ABC=.^DBC Ax. 7.

Wherefore, triangles on the same base &c. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION XXXVIII. Theorem.

Triangles on equal bases, and between the same parallels, are equal
to one another.

Let .^^ ABC, DEF be on the equal bases BC, EF,
and between the same

||
s AD, BF.

Then shall .^ABC=.::ADEF. g A D h
Produce AD both ways Post. 2.

Through B, draw BG |i to AC,....i. 31.

and meeting AD prod*^ in G.

Through F draw FH
||
to ED, i. 31. b"

and meeting AD prod*^ in H.

Then, since GBCA, DEFH are Os on equal bases BC, EF,
and between the same

|| s,

.-. ZI7GBCA=/I7DEFH 1.36.

But .-AABC is half OGBCA ]

and ^DEF is half ODEFHj
^'"^"

/. .-^ABC=.^DEF...., Ax. 7.

Wherefore, triangles on equal bases &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

It follows from Prop. 88 that triangles on equal bases and with a common
vertex are equal in area. Also, that if two triangles of the same altitude are on

unequal bases that which has the greater base has the greater area.
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EXAMPLES.
I. To construct a triangle equal in area to a given quadrilateral.

Let ABCD be the given quadl
Join AC.

Through B draw BE
||
to AC

and meeting DC prod^ in E 1. 31.

Join AE.
Then AED shall be the reqd ^^.

For, .^AEC=.:^ABC 1. 37.

Add ^^A(JD to each,

.•. the whole -^AED=fig. ABCD. Q.E.F.

II. The straight line joining the middle points of two sides of any triangle

cuts off a triangle whose area is one-fourth of that of the xohole triangle.

Let ABC be a ^^, and let D and E,

the mid. pts. of its sides AB, AC, be joined.

Then .:-^ADE shall be one-fourth of ..^ABC.

Join BE.

Then, <.^BAE=..^BEC i. 38, note.

/. .-rXBAE is half.^ABC,
also ^^EAD=^^EDB i. 38, note.

.*. .i^EAD is half ^^BAE.
Hence ^^EAD is one-fourth of -.r^XABC. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. Given a triangle, construct (i) a right-angled triangle of the same area.

(ii) a triangle whose area shall be double that of the given triangle,

(iii) a triangle whose area shall be half that of the given triangle,

(iv) a triangle equal to the given triangle in area and having one of

its sides equal to a given straight line.

2. The four triangles into which a parallelogram is divided by its diagonals
are equal in area.

3. In the figure of Prop. 37, prove that triangle ABD is equal to triangle

ACD. And if AC, BD cut in 0, prove that (i) triangle AOE is

equal to triangle BOA ; (ii) triangle OAB is equal to triangle OCD.
4. Triangles of equal altitude, on opposite sides of the same base, are equal.

5. If D, E, are the middle points of the sides AB, AC of a triangle ABC,
and if CD and BE cut at O, prove that ^^AOE=^:ABOD.

6. In the figure of I. 38, prove that trapezium ABED is equal to ACFD.
7. Construct a triangle equal in area to a given rectilineal figure.

8. ABCD is a parallelogram. E is any point in the diagonal AC, or in

AC produced. Prove that triangles EBC, EDC are equal in area.

9. Bisect a triangle by a straight line drawn through a given point in one

of its sides.

10. Bisect a trapezium by a line drawn through one of its angles.
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PROPOSITION XXXIX. Theorem.

Equal triangles on the same hose, and on the same side of it, are

between the same parallels.

Let ABC, DBC be equal -.::As on the same base BC, and on the

same side of it, and let AD be joined.

Then shall AD be || to BC. ^

For, if not, if possible draw AE
|| to BC

meeting BD, or BD produced, in E i. 31. \
^^''^^s.

\

Join EC Post.i. J^— —^
Then, if AE is

||
to BC

.:::AABC=-^EBC 1.37.

but .:^ABC=.^DBC Hyp.

and /. ^^EBC= .:::iDBC Ax. 1.

or, the part=the whole,
which is absurd Ax. 9.

Hence, no other st. line but AD can. be |1 to BC,
i.e. AD is

||
to BC.

Wherefore, equal triangles on the same base &c. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION XL. Theorem.

Equal triangles, on equal hoses in the same straight line, and towards

the same parts, are between the same parallels.

Let ABC, DEF, be equal ^^% on equal bases BC, EF in the same
St. line, and towards the same parts, and let AD be joined.

Then shall AD be || to BP. a d

For, if not, if possible

drawAGlltoBF 1.31. \ \ ^^Tx
meeting DE, or DE produced, in G.

Join GF Post. 1. g ^
—

g -p

Then, if AG is || to BF
^iABC=-^GEF 1.38.

but ^^ABC=-^DEF Hyp.

and /. ^^GEF=.^DEF Ax. 1.

or, the part= the whole,
which is absurd Ax. 9.

Hence, no other st. line but AD can be
|| to BF,

i.e. AD is
|| to BF.

Wherefore, equal triangles on equal bases &c. Q.E.D.
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EXAMPLE.
The straight line joining the middle points of the sides of a triangle is

parallel to the base.

Let E, F be the middle points of the sides AB, AC of -:^ABC,

Join EF, BF, CE,

Then shall EF be
||
to BC. A

For, since AE=EB Hyp.

/. .^FAE=.:^FEB I. 38 note g
and since AF=FC Hyp.

.*. ^^FAE=^AFEC 1.38.

Hence, -^FEB=^^FEC Ax.i. B "C
and they are on the same base EF,

/, BC is
II
to EF 1.39. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES. *

1. If, in the above figure, D be the middle point of BC, prove that DE is

parallel to AC.

2. Of what propositions are the 39th and 40th converse respectively?

3. Prove Prop. 39, supposing AE to meet CD produced in E.

4. Prove Prop. 40, supposing AG to meet DF in G.

5. In the figure of I. 6, if FG be joined, prove that FG is parallel to BC.

6. The figure formed by joining the middle points of the sides of any

quadrilateral is a parallelogram, and its area is half that of the

quadrilateral.

7. If the middle points of the sides of a triangle be joined, the triangle is

divided into four equal triangles.

8. In the figure of the above example, prove that

(i) EF is equal to half BC.

(ii) If BF, CE cut at O, triangles OBE, OCF are equal in area,

(iii) Triangles OEA, OFA are equal in area,

(iv) Triangle OBE is one-third of triangle CBE.

9. If two equal triangles have a common vertex, and their bases in a

straight line, their bases are equal. Hence, show that if OC in the

above figure is bisected at Q, EC will be trisected in and Q.

10. If, of the four triangles into which the diagonals divide a quadrilateral,

any two opposite ones are equal, the quadrilateral has two of its

sides parallel.

11. In a right-angled triangle, the straight line joining the right angle to

the middle point of the hypotenuse is half the hypotenuse.

12. What is the locus of the vertex of a triangle whose base is fixed, and

whose area remains constant?
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PKOPOSITION XLI. Theorem.

If a 'parallelogram and a triangle be on the same base, and between

the same parallels, the parallelogram shall be double of the triangle.

Let OABCD and ^2kEBC be on the same base BC,
and between the same

||
s AE, BC.

Then shall OABCD be double of ^^BBC.

A D F.

B V,

Join AC Post. 1.

Then, since AE is
||
to BC Hyp.

.-. .^ABC=.^EBC 1.37.

But OABCD is double of .^ABC ..i. 34(iii).

/. OABCD is double of -:^EBC Ax. 6.

Wherefore, if a parallelogram &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. In what special form is Axiom 6 used in this proposition?

2. Prove that if a parallelogram and a triangle stand on equal bases and

between the same parallels the parallelogram is double of the tri-

angle.

3. Construct a rectangle which shall be double of a given triangle.

4. If any point be taken in a side of a parallelogram and joined to the

opposite angles, one of the triangles so formed is equal to the sum
of the other two.

5. Any point O is taken within a parallelogram ABCD; prove that the

sum of the triangles OAD, OBC is half the parallelogram,

6. Any point O is taken without a parallelogram ABCD ; prove that the

difference of the triangles OAD, OBC is half the parallelogram.

7. Construct a triangle equal in area to a given parallelogram.

8. Construct a right-angled triangle equal in area to a given rectangle.

9. If in the figure of Prop. 41, BE and DC cut at O, and AO be joined;

then triangles AOD, OCE are equal in area.
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PROPOSITION XLII. Problem.

To make a parallelogram equal to a given triangle, and having an

angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.

Let ABC be the given ^^, and D the given L.

It is req^ to make a O= -^^-4^(7, and having an L=^D.

B^ E ^c
L

Bisect BC in E i.io.

At E, in CE, make z.CEF=D 1.23.

Through A draw AFG
II
to BC, I. 31.

and meeting EF at F.

Through C draw CG ||
to EF, 1. 31.

and meeting AFG at G.

Then shall FBCG be the O reqd.

Join AE.
Then, since BE=EC Constr.

/. ^:iABE=.:^AEC i.ss.

Hence -=:^ABC is double of .-rxAEC,
but OFECG is double of ^^AEC i.4i.

/. OFECG=^ABC Ax. 6.

and it has an l.FEC=D Constr.

Wherefore, a parallelogram has been made &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. Construct a right-angled triangle equal to a given square.

2. Construct a rectangle equal to a given triangle.

3. Make a triangle equal to a given parallelogram and having an angle

equal to a given angle.

4. Construct an isosceles triangle equal to a given square.

5. Construct a triangle equal to a given rectangle and having one of its

angles equal to half a right angle.

6. Make a rectangle equal in area to a given parallelogram, having one of its

angles at a given point, and one of its sides in a given direction,
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PKOPOSITION XLIII. Theorem.

The complements of the parallelograms which are about the diameter

of any parallelogram, are equal to one another.

Let ABCD be a O, AC its diam., EH, FG Os about AC,
and BK, KD the complements.

Then shall comp* BK=compt KD.

B G C

For, since EH is a O,
.-. ^::::^AEK=.-:AAHK I. 34(iii).

And, since GF is a O,
,\ ^^KGC=.^KFC i.34(ui).

/. ^sAEK, KGC=^sAHK,KFC Ax. 2.

But the whole .^AABC= whole .^^ADO i. 34(iii).

/, the rem'^ BK=rem'^ KD.... ax. 3.

Wherefore, the complements &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. Define "Parallelograms about the diameter," and "Complements,"

2. If a point not on a diameter were taken, and through it parallels drawn to

the sides, would any of the four parallelograms formed be necessarily

equal?

3. In the figure of I. 43 prove that,

(i) OHB=OED.
(ii) Z.AEK=^KGC.
(iii) EH is

II
to GF.

4. Prove that, if K is the middle point of AC, the complements are equal
in all respects.

5. Prove that in the case of a rectangle the complements are rectangles.

6. Parallelograms about the diameter of a square are squares.
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PROPOSITION XLIV. Problem.

To a given straight line to apply a parallelogram equal to a given

triangle and having an angle equal to a given angle.

Let AB be the given st. line, C the given .^^^ and D the given L .

It is req^ to apply to AB a CJ= C, and having an L-= lD.

Make OEBFG=.-::iC, having
A.EBF= Z.D, and side BF in the

direction of AB prod^ 1.42.*

Through A draw AH || to BE i. 31.

and meeting GE prod*^ in H,
Join HB Post. 1.

Now, since AH is
||
to FG Constr.

.'. Z-sAHG, HGF=two rt. z.s...i.29(iii).

and .-. Z.S BHG, HGF<two rt. ^s.

Hence HB and GF, if prod^^

towards B and F, will meet Ax. 12.

Produce HB and GF to meet in K Post. 2.

Through K draw KLM
||
to AF, i. 31.

meeting EB and HA prod** in L and M.
f

Then shall AMLB be the O reqd.

For, since HMKG is a Oj and HK its diam Constr.

/. comp* MB=comp*BG 1.43.

but O BG =.^C Constr.

/. EJW^=^^^ Ax.l.

Also, since z.ABL=z.EBF 1.15.

and Z.EBF=Z.D Constr.

/. z.ABL=z.D Ax.i.

Wherefore, to the given st. line AB has been applied &c. Q.E.F.

NOTE.
* This can be done thus:—On AB produced describe a .<::riPBQ=^:^C

(I. 22), and then, by L 42, make OEBFG=.^PBQ &c.

EXERCISES.
1. In the figure of I. 41, prove that AB and EC, when produced, will meet.

2. On a given base construct a rectangle equal to a given rectangle.

3. On a given finite straight line construct a rectangle equal in area to a

given parallelogram.
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PROPOSITION XLV. Problem.

To make a parallelogram equal to a given rectilineal figure, and

having an angle equal to a given rectilineal angle*

Let ABCD be the given rect^ fig., and E the given L .

It is re^ to make aO= -^BCD and having an L = L E.

Join AC Post. 1.

Make OFGHK=.^ABC
and having Z_FGH=Z.E ..1.42.

ToHK applyOHLMK=.^ADC
and having z.KHL=z.E 1.44.

Then FL shall be the O reqd.

For, since z.FGH= z.E Constr.

and Z-KHL=^E Constr.

/. Z-FGH= Z-KHL A1.1.

Add LKHG to each

/. L sFGH,KHG= L KHG,KHL...Ax. 2.

but^sFGH,KHG=two rt. Z-s i.29(iii).

.*. ^sKHG,KHL=twort. z.s Ax.l

and /, GH, HL are in the same st.-line 1. 14.

Again, since KM is
||
to GL Constr.

/. z.GHK=aIt. Z.HKM L29(i).

Add Z-HKFtoeach
/. Z.S GHK, HKF=z.s HKF, HKM Ax. 2.

but Z.S GHK, HKF=two rt. Z-s i.29(iii).

/. z. s HKF,HKM=twort. Z-S Ax.l

and /. FK, KM are in the same st. line 1. 14.

Also, since FG is
|j
to KH Constr.

and ML is
||
to KH Constr.

.-. FG is
II
to ML I. 30.

Hence, the fig. FGLM is a O-
And, since ZI7FH=^^ABC Constr.

and OKL=.^:^ADC Constr.

.'. whole ZI7FL=whole fig. ABCD Ax. 2.

and it has z.FGH=i.E Constr.

Wherefore, a parallelogram has been made &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.
1. To a given straight line apply a rectangle equal to a given quadrilateral.
2. Prove Prop. 45 for the case of a rectilineal figure of five sides.

* ThiB problem may be easily solved by using the method of Ex. I. p. 67.
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PEOPOSITION XLVI. Problem.

To describe a square on a given straight line.

Let AB be the given st. line.

It is req^ to desc. a sq. on AB.

From A draw AC at rt. z.s to AB i. ii

From AC cut off AD=AB 1.3.

Through D draw DE
||
to AB i. 3i

Through B draw BE || to AC 1.31

and meeting DE in E.

Then shall DABB be the sq. reqd.

For, since DABE is a O Constr,

/. AB=DE
and AD=BE.'

^^^'^"

But AD=AB Constr.

/, the four sides AB, AD, DE, BE are all equal.

Again, since DE is
|1 to AB Constr.

/. Z.S BAD, ADE=two rt. z_s i.29(iii).

But Z_ BAD is a rt. Z. Constr.

/. z.ADE is also a rt. L.

And, since DABE is a O, itsopp. z_s are equal i.34(ii).

/. each of the L s DEB and EBA is a rt. L.

Hence the figure DABE is a sq Def. 30.

Wherefore, on the given straight line &c. Q.E.F.

Cor. Hence every JZJ that has one rt. L has all its /_ s rt. Z. s.

EXERCISES.

1. Prove that the squares described on equal straight lines are equal.

2. State and prove the converse of Ex. 1.

3. Prove that the perimeter of a square is less than that of any other equal

parallelogram standing on the same base.

4. Show how to draw a line from A at right angles to AB without pro-

ducing AB.
5. The diagonals of a square bisect each other at right angles.

6. A square and a rhombus stand on the same base; prove that the area

of the square is greater than that of the rhombus.

7. Show that Euclid's definition of a square states more than is necesaary.
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PEOPOSITION XLVII. Theorem.

hi a)iy right-angled triayigle, the square described on the side sub-

tending the right angle is equal to the squares described on the sides

containing the right angle.

Let ABC be a rt. angled .-^, having the rt. L at A.

Then shall the sq. on BC=sqs. on BA and AC.

On BC desc. sq. BDEC i. 46.

and on BA, AC the sqs. GB, HC . . .1. 46.

Through A draw AL
||
to BD i. 31. p,

meeting DE in L.

Join AD, FC Post. i.

Then, since Z-BAG is a rt. z. Constr.

and L BAC is a rt. L Hyp.

.*. GA, AC are in one st. line...i. 14.

And, since GA is
||
to FB Constr.

.-. sq. GB is double of .^FBC.i. 4i.

Also, since AL is
||
to BD CJonstr.

/. OBL is double of ^^^ABD..I. 4i.

Again, since each of the z.s FBA and DBC is a rt. L CJonstr.

/. z.FBA=z.DBC..... Ax. 11.

Add L ABC to each.

/, the whole z. FBC =whole L ABD Ax. 2.

Hence, in ^^s FBC, ABD,

{FB=AB

Constr.

BC=BD Constr.

L FBC= LABD Proved abore.

/. -^FBC=.:^ABD 1.4.

But sq. BG is double of ^^FBC,
and O BL is double of ^^iABD

/. sq. BG=OBL Ax. 6.

In like manner, by joining BK, AE, it may be proved

thatsq. HC=OCL.

.*. the whole sq. BDEC=8qs. GB and HC Ax. i.

i.e. the sq. on BC=sqs. on BA and AC.

, Proved above.

Wherefore, in any right-angled triangle &c. g.E.D.
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NOTES.

The result of this proposition is very important. It will be more easily

remembered in the following form:—
In a right-angled triangle, the square on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum

of the squares on the sides.

The theorem is supposed to have been discovered by Pythagoras more

than 500 years b.c., and 200 years before the time of Euclid.

Various proofs of its truth have been given; some of them " ocular demon-

strations," showing how the smaller

squares may be cut up into bits which

will form the larger one, or vice versd.

One way of doing this is given below. *

Produce DB to cut EG in M.
Draw MP parallel to'BC.

Produce EC to cut AH in N.

Then the five fragments, numbered 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, can be so arranged as to cover

the square BDEC.

It is left as an exercise for the student

to discover how they must be arranged.

The numbers on the large square show

the locality of the pieces.

EXERCISES.

,1. The sides of a right-angled triangle are 3 inches and 4 inches respec-

tively; find the length of the hypotenuse.
2. The hypotenuse is 10, one side is 8, find the other side of the right-

angled triangle.

3. Write out the proof that square HC is equal to parallelogram CL.

4. The sum of the squares on the diagonals of a rectangle is equal to the

sum of the squares on its four sides.

5. Find a line the square on which shall be double the square on a given line.

6. In the figure of I. 47 prove that (i) F, A, K are in a straight line ;

(ii) GrB is parallel to HC ; (iii) triangles FBD, ABK are equal in

area
; (iv) squares on FA and AK are double the square on BC.

7. Prove Prop. 47 when the square BDEC is described on the other side

of BC.

8. The sum of the squares on the sides of a rhombus is equal to the sum

of the squares on its diagonals.

9. If any point P be taken inside a rectangle ABCD, the squares on PA
and PC are together equal to the squares on PB and PD.

10. The sum of the squares on the sides of an equilateral triangle is equal

to four times the square on the perpendicular from an angle to the

opposite side.
* See also Appendix II.
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PEOPOSITION XLVIII. Theorem.

If the square described on one of the sides of a triangle be equal to

the squares described on the other two sides, the angle contained by

these two sides is a right angle.

Let the sq. on BC=sqs. on the sides BA, AC of ^^K&Q.

Then shall lBAG be a rt. z. .

b' ^C

From A draw AD at rt. Z-s to AC...: i. ii.

Cutoif AD=AB :. 1.3.

Join DC......
'

Post.i.

Then, since DA=BA Constr.

/. sq. on DA=sq. on BA.

Add sq. on AC to each

.'. sqs. on DA, AC=sqs. on BA, AC Ax. 2.

But sqs. on DA, AC=sq. on DC 1.47.

and sqs. on BA, AC=sq. on BC Hyp.

.*. sq. on DC=sq. on BC
and /. DC=BC.

Hence, in .^s ABC, ADC,
'AB=AD Constr.

AC is com.

-BC=DC Proved above.

/. ^BAC= z.DAC 1.8.

But L DAC is a rt. L Conatr.

/. L BAC is a rt. z. .

Wherefore, t/ Me sg'ware &c. Q.E.D.
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NOTES.

The following theorem, and its converse, is assumed as an axiom in this

proposition:
—"The squares on equal straight lines are equal."

Prop. 48, the converse of Prop. 47, unlike most converse propositions, is

proved by a direct method.

N.B.—In the construction AD must be drawn at rt. Lsto AC. It will not

do to produce BA to D.

Props. 34 to 48 form the 3rd section of Book I., which deals with areas.

EXERCISES.

1. Is the triangle right-angled whose sides are (i) 3, 4, 5; (ii) 5, 6, 8;

(iii) 6, 8, 10; (iv) 7, 9, 12; (v) 5, 12, 13?

2. Given a line one inch long, show how to obtain a line

(i) V2 inches long,

(ii) V5 inches long.

3. Show how to cut up the large square of Prop, 47 so as to form the

smaller squares.

4. What is the distance between opposite corners of a page of a book

8 inches long and 6 inches wide?

5. If two right-angled isosceles triangles have one side common, their hypo-
tenuses are at right angles.

6. If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the square on the

whole line is greater than the sum of the squares on the two parts.

7. In any triangle, the square on a side subtending an acute angle is less

than the sum of the squares on the sides which contain that angle.

8. If the square on one side of a triangle is less than the sum of the squares
on the other two sides, the angle contained by these two sides is acute.

9. If the square on one side of a triangle is greater than the squares on the

other two sides, the triangle is obtuse-angled.

10. If two right-angled triangles have their hypotenuses equal, and have

also one side equal to one side, then their other sides are equal.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

I. To divide a given straight line into any given number of equal parts.

Let AB be the given st. line, and suppose, for example, that it is reqd to

divide it into three = parts.

"C

F.

^^^ \K

EL

A^ ^ fe
^B

Through A draw any other st. line AC,

Take any pt. D in AC, and from DC cut off DE= AD,
and from EC cut off Er=AD I. a

Join BF.

Through E draw EG
||

to BF, meeting AB in G
^

Through D draw DH
||
to BF, meeting AB in

Then shaU AB be divided into three equal parts at H and G.

Through E draw EK
||
to AB, meeting BF in K .1.31.

Then, since G-K is a OJ, Constr.

.*. GB=EK I.34(i).

and, since EK is
||
to AB Constr.

exf Z. KEF=intr opp. Z-HAD i. 29(ii).

also, since HD is
||
to BF... Constr,

ext' Z.HDA=intropp. Z.KFE I. 29(ii).

Hence in ^^s HAD, KEF
Z.HAD=Z.KEF)
^HDA=Z.KFE|

Proved above.

AD=EF Constr.

/. AH=EK I.26(i).

But EK=GB Proved above.

/. AH=GB.

Similarly it may be shown that HG=GB. Q.E.F.
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A line may also be divided into three equal parts, thus:—

II. To trisect a given finite straight line.

Let BC be the given st. line.

^ D E ^

On BC desc. an equilat. .-^ABC I.l.

Bisect the Z.s at B and C by BO and CO meeting at L9.

Through O draw OD
||
to AB, and OE H to AC,

meeting BC in D and E L3L

Then BC shall he trisected at the pts. D and E.

For, since OD is
||
to AB, Constr.

/. extr Z.ODE=intr Z_ABC, L29(ii).

and, since OE is
|I
to AC, Constr.

/. extr Z_OED=intr Z-ACB L 29
(ii).

/. the remgZ-DOE=remSZ.BAC L32.

Hence, .i^ODE has its angles equal, and is ,*, equilat 1.6. Cor.

Again, since OD is
||
to AB Constr.

/. Z_ABO=alt. Z.BOD L 29 (i).

But Z_ABO=Z.OBD Constr.

/. Z.BOD=Z_OBD Ax.i.

and .*. OD=BD L6.

But OD=DE Equilat..:^

/. BD=DE Ax.i.

Similarly it may be shown that DE=EC.

Wherefore, BC is trisected at D and E. Q.E.F.
(310) F
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III. To find a point in a given straight line such that the sum of its dis-

tances from two given fixed points, on the same side of the line, may he the

least possible.

Let A and B be the given pts. and CD the given st. line.

A*

'B

Drav(r AE A. to CD 1.12.

Produce AE to F,

Cutoflf EF=AE 1.3.

Join FB meeting CD at G.

Then G shall he the pt. req^.

For, take any other pt. H, and join AH, HB, FH.

Then in .^s AEG, FEG,
AE = EF Constr.

EG is com.

.rt. Z.AEG=rt. ^FEG Ax. 11.

AG = FG 1.4.

Similarly, it may be shown that AH=FH.

Hence AG, GB=FB
and AH, HB=FH, HB

but FB<FH, HB 1.20.

/. AG, GB<AH, HB.

Q.E.F.

Cob.—The point G is such that AG, GB make equal angles with CD.
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IV. Of all equal triangles, standing on the same base, the isosceles has the

lea^t perimeter.

Let ABC be an isos. ^:^ and let DBC be any other ^\ on the same

base BC and between the same
||

s AD, BC, and having therefore the

same area.

B

Then shall perimeter of .^ABC be < that of DBC.

Produce AD both ways to M and N.

Then, since MN is
||
to BC,

/. Z.MAB=alt. Z_ABC L29.

= Z.ACB L6.

=alt. Z-CAN L29.

i.e. BA, CA make equal angles with MN.

•*•> by the previous corollary,

BA, AC<BD, DC.

Add BC to each,

.-. BA, AC, BC<BD, DC, BC.

i.e. perimeter of -i^ABC < perimeter of ^^ DBC.

Q.E.D.

By the method used in IV. the following theorem may be easily

proved :
—

If a polygon be not regular, there may be found another polygon having

the same number of sides and the sam£ area^ but having a less peri-

meter.
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"V. Through a given point to draw a straight line, so that the part of it

intercepted between two given straight lines, may he bisected at the given

point.

Let A be the given pt.; BC, BD the given st. lines.

(ii).

Through A draw AE |I to BC I. 31.

and meeting BD at E.

From ED cut off Er=EB 1.

Join FA and produce to meet BC in G.

FAG shall he bisected at A.

Through E draw EK
|1
to FG, meeting BG in K 1.31.

Then, since KA is a O. Constr.

/. AG=EK
and, in .^s KBE, AEF

^KBE=^AEF)
Z.KEB=Z_AFEj

BE=EF Constr.

., :, EK=FA
i.26(i).

but AG=EK Proved above.

.-. FA=AG Ax.l.

Q.E.F.

VI. To make a square which shall he any given multiple of the square on a

given straight line.

Let AB be the given straight line.

It is req^ to make a sq. which shall be (suppose

for example) three times the sq. on AB.

From A draw AC at rt, iL s to AB 1. 11.

Cut off AC=AB, and join CB 1.3.

From B draw BD at rt. Z_s to BC 1. 11.

Cut off BD=AB, and join CD 1.3.

Then shall the sq. on CD be three times the sq. on AB.

For, sq. on CD=sqs. on CB, BD 1.47.

=sq8. on CA, AB, BD 1.47.

=three times sq. on AB. O.E.F.
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VII. To divide a given straight line into two parts, so that the square on

one part may be double of the square on the other.

Let AB be the given st. line.

C

A^ ^ ^B

At pt. A in AB make Z_BAC = half art. L

At pt. B in AB make LABC = a quarter of a rt. L ji.n, 1.9,

l^andL
23.

At pt. C in BC make LBCD = a quarter of a rt. Z_ j

And let CD meet AB in D.

Then shall sq. on AD be double of sq. on DB.

For, ^CDA=/.s DCB, DBC L32(i).

= twice Z.DCB,

= half a rt. L,

= Z_CAD.
"**

Hence, since /.s CAD, CDA are each half a rt. L

,\ Z.ACD is a rt. L L32(ii).

Again, since Z.CAD=/_CDA Ax. ii.

.-. CA=CD L6.

And, since /.DCB=Z.DBC Constr.

/. CD=DB Lc.

Hence, sq. on AD=sqs. on AC, CD 1.47.

= twice sq. on CD,

= twice sq. on DB.

Q.E.R
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VIII. The straight lines drawn at right angles to the sides of a triangle,

from their middle points, meet in a point.
A

Let ABC be a .^^, and

D, E, F the mid. pts. of its sides.

DrawEO, FO atrt. Z_sto AC, AB F^ / \t7

and meeting at O. X \ n
Join OD,

^ ^ '

Then OD shall he at rt. Ls to BC. B^ ^ ^C
For, in ^^s OEA, OEC,

AE=EC Constr.

OE is com.

jt. Z.AEO=rt. Z_CEO Ax.ii.

.-. OA=OC 1.4.

Similarly it may be shown that OA=:OB

.-. OB=OC Ax.i.

{i

Hence, in .^^s OBD, OCD,
'BD=CD Constr.

OD is com.

OB^OC Proved above.

/. Z.ODB=Z.ODC 1.8.

Hence OD is at rt. Z.S to BC Def. lo.

Wherefore, the straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

Since OA, OB, OC are all equal, a circle described with centre O, and

radius OA will pass through B and C. Such a circle is said to be circum-

scribed about the triangle ABC. Hence, the following constructions:—

(i) To circumscribe a circle about a triangle.

Bisect two of the sides of the triangle, and through the points of

bisection draw lines at right angles to those sides; the point at

which the lines cut is the centre, and the distance of this point from

one of the angles is the radius.

(ii) To find the centre of a given circle.

From any point on the circumference of the circle, draw two

chords; bisect these chords, and from the points of bisection draw

lines at right angles to the chords; the point in which these lines

cut is the centre.
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IX.—The straight lines drawn from the angles of a triangle to the middle

points of the opposite sides,* meet at a point.

Let D, E, F be mid. pts. of sides BC, AC, AB, of ..^ABC.

A

^^ g ^
Join BE, CF, cutting at 0.

Join AO, DO.

Then shall A 0, DO be in one st. line.

For, since AE=EC Hyp.

/. ^::XABE=^:iCBE L38.

/. ^XABE is half .=^ABC.

Similarly .^ACF is half .^ABC.

/. ^^ABE=^\ACF Ax.r.

Take away the com. part AFOE
/. rems .=^OBF=remg ^^OCE....„ Ax. 3.

but .^OBF=.-^OAF L38.

=half ^:\OBA

and .^OCE=-^5kOAE L38.

=:half .^OCA
/. .^OBA=.^^OCA Ax. 6.

Again, since BD=CD Hyp.

/. ^^OBD=.-:AOCD lss.

Hence .^s OBA, OBD=.^s OCA, OCD Ax. 2.

i.e. AO, OD bisect the ^^ABC.

But if AD were drawn it would bisect ^;:::^ABC L 38.

,', AO, OD must coincide with st. line AD.

i.e. AD passes through O.

Wherefore, AD, BE, CF meet at one point. Q.E.D.

• These lines are sometimes called medians; and the proposition enunciated

thus:—TA« medians of a triangle are concurrent.
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X. The perpendiculars from the

meet at a point.

In ^:^ABC, let the ±s BM, CN meet at O

Then A produced shall be ± to BC.

A

EUCLID, BOOK I.

es of a triangle on the opposite sides

P

Through A draw RAQ ||
to BC^

Through Bdraw RBP
||

to AC
[

.1.31.

Through C draw PCQ ||
toABJ

Then, since ABPC is a O,
/. BP=AC , I 34

and, since ARBC is a /~7 .

RB=AC 1.34.

/. E,B=BP.

Similarly, RA=AQ, and PC=CQ.

And, since AC is
||
to PR, and BM ± to AC,

/. BM is also J. to PR I.29(iii).

Similarly, NC is ± to PQ.

Since is the pt. of intersection of lines from the mid. pts. of the

sides PQ, PR of ^^PQR at rt. Z_s to those sides,

/., by VIII., AO is at rt. Z_s to RQ.

But BC is
II
to RQ,

and /. AOL is ± to BC. Q.E.D.

The point O at which the perpendiculars meet is called the Orthocentre

of the triangle.
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XI. The straight lines which bisect the angles of a triangle meet at a

point.

Let ABC be a .^.
Bisect ^s ABC, ACB by

BO, CO meeting at O L 9. >

Join OA.
^y^

Then shall OA bisect L BAG, /
Draw the I.s OL, OM, ON from />""^^^ ^^\\
O to the sides L 12.

Y.
^^^^ ^^

1

Then, in ^^s OBN, OBL,
i Z.OBN=Z.OBL Constr.

V irt. Z.ONB=rt. Z.OLB Ax. n.

I^OB is com.

/. ON=OL L2c{ii).

Similarly it may be proved that OM=OL
/. ON=OM Ax. 1.

Now, since LONA and LOMA are rt. L s

,', sq, on OA=sqs. on ON, NA
and sq. on OA=sqs. on OM, MA

/, sqs. on ON, NA=sqs. on OM, MA.

But since ON=OM,
sq. on ON=sq. on OM

,*, sq. on NA=sq. on MA
.*. NA=MA.

Hence in .:^s NAO, MAO

{NA=MA

Proved above.

AO is com.

ON=OM Proved above.

/. Z.NAO=^MAO L8.

i.e. the bisector of ^A passes through O.

Q.E.D.

Hence the following constructions:—
To find points equidistant from three given straight lines.

(i) Inside the triangle formed by the lines one point can be found.

Bisect two of the angles of this triangle; the point is where these

bisectors cut.

(ii) Outside this triangle three points can be found.

Bisect the exterior angles formed by producing two of the sides;

the points of intersection of these bisectors can be proved to be

equidistant from the sides by the method used in XI.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXEECISES.

1. Are any two angles of a triangle greater than the third? Give a reason

for your answer.

2. BAG, EAD are two equal angles; if the points B, A, D be in the same

straight line, the points G, A, E can also be in the same straight line.

3. If two equilateral triangles be described on opposite sides of a straight

line, the line joining their vertices will bisect the line.

4. If from the vertex of a triangle a perpendicular be drawn to the base,

the difference of the squares on the sides is equal to the difference of

the squares on the segments of the base.

5. ABG is a right-angled triangle, G being the right angle. Prove that if

P be a point on BC between G and B, AP is less than AB, but if P
be in GB produced, AP is greater than AB.

6. D is any point on the side BG of the triangle ABG. If the angle

ABG be an obtuse angle, prove that AD is greater than AB but

less than AG.

7. If, upon the same base AB, two triangles BAG, ABD be constructed,

having the angle BAG equal to ABD and ABG equal to BAD, prove
that the triangles BDC, ADG are equal in all respects.

8. BD, CE bisect the equal angles of the isosceles triangle ABG, and meet

the opposite sides in D and E; prove that GD, DE, and BE are all

equal.

9. A point A is taken in the circumference of a circle whose centre is

and a circle is described having A as centre and meeting the first

circle in B and G; prove that AG bisects the angle BAG.

10. In any right-angled triangle, the distance of the middle point of the

hypotenuse from the right angle is half the length of the hypotenuse.

11. If AB, AG be equal sides of an isosceles triangle, and a circle with

centre B and distance BA cut AG (or AG produced) in E, and BE
be taken in AB (or AB produced, if E lies in AG produced) equal to

GE, prove that the angle GEA is equal to the angle EAG.

12. Eind a point D in the side BG of a triangle ABG such that AD may be

half the sum of AB and AC.

13. One interior angle of a regular polygon contains 165°; find the number
of sides.

14. How many acres, roods, and poles are there in a triangular field whose

longest side is 27 poles, and the distance of the opposite corner from

this side 18 poles?

15. ABDE, BEGC are squares on the sides AB, BC of a triangle ABC.

AE, CD are joined ; show that AE and CD are equal.
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16. The base of a triangle, whose sides are unequal, is divided into two

segments by the line bisecting the vertical angle; prove that the

greater segment is adjacent to the greater side.

17. If a point P be taken inside a quadrilateral ABCD, prove that the sum

of the distances of P from the angular points is the least possible

when P is situated at the intersection of the diagonals.

18. ABCD is a parallelogram and CE drawn parallel to BD meets AD
produced in E; prove that AD is equal to DE,

19. AOB, COD are two straight lines intersecting 0; if the triangles AOC,
BOD be equal in area, BC shall be parallel to AD.

20. ABC is a given triangle; construct a triangle of equal area having its

base in AB and its vertex in a given straight line parallel to AB.

21. Find a square which shall be equal to three given squares.

22. Describe an isosceles right-angled triangle equal to a given square.

23. ABC is a triangle, D, E the middle points of AB, AC respectively;

prove that the triangle BED is equal to the triangle CEF, where F
is the point of intersection of BE, CD,

24. The sum of the four sides of any quadrilateral is less than twice the

sum of its two diagonals.

25. Find the magnitude of one angle of a regular figure of 100 sides,

26. From a point P outside an angle draw a straight line cutting the lines

containing the angle in B and C such tha,t PB shall be equal to BC.

27. Find a point in a given straight line, the difference of the distances of

which from two given points on the same side of the line, shall be

the greatest possible.

28. An obtuse -angled triangle ABC, having the angle ABC obtuse, is

turned over about its side BC; prove that the line joining the two

positions of A is perpendicular to BC produced.

29. In the base BC of a triangle ABC any point D is taken; draw a

straight line such that, if the triangle ABC be folded along this

line, the point A shall fall on the point D.

30. In a right-angled triangle the square whose diagonal is the side sub-

tending the right angle is equal to the squares whose diagonals are

the sides containing the right angle.

31. On a given straight line describe a triangle which shall be equal to a

given parallelogram, and have one of its angles equal to a given

rectilineal angle.

32. If the opposite angles of a quadrilateral are equal, it is a parallelogram.

33. If a quadrilateral be bisected by each of its diagonals, it is a parallel-

ogram.

34. Through a given point draw a straight line which shall be equidistant
from two other given points.
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35. If two adjacent corners of a rhombus be fixed, the other corners lie on

fixed circles; but if two opposite corners be fixed the other corners

lie on a fixed straight line.

36. ABCD is a rectangle; O is any point in the diagonal BD; show that

the sum of the squares on OA and OC is equal to the sum of the

squares on OB and OD.

37. Any point P is taken in the line joining an angular point A of a tri-

angle to the middle point of the opposite side BC; prove that the

triangles APB, APC are equal.

38. In any triangle straight lines are drawn from each angle to any point
in the opposite side; prove that the sum of the lengths of these lines

is greater than the semi-perimeter but less than three times the semi-

perimeter of the triangle.

39. If ABC be a triangle, in which the angle A is a right angle, and BIC,

CF be drawn bisecting the opposite sides respectively, show that

four times the sum of the squares on BE and CF is equal to five

times the square on BC.

40. Perpendiculars AD, BE, CF are drawn from the angular points A, B,

C of a triangle upon the sides respectively opposite to them; prove
that the sum of the squares upon BD, CE, AF is equal to the sum
of the squares upon CD, AE, BF.

41. The four straight lines which bisect the successive angles of a parallel-

ogram include a rectangle, and if the larger side of the parallelogram
be twice the shorter, the diagonal of the rectangle is equal to the

shorter side.

42. ABCD is an oblique parallelogram; from A a perpendicular is drawn
to the side AB, from B a perpendicular is drawn to the side BC,
from C a perpendicular is drawn to the side CD, from D a perpen-
dicular is drawn to the side DA

; prove that these perpendiculars
will by their intersections form a parallelogram equiangular to

ABCD.
43. If two sides of a triangle be given, the area will be greatest when they

contain a right angle.

44. Given three sides of a quadrilateral, and the angles adjacent to the fourth

side, construct the figure.

45. Construct a triangle, two of whose angles are given, which shall have

its vertex at a given point and its base in a given straight line.

46. AB, AC are two straight lines
;
in AB three points P, Q, R are taken

such that Q is equidistant from P and R, show that the perpen-
dicular from Q on AC is equal to half the sum of the perpendiculars

from P and R on AC.

47. ABC is a right-angled isosceles triangle, A being the right angle. Any
line is drawn through A, and perpendiculars BM, CN from B and
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C are drawn to this line. Prove that MN is equal either to the

sum or difference of BM and CN.

48. The point of intersection of the diagonals of the square described on

the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle is equidistant from the two

sides which contain the right angle.

49. If, in the figure of I. 35, the diagonals of the parallelograms be drawn,

prove that the two triangles which have each of them two of these

diagonals for two of their sides will be equal.

50. Two sides AB, AD of a quadrilateral ABCD are given in position and

magnitude, and the area of the quadrilateral is given; find the locus

of the middle point of AC.

51. Prove that two of the angles of an equilateral triangle are together

equal to one of the angles of an equiangular six-sided polygon.

52. Construct a triangle having given the perimeter and two of its angles.

53. A chord of a circle, whose radius is 10 feet, is 16 feet long; find its

distance from the centre.

54. Given a pair of compasses; find a point C to which a right line AB
must be produced so that AC is equal to three times AB.

55. If two triangles have the sides of one parallel to the sides of the other,

the angles of the one are equal to the angles of the other.

56. The sides of a rectangular floor are 16 feet and 12 feet long respectively,

find the distance between its opposite corners.

57. Find the magnitude of one interior angle of a regular polygon of n sides.

58. If lines be drawn from an angular point of a regular hexagon, to all the

other angles, prove that the angles between these lines are equal.

59. The leaf of a book is turned down, so that the corner always lies on the

same line of printing ; find the locus of the foot of the perpendicular
from the corner on the crease.

60. Find a point at given distances from the arms of a given angle.
61. If K be the common angular point of the parallelograms about the

diameter of a parallelogram, and BD the other diameter, the differ-

ence of the parallelograms is equal to twice the triangle BKD.
62. Of all parallelograms which can be formed with diameters of given

lengths, the rhombus is the greatest.

63. Trisect a parallelogram by lines drawn through an angular point.

64. If AA', BB', CC, DD' be equal lengths cut off from the sides of the

parallelogram ABCD taken in order, then will A'B'C'D' be also a

parallelogram.

65. Through the angular points A, B, C of a triangle are drawn three

parallel straight lines meeting the opposite sides, or those sides pro-

duced, in A', B', C respectively; prove that the triangles AB'C,
BC'A', CA'B' are all equal.
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66. If through D, the middle point of the hypotenuse BC of a right-angled

triangle ABC, DE be drawn at right angles to BC and meeting AC
at E, prove that the square on EC is equal to the squares on EA, AB.

67. Between two given straight lines place a straight line equal to one, and

parallel to another, given straight line.

68. Find the locus of the middle point of the hypotenuse of all right-angled

triangles having a hypotenuse of given length and a common rt. angle.

69. Divide a given triangle into five equal parts.

70. Find a point within a triangle which shall be equidistant from the sides

of the triangle.

71. Find a point equidistant from the angles of a triangle.

72. If L, M, N be the feet of the perpendiculars, drawn to the sides of a

triangle ABC, from any point P within the triangle, then the sum
of the squares on AM, BN and CL is equal to the sum of the squares
on AN, BL and CM.

73. In the figure of I. 47, prove that the area of the hexagon formed by a

side of each square and the three straight lines which join the adja-

cent corners of the squares is equal to four times the area of the

original triangle together with twice the square on the hypotenuse.
74. The area of a quadrilateral is equal to that of the triangle, two of

whose sides are respectively equal to the diagonals of the quadri-

lateral, and the angle included by these sides equal to the angle
between the diagonals.

75. Construct a square equal to the difference of two given squares.

76. ABC is a triangle, and from A a line AD is drawn to the base making
the angle BAD equal to ACB, a second line AE is drawn to meet

the base in E so that AE is equal to AD. Show that the angle CAE
is equal to the angle ABC.

77. If, in a right-angled triangle, the square on one of the sides containing
the right angle be three times that on the other, the angle subtended

by the first is double of that subtended by the second.

78. Construct a right-angled triangle having given the hypotenuse and one

side.

79. ABC is a triangle in which ABC is a right angle, AB is 3 inches long,

and BC is 4 inches long. CE is drawn at right angles to AC and

equal to three times BC. Find the length of AE.

80. Given one side of a triangle, and the segments into which one of the

other sides is divided by a perpendicular drawn to it from the ex-

tremity of the first side, construct the triangle.

81. If the diagonals of a parallelogram are equal it is rectangular.

82. If the bisectors of two angles adjacent to one side of a parallelogram

meet on the opposite side, what will be the ratio of the unequal sides?
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83. If the equal sides AB, AC of an isosceles triangle be produced to D and

E so that AD=2AB, and AE=2AC, and if CD, BE meet in F,

show that F is one of the points of trisection of CD and BE.

84. If the interior angle at one angular point of a triangle, and the exterior

angle at another be bisected by straight lines, the angle contained

by these two bisectors is equal to half the third angle of the tri-

angle.

85. Describe a parallelogram equal and equiangular to a given parallel-

ogram, and such that two of its opposite sides shall be at a given
distance from each other.

86. E, F, G, H are points in the sides AB, BC, CD, DA respectively of a

parallelogram ABCD such that AH=FC and AE=CG; show that

EFG-H is a parallelogram.

87. The sum of the perpendiculars, from any point within an equilateral

triangle, upon the sides, is constant.

88. Describe a circle which shall pass through two given points and have

its centre in a given straight line. Is this always possible?

89. Describe a parallelogram equal to a given square, having an angle equal
to half a right angle, and one side equal to a given straight line

longer than a side of the square.

90. The area of a square is to the area of the equilateral triangle described

on one of its sides in the ratio of 4 to V3.

91. ABCD is a quadrilateral. DA is produced to E, AB to F. BC to G,
and CD to H. The straight lines which bisect the angles EAB,
FBC, GCD, HDA are drawn. Show that any two opposite angles
of the quadrilateral formed by these lines are together equal to two

right angles.

92. The bisectors of the angles of a parallelogram form a rectangle whose

diagonals are parallel to the sides of the parallelogram and equal to

the difference between them.

93. If through the angular points of a triangle ABC there be drawn three

parallel straight lines AD, BE, CF meeting the opposite sides, or

those sides produced, in D, E, F, then will the area of the triangle
DEF be double that of ABC.

94. A', B', C are the middle points of the sides of a triangle ABC, and

through A, B, C are drawn three parallel straight lines meeting B'C,
C'A', A'B' in a, h, c respectively; prove that triangle abc is half

triangle ABC, and that be passes through A, ca through B, ab

through C.

95. In a given triangle inscribe a parallelogram equal to half the triangle
so that one side is in the same straight line with one side of the

triangle and one extremity at a given point in that side.
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96. Given a line 1 inch long, show how to construct a triangle whose base

shall be 2 inches, one of its sides 3 inches, and area 1^ square
inches.

97. Prove that, if be any point in the plane of a parallelogram ABG13,
and the parallelograms OAEB, OBFC, OCGD, ODHA be completed,
then EFGH will be a parallelogram whose area is double that of the

parallelogram ABCD.

98. In a right-angled triangle ABC the sides AB, AC which contain the

right angle are equal to one another. A second right-angled triangle

is described, having the sides containing the right angle together

equal to AB and AC but not equal to one another. Prove that this

triangle is less than the triangle ABC.

99. The angular points of one triangle lie on the sides of another
; if the

latter triangle be thus divided into four equal parts, prove that the

lines joining its angular points with the corresponding angular points

of the former triangle will be bisected by the sides of the former.

100. Trisect a triangle by lines drawn from a point in one of its sides.



BOOK II.

DEFINITIONS.

1. A rectangle is said to be contained by any two of its sides

which meet.

2. In any parallelogram, one of the paral- 'F , ,^
lelograms about the diameter together h/ . J^"""p^
with the two complements, is called / ^-''' / /

a gnomon. ^---
-

'

'q

NOTES.

In Book II. rectangles are often mentioned which are not actually con-

structed, and such an expression as "rect. AB, CD" must often be understood

to mean "the area which would be enclosed if a rectangle were constructed

having two of its adjacent sides equal to AB and CD respectively."

The rectangle contained by two lines is sometimes spoken of as the

rectangle under those lines.

A gnomon is named by three letters standing at opposite corners of the

parallelograms; thus AKG, or HFC, is a name for the gnomon drawn to

illustrate def. 2,

Two magnitudes are said to be commensurable when some unit of mea-

surement can be found which is contained in both of them an exact number
of times.

If the sides of a rectangle are commensurable lines its area can be exactly

expressed arithmetically, but if the sides are incommensurable lengths (such,

for instance, as the length of the side and the length of the diagonal of a

square) its area can only be approximately expressed arithmetically.

Book II. treats, mainly, of the properties of rectangles.

EXERCISES.

1. Prove that, if two adjacent sides of one rectangle are equal, respectively,

to two adjacent sides of another, the rectangles are equal in area.

2. Why cannot every parallelogram be correctly said to be contained by
two of its adjacent sides?

(310)
®
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ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

If any point be taken in a line, it is called a point of section.

The parts into which a line is divided at any point are called segments

of the line.

If any point be taken in a line produced, the line is said to be

divided externally.

(For example, the line AB is divided ^ C B D
internally at C, and externally at D; AC

"

and CB are internal segments; AD and BD are external segments.)

The projection of a point on a line is the foot of the perpendicular
on the line from the point.

The projection of a line on another line is ^B
that part of the second line which is

intercepted between the feet of the per-

pendiculars to the second line from the

extremities of the first.

(For example, EF is the projection of

ABonCD.) C E F D

EXERCISES.

1. What is the area of a rectangle, one of whose sides is a feet long and

another h yards?

2. Two adjacent sides of an oblique parallelogram are 3 feet and 4 feet

long respectively: is its area greater than, equal to, or less than

12 square feet?

3. What is the area of a triangle standing on the same base and having
the same altitude as the rectangle in Ex. 1 ?

4. Find approximately, to within one square inch, the area of a rectangle

two of whose sides are each 3 feet long, and the other two each

equal in length to the diagonal of a square whose side is 3 feet.

5. A line PQ is divided internally at O and externally at E,, mention its

internal and external segments.

6. Show that the length of the line PQ is equal to half the sum of its

internal segments together with half the difference of its external

segments,

7. ABCD is a rectangle; in AD any points E and F are taken, and

through E, F are drawn EG, FH parallel to AB and meeting BC
in G and H

; prove that EGHF is a rectangle.

8. What is the altitude of a rectangle whose area is ah and base c?

9. A line AB is 3 feet long ;
find the projection of AB on CD when AB

is inclined to CD at an angle of (i) 60°; (ii) 45°; (iii) 30°.
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PEOPOSITION I. Theorem.

If there he two straight lines, one of which is divided into any
number of parts, the rectangle contained by the two straight lines is

equal to the rectangles contained by the undivided line, and the several

parts of the divided line.

Let AB and CD be two st. lines, and let CD be divided into any
number of parts in E, F.

Then shall rect. AB, CD=rect. AB, CB; rect. AB, EP;
and rect. AB, FD.

Q E F D A

B

From C draw CG at rt. Z-S to CD i. ii.

Cutoff CG=AB 1.3.

Through G draw GH
II
to CD I. 31.

Through E, F, D draw EK, FL, DH II
to CG, 1.31.

and meeting GH in K, L, H.

Then, fig. CH=figs. CK, EL and FH,^
and all these tigs, are rectangles Constr. &L 29

But, since CG=AB Constr.

/. fig. CH is rect. AB, CD.

And, since Ek=CG 1.84.

=AB
.-. fig. CK is rect. AB, CE.

Similarly, fig. EL is rect. AB, EF,
and fig. FH is rect. AB, FD.

.-. rect. AB, CD= rect. AB, CE, rect. AB, EF and rect. AB, FD.

Wherefore, if there be two straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

EXEECISE.
Prove that if two straight lines be each divided into any number of parts

(say three), the rectangle contained by the two lines is equal to the sum
of all the rectangles contained by all the parts of one taken separately

with all the parts of the other.

* The whole is equal to the sum of its parts.
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PEOPOSITION II. Theorem.

If a straight line he divided into any two parts, the rectangles con-

tained hy the whole and each of the parts are together equal to the

square on the whole line.

Let the st. line AB be divided into any two parts at C.

Then shall rect. AB, AC with rect. AB, BC = sq. on AB.

On ABdesc. sq. ADEB 1.46.

Through C draw OF
||
to AD

or BE, and meeting DE at F i. 3i.

Then, figs. AF and CE=fig. AE.

But, since AD=AB Constr.

/. fig. AF is rect. AB, AC.

And, since BE=AB Comtr.

.-. fig. CE is rect. AB, BC.

Also, fig. AE is sq. on AB Constr.

.'. rect. AB, AC with rect. AB, BC=sq. on AB.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.

A C
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PKOPOSITION III. Theorem.

If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the rectangle con-

tained by the whole and one of the parts, is equal to the rectangle

contained by the two parts, together with the square on the aforesaid

part.

Let the st. line AB be divided into any two parts at C.

Then shall rect. AB, AC=rect. AC, OB with sq. on AC.

C BOn AC desc. the sq. ADEC 1.46.

Through B draw BF
|I
to

AD or CE, and meeting
DE prod* in F 1. 31.

Then, fig. AF=figs. AE and CF. ^ ^

But, since AD=AC Constr.

/. fig. AF is rect. AB, AC.

And since CE=AC Constr.

/. fig. CF is rect. AC, CB.

Also fig. AE is sq. on AC Constr.

.*. rect. AB, AC=rect. AC, CB with sq. on AC.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.

F

NOTE.

This proposition is the particular case of Prop. 1, in which one part of

the divided line is equal to the undivided line.

EXERCISES.

1. Which is "the aforesaid part
"

in the proof as it is given above?

2. Write out the proof of the proposition, making the square upon EC
instead of on AC.

3. State an algebraical identity which corresponds to this proposition.

4. Enunciate a geometrical theorem corresponding to {a + h)a -ab= a^.

6. Prove the following theorem:—
If a straight line be produced to any point, the rectangle contained

by the whole line so produced and the given line is equal to the rec-

tangle contained by the given line and the part produced, together
with the square on the former.
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PEOPOSITION IV. Theorem.

If a straight liiie he divided iiito any two parts, the square on the

whole line is equal to the squares on the two parts, together with twice

the rectangle contained hy the parts.

Let the st. line AB be divided into any two parts at C.

Then shall sq. on AB=sqs. on AC and OB, with twice
rect. AC. CB.

On AB desc. sq. ADEB i. 46.

Join BD.

Through C draw CFG
II
to AD or BE, and

meeting BD in F,
and DE in G 1.31.

Through F draw HFK
II to AB or DE, and

meeting AD in H,
and BE in K i.3i.

H

B

K

Then, Z_CFB=z.ADB, 1.29.

but Z.ADB=z.ABD, 1.6.

/. ^CFB=aABD
/. CF=CB L6.

But CF=BK and CB=FK 1.34.

/. OCFKB is equilat.

And, since L CBK is a rt. L Constr.

,*. all its L s are rt. Lb i. 46 Cor.

Hence, fig. CFKB is a sq Def. 30.

Similarly it may be shown that HDGF is a sq.

Now, fig. AE=figs. HG, CK, AF, and FE;

=sqs. on HF and CB, with figs. AF and FE... Above.

=sqs. on AC and CB, with figs. AF and FE...I. 34.

=sqs. on AC and CB, with twice comp* AF....I. 43.

=sqs. on AC and CB, with twice rect. AC, CF;
i.e. sq. on AB=sqs. on AC and CB, with twice rect. AC, CB..Above.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.

CoR.—From this prop, it is manifest that Os about the diam. of

a sq. are likewise sqs.
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PEOPOSITION V. Theorem.

If a straight line he divided into two equals and also into tivo

unequal parts, the rectangle contained by the unequal parts together

with the square on the line between the points of section, is equal to

the square on half the line.

Let the st. line AB be bisected at C, and divided unequally at D.

Then shall rect. AD, DB with sq. on CD=sq. on CB.

it.
C T) B

E Hi?
On CB desc. sq. CEFB 1.46.

Join BE.

Through D draw DGH
1| to CE or BF, and meeting

BEinG, EFinH 1.31.

Through G draw KGL
||
to CB or EF, and meeting

CE in K, BF in L 1.31.

ThroughA drawAM
||
to CE or BF, meeting LK prod<^ in M. ..i. 3i.

Then, rect. AD,DBwith sq.onCD=rect.AD,DG with sq. onCD. . 11. 4 Cor,

=rect. AD,DGwithsq.onKG..i. 34.

=fig. AG with fig. KH 11.4 Cor.

=figs.AK,CG,andKH,

=figs. AK, GF, and KH i. 48.

=figs.CL,GF,andKH 1.36.

=fig.CF,

=Sq. on CB Constr.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.

CoR.—From this prop, it is manifest that the difference of the

squares on two unequal st. lines is equal to the rectangle contained

by their sum and difference. (See page 106.)
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PEOPOSITION VI. Theorem.

If a straight line he bisected and produced to any point, the rectangle

contained hy the whole line thus produced and the part of it produced,

together with the square on half the line bisected, is equal to the square
on the straight line which is made up of the half and the part pro-

duced.

Let the st. line AB be bisected at C and prod*^ to D.

Then shall rect. AD, DB with sq. on CB=sq. on CD.

^, C V, y
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PROPOSITION VII. Theorem.

If a straight line he divided into any two parts, the squares on the

whole line and on one of the parts are equal to twice the rectangle con-

tained hy the whole and that part, together with the square on the

other part.

Let the st. line AB be divided into any two parts at C,

Then shaU sqs. on AB and BC = twice rect. AB, BC
with sq. on AC. ^ c i^

On AB desc. sq. ADEB,
and complete the figure

as in Prop 4.

H

D E

Then, sqs.onABandBC=figs. AEandCK ii. 4Cor.

=tigs. AK, FE, HG and CK
=figs. AK, AF, CK and HG .1. 43.

=figs. AK, AK and HG,
=twice rect. AB,BK and sq. onAC.li. 4 Cor.

=twice rect. AB, BC and sq. on AC.li. 4 Cor.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.

NOTES.
From Prop 4 we know that—
I. The square on the sum of two lines is equal to the sum of the squares on

those lines, together with twice the rectangle contained by them.

By help of Prop. 7 it can be shown that—
II. The square on the difference of two lines is less than the sum of the

squares on those lines by twice the rectangle contained by them.

For sqs. on AB and BC=twice rect. AB, BC with sq. on AC... Prop. 7.

,*. sq. on AC alone< sqs. on AB and BC by twice rect. AB, BC.

And AC is the difference of AB and BC,
,*, sq. on diflf. of AB and BC<sum of sqs. on AB and BC by twice rect. AB, BC.

EXERCISES.
1. Interpret the theorems I. and II. algebraically.

2. Prove that, if AB is divided at C, the sqs. on AB and AC are equal to

twice the rectangle AB, AC together with the square on BC.
(310) a2
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NOTES.

The following is an independent proof of the important corollary to

Prop, 5:—
The difference of the squares of two unequal straight lines is equal to the

rectangle contained by their sum and difference.

Let CB be the greater of the two lines, and from it cut off CD equal

to the less.

{Construction as in Prop. 5.)

A.
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NOTES.

Props. 5 and 6 may be included in one enunciation, thus:—
If a straight line be divided into two equal segments and (either inter-

nally or externally) into two unequal segments, the rectangle contained by
the unequal segments is equal to the difference of the squares on the half

line and on the line between the points of section.

Prop. 6 may also be deduced from Prop. 5, thus:—
Produce BA to E, making AE= BD.

tt- a c T^ D
Then ED is bisected at C, and divided *^ ' '

«

unequally at D.

,*, rect. EB, BD with sq. on CB=sq. on CD II. 6.

ButEA=BD Capstr.

/, EB=AD.
/. rect. AD, DB with sq. on CB=sq. on CD. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. The square on any line is four times the square on its half.

2. Express Prop, 4 in algebraical form.

3. In the figure of Prop. 5, mention names for—
(i) the line between the points of section;

(ii) the two unequal segments;

(iii) the figure which is equal to the difference between the squares

on half the line and on the smaller segment.

4. In the figure of Prop. 6, prove that—
(i) CD=half the difference of AD and DB;

(ii) perimeter of gnomon CLH=perimeter of rect. AD, DB.

(iii) AC=half the sum of AD and DB;
(iv) AK=Dr.

5. Prove that the sum of the sum and difference of two lines is double of

the greater.

6. Prove that the difference of the sum and difference of two lines is double

of the less.

7. Express Prop. 5 in algebraic form.

8. Construct a rectangle equal to the difference of two given squares.

9. If a straight line be divided into two equal and into two unequal

segments, the square on the whole line is equal to four times the

rectangle contained by the unequal segments, together with four

times the square on the line between the points of section.

10. Divide a given straight line into two parts such that the rectangle con-

tained by those parts shall be a maximum.
11. By help of the theorems I. and II., prove that the square on the sum

of two straight lines together with the square on their difference is

double of the sum of the squares on the two lines. (Prop. 7, note.)
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PEOPOSITION VITI. Theorem.

If a straight line he divided into any two parts, four times the rec-

tangle contained hy the whole line and one part, together with the

square on the other part, is equal to the square on the straight line

which is made up of the whole and that part.

Let the st. line AB be divided into any two parts at C.

Then shall four times rect. AB, BC with sq. on AC
= sq. on the sum of AB and BC.

Produce AB to D.

CutoffBD = BC 1.3.

On A© desc. sq. AEFD, 1.46.

and complete the

double fig. as in Prop. 4.

ThenGP=GK ii.4.

=CB 1.34.

=BD CoDBtr,

=BK II. 4.

=GC 1.34.

Hence, four times rect. AB, BC with sq. on AC
=four times rect. AB, BD with sq. on AC Constr.

=four times fig. AK with fig. XH II. 4.

=twice figs. AK, AG, CK with fig. XH,
=twice figs. AK, MP, GR with fig. XH i. 86.

=figs. AK,KF; MP, PL; twice fig.GR with fig.XH. . .1. 48.

=figs. AK, KF, MP, PL, GR, BN, XH i.46. Ex. i.

=fig. AF,
=sq. on AD Constr.

=sq. on sum of AB and BC.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.

I
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PKOPOSITION IX. Theorem.

If a straight line he divided into two equal and also into two

unequal parts, the squares on the two unequal parts are together

double of the square on half the line and of the square on the line

between the points of section.

Let the st. line AB be bisected at C, and divided unequally at D.

Then shall sqs. on AD, DB=twice sqs. on AC, CD.

From C draw CE at

rt. Z.S to AB I. n.

Cut off CE=AC I. 3.

Join AE, EB.

Through D draw DF
||
to CE,

meeting EB in F 1.31.

Through F draw FG
||
to AB,

meeting CE in G I. 31.

Join AF.
Then, since AC=CE Constr.

/. ^CAE=^CEA 1.5.

but Z. ACE is a rt. L Constr.

/. Z-sCAE, CEA together=a rt. L 1.32.

Hence Z_CAE and Z.CEA each=half a rt. L.

Similarly it may be shown that L CBE and L CEB each =half a rt. Z. .

/. whole LAEB is a rt. Z. .

Again, since GF is
|I
to AB Constr.

/. z_EGF=z_ECB 1.29.

but Z. ECB is a rt. Z. Constr.

/. z_EGFisart. Z-.

But L GEF is half a rt. L Above.

.*. z. GFE is half a rt. L 1.32.

Hence z.GFE=^GEF,
/. GF=GE 1.6.

Similarly it may be shown that z. FDB is a rt. Z.
,
and that DF=DB.

Now, sqs. on AD and DB=sqs. on AD and DF Above.

=sq. on AF 1.47.

=sqs. on AE and EF i. 47.

=sqs. on AC, CE and on EG, GF....I. 47.

=twice sqs. on AC and GF Above.

=twice sqs. on AC and CD 1. 34.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION X. Theorem.

If a straight line he bisected and produced to any point, the square
on the whole liiie thus produced and the square on the part of it pro-
duced are together double of the square on half the line bisected, and of
the square on the line made up of the half and the part produced.

Let the st. line AB be bisected at C and prod*^ to D.

Then shaU sqs. on AD, DB=twice the sqs. on AC, CD.

From C draw CE
at rt. Z-s to AB i. ii.

CutoffCE=AC 1.3.

Join AE, EB.

Through E draw
EF

II
to AD 1.31.

Through D draw
DF

II
to CE and

meeting EF at F 1.31.

Since CE is
|| to DF Constr.

/. Z-sCEF, EFD=twort. z-s 1.29.

/. Z.S BEF, EFD<two rt. z.s.

Hence EB, FD will meet if prod«i towards B and D Ax. 12.

Produce EB, FD to meet at G. Join AG.

Then, each of the L s CAE, CEA, CEB, CBE is half a rt. L
and LAEB is a rt. L
But z.GBD=^CBE 1.15.

/. ^GBDishalf art. /..

Also z_BDG=alt. ^BCE 1.29.

/. Z. BDG is a rt. Z. .

Hence Z.BGD is half a rt. L 1.32.

/. Z_GBD=^BGD
/. BD=DG 1.6.

Similarly, it may be shown that EF=FG.

Now, sqs. on AD and DB=sqs, on AD and DG Above.

=sq. on AG 1.47.

=sqs. on AE and EG 1.47.

=aqs. on AC, CE and on EF, FG....I. 47.

=twice sqs. on AC and EF AboTe.

=twice sqs. on AC and CD i. 34.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.

)-
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NOTES.
The following proof of Prop. 10, which is almost as old, is often sub-

stituted for Euclid's:—
Let AB be bisected at C and prod<i to D.

Then shall sqs. on AD and DB=twice sqs. on AC and CD.

Produce DA to E. E A C B D
CutoffAB=BD 1.3.

' ' ^ *

Then ED is bisected at C and divided into two unequal parts at A.

.*, sqs. on AD and AE=twice sqs. on AC and CD ii. 9.

i.e. sqs. on AD and BD=twice sqs. on AC and CD. n F D

Prop. 9 can be easily deduced from Props. 4 and 7, thus:—
Let AB be bisected at C, and divided unequally at D.

Then shall sqs. on AD and DB=twice sqs. on AC and CD.

For, sq. on AD= sqs. on AC and

CD with twice rect. AC, CD II. 4. A C D B
Add sq. on DB to each.

,*, sqs. on AD and DB=sqs. on AC, CD, DB with twice rect. AC, CD
=sqs. on BC, CD, DB with twice rect. BC, CD
=sqs. on BC, CD with sqs. on BC, CD II. 7.

=twice sqs. on BC and CD. O E D

Props. 9 and 10 can be combined in one enunciation, thus:—
If a straight line be bisected, and be also divided (either internally or

externally) into any other two segments, the sum of the squares on the two

unequal segments is equal to the square on half the line together with the

square on the line between the points of section.

EXERCISES.
1. In the figure of Prop 9 give the name of *' the line between the points

of section."

2. In the figure of Prop. 10 give the names of "the line bisected," and

"the line made up of the half and the part produced."

3. Enunciate the geometrical proposition which can be expressed algebraic-

ally thus : {a + bf + (a
- b?= 2(a2 + h'^).

4. Interpret Prop. 10 algebraically.

5. Translate the enunciation of Props. 9 and 10 combined, into algebra.

6. Prove (i) geometrically, (ii) algebraically, that the sum of the squares on

any two lines is equal to twice the square on half their sum together
with twice the square on half their difference.

7. Divide a given straight line into two segments so that the sum of the

squares on the segments may be the least possible.

8. In II. 9, show how to cut up the squares on the two unequal parts into

bits which form the other squares.
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PROPOSITION XI. Problem.

To divide a straight line into two 'parts so that the rectangle con-

tained hy the whole and one of the parts shall he equal to the square
on the other part.

Let AB be the given st. line.

It is re(f to divide AB into two parts

such that the rect. contained hy AB and

one part may he = the square ,on the

other.

On ABdesp. sq. ACDB i. 46.

Bisect AC at E i. lo.

Join BE.

Produce CA to F.

Cut off EF=EB I. 3.

On AF desc. sq. AFGH i. 46.

Then shall rect. AB, BH= sq. on AH.

Produce GH to meet CD in K.

Then, since AC is bisected at E and prod*^ to F,

/. rect. CF, FA with sq. on AE=sq. on EF ii. 6.

=sq. on EB Constr.

=sqs. on AE and AB i. 47.

Take away the com. sq. on AE,
/. sq. on AB=rect. CF, FA,

=rect. CF, FG Constr.

i.e. fig. AD=fig. FK.

Take away the com. part AK,
/. remK fig. HD=rem» fig. FH,

i.e. rect. DB, BH=sq. on AH.

But DB=AB Constr.

'
,\ rect. AB, BH=sq. on AH.

Wherefore, the given straight line &c. Q.E.F.
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NOTES.

Euclid's 11th prop, is the solution of one case of the following problem;—
To divide a straight line, either internally or externally, into two segments

so that the rectangle contained by the whole line and one

equal to the square on the other.

Case 2.—To divide the line externally.

may

N A ir R
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ALGEBEAIC SOLUTION OF PROP. 11.

Suppose AB to contain a units of length, and let x be the distance of the

req<i pt. from A, so that BH is a-x; then the enunciation of the problem
takes the form of the quadratic

a {a-x)
—

'y? ^
,2

^^

or, x'^-\-ax— a^y

-4 '

cc^ + aX', ,
-

,
— w , ,

4

.... + 1
=
^^^,

and.^.^iV5^, or-^(V5±l)
2 2

The first of these values of x is positive, and gives the distance of the

point H from A : the second is negative and gives the distance of the point

N from A; the difference in sign denoting that AH and AN are measured

in opposite directions from A.

From the surd form of the roots of this quadratic we see that AH and

AN are incommensurable with AB.

EXERCISES.
1. In the figure of Prop. 11, prove that—

(i) KG- and CF are each divided in the same way as AB.

(ii) square on EF is equal to five times the square on EC.

(iii) AH is greater than HB.

(iv) if CH and FB be joined, CH produced is perpendicular to FB.

(v) the ratio of AH to HB is that of VS - 1 to 3 - VS.

(vi) the squares on AB and BH=three times the square on AH.
2. In the figure of Prop. 11 Note, prove that—

(i)' square on EL is equal to five times the square on EA.

(ii) if NC and BL be joined, NC produced is perpendicular to BL.

(iii) the ratio of AN to BN is that of V 5 + 1 to 3 + Vs.

3. If AB is divided at C so that the rectangle contained by the whole line

and one part is equal to the square on the other part; and if AC is

the greater part, and from AC CD is cut off equal to CB ; prove that

AC is divided at D in a similar manner.

4. Produce a line so that the sum of the squares on the whole line thus

produced and on the part produced may be equal to three times the

square on the given line.

5. Find two lines such that the rectangle contained by them shall be equal
to the rectangle contained by their sum and difference.

6. If in the figure of Prop. 11, FD be joined, meeting AB in P, and HK in

Q, then will FP be equal to QD.
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PEOPOSITION XTI. Theorem.

In obtuse-angled triangles if a j)er^endicxilar he drawn from either

of the acute angles to the opposite side produced, the square on the side

subtending the obtuse angle is greater than the squares on the sides

containing the obtuse angle by twice the rectangle contained by the side

upon which, when produced, the perpendicular falls, and the straight

line intercepted, without the triangle, between the perpendicular and

the obtuse aiigle.

Let ABC be an obtuse-angled ^^, having the obtuse L at C, and

let AD be drawn ± to BC prod<i.

Then shall sq. on AB > sqs. on BC and AC by twice

the rect. BC, CD. A.

For, sq. on BD= sqs. on BC and CD
with twice rect. BC, CD il. 4.

Add sq. on AD to -each,

.*. sqs. on AD and BD= sqs. on BC,
CD and AD with twice rect. BC, CD. S C"

But, sqs. on AD and BD=sq. on AB 1.47.

And, sqs. on AD and CD=sq. on AC 1.47.

Hence, sq. on AB=sqs. on BC and AC with twice rect. BC, CD.

i.e. sq. on AB >sqs. on BC and AC by twice rect. BC, CD.

Wherefore, in obtuse-angled triangles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

Since CD is the projection of AC on BC, Prop. 12 may be stated thus :

In an obtuse-angled triangle, the square on the side opposite to the

obtuse angle is greater than the squares on the sides which contain it, by
twice the rectangle contained by one of these two sides and the projection

of the other upon it.

EXERCISES.
1. If BE be perpendicular to AC produced, prove that the square on AB

is equal to the sqs. on BC and AC with twice rect. AC, CE.

2. Two right-angled triangles ACB, ADB stand on the same side of the

same hypotenuse AB ;
if AD and BC cut at 0, prove that rect. AO,

OD=rect. BO, OC.

3. The sides of a triangle are 4, 5, and 7; is it obtuse-angled?
4. The sides of a triangle are 4, 6, and 7, find the length of the projection

of the side 4 upon the side 5.

5. Find the ratio of CD to AC when Z.ACB is—(i) 120°; (ii) 135°; (iii) 150°.

6. If AC and BC are each 3 feet long, and the angle ACB is 120°, find

the length of AB to within an eighth of an inch.
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PEOPOSITION XIII. Theorem.

In every triangle the square on the side subtending an acute angle
is less than the squares on the sides containing that angle by twice the

rectangle contained by either of these sides, and the straight line inter-

cepted between the perpendicular let fall upon it from the opposite

angle and the acute angle.

Let ABC be any ^^, having an acute L at C, and let AD be
drawn ± to BC, or BC prod**.

Then shall sq. on AB < sqs. on BC and AC by twice
the rect. BC, CD.

A A A
(i) A (") IK (i")

BD C B D C D B" C

Case 1.—If the Z. at B is a rt. z., D coincides with B, and

the rect. BC, CD becomes the sq. on BC, and the truth

of the prop, is evident I. 4'?-,

Case 2.—If the L at B is not a rt. Z. .

Since, in fig. ii., BC is divided at D,

and, in fig. iii., DC is divided at B,

/„ in both figs.,

sqs. on BC and CD = twice rect. BC, CD with sq. on BD...II. T.

Add sq. on AD to each,

/. sqs. on BC, CD, AD = twice rect. BC, CD with sqs. on BD, AD.

,*. sqs. on BC and AC = twice rect. BC, CD with sq. on AB....I. 47.

i.e. sq. on AB < sqs. on BC and AC by twice rect. BC, CD.

"Wherefore, in every triangle &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

Since BD is the projection of AB on BC, the prop, may be stated thus:—
In any triangle the square on a side opposite to an acute angle is less

than the sum of the squares on the sides which contain the acute angle, by
twice the rectangle contained by one of these sides and the projection of

the other upon it.
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EXAMPLE.

// DE he drawn parallel to the base BC of an isosceles triangle ABC, the

square on BE is equal to the square on CE with the rectangle contained by

BC and DE.

(In this Example the notation AB^ for sq. onAB, BC. CD for rect. BC, CD,

andthe algebraical.symbols -+ and - have been used, as they, are often

very convenient in dealing with deductions on Book 11.
,
and are generally

allowed for such purposes, but it must be remembered that they should not

be used in writing out Book-work.)

Join BE.

Draw DM, EN ±s to BC 1.12.

Then in .^s DBM, ECN,

DM=EN 1.34.

Z.DBM=Z_ECN 1.6.

.Z.DMB=Z.ENC Constr

.-. BM=CN. 1.26.

Now, BE2=EC2+ BC2 - 2 BC . CN.,

=EC2+ BC.(BC-2CN)
=EC2 + BC.(BC-CN-BM) Above.

=EC2+ BC.MN. II. 1.

=EC2 + BC.DE 1.34.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. What line, in fig. iii., is the intercept between the foot of the perpen-

dicular and the acute angle?

2. If BE be drawn perpendicular to AC, in fig. of Prop. 13, prove that the

rect. AC, CE=rect. BC, CD.

3. The sides of a triangle are 4, 5, 6
;

is it acute-angled?

4. The sides of a triangle are 4, 5, 6 ; find the length of the projection of

the side 4 upon the side 5.

5. Find the ratio of CD to AC when the angle ACB is (i) 30°, (ii) 46°,

(iii) 60°.

6. State and prove the converse of Prop. 13.

7. Express the results of Props. 12 and 13 algebraically.
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PEOPOSITION XIV. Problem.

To describe a square that shall he equal to a

figure.

Let A be the given rect^ fig.

It is re^ to desc. a sq.=A.

rectilineal

C D

Make the rectangle BCDE=A I, 45.

Then, if BE=ED, the fig. BCDE is the req'^ sq.

But if not, produce BE to F.

Cut off Er=ED '

1.3.

Bisect BF at G L lo.

With cent. G and rad. GF desc. a semicircle BHF.
Produce DE to meet the circumference in H.

Then shall sq. on EH=A.

Join GH.

Then, since BF is bisected at G, and divided unequally at E,

.*, rect. BE, EF with sq. on GE=sq. on GF n. 5.

=sq. on GH Constr.

=sqs. on GE, EH L 47.

Take away the com. sq. on GE,

/. sq. on EH=rect. BE, EF,
=rect. BE, ED Constr.

=fig. BCDE,
=A .Constr.

Wherefore, has been described &e. Q.E.F.
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EXEKCISES.

1. Construct a square equal in area to a given parallelogram.

2. Construct a square equal in area to a given triangle.

3. Construct a rectangle equal in area to a given square, and having the

sum of two of its adjacent sides equal to a given straight line.

4. Construct a parallelogram equal in area to a given square, having the

sum of its altitude and base equal to a given straight line and having
an angle equal to a given angle.

5. In what cases are Exs. 3 ajid 4 impossible?

6. Construct a rectangle having given its area and perimeter.

7. Produce a given straight line so that the rectangle contained by the

given line and the part produced may be equal to the square on an-

other given line.

8. What is the length of the side of a square equal in area to a rhombus

whose side is 3 inches and one of its angles 30°?

9. If in II. 14 the given rectilineal figure be that of I. 47, show how to

determine the required square graphically.

10. The side of an equilateral triangle is a; find the side of a square equal
in area to the triangle.

11. Write down a quadratic equation of which Prop. 14 is a geometrical
solution.

12. What is meant by the quadrature of a given rectilineal figure, and how
would you proceed practically in the case of a pentagon?
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

I. The sum of the squares on the sides of any triangle is equal to twice the

square on half the base, together with twice the square on the line joining the

vertex to the middle point of the base.

Let ABC be any .t:^, and D the mid. pt. of BC.

Then shall sqs. on AB and AC = twice sqs. on BD and AD.

B Tr"E t

Draw AE ± to BC, or BC prod^ 1.12.

Then, if ADB is the obtuse L ,

AB2=AD2 + BD2 + 2BD. DE 11. 12.

and AC2=:AD2 + CD^ _ 2CD. DE 11. 13.

=AD2 + BD2-2BD. DE Hyp.

/. AB2 + AC2=2AD2+ 2BD2.

Q.E.D.

N.B.—This result is very important.
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II. The sum of the squares on the four sides of any quadrilateral is equal

to the sum of the squares on its diagonals, together with four times the square

on the line joining the middle points of its diagonals.

Let ABCD be a quad^, AC, BD its diags., and E, F the mid. pts. of AC

andBD.

Then shall sqs. on AB, BC, CD, DA = sqs. on AC and BD with

four times sq. on BF.

Join BE, ED.

Then, since E is mid. pt. of AC,

,*, sqs. on AB, BC=twice sqs. on BE, AE Ex. L

and sqs. on CD, DA=twice sqs. on DE, AE Ex. L

/. sqs. on AB, BC, CD, DA
=twice sqs. on BE, DE and four times sq. on AE.

=four times sqs. on BF, EF and AE Ex. L

=four times sq. on EF, with sqs. on AC, BD IL 4Ex.i.

Q.E.D.
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III. The difference of the squares on the sides of any triangle is equal to

twice the rectangle contained by the base and the line intercepted between the

middle point of the base and the foot of the perpendicular from the vertex to

the base, or the base produced.

Let ABC be any .i^, D the mid. pt. of the base, E the foot of the 4.

from A on BC, or BC prod<^.

Then shall diflf. of sqs. on AB and AC = twice rect. BC, DB.

D E

Join AD.

Then, if lADC is acute,

AC2=AD2 +DC2-2CD.de ..ii.is.

=AD2 +BD2-2CD.de Hyp.

And AB2=AD2 + BD^ + 2 BD . DE .

AB2 - AC2=2 BD . DE + 2 CD . DE.

=2 (BD + CD). DE

=2 BC . DE.

11.12.

.Ax. 3.

.II. 1.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. "Write out the proof when the angle ADB is acute.

2. Prove the theorem without using either Props. 12 or 18.

3. Examine the case when ADC is a right angle.
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IV. To divide a st line into two parts so that the rectangle contained by

the parts may be a maximum.

Let AB be the given st. line.

A C 15 H
Bisect AB at C.

Then shall rect. AC, CB be a maximum.

For, take any other pt. D in AB.

Then, since AB is bisected at C, and divided unequally at D,

.*. rect. AD, DB with sq. on CD=sq. on CB II. 6.

=rect. AC, CB,

i.e. rect. AD, DB alone < rect. AC, CB.

Q.E.F.

V. In a right-angled triangle, the square on the perpendicular drawn

from the right angle to the hypotenuse is equal to the recta/ngle contained by

the segments into which it divides the hypotenuse.

Let ABC be a rt. -angled .^^, having

the rt. Z. at A, and let AD be the ±

toBC.

Then shall sq. on AD= rect. BD, DC.

For, since BC is divided at D,

.'. sq. on BC=sqs. on BD, DC with twice rect. BD, DC n. 4.

But sq. on BC=sqs. on BA, AC L4r.

=sqs. on AD, BD and on AD, DC HT.

=sqs. on BD, DC and twice sq. on AD.

/, sqs. on BD, DO and twice sq. on AD

=sqs. on BD, DC with twice rect. BD, DC Ax.i.

Take away the com. sqs. on BD, DC,

,*, twice sq. on AD=twice rect. BD, DC,

.*. sq. on AD=rect. BD, DC.
Q.E.D.
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VI. To divide a straight line into two parts so that their rectangle may he

equal to the square on a given straight line which is not greater than half the

former line.

Let AB and C be the given st. lines.

It is reqd to divide AB into two parts so that the rect. contained by the

parts may be equal to the sq. on C.

Bisect AB at D i.io.

With cent. D and rad. DA desc. a semicircle.

From A draw AE at rt. Z.s to AB I. u.

Cutoff AE=C 1.3.

Through E draw EF
||
to AB and cutting the semicircle at F i. 31.

Draw FG
||
to AE and meeting AB at G- l. si.

Then shall rect. AG, GB = sq. on C.

{The proof is similar to that of Prop. I4.)

VII. To divide a given straight line into two parts so that the difference

of the squares on the parts may he equal to a given area.

Let AB be the given st. line, and C the given area.

To AB apply a rect. ADEB=C i. 46.

Bisect AB at F, and BE at G 1. 10.

From FB cut off FH=BG 1.3.

F H

Then H shall be the reqd pt. D E

For, AH2 - HB2=(AH + HB) . (AH - HB) 11. 6 Cor.

=AB.(AF + rH-HB)
=AB,(BF +FH-HB)
=AB.2FH Constr.

=AB.BE Constr.

=C Constr.

Q.E.F.
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VIII. If ABC and AD are two straight lines, and P is the middle point

of BC, then the projection of AP on AD is half the sum of the projections

ofAB and AC on AD.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXEECISES.

1. Divide a straight line into two parts so that the rectangle contained by
the whole line and one part may be double of the square on the

other part.

2. Enunciate a geometrical theorem of which the algebraical expression is

3. If a straight line be trisected, the square on the whole line is equal to

nine times the square on one of the parts.

4. If in the figure of II. 6 the produced part be equal to the original line,

then the square on half the line bisected is one-eleventh of the whole

figure.

5. Produce a given straight line to a point, so that the rectangle contained

by the whole line thus produced and the part produced shall be equal
to the square on the original line.

6. Any rectangle is half the rectangle contained by the diameters of the

squares on two of its adjacent sides.

7. ABODE is a straight line, C being the middle point of BD, Prove
that the square on AC together with the rectangle BE, DE is equal
to the square on EC together with the rectangle AB, AD.

8. On AB a square ABOD is described, and the angles ACE, ACE are

made each equal to half the angle of an equilateral triangle, thus

inscribing an equilateral triangle OEF in the square. Prove that

AB is divided at E so that the square on one part is double the

rectangle contained by the whole and the other part.

9. If a straight line is divided so that the sum of the squares on the whole
and on one part is equal to three times the square on the other part,
the line is divided in medial section.

10. AB is a diameter of a circle and AC is a chord; if CD be drawn per-

pendicular to AB, then the square on AC is equal to the rectangle
contained by AB and AD.

11. A straight line AB is bisected in 0, and frdm A a straight line AD is

drawn at right angles to AB and equal to AC. A point E is taken
in AB produced such that CE is equal to BD. Prove that the rect-

angle contained by AE and EB is equal to the square on AB.

12. The sum of the squares on the sides of any parallelogram is equal to

the sum of the squares on its diameters.

13. If a straight line AD be divided at B and 0, the rectangle contained

by AC and BD is equal to the sum of the rectangles contained by
AB and CD, and by BO and AD.

14. Divide a straight line into two parts so that the sum of the squares on
the parts may be a minimum.

15. The rectangle contained by the sum and difference of the sides of a

triangle is equal to twice the rectangle contained by the base and
the line intercepted between the middle point of the base and the

foot of the perpendicular on the base from the vertex.
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16. If the square on the perpendicular from the vertex to the base of a

triangle be equal to the rectangle contained by the segments of the

base, the vertical angle is a right angle.

17. ACDB is a straight line and D bisects CB; prove that the square on
AC is less than the sum of the squares on AD and DB by twice the

rectangle AD, DB.
18. ABC is an equilateral triangle and D is any point in BC. Prove that

the square on BC is equal to the rectangle contained by BD and DC
together with the square on AD.

19. AB is divided into any two parts in C, and AC and BC are bisected at

D and E
;
show that the square on AE with three times the square

on BE is equal to the square on BD with three times the square
on AD.

20. If EF is parallel to BC the base of an isosceles triangle ABC, prove
that the difference of the squares on BF and BE is equal to the

'rectangle contained by EF and BC.

21. In II. 11, show that the rectangle contained by the sum and difference

of the parts is equal to the rectangle contained by the parts.

22. If a straight line AB be bisected at C and produced to D so that the

square on AD is twice the square on CD, prove that the square on
AB will be twice the square on BD.

23. If a straight line AB be bisected at C and produced to D so that the

square on AD is three times the square on CD, and if CB be
bisected at E, show that the square on ED is three times the

square on EB.

24. ABC is a triangle, and on the side of BC remote from A a square
BDEC is described; prove that the difference of the squares on
AB and AC is equal to the difference of the squares on AD
and AE.

25. Find the locus of a point which moves so that the sum of the squares
of its distances from two fixed points is constant.

26. The square on a straight line drawn from the vertex of an isosceles

triangle to any point in the base, is less than the square on a side

by the rectangle contained by the segments of the base.

27. Construct a rectangle which shall be equal in area to a given square,
and the sum of whose sides shall be of given length.

28. The sum of the squares on the diagonals of any quadrilateral is equal
to twice the sum of the squares on the lines joining the middle points
of opposite sides.

29. The squares on the diagonals of a four-sided figure having two parallel
sides are equal to the squares on its two non-parallel sides together
with twice the rectangle contained by the parallel sides.

30. In any triangle, three times the sum of the squares on the sides is

equal to four times the sum of the squares on the lines drawn from
the angles to the middle points of the opposite sides.

31. If a straight line be divided into two pairs of unequal parts, the squares
on the greatest and least of the four parts are together greater than
the squares on the other two.
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32. The base AB of triangle ABC is bisected in D, and in DB a point E is

taken such that DC is equal to DE
;
show that the squares on AC

and CB are together equal to the squares on AE and EB.

33. Given a square and one side of a rectangle equal in area to the square,
find the other side.

34. Construct a rectangle equal to a given square and having the difference

of its sides equal to a given line.

35. AB is bisected at C and produced to D ; prove that the rectangle AC,
AD is equal to the rectangle BC, BD together with twice the square
onBC.

36. ABCD is a rectangle, and O is any point; prove that the sum of the

squares on OA and OC is equal to the suna of the squares on OB
and OD.

37. The diagonals of a quadrilateral meet in E, and F is the middle point
of the straight line joining the middle points of the diagonals ; prove
that the sum of the squares on the straight lines joining E to the

angular points of the quadrilateral is greater than the sum of the

squares on the straight lines joining F to the same points by four

times the square on EF.

38. Produce a given straight line so that the square on the whole line thus

produced may be double the square on the part produced.

39. Show that the locus of the vertex of a triangle whose base is fixed, and
the difference erf the squares on whose sides is constant, is one or

other of two straight lines.

40. If with the middle point of the line joining the points of bisection of

the diagonals of any quadrilateral as centre and any radius a circle

be described, prove that the sum of the squares of the distances of

any point on the circumference from the angles of the quadrilateral,
is constant.
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DEFINITIONS.

Equal circles are those of which the diameters (or the radii)

are equal.

[This is not a definition but a theorem : for, if the circles be

applied to one another so that their centres coincide, their circum-

ferences must also coincide, since their radii are equal.]

2. A straight line is said to touch a circle

when it meets the circle but, being

produced, does not cut it.

3. Circles are said to touch one another

which meet but do not cat one an-

other.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

A straight line which cuts a circle is Called

a secant.

A straight line which meets but, being produced, does not cut the

circle is called a tangent.

When two circles touch, and one is entirely within the other, they

are said to have internal contact.

When two circles touch, and one is entirely without the other, they

are said to have external contact.

( 310 ) I
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4. Straight lines are said to be equally dis-

tant from the centre of a circle, when
the perpendiculars drawn to them from

the centre are equal.

5. The chord on which the greater perpen-
dicular falls is said to be further from
the centre.

6. (See Book L, def. 19.)

7. The angle of a segment is contained by the

straight line and the circumference.

8. The angle in a segment is the angle
contained by two straight lines drawn
from any point in the circumference to

the extremities of the straight line which

is the base of the segment.

9. An angle is said to stand upon that part of

the circumference intercepted between the

straight lines which contain the angle.

(For example, angle BAG stands upon the
-^

arc BBC.)

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

(For defs. of arc, chord, &c., see Book I., page 8.)

If the circumference of a circle be divided into two unequal parts

the greater part is called the major arc, and the less the

minor arc.

An arc is said to be convex or concave with

respect to a point, according as the lines

drawn from the point to the ends of the

arc lie altogether without the circle or not.

(For example, arc AD is convex, and arc BC
concave with respect to the point P.)
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10. A sector of a circle is the figure con-

tained by two straight lines drawn from

the centre and the part of the circum-

ference between them.

11. Similar segments of circles are ^^^=<^^
those which contain equal angles. ^^^^^^

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

A sector, the bounding radii of which are at

right angles to one another, is called a

A figure is said to be inscribed in a circle,
when each of its angular points is on the

circumference.

A figure is said to be described about (or to

circumscribe) a circle, when each of its sides

touches the circumference.

If be the centre of a circle ABC, the angle
BOG which stands upon the arc BC is

called the angle at the centre; and the

angle BAG is called the angle at the cir-

cumference.

A line drawn at right angles to a tangent from its point of contact

is called a normal.

Gircles are said to cut at right angles when the tangents at the

point where they cut are at right angles.

NOTE.

In Book III. Euclid deals with the simpler properties of circles.
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PROPOSITION I. Problem.

To find the centre of a given circle.

Let ABC be the given 0.

It is req^ to find its cent.

Draw any chd. AB.
Bisect AB at D I. lO.

Through D draw CDE at rt. z.s to AB
meeting the Qce at C and E I- ii-

Bisect CE at F i. lo.

Then shall F be the cent.

C

For, if not, if possible, left some pt. G outside the line CE be the cent.

Join GA, GB, GD.

Then, in .^^ GAD, GBD,
rAD=BD Constr.

*.• \ GD is com.

IGA=GB Radii.

.-. Z.GDA=^GDB 1.8.

.*. LGDA is a rt. Z. .

But Z.FDA is art./. Constr.

.-. Z.GDA=z.FDA.
i.e. the whole= its part,

which is absurd.

Hence the cent, cannot be outside the line CE.

.*, F, the mid. pt. of CE, is the cent.

Wherefore, has been found &c. Q.E.F.

Cor.— If, in a circle, a straight line bisect a chord and be also at

right angles to it, the centre of the circle is in that straiglit line.
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NOTE.

The following extension of Prop. 1 is important:
—

To find the centre of a given arc, or segment.

Let A, B, C be three pts. on the Qcq.

Join AB, BC.

Bisect AB, BC at D, E 1. 10.

Through D, E draw lines

at rt. Z_s to AB, BC Lil.

Then these lines will, if prod<i' meet;

(for, if not they are
||
and then

AB, BC at rt. Z-S to them would

also be
||

. See Ex. 5 on Prop. 29, Bk. I.)

Let them, when prod<i' meet at O.

Then shall he the cent.

For, since DO is drawn at rt. Z. s to the chd. AB from its mid. pt. D,

,*, DO passes through the cent III. l. cor.

And, since EO is drawn at rt. Z. s to the chd. BC from its mid. pt. E,

,*, EO passes through the cent III. i. cor.

,*, 0, the pt. at which DO and EO cut, is the cent.

Q.E.F.

EXEECISES.

1. Find, when possible, a point equidistant from three given points.

2. AB, AC are equal chords of a circle; prove that the bisector iof the

angle BAC is a diameter.

3. Straight lines drawn at right angles to the sides of any rectilineal figure

inscribed in a circle through their middle points all pass through a

fixed point.

4. Through a given point within a circle draw a chord which shall be

bisected by the given point.

5. Given two chords of a circle in magnitude and position; describe the

circle.

6. To describe a circle of given radius which shall pass through two given
fixed points. When is this impossible?

7. Describe a circle with a given point as centre which shall bisect the

circumference of a given circle.
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PKOPOSITION II. Theorem.

If any two points he taken in the circumference of a circle, the

straight line which joins them must fall within the circle.

Let ABC be a 0, A and B any pts. in its Qce, and let AB
be joined.

Then shall AB fall within 0ABC.

A E

For, if not, let it, if possible, fall without the 0.
Find D the cent, of 0ABC Ill.l.

Take any pt. F in the arc AB.
Join DF and prod. DF to meet AB in E.

Join DA, DB.

Then, since DA=DB ; Radii.

/. Z-DAE=Z.DBE 1.5.

But Z-DEB>z_DAE...., 1. 16.

/. z_DEB>z.DBE,
.-. DB>DE 1.19.

But DB=DF Radii.

/. DF>DE,
i.e. the part> the whole,

which is absurd.

Hence, the pt. E cannot fall without the 0ABC.

Similarly, it may be shown that E cannot fall on the Oce,

/. the pt. E falls within the 0.

But E is any pt. in AB,
,*. AB lies entirely within the 0.

Wherefore, if any two points &c. Q.E.D.
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PEOPOSITION III. Theorem.

If a straight line drawn through the centre of a circle bisect a

straight line in it which does not pass through the centre, it shall cut

it at right angles; and, conversely/, if it cut it at right angles it shall

bisect it.

Part I.— In the ©ABC let the diam. CD bisect the chd.

AB at E.

Then shall CD be at rt. z.s to AB.

Find the cent I.io.

Join OA, OB.

Then in .^s OAE, OBE,
rAE=EB Hyp.

*.*
-|
OE is com.

[0A=0B Radii.

.'. lOEA=lO^B 1.8.

/. CE is at rt. Z. s to AB.

Part II.—In the ©ABC, let the diam. CD cut the chord AB
at rt. z. s at E.

Then shall CD bisect AB at E.

Find O the cent 1. 10.

Join OA, OB.
Then, since OA=OB Radii.

/. z.OAE=z.OBE 1.5.

Hence, in ^^s OAE, OBE,
L0AE= LOBE Above.

rt. z.OEA=rt lOEB Hyp.

OE is com.

.-. AE=BE i.26(i.)

i.e. AB is bisected at E.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.F,
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NOTES.
The 2^^ part of Prop. 3 is the converse of the 1st part, and they are both

converse of the corollary to Prop. 1. These three results are important.

Prop. I. cor.—A st. line drawn at rt. L.S to a chord of a Q through its

mid. pt. passes through the cent.

Prop. III. part i.
—A st. line from the cent, to the mid. pt. of a chord of

a is at rt. Ls to the chord.

Prop. III. part ii.—A ± from the cent, of a Q on any chord bisects that

chord.

EXAMPLES.
I. If two circles cut one another, and through one of their points of inter-

section straight lines he drawn equally inclined to the line joining their centres

and terminated by the circumferences, these straight lines will be equal.

Let A be a pt. of intersection of the 0s ABD, AEC, and let BAG
DAE be equally inclined to OQ the line joining their cents.

Then shaU BC=DE.

DrawOM, QN xs to BC 1.12.

Draw QR ||
to BC, meeting OM at R 1. 31.

Then, since Z_ s at M and N are rt. L s,

/. OM is
II
to QN I. 29

(iii.)

Hence RMNQ is a 0>
.•.QR=MN 1.34.

But chd. AB is bisected at M, and AC at N III. 3 (ii.)

Hence MN is half BC.

/. QR is half BC.

And L at R= Z. at M= a rt. L I. 29(ii.)

Similarly, if ±s OK, QL and
||
OS be drawn to DE, it may be shown

that OS is half DE, and that Z. at S is a rt. Z_.

Also, extrZ_RQO=int'-z.BrQ i. 29 (ii.)

= Z-EGO Hyp.

=extrz_SOQ I.29(ii.)
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Hence, in ..^^s, ROQ, SOQ,

^ORQ=Z.OSQ,
^RQO=^SOQ,
OQ is com:

/. RQ=OS I.2C.

Hence BC=DE Ax. 6.

Q.E.D.

II. Through a given point within a circle to draw the shortest 'possible

chord.

Let ABC be the 0, and P the given pt.

Find O the cent III. i.

Join OP.

Through P draw chd. BC
at rt. Z.S to OP I. ii.

Then BC shall he < any other chd.

through P, such as DE.

Draw 0M± to DE 1. 12.

Join 00, OD.

Then, since Z_OMP is a rt. L Constr.

/.Z-0PM is < art. Z. i. ir.

/. OM < OP 1.19.

Now, sq. on OC=sqs. on OP, PC I. 47.

and sq. on OD=sqs. on OM, MD 1.47.

Hence sqs. on OP, PC=sqs. on OM, MD.
But sq. on OP > sq. on OM,

.*. sq. on PC < sq. on MD.
.*. PC < MD.

But PC is half BC, and MD is half DE 111.3.
(ii.)

BC < DE.
Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. Prove part ii. of Prop. 3, using I. 47 instead of I. 26.

2. If from the centre of a circle a perpendicular be drawn to the nearer of

two parallel chords, it will, if produced, bisect the other.

3. Find the locus of the middle points of a system of parallel chords of a circle.

4. The portions of a common chord of two concentric circles, which are

intercepted between the circumferences, are eqvial.

5. If two circles cut, any two parallel straight lines drawn through the

points of intersection and terminated by the circumferences, are equal.

6. Through a point of intersection of two circles which cut one another,

draw the greatest possible straight line terminated by their circum-

ferences.
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PEOPOSITION IV. Theorem.

If, in a circle, two straight lines cut one another, which do not both

pass through the centre, they do not bisect one another.

Let ABCD be a
;
AC and BD two chords which cut at E and

which do not both pass through the cent.

Then AC and BD shall not bisect each other.

Case 1.— If one pass through the

cent, it is a diam. and is bisected

by the cent.

/, it cannot be bisected by the

other which does not. . .

Case 2.—If neither pass through the

cent, if possible, suppose ^^""^'^^ ^
AE=EC, and BE=ED. ^\.^_^^^

Find O the cent ill.i.

Join OE.

Then, if E is the mid. pt. of AC,
^OEA is a rt.z. iii.3(i.)

And, if E is the mid. pt. of BD,
Z_OEB is a rt.Z- llL3(i.)

/. z_OEA=z.OEB.
i.e. the part= the whole,

which is absurd.

Hence, AC and BD cannot bisect each other.

Wherefore, if in a circle &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. Draw two straight lines in a circle which shall bisect each other.

2. Draw two chords in a circle, neither of which pass through the centre,

and one of which is bisected by the other.

3. Prove that, in a circle, if a chord which does not pass through the centre

bisect another chord it cannot cut it at right angles.

4. Prove the converse of Ex. 3.

5. If a parallelogram be inscribed in a circle it must be rectangular.
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PEOPOSITION V. Theorem.

If two circles cut one another they cannot have the same centre.

Let the 0s ABC, ADE cut at A.

Then they shall not have a com. cent.

For, if possible, let O be their cent.

Join OA.
Draw OCE meeting the Qces at C and E.

Then, since O is cent, of ©ABC,
/. OA=OC.

And, since O is cent, of ©ADE,
/. OA=OE.

Hence, OC=OE,
i.e. the part=the whole,

which is absurd.

Wherefore, if two circles cut &c. Q.E.D.

PKOPOSITION VI. Theorem.

If two circles touch one another internally they cannot have the same

centre.

Let the ©s ABC, ADE touch internally at A.

Then they shall not have a com. cent.

For, if possible, let O be their cent.

Join OA. -^

Draw OEC meeting the Qces at E and C.

Then, since O is cent, of ©ABC,
/. OA=OC.

And, since O is cent, of ©ADE,
/. OA=OE.

Hence, OC=OE,
i.e. the whole=its part,

which is absurd.

Wherefore, if two circles touch &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. Prove that two concentric circles cannot cut.

2. Prove that two concentric circles cannot touch.

3. Of what propositions are Exs. 1 and 2 respectively converse?
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PEOPOSITION YII. Theorem.

If any point he taken in the diameter of a circle which is not the

centre, of all the straight lines which can he drawn from this point to

the circumference the greatest is that in which the centre is, and the

other part of the diameter is the least; and, of any others, that which

is nearer to the straight line which passes through the centre is always

greater than one more remote; also, from the same point there can

he drawn to- the circumference only two straight lines equal to one

another, one on each side of the shortest line.

Let ABCD be a 0, and O its cent.;

let F be any other pt. within it
;

let AOFD be the diam. through F;

and let FB, FC, FE be any other st. lines from F to the Qce.

Then (i) FA shall be tne greatest line;

(ii) FB shaU be >FC, FOFE;
(iii) FD shaU be the least line;

and (iv) from F but one st. line = FB can be dra-s^m

to the Oce.

Join OB, OC, OE.

At O in OF make Z.FOG=Z.FOE 1.23.

Join FG.

Then (i), in .r^BOF,

FO, OB>FB 1.20.

ButOB=OA Rad.

/. FA>FB.
i.e. FA is the greatest line.
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And (ii),
in -^s EOF, COF,

OB=OC Rad.

OF is com.

Z.FOB>Z.FOC Ax. 9.

/. FB>FC 1.24.

Similarly it may be shown

that FOFE.
Also (iii), in ^iOFE,

OF, FE>OE 1.20.

ButOD=OE Rad.

/. OF, FE>OD.
Take away the com. part OF,

/. rem'^FE>rem'^FD.

i.e. FD is the least line.

Again (iv), in <^s OFG, OFE,
OG=OE Rad.

OF is com.

Z.FOG=Z.FOE Constr.

.-. FG=FE 1.4.

And, from F no other line can be drawn to the Oce=FE.

For, if possible, suppose FH=FE.

Then, since FG=FE Above.

/. FG=FH.
i.e. a line nearer to FA=one more remote,

which is impossible Part (iii).

/. but one st. line can be drawn to the Qce from F=FE.

Wherefore, if any point &c. Q.E.D.

EXEECISES.

1. If from the end of a diameter any number of chords be drawn in a

circle—
(i) the diameter itself is the greatest of these chords

;

(ii) a chord nearer to the diameter is greater than one more remote;

(iii) there can be drawn but two equal chords from the point, one

on each side of the diameter.

2. Write out in full a proof that FC is greater than FE.

3. From F draw a straight line to the circumference which shall be equal

toFB.
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PEOPOSITION VIII. Theorem.

If any point he taken without a circle and straight lines he drawn

from it to the circumference, of those which fall on the concave part of
the circumference, the greatest is that which parses through the centre,

and one nearer to that which passes through the centre is always

greater than one more remote; hut of those which fall on the convex

part of the circumference, the lea^t is that which, when produced,

passes through the centre, and one nearer to it is always less than one

more remote; also from the same point there can he drawn to the

circumference only two straight lines equal to one another, 07ie on each

side of the shortest line.

Let ABCD be a 0, and its cent.;

let F be any pt. without it
;

let FDOA be drawn from A through the cent.;

and let FGB, FHC, FKE be any other lines from F to the Qce.

Then (i) FA shall be the greatest line;

(ii) FB shall be >FC, FOFB;
(iii) FD shall be the least line;

(iv) FG shaU be <FH, FH< FK;
and (v) from F but one st. hne= FG can be drawn

to the Oce.
Join OB, OC, OG, OH.
At in OF, make Z-FOL= z.FOG I. 23.

Join FL.

Then (i) in ^^^BOF,

FO, OB>FB 1. 20.

But OB=OA Had.

/. FA>FB.
i.e. FA is the greatest line.
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And (ii) in .^s EOF, COF,
OB=OC Rad.

OF is com.

Z.FOB>z.FOC Ax. 9.

/. FB>FC 1.24.

Similarly it may be shown
that FC>FE.

Also (iii) in ^OFG,
FG, OG>FO 1.20.

But OG=OD Rad.

/. rem'^FG>rem^FD.
i.e. FD is the least line.

And (iv) in .-rlOFH,

OG, FG<OH, FH I. 21.

ButOG=OH Rad.

.-. rem''FG<rem^FH.

Similarly it may be shown

thatFH<FK.

Again (v) in ^^s OFL, CFG,
OL=OG Rad.

OF is com.

Z-FOL=^FOG Constr.

.-. FL=FG 1.4.

And from F no other line can be drawn to the Oce=FG.

For, if possible, suppose FM=FG.

Then, since FL=FG Above.

.-. FL=FM.
i.e. a line nearer to FD=one more remote,

which is impossible Part(iv).

/. but one st. line can be drawn to the Qce from F=FG.

Wherefore, if any point &c. Q.E.D.

EXEECISES.

1. Prove that (i) AD is greater than BG; (ii) BG is greater than CH.

2. Prove that one and only one straight line can be drawn from F to the

circumference equal to FB.

3. If the secant FKE be made to revolve about F, and the points K, E to

approach each other until they become indefinitely near each other,

what does the secant ultimately become?
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PEOPOSITION IX. Theorem.

If a point he taken within a circle from lohich more than two equal

straight lines can he drawn to the circumference^ that point is the

centre.

Let ABC be a 0, and from the pt. D within it let three st.

lines DA, DB, DC be equal to one another.

Then shall D be the cent.

For if not, if possible, suppose E the cent.

Join DE, and prod, to meet the Qce in F, G.

Then since D is a pt., not the cent, in a diam. GF,

/. DC, nearer to DF, >DB, DB>DA ill. 7(u).

But this is contrary to hypothesis.

Hence, D must be the cent.

Wherefore, if a point &c. Q.E.D.

NOTES.

Euclid gave also a direct proof of this prop, depending on the cor. to

Prop. 1.

It should be noticed that the point E might be supposed to fall within

the angle CDB, or within BAD.

EXERCISES.

1. Prove this prop, directly, by joining AB, BC, bisecting AB and BC at

E and F, and proving that DE, DF are at right angles to AB and

AC.

2. Write out an indirect proof of the prop., supposing E, the centre, to fall

within the angle CDB.
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PROPOSITION X. Theorem.

One circumference of a circle cannot cut another at more than

two points.

For, if it be possible, let 0ACDE cut ©BCDE at the pts. C, D, E.

Find O the cent, of ©ACDE in. i.

Join 00, OD, OE.

Then, since O is cent, of 0ACDE,
/. OC=OD=OE Radii.

And, since from a
i)t.

O within 0BCDE three=st. lines

are drawn to the Qce,

/. O is cent, of 0BCDE iii. 9.

i.e., pt. O is the com. cent, of two 0s which cut,

which is impossible in. 5.

"Wherefore, one circumference &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

Euclid gives two demonstrations of this prop, also, the other being similar

to that indicated in the note to Prop. 9.

It should be noticed in the above proof that the centre of one circle

might be supposed to fall on or outside the circumference of the other circle.

EXERCISES.

1. Write out another proof of Prop. 10, depending on III. 1, cor.

2. Complete the proof given above, by considering the cases mentioned in

the note.

3. Two circumferences cannot have more than two points in common.

(310) K
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PEOPOSITION XI. Theorem.

If two circles touch 07ie another internally, the straight line which

joins their centres, being produced, shall pass through the point of

contact.

Let 0ABC touch 0ADE internally at A; and let O and Q be

their cents.

Then shall OQ prodd pass through A.

A

C

For if not, let it, if possible, pass otherwise as OQDB.
Join AO, AQ.

Then, AQ, QO>AO 1.20.

But AO=OB Radu.

.-. AQ, QO>OB.

Take away the com. part OQ,

.-, rem"^ AQ>QB.

But AQ=QD Radii.

.*. QB>QB,
i.e. the less> the greater,

which is absurd.

Hence, OQ when prod*^ must pass through A.

Wherefore, if two circles &c. Q.E.D.
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PEOPOSITION XII. Theorem.

If two circles toxich one another externally^ the straight line which

joins their centres shall pass through the 'point of contact.

Let 0ABC touch 0ADE externally at A, and let and Q be

their cents.

Then shall st. line OQ pass through A.

=0C1 ^
-=QDJ

For if not, let it, if possible, pass otherwise as OCDQ.
Join AO AQ.

Then, in .^AOQ,

OA, QA>OCDQ I.

But 0A=<
and QA:

/. OC,QD>OCDQ.
i.e. part> the whole,

which is absurd.

Hence, st. line OQ must pass through A.

Wherefore, if two circles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

The words " the point of contact" in Props. 9 and 10 appear to assume

that the circles can touch in but one point, although this is not proved
until the succeeding proposition is reached. But, if the words are taken

in the sense "the point of contact under consideration," it follows from the

proofs that, if there were a second point of contact, the line joining the

centres would, if produced, pass through it also,

EXERCISE.

State and prove the converse of (i) Prop. 11; (ii) Prop. 12.
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PKOPOSITION XIII. Theorem.

One circle cannot touch another at more than one point, whether on

the inside or outside.

For, if it be possible, let

0ABO touch 0DBC at the

pts. B and C

(i) Internally.

Join BC.

Bisect BC at E i. lo.

Through E draw

ADEF at rt.^s to BC i. ii.

Then, since B and C are pts. in the Qces of both 0s,

.*. BC falls within both 0s III. 2.

And, since AF bisects BC at rt. L s,

.*. the cents, of both 0s are in AF ill, i cor.

.*. AF passes through a pt. of contact III. ii.

i.e. AF passes through the extremity of a line which it bisects at rt. L s,

which is absurd.

(ii) Externally. A

Join BC.

Then, since B and C are pts. in the ;'

';

Oce of 0ABC, \ /

/. BC falls within ABC in 2

And, since B and C are pts. in the

Oce of 0DBC,
.-. BC falls within 0DBC ill. 2.

i.e. the chd. BC is within each

of two 0s which are without each

other,
which is absurd.

"Wherefore, one circle cannot &c. Q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION XIV. Theorem.

Equal straight lines in a circle are equally distant from the centre;

and, conversely, those which are equally distant from the centre are

equal to one another.

Part I.—Let AB, CD be equal chds. of 0ABCD.

Then shall AB, CD be equidist. from the cent.

Find O the cent in. i.

Draw OE, OF ±s to AB, CD 1. 12.

Join OA, OD.

Then, since OE, OF are ± to AB, CD,
/. AB, CD are bisected at E, F<....iii. 3.

But AB=CD Hyp.

/. AE=DF,
.', sq. on AE=sq. on DF.

Also, since OA=OD Radii.

.*, sq. on OA=sq. on OD.

Hence, sqs. on AE, OE=sqs. on DF, OF i. 47.

But sq. on AE=sq. on DF Above.

/, rem^^ sq. on 0E=rem8^ sq. on OF.

/. OE=OF,
i.e. AB and CD are equidist. from O.

Part II.—Let the ±s OE, OF be

Then shall chd. AB=chd. CD.

For, since OE=OF Hyp.

/. sq. on OE=sq. on OF.

And, since OA=OD Radii.

/. sq. on OA=sq. on OD.

Hence, sqs. on OE, AE=sqs. on OF, DF 1.47.

But sq. on OE=sq. on OF ...Above,

.*, rem^ sq. on AE=rems sq. on DF.

/. AE==DF.

But, since OE, OF are x to AB, CD,
/. E, F are mid. pts. of AB, CD iii. 3.

Hence, AB=CD Ax. 6.

Wherefore, equal straight lines &c. Q.E.D.
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PEOPOSITION XV. Theorem.

The diameter is the greatest straight line in a circle; and, of all

others, that which is nearer to the centre is always greater than one

more remote; and, conversely, the greater is nearer to the centre than

the less.

A

Part I.—Let ABCD be a 0, AD a diam., O the cent, and let

the chd. BC be nearer to the cent, than EF,

Then shall (i) AD be the greatest line;

(ii) BOBF.
From O draw ±s OM, ON to BC, EF 1.12.

Join OB, OC, OE.

Then (i) OB, OC>BC 1.20.

But OB=OA, and OC=OD Radii.

/. OA,OD>BC,
i.e. AD is the greatest line.

And (ii) since OM<ON Hyp.

.*, sq. on OM<sq. on ON.

But, since OB=OE Radii.

.*. sq. on OB=sq. on OE.

Hence, sqs. on BM, OM=sqs. on EN, ON 1.47.

But sq. on OM<sq. on ON Above.

/, rems sq. on BM > rem^ sq. on EN,
/. BM>EN.

But, since OM, ON are ± s to BC, EF Constr.

/, M, N are mid. pts. of BC, EF ...iii. 3.

Hence, BC>EF Ax. 6.
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Part II.—Let chd. BC >chd. EF, and let ±s OM, ON be drawn
from the cent. O to these chds.

Then shall 0M< ON.
Join OB, OE.

Then, since OM, ON are ± s to BC, EF Hyp.

/. M, N are mid. pts. of BC, EF iii. 3.

and, since BC>EF Hyp.

/. BM>EN.
/. sq. on BM>sq. on EN.

But, since OB=OE Radii.

/, sq. on OB=sq. on OE.

Hence, sqs. on BM, OM=sqs. on EN, ON i. 47.

But sq. on BM>sq. on EN Above.

.*. rems sq. on OM<rems sq. on ON.
.-. OM<ON,

i.e. the greater chd. BC is nearer to the cent.

Wherefore, the diameter is the greatest &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

The proofs of Props. 14 and 15 depend on the following important
theorem :

—
If two right-angled triangles have their hypotenuses equal, and also one

other side of the one equal to one other side of the other
^
their remaining sides

must he equal.

EXERCISES.

1. Write out a proof of the above theorem.

2. If the radius of a circle is 5 inches long, and a chord in it is 8 inches

long, find the distance of the chord from the centre.

3. If the diameter be 20, and the distance of a chord from the centre be 8,

what is the length of the chord?

4. The radius of a circle is 13 inches, the length of a chord is 2 feet; find

its distance from the centre.

5. The length of a chord is 6 inches, its distance from the centre is 2 inches;

find the radius of the circle.

6. Equal chords in a circle subtend equal angles at the centre.

7. In a circle the greater chord subtends a greater angle at the centre

than the less.

8. Find the locus of the middle points of equal chords of a circle.

9. Draw a chord of a circle which shall be double of its distance from the

centre.
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PROPOSITION XVI. Theorem.

The straight line drawn at right angles to the diameter of a circle,

from its extremity, falls loithout the circle; and no straight line can

he drawn from the extremity, between that straight line and the cir-

cumference, so as ndt to cut the circle.

Part I.—Let ABC be a 0, O its cent., AB a diam.

Then shaU the st. line drawn from A at rt. z.s to
AB fall without the 0.

For, if not, if possible, let it fall

witliin and meet the Oce again
ate.

Join 00.

Then, since OC=OA Radii.

/. ^OCA=^OAC 1.5.

But Z.OAC is a rt. L Hyp.

.*. L OCA is also a rt. /_ .

i.e. two angles of ...^AOAC together=two rt. Z_s,

which is impossible 1. 17.

Hence the line must fall without the 0.

Part II.—Let AD be at rt. z.s to the diam. AOB.

Then between AD and the Oce no st. line can be
drawn which does not cut the 0.

'E
For, if it be possible, let AE be

drawn between AD and the Oce
so as not to cut the 0.

From O draw OG ± to AE and

meeting the Oce in F.

Then, since LOGA is a rt. z. Constr.

/. ^OAG is<a rt. L 1. 17.

Hence, OG<OA 1. 19.

But OF=OA Radii.

/. OG<OF.
i.e. the whole< its part,

which is absurd.

Wherefore, the straight line &c. Q.E.D.
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Cor.—From this prop, it is manifest that the st. line

drawn at rt. Ls to the diam. of a 0, from its ex-

tremity, touches the circle III. def. 2.

Also, that it can touch it at one pt. only III. 2.

And, that there can be but one tangent to a circle at

any one point Part ii. above.

EXAMPLE.
To a given circle to draw a tangent which shall maJce a given angle with a

given straight line.

Let ABC be the given 0, DE the given st. line, and F the given L. .

At any pt. D in DE
^ /G

make Z_EDG=Z_F 1.23.

Find O the cent, of 0ABC III. i. a/^ / ^\c
From O draw OH ± to DG- 1.12.

and let OH, prod^l if necessary, / \ /
^^

^^c\

meet the Qce in A.

From A draw AK at rt. L s

to OA and meeting DE in K...I. ii. / / 1^"'^"- -^ /f
AK shallhe the req^ tang. -^

—^ pr-

For, since L OAK is a rt. L,
/. AK touches the III. 16. Cor.

And, since L OHD is a rt. L,
,', extr Z.OHD=intr lOXK Ax. ii.

/. AK is
II
to HD 1.28.

(i).

Hence, Z.AKE=Z_HDE 1.29. (ii).

= Z_F Constr.

Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.
1. State the converse of the first part of tlie corollary to Prop. 16.

2. Show that all chords of a circle which touch a concentric circle are

equal.

3. Draw a tangent to a circle which shall be parallel to a given straight line.

4. Draw a tangent to a circle which shall be perpendicidar to a given

straight line.

5. Find the locus of the centres of all circles which touch each other at the

same point.

6. Two circles cut at right angles; prove that the normals from their points
of contact will be at right angles.
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PEOPOSITION XVII. Problem.

To draw a straight line from a given point, either in or without the

circumference, which shall touch a given circle.

Let A be the given pt., and BCD the given ©.

It is reef to draw from A a tang, to the QBGD.

Case 1.—If the pt. A be in the Qce, draw from A a line

at rt. Z.S to the rad. at A; this line will touch the O III. 16. Cor.

Case 2.—If the pt. A be without the O,

Find O the cent = ill. i.

Join OA, cutting the Qce at B.

With cent. O and rad. OA desc. a 0EAF.
From B draw BE at rt. z.s to OA, meeting ©EAF at E...I. ii.

Join OE, cutting 0BCD at D.

Join AD.

Then shall AD be the tangent reqd.

For, in .^::5^s ADO, EBO,
OA=OE Radii.

OD=OB Radu.

L AOE is com.

.-. z.ODA=z.OBE L4.

But Z.OBE is a rt. L Constr.

.'. L ODA is a rt. L
,

.'. AD touches the ©BCD iii. 16. Cor.

Wherefore, from the given pt. &c. Q.E.F.
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NOTE.

The following is another solution of the problem:
—

From a given external 'point to draw a "pair of tangents to a given circle.

3
Let ABC be the given O, and P the given external pt.

Find O the cent III. i.

Join OP.

Bisect OP at Q I. lo.

With cent. Q and rad. QO desc. an arc cutting ©ABC at A, B.

Join PA, PB.

Then PA, PB shall be the tangs.

Join QA, OA.
Then, since QP=QA Radii.

/. Z.QPA=^QAP 1.6.

And, since QO=QA Radii.

.'. Z.QOA=Z.QAO 1.5.

/. Z-S QPA, QOA=whole Z_OAP.

Hence L OAP is a rt. Z. 1. 32.

But OA is a rad.

.*, PA touches the III. 16. Cor.

Similarly it may be shown that PB touches the 0. q -p ^^'

EXEECISES.
1. Prove that PA=PB, i.e, that two tangents to a circle from an external

point are equal.

2. Prove that the line joining the given point to the centre of the given
circle bisects the angle included by the tangents.

3. If the distance of the given point from the centre be 13 inches and the

radius of the circle be 5 inches, find the length of the tangents.
4. If a quadrilateral circumscribe a circle, one pair of its opposite sides are

together equal to the other pair.

5. No parallelogram can be described about a circle except a rhombus.
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PEOPOSITION XVIII. Theorem.

If a straight line touch a circle, the straight line drawn from the

centre to the point of contact shall he perpendicular to the line touch-

ing the circle.

Let St. line DC touch ©ABC at C,
^^ ^^A

and let OC be the radius to the pt. of

contact C.

Then shall OC be ± to DC.

For, if not, if possible, let OE be

drawn ± to DC meeting the Qce in B.

Then, if L OEC is a rt. z.
, d E

Z.OCE is< a rt. L 1. 17.

.-. ^OEO^OCE,
/. OOOE 1.19.

ButOC=OB Radii.

.*. OB>OE.
i.e. the part> the whole,

which is absurd.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION XIX. Theorem.

If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of contact a

straight line he drawn at right angles to the touching line, the centre

of the circle shall be in that line.

Let St. line DC touch ©ABC at C, and

let CA be drawn at rt. Z. s to DC.

Then shall CA pass through
the cent.

For, if not, if possible, let O the cent,

be without AC.
Join OC.

Then, since DC is a tang, and OC
the rad. to the pt. of contact,

.', Z.DCO is a rt. L in. 18.

But LDCA is a rt. z_ Hyp.

/. ^DCA=z.DCO,
i.e. the part=the whole,

which is absurd.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION XX. Theorem.

157

The angle at the centre of a circle is double of the angle at the cir-

cumference standing on the same base, that is, on the saine arc.

Let ABC be a 0, and let BOC, BAG be Z.s at the cent, and

Oce, having the same arc BC for base.

Then shall /.BOO be double of ^BAO.

Case 1.—When the cent. O is on

BA, or AC.

In .^OAC,
exf ^BOC=z.sOAC, OCA...I.32.

But, since OA=OC Radii.

/. Z.OAC=^OCA.

Hence, Z.BOC is double of Z.OAC.

Case 2.— Wlien the cent. O is within the z_BAC.

Join AG, and prod. AG to meet

the Oce in D.

Then, as in Case 1, it may be

shown that

^BGD is double of Z.GAB,
and that

^ COD is double of ^GAC.

/. whole L BGC is double of L BAG.

Case 3.—When the cent. O is without the L BAG
Join AG, and prod. AG to meet

the Oce in D.

Then, as in Case 1, it may be

shown that

L COD is double of L GAG,

and that

2_B0D is double of Z.GAB.

/. rem« A BGC is double of ABAC.

Wherefore, the angle at the centre &c. Q.E.D.
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PEOPOSITION XXI. Theorem.

The angles in the same segment of a circle are equal to one another.

Let ABCD be a 0, and let BAG, BDC be Z.s in the same

segt BAG.

Then shall z.BAC=aBDC. ^ ^D

Gase 1,—When the seg*

is > a semicircle.

Find O the cent Ill.i.

Join OB, OG.

Then, since Z.BOG at the cent. 'S^ ^C
and Z.BAG at the Qce are on the

same base,

/. z_ BOG is double of Z-BAG iii. 20.

And, for the same reason,

L BOG is double of L BDG.

/. ^BAG=^BDG.
Gase 2.—When the seg* is not > a semicircle.

Find O the cent iii. 1.

Join AO.
Produce AO to meet the Qce in E.

Join DE.

Then, the seg* BAGE is > a

semicircle,

.*. Z-BAE=Z.BDE Case 1, above.

Also, the seg* EBDG is > a

semicircle,

/. 2LEAG=/.EDG Casel.

Hence, the whole Z,BAG=whole Z-BDG Ax. 2

Wherefore, the angles in the same segment &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle whose centre is O. CD is per-

pendicular to BC. Prove that angle BOD is equal to BAC.
2. If, in either figure of Prop. 21, AC and BD cut at F, then the triangle

ABF is equiangular to DCF.
3. State and prove, by a reductio ad absurdum, the converse of Prop. 21.

4. In the figure of Ex. X. page 88, prove, by help of Ex. 3, that a circle

will go round B, C, M, N.

6. Divide a given circle into two segments so that the angle in one segment
may be double that in the other.
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PKOPOSITION XXII. Theorem.

The opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle

are together equal to two right angles.

Let ABCD be a quad^ insc^ in 0ABCD.

Then shall lb BAD, BOD together= two rt. lq.

Join AC, BD.

Then, since Z.s BAG, BDC are in

the same seg*,

/. ^BAC=^BDC III. 21.

And, for a like reason,

Z_DAC=^DBC III. 21.

.'. L s BAG, DAG= Z.S BDC, DBC,
i.e. z.BAD=^s BDC, DBG.

To each add ^BCD,
/. Z.S BAD, BCD= ^s BDC, DBC, BCD.

=two rt. Z.S 1.32.

Similarly, it may be shown that

Z.S ADC, ABC=two rt. z.s.

Wherefore, the opposite angles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

Props. 21, 22 are very important, as are also the converse props. (See

p. 177.)

EXERCISES.
1. In the figure of Prop. 22, if BC be produced to E, angle DCE is equal

to angle BAD.

2. If, in Prop. 22, the diagonals cut at F, the triangles ADF and BCF are

equiangular.

3. If, in the figure of Prop. 22, AD and BC be produced to meet at G, the

angle AGB is equal to the difference of the angles ACB and DBC.

4. In the figure of Ex. X., page 88, prove that (assuming the converse of

III. 22),

(i) a circle can be described about each of the quadrilaterals ANOM,
BNOL, CLOM.

(ii) a circle can be made to pass through the points P, B, O, C.

(iii) if LN be joined, angle OBN is equal to angle OLN.

(iv) if LM be joined, angle ACN is equal to angle ALM.
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PROPOSITION XXIII. Theorem.

On the same straight line, and on the same side of it, there cannot be

two similar segments of circles not coinciding icith one another.

For, if it be possible, on the same chd. EC, and on the same side

of it, let there be two sim'' seg*^ BAG, BDC, not coinciding.

Then, since the 0s cut at B and C,

they cannot cut at any other pt III. lo.

,', one seg* falls within the other.

D, _^

A
"

-^.

B C

Draw a chd. CA of the inner seg* and prod, it to meet the

outer seg* in D.

Join BA, BD.

Then, since BAG, BDG are sim"" seg*%

.•.2LBAC=z.BDC m.Def.ii.

i.e. the exf^ Z. of a ^^= iut'^ opp. L ,

which is impossible 1. 16.

Wherefore, on the same base &c. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION XXIV. Theorem.

Similar segments of circles on equal straight lines are equal.

Let BAG, EDF be sim'" segt« of 0s on=st. lines BG, EF.

Then shall segt BAC=segt EDF.

A D-

B C E F

For, if segt BAG be applied to EDF so that pt. B fall on E and

St. line BC lie along EF,

the pt. C must fall on F, •.•BG=EF Hyp.

And, since BC coincides with EF,
.*. seg* BAG must coincide with EDF in. 23.

/. segt BAG=segt EDF Ax. 8.

Wherefore, similar segments &c. Q.E.D.
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PKOPOSITION XXV. Problem.

A segment of a circle being given, to describe the circle of which it

is a segment.

Let ABC be the given seg*-

It is req^ to complete the ©.

Bisect BC at D i. lo.

From Ddraw DA at rt. /_s to BC i. ii.

Join AB.

Then (i) if LDBA= L DAB,
DB=DA 1.6.

=DC CoDStr.

i.e. DA, DB, DC are all equal,

.'. D is the cent in. o.

And, with D as cent, DB as rad., the can be completed.

Again, (ii) if Z.DBA is not= Z.DAB,
at pt. B in AB make LABO= L DAB.. . .1. 23.

Let BO meet AD, or AD prod^ at O.

Join OC.

Then in ..^b OBD, OCD,
BD=CD Constr.

OD is com.

>t. z.BDO=rt. Z.GDO.

/. OB=OC 1.4.

And, since L ABO= L OAB Constr.

/. OB=OA 1.6.

Hence, OA, OB, OC are all equal,

/. O is cent III. 9.

And, with O as cent., rad, OB, the can be completed.

Wherefore, a segment of a circle &c. Q.E.F.

CoR.—If Z_DBA=l.DAB, the cent, lies in BC and the given

seg* is a semicircle.

If L DBA < L DAB, the cent, lies without the seg*, which is less

than a semicircle.

If L DBA > L DAB, the cent, lies within the seg*, which is greater
than a semicircle.

NOTE.
The example to Prop. 1 gives a solution of this problem which is practi-

cally simpler than the above, and is often substituted for it.

(310) L
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PROPOSITION XXVI. Theorem.

In equal circles, equal angles stand on equal arcs, whether at the

centres or circumferences.

Let ABC, DEF be equal 0s, let BOG, EQF be equal /.s at the

cents., and BAG, EDF at the Qces.

Then shall arc BGC=arc EHP.

B\ TC EX 7F

Join BC, EF.

Then in ^:\^ OBC, QEF,
OB=QE III.Def.l.

OG=QF III. Def. 1.

^BOG=Z.EQF Hyp.

/. BC=EF 1.4.

And, since z_BAG=Z.EDF. Hyp.

/. seg* BAG is sim'^ to seg* EDF iii.Def.ll.

But the St. lines BG, EF on which they stand are equal Above.

/. segt BAG=seg* EDF iii. 24.

And the whole OABG=whole ©DEF Hyp.

/. rem» seg* BGG=remg seg* EHF.

Hence, arc BGC=arc EHF.

Wherefore, in equal circles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTES.
The following is another form of the enunciation of this proposition:

—
In equal circles, the arcs, on which equal angles stand, must be equal.

Beginners are apt to confuse Props. 26, 27, 28, 29 with one another.

In Prop. 26, prove arcs equal. Prop. 27 is converse of 26.

In Prop. 28, prove arcs equal. Prop. 29 is converse of 28.

The results proved in these four propositions for equal circles hold good
for the same circle.

It follows from this prop, that in any circle, or in equal circles, the greater

angle stands upon the greater arc.
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PEOPOSITION XXVII. Theorem.

In equal circles the angles which stand on equal arcs are equal,

whether at the centres or circumferences.

Let ABC, DEF be equal 0s, and BC, EF equal arcs.

Then shall ^BOC=^EQF at the cents,

and z.BAC=^EDP at the Oces.

o \ \

( / ^

BV >5 E^

For, if Z.BOO is not= Z.EQF, one must be >.

If possible, suppose z.BOC> Z.EQF.

AtOin OB make 2LB0G=Z.EQF 1.23.

Then, if Z.BOG=Z.EQF,
arc BG=arc EF III. 26.

But arc BC=arc EF Hyp.

/. arc BG=arc BC.

i.e. the part=the whole,

which is absurd.

Hence, LBOC cannot be unequal to L EQF,
i.e. z.BOC=^EQF.

/. also z.BAC=Z-EDF in. 20.

Wherefore, in equal circles &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. Prove Prop. 26 by the method of superposition.

2. Prove Prop. 27 by the method of superposition.

3. AB, AC, AD are chords of a circle; if the angle BAC is the supplement
of the angle BAD, then the sum of the arcs on which they stand is

equal to the whole circumference.
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PKOPOSITION XXVIII. Theorem.

In equal circles, equal straight lines cut off equal arcs, the greater

equal to the greater, and the less to the less.

Let ABC, DEF be equal ©s, and BC, EF equal chds.

Then shall the major arc BAC=the major arc BDF,
and the minor arc BC=the minor arc EP.

Find O and Q the cents, of the 0s III. l.

Join OB, OC, QE, QF.

Then, in ^^s OBC, QEF,

COB=QE in.Def.i.
-

V jOC=QF III.Def. 1.

tBC=EF Hyp.

/. ^BOC=z.EQF.... 1.8.

Hence, arc BC=arc EF ill. 26.

But, whole Oce ABC=whole Qce DEF Hyp.

/. rems arc BAC=reme arc EDF.

Wherefore, in equal circles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.
The enunciation may be stated thus :

—
In any circle, or in tico equal circles, the arcs cut off hi/ equal chords must

be respectively equal to one another: the major to the major, and the minor

to the minor.

EXERCISES.
1. Prove Prop. 28 by superposition.

2. APC, BPD are equal chords of a circle ABCD
; prove that the arc AB

is equal to the arc CD.

3. The arc AB is equal to the arc CD in the circle ABCD
; prove that the

chord AD is parallel to BC.
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PKOPOSITION XXIX. Theorem.

In equal circles, equal arcs are subtended hy equal straight lines.

Let ABC, DEF be equal 0s, and BC, EF equal arcs, and let

BC, EF be joined.

Then shall chd. BC=chd. EF.

Find Oand Q the cents, of the 0s iii. i.

Join OB, OC, QE, QF.

Then, since arc BC=arc EF Hyp.

/. Z.BOC=Z.EQF 111.27.

Hence, in .^s OBC, QEF,
OB=QE III. Def. 1.

OC=QF III. Def. 1.

Z_BOC=Z.EQF Above.

/. BC=EF 1.4.

Wherefore, in equal circles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

The enunciation might be stated thus:—In any circle, or in equal circles,

the chords, which cut off equal arcs, must he equal.

EXERCISES.

1. Prove this prop, by superposition.

2. The straight lines which join the extremities of two parallel chords of a

circle are equal to one another.

3. In the circle ACBD, the arc ACB is equal to the arc CBD ; prove that

the triangle ACB is equal to the triangle CBD.
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PKOPOSITION XXX. Problem.

To bisect a given arc of a circle.

Let BAG be the given arc. ^
It is req^ to bisect it.

Join BC.

Bisect BC at D L 10.

From D draw DA at rt. Z_ s B D C
to BC, and meeting the Qce at A... I. ii.

Then shall arc BAG be bisected at pt. A.
Join AB, AC.

Then in .^s ABD, ACD,
BD=CD Constr.

AD is com.

^rt. Z.ADB=rt. ^ADC.
/. chd. AB=chd. AC 1.4.

Now AD, if prod*^ is a diam iii. i. Cor.

Hence AB and AC are both minor arcs.

.'. arc AB=arc AC III. 28.

Wherefore, the given arc &c. Q.E.F.

PEOPOSITION XXXI. Theorem.

In a circle, the angle in a semicircle is a right angle; the angle in a

segment greater than a semicircle is less than a right angle; and the

angle in a segment less than a semicircle is greater than a right angle.

Let ABCD be a 0, BC a diam. and AC a chd.

Then shall (i) L in semicircle BAG be a rt. L;
(ii) Z- in > segt aBG be < a rt. L

;

(iii) z. in < segt ADG be > a rt. z..
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Find O the cent I. lo.

Join BA, AD, DC, AO.

Then (i) since OA=OB Rad.

/.Z.OAB=Z-OBA 1.6.

And, since OA=OC Rad.

/. z.OAC=^OCA 1.5.

/. L s OAB, OAC= L s OBA, OCA.
i.e. L BAC= L s OBA, OCA.

Butz.sBAC,OBA,OCA=twort.^s 1.32.

/. Z.BAC is art. Z..

Again, (ii) Z-sBAC, ABC<twort. z_s i. ir.

But ^BAC is a rt. L Above,

/. Z.ABC < art. L.

Also, (iii) since ABCD is a quad^ inscribed in the 0,
/. Z.S ABC, ADC=two rt. Z.s iii. 22.

But Z.ABC < art. L Above.

/. Z-ADC>art. Z..

Wherefore, the angle in a semicircle &c. Q.E.D.

Cor.—If one L of a ..^ be equal to the other two, it is a rt. z. .

EXERCISES.

1. If, in a circle, one angle is the complement of another, the sum of the

arcs on which they stand is half the circumference.

2. Prove that, if any other point E be taken in the arc BAC (prop. 30),

the area of the triangle EEC is less than the area of the triangle ABC.

3. Prove, by a reductio ad absurdum, that if a semicircle be described on

the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle as diameter, it will pass

through the right angle.

4. What is the locus of the vertices of all right-angled triangles described

on the same hypotenuse?

5. ABC is a triangle; D is the middle point of BC; L, M, N are the feet of

the perpendiculars from A, B, C on the sides; prove that

(i) the circle, centre D and radius DB, will pass through M and N;

(ii) the triangle LMN has its angles each double of the complements of

those of ABC respectively.
6. The greatest rectangle that can be inscribed in a circle is a square.

7. Draw a straight line at right angles to another straight line, from its

extremity, without producing the given line.
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B D

PEOPOSITION XXX. Problem.

To bisect a given arc of a circle.

Let BAG be the given arc. ^
It is req^ to bisect it.

Join BC.

Bisect BC at D L 10,

From D draw DA at rt. L s

to BC, and meeting the Qce at A... I. ii.

Then shall arc BAG be bisected at pt. A.
Join AB, AC.

Then in .^s ABD, ACD,
BD=CD Constr.

AD is com.

^rt. Z.ADB=rt. ^ADC.
.-. chd. AB=chd. AC 1.4.

Now AD, if prod"^ is a diam III. i. Cor.

Hence AB and AC are both minor arcs.

/. arc AB=arc AC 1X1.28.

Wherefore, the given arc &c. Q.E.F.

PEOPOSITION XXXI. Theorem.

In a circle, the angle iti a semicircle is a right angle; the angle in a

segment greater than a semicircle is less than a right angle; and the

angle in a segment less than a semicircle is greater than a right angle.

Let ABCD be a 0, BC a diam. and AC a chd.

Then shall (i) L in semicircle BAG be a rt. z.
;

(ii) Z- in > segt ABC be < a rt. L
;

(iii) z. in < segt ADG be > a rt. z..
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FindO the cent I. lo.

Join BA, AD, DC, AO.

Then (i) since OA=OB Rad.

.•.Z.OAB=Z.OBA 1.5.

And, since OA=OC Rad.

.-. z.OAC=^OCA 1.5.

/. L s OAB, OAC= L s OBA, OCA.
i.e. ^BAC=^s OBA, OCA.

Butz_sBAC,OBA,OCA=twort.^s 1.32.

/. Z.BAC is art. Z..

Again, (ii) z. s BAC, ABC < two rt. /.s 1. 17.

But I,BAC is a rt. L Above.

.*. z.ABC < art. L.

Also, (iii) since ABCD is a quad^ inscribed in the O,
.*. Ls ABC, ADC=two rt. Z-s iii. 22.

But Z.ABC < art. L Above.

/. Z_ADC>art. ^.

Wherefore, the angle in a semicircle &c. Q.E.D.

CoR.—If one L of a .-::\ be equal to the other two, it is a rt. z. .

EXERCISES.

1. If, in a circle, one angle is the complement of another, the sum of the

arcs on which they stand is half the circumference.

2. Prove that, if any other point E be taken in the arc BAG (prop. 30),

the area of the triangle EBC is less than the area of the triangle ABC.

3. Prove, by a reductio ad absurdum, that if a semicircle be described on

the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle as diameter, it will pass

through the right angle.

4. What is the locus of the vertices of all right-angled triangles described

on the same hypotenuse?

5. ABC is a triangle; D is the middle point of BC; L, M, N are the feet of

the perpendiculars from A, B, C on the sides; prove that

(i) the circle, centre D and radius DB, will pass through M and N;

(ii) the triangle LMN has its angles each double of the complements of

those of ABC respectively.
6. The greatest rectangle that can be inscribed in a circle is a square.

7. Draw a straight line at right angles to another straight line, from its

extremity, without producing the given line.
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NOTES.
The following construction for Prop. 33 is practically simpler than that

in the text:—
Let AB be the given line, C the given Z..

At A make Z.BAD=Z.C 1.23.

Draw AE at rt. Z-S to AD 1. 11.

From B draw BE at rt. L s

to AB, meeting AE at E 1. 11.

On AE as diam. desc. a 0.

Then it can be proved, as in Ex. 3 on

III. 31, that B is on the Qce, and the

rest of the proof follows as before.

EXAMPLE.
To construct a triangle, having given the base, the vertical angle, and the

sum of the sides.

Let AB be the given base, C the given vertical L ,
D the given sum of

sides.

Bisect lG 1. 9.

On AB desc. a seg* containing an Z.=half Z_C III.

With cent. A and rad.=D, desc. an arc cutting the seg* at E.

Join AE, EB.

At B make Z.EBF= Z_ AEB, and let BF meet AE at F.

Then FAB shall be the .^A req<i-

EXERCISES.
1. Write out the proof of the example given above.

2. Construct a triangle, having given the base, the vertical angle, and the

length of the line joining the vertex to the middle point of the base.

3. Construct a triangle having given the base, the vertical angle, and the

altitude of the triangle.

4. Construct a triangle having given the base, the vertical angle, and the

difference of its sides.
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PEOPOSITION XXXIV. Problem.

From a given circle to cut off a segment containing an angle equal

to a given rectilineal angle.

Let ABC be the given O, and D the given L .

It is req^ to cut offfrom © ABC a sef containing an L = lD.

I
At any pt. B on the Qce draw the tang. BE ill. 17.

At pt. B in BE make z.EBC=Z-D 1.23.

Then shall BAG be the segt reqd-

For, since BC is a chd. drawn from the pt. of contact

of tang. BE,
/. z.EBC=z. in alt. seg* BAC iii. 32.

But /.EBC=Z.D Constr.

/. L in seg* BAC= L D.

Wherefore, from the given circle &c. Q.E.F.

EXEECISES.

1. From a given circle cut off a segment similar to a given segment.

2. Through a given point within a circle, draw a chord which shall cut off

a segment containing a given angle.

3. Through a given point without a circle draw a secant which shall cut off

a segment similar to a given segment.

4. State and prove the converse of Prop. 32.
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PEOPOSITION XXXV. Theorem.

If two straight lines cut one another within a circle, the rectangle

contaiyied by the segments of one of them shall he equal to the rectangle

contained by the segments of the other.

In the ABCD let the chds. AC, BD cut at E.

Then shall rect. AE. EC=rect. BE, ED.

Find the cent, of the iii. i.

From O draw OM ± to AC 1. 12.

Join OA, OE.

Then, since OM is drawn

from the cent. ± to AC,

/. M is mid. pt. of AC 111.3.

And, since AC is bisected

at M, and divided un-

equally at E,

/. rect. AE, EC with sq. on EM=sq. on AM....

To each add the sq. on OM,

/. rect. AE, EC with sqs. on EM, OM=sqs. on AM, OM.

i.e. rect. AE, EC with sq. on OE=sq. on OA 1.47.

=sq. on a rad.

In the same way, if a ± from O be drawn to BD,
it may be shown that

rect. BE, ED with sq. on OE=sq. on a rad.

Hence, rect. AE, EC with sq. on OE=rect.BE, ED with sq. on OE.

Take away the com. sq. on OE,

/. rect. AE, EC=rect. BE, ED.

Wherefore, if two straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

NOTES.

Four cases are dealt with by Euclid in this prop. :
—

Case i.—When both lines pass through the centre ;

Case ii.—When one passes through the centre and cuts the other at rt. Z.s;

Case iii,—When one passes through the centre and cuts the other, but not

at right angles ;

Case iv.—When the position of the chords is entirely unrestricted, as above.
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The last and most general case only has been inserted in the text, for it

includes the special cases, while they add greatly to the length of the

demonstration. The following separate proof of Case ii. is, however, given

here as an example:
—

//, in a circle, a chord he bisected at right angles by a diameter, the square

on half the chord is equal to the rectangle contained by the segments into

which it divides the diameter.

A
In the 0ABC let the chd. BC be

bisected at rt. Z. s in E by the diam.

AD.

Then shall sq. on BE = rect. AE, ED.

Find the cent I. lo.

Join OB.

Then, since AD is bisected at 0, and

divided unequally at E,

/. rect. AE, ED with sq. on OE=sq. on OD II. 5.

=sq. on OB Rad.

=sqs. on OE, BE 1.47.

Take away the com. sq. on OE,

.*. rect. AE, ED=sq. on BE. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. Write out an independent proof of Case iii. as stated in the note.

2. In the figure of Ex. X. pajre 88, prove that rect. AO, OL=rect. BO, OM.

3. If a chord of a circle when produced meet a diameter produced at a

point outside the circle, prove that the rectangle contained by the

segments of the chord is equal to that contained by the segments of

the diameter.

4. Prove the same property when two chords, being produced, intersect

outside a circle.

5. If, through any point in the common chord of two circles which inter-

sect, there be drawn two other chords, one in each circle, the four

ends of these latter chords will lie on the circumference of a circle.

6. If a diameter of a circle be produced to any point, the rectangle con-

tained by the whole line so produced, and the part of it without the

circle, shall be equal to the square on the tangent drawn from the

point to the circle.

7. State, and prove by a reducfio ad absurdum, the converse of Prop. 35.

8. In the above figure, prove that if DC be joined, DC^=DE . DA.
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PEOPOSITION XXXVI. Theorem.

If from a point without a circle two straight lines be drawn, one of
which cuts the circle and the other touches it; the rectangle contained

by the whole line which cuts the circle and the part of it without the

circle, shall be equal to the square on the line which touches it.

Let ABC be a O, and from the external pt. P let the tang. PA,
and the secant PBC, be drawn.

Then shall rect. PB, PC=sq. on PA.

A.

Find the cent m. i.

From O draw OM ± to BC 1.12.

Join OP, OA, OC.

Then, since OM is a J. from the cent.

/. Mis mid. pt. of BC 111.3.

And, since CB is bisected at M and prod*^ to P,

/. rect. PB, PC with sq. on CM=sq. on PM II. 6.

Add sq. on OM to each,

/. rect. PB, PC with sqs. on CM, OM=sqs. on PM, OM.
i.e. rect. PB, PC with sq. on OC=sq. on OP I. 47.

=sqs. on PA, OA i. 47.

But sq. on OC=sq. on OA Rad.

/. rect. PB, PC=sq.onPA Ax. 3.

Wherefore, iffrom a point &c. Q.E.D.

CoR.—If, from a point without a circle, two straight lines be

drawn cutting the circle, the rect-

angles contained by their segments ,.^
\

y^

are equal,

i.e. rect PA, PD=rect. PB, PC,
^'

for each is equal to the sq. on the B^

tang, from P to the O. """^^—-^C
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PEOPOSITION XXXVII. Theorem.

If from a 'point without a circle there he drawn two straight lines

one of which cuts the circle and the other meets it, and if the rectangle

contained hy the whole line which cuts the circle and the part of it

without the circle he equal to the square on the line which meets the

circle, the line which meets shall touch the circle.

Let ABC be a 0, and, from the external pt. P, let PBC be drawn

cutting the O, and PA meeting it, and let the rect. PB, PC be equal
to sq. on PA.

Then shall PA be a tang.

From P draw the tang. PD ill. 17.

Find O the cent III. i.

Join OA, OP, OD.

Then, since OD is drawn from ^^^
the cent, to the pt. of contact, ^"\^

/, ODP is a rt. Z. III. 18. ^^^^*^nZ _^^
And, since PD is a tang.

/. rect. PB, PC=sq. on PD iii. 36.

But rect. PB, PC=sq. on PA Hyp.

.*. sq. on PD=sq. on PA.

/. PD=PA.

Hence, in .^^ OPD, OPA,

{OD=OA

Rad.

PD=PA Above.

OP is com.

/. z.ODP=aOAP 1.8.

But Z. ODP is art. L Above.

/. L OAP is a rt. A ,

/. PA touches the III. 16. Cor.

Wherefore, iffrom a point &c.
*

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. State and prove the converse of the corollary to Prop. 36.

2. Prove that, if two circles cut, their common chord produced bisects

their common tangents.

3. Tangents drawn from any point in their common chord produced to

two circles which intersect, are equal.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

I. To find a square which shall he equal to the difference of two given

squares.

Let AB be a side of the greater sq., and C
a side of the less. On AB desc. a semicircle.

With cent. A and rad.:=C desc. an arc cutting i^ m-d

the semicircle in D. Join DA, DB.

Then /_ADB in a semicircle, is art./ III. 3i.
^'

,\ sq. on DB=diff. of sqs. on AB and AD (or C) 1.47.

Q.E.F.

II. In a circle, the arcs intercepted hy parallel chords are equal.

Let AD, BC be
1|
chds. of ©ABCD.

Join AB, AC, DB, DC.

Then, Z_BAC=Z.BDC III. 21.

And Z.CAD=aCBD III. 21.

= ^BDA i.29(i).

/. Z.S BAC, CAD=As BDC, BDA.
i.e. Z_BAD=^CDA.

.*, arc BCD=arc ABC 111.26.

Take away the com. arc BC.

,', arc DC=arc AB.

Q.E.D.

III. If tioo chords of a circle he produced to meet ivithout the circle, the

angle they contain is equal to half that subtended at the centre hy the differ-

ence of the intercepted arcs.

Let the chds. AD, BC of ©ABCD be prod<i to meet at E.

Through D draw DF
||
to BC. a

Then, since arc FB=arc DC Ex. II.

,*, arc AF is diff. of arcs AB and DC.

And, since DF is
||
to BC,

^'

/. A.ADF=Z-AEB 1.29.

But Z.ADF at the Qce is

half Z_AOF at the cent III. 20.

/, Z.AEB is half /_AOF at the cent, which stands on the

diff. of the intercepted arcs AB and DC.
Q.E.D.
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IV. (i) If a straight line subtend equal angles at any points, a circle can

he described the circumference of ivhich will pass through the extremities of
the line and through each of the points.

Let AB be the line, and P, Q, pts. such that Z_APB=Z_AQB.
Then shall the Q desC^ through A, B, P pass through Q.

For, if not, if possible, let the
^^, .,^

round A, B, P not pass through Q,

but cut AQ, or AQ prod<i, in K,
and join KB.

Then, since APB, AKB are Z.s

in the same segt.,

/. z.APB= ^AKB m.2i.

But Z.APB= Z.AQB Hyp.

/. Z.AKB=Z.AQB.

i.e. exf^ Z. of a ^^ = int"^ opp. L
which is impossible I. la

Hence Q must lie on the Qce of the O through A, B, P.

Q.E.D.

IV. (ii) If two opposite angles of a quadrilateral are together equal to two

right angles, a circle can be described about the figure.

In quadi ABCD let Z.s ABC, ADC=two
rt. Z-S.

Desc. a through pts. A, B, C Ex. 8. p. 86.

If possible, suppose this does not

pass through D, but cuts AD (or AD
prodd ) at E. Join EC.

Then ^s ABC, AEC=two rt. Lb m. 22.

But L s ABC, ADC=two rt. Z. s Hyp.

/. Z_s ABC, AEC=^s ABC, ADC.
Take away the com. Z.ABC,

/. rems Z_ AEC=remg L ADC,
which is impossible 1. 16.

/. D must lie on the Oce of the through A, B, C. Q.E.D.

IV. (i), which is the converse of III. 21, and IV. (ii), the converse of

III. 22, are very important. IV. (i) may be enunciated in various ways, of

which the following are examples:
—

The locus of the vertices of all triangles on the same base, and having equal

vertical angles, is a circle.

If four points be so situated that the line joining any two subtends equal

angles at the other two, the four points lie on a circle.

(310) M
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V. If the opposite pairs of sides of a quadrilateral in a circle he produced

to meet and the angles so formed be bisected, the bisectors are at right angles

to one another.

Let ABCD be a quad^ in a ©.

Let AD and BC meet at E, and AB and DC at F.

Let the bisectors of the angles at E, F cut one another at G, and the

Oce at H, K, L, M.

E

Then Z.AEK=Z. at Qce which stands on diff. of arcs AK and DH...Ex. III.

And Z_BEK=Z. at Qce which stands on diflf. of arcs BK and CH...Ex. III.

But ^AEK=Z.BEK.... Hyp.

/. diff. of arcs AK and DH=diff. of arcs BK and CH III. 26.

Hence, sum of arcs AK and CH=sum of arcs BK and DH.

Similarly, it may be shown that

sum of arcs AM and CL=sum of arcs DM and BL.

.*. sum of arcs AK, CH, AM, CL=sum of arcs BK,DH,DM, BL..Ax. 2.

i.e. sum of arcs MK, HL=sum of arcs MH, KL.

Hence, sum of arcs MH, KL=half the Qce of the 0.

.*, sum of the Z.s at the Qce which stand on them=a rt. Z III. 31.

i.e. L8 MKH, KML=a rt. L.

But l.MGE=Z.s MKH, KML 1. 32.

/. Z.MGE isart. Z-.

t.e. EG, FG cut at rt. Ls.

Q.KD.
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VI. If, from any point on the circumference of the circle circumscribing

a triangle, perpendiculars be drawn to the sides, the feet of these perpendi-

culars lie in a straight line.

Let P be any pt. in the Qce of the circumscribing the .,::^KS>C

From P draw PL x to BC and PN ± to AB.

Join LN, and prod. LN to meet AC prod^ at M.

Then PM shall be ± to AC.

Since PNB, PLB are rt. Z_s,

.*. a O can be desc^ round PBLN Ex. IV.

/. Z_PBN=^PLN m.2i.

i.e. 2LPBA=^PLM.

But z_PBA=z.PCM in.2i.

.'. Z.PLM=Z.PCM,

/, the pts. P, L, C, M lie on a Ex. iv.

And, since PLC is a rt. Z. ,

.*. PMC is also a rt. Z_ ill. 22.

Hence L, M, N, the feet of the J. s, lie in a st. line.

Q.E.D.

The above theorem is sometimes referred to as Simson^s Theorem, and

the line LNM as Simson's line.
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VII. To describe a circle which shall touch a given circle, and a given

straight line at a given point.

Let P be the given pt., PQ the given st. line, and ABC the given 0,

cent. 0.

C

/^
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VIII. To draw common tanyents to two given circles.

Let O be the cent, of the >, Q of the < 0.

Cask 1. For the transverse pair.

With cent. 0, and rad.=sum of radii of 0s O and Q, desc. a 0.
From Q draw QA a tany. to this 0.
Join OA, cutting the Oce of the given in B.

From Q draw QC at rt. Z_s to QA, and join BO.
BC shall be a com. tang-.

For, since QA is a tang, to 0AA',
.*, QAO is a rfc. L in.ie.Cor.

But AQC is also a rt. L Constr.

/. AB is
II
to QC I 28

Also AB=QC Constr.

,*, QA is=and
II
to BC 1.3.3.

i.e. QCBA is a r~7 ,

.'. Z.QCB=^QAB L34.

=a rt. L Above.

and Z_OBC=^QAB L29.

=art. Z_,

,*, BC is a tang, to both 0s in. le.Cor.

Case 2. For the direct pair. p

With cent. O, and rsid.=diff. of radii of 0s and Q, desc. a 0, and com-

plete the construction and proof as before.
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IX. To describe a circle which shall pass through two given points and

touch a given circle.

Let P, Q be the given pts., ABO the given 0.

Through P, Q describe any cutting ABC in B, C.

Join PQ, BC and let them be prod*! to meet at D.

From D draw DA a tang, to 0ABC il. ir.

Desc. a to pass through P, Q, A ill. i, Ex.

PQA shall be the reqd 0.

For, since DPQ, DBG cut 0QPBC,

/. rect. DP, DQ=rect. DB, DC ill. 36, Cor.

And, since DBC cuts, and DA touches 0ABG,

,*. rect. DB, DC=sq. on DA III.36.

/. rect. DP, DQ=sq. on DA.

/. DA touches QPA at pt. A iii.ar.

Hence, since 0s QPA, ABC have a com. tang, at A,

,*. the 0s touch at A.

Q.E.F.
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X. To find the locus of a point from which the tangents to two circles

are equal.
P

Case 1. When the ©s intersect.

Let ABC, DEC be the ©s.
Take any pt. P in their

com. chd. BC prodd, and draw

PA, PD tangs, to the ©s.

Then, in ©ABC,
rect. PB, PC=sq. on PA...in. 36.

And, in ©DBC,
rect. PB, PC=sq. on PD .III. 36.

sq. on PA=:sq. on PD.

.•. PA=PD.
Hence the prod^ com. chd. is the req^ locus.

Case 2. When the ©s do not intersect.

Find O, Q the cents m.i.

Join OQ.
Divide OQ at N so that the

diff. of the sqs. on ON and QN
may=diff. of sqs. on the radii.

(See Ex. VII. p. 124, and Ex. I.

p. 176.)

DrawNPatrt. Z-stoOQ i.ii-

PN shall he the req^ locus.

Take any pt. P in PN,
Draw PA, PD tangs, to the ©s llLir.

Join OP, OA, QP, QD.
Then, PA2=OP2-OA2 L 47.

=PN2 + ON2-OA2 Lit

And PD2=QP2 - QD2 i.4r.

=PN2 + QN2-QD2 L47.

But ON2-QN2=OA2-QD2 Constr

.'. 0N2 - OA2=QN2 - QD2.

/. PN2 + 0N2 - OA2=PN2 + QN2 - QD^,
i.e. PA2=PD2 Above.

/. PA=PD.
Hence the st. line PN is the req<i locus.

Q.E.F.

This st, line is called the Eadical Axis of the circles.
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XL In any triangle A BC, if be the orthocentre, and L, M, N the feet

of the perpendiculars, the circle described through L, M, N will (i) bisect OA,

OB, OC, and will also (ii) pass through the middle points J9, E, F, of the

sides of the triangle.

For, (i) since OMC, OLC are rt. Z-S,

,*, a will go round O, M, C, L Ex. IV.

/. ^0CM=2L0LM III. 21.

And, since ONE, OLE are rt. Z_s,

.*. a will go round 0, N, B, L Ex. IV.

/. ^OBN=Z-OLN III. 21.

Also, since ENC, BMC are rt. Z_s,

,'. a will go round B, N, M, C Ex. IV.

/. ^OBN=Z.OCM III.21.

Hence, ^OLM=Z_OLN.

Now, OB is diam. of round O, N, B, L 111.31.

and Q, the mid. pt. of OB, is its cent.

/. Z_OQN=twice Z_OBN III.20.

=twice L OLN Above.

= Z.NLM Above.

/, Q is a pt. on the through L, M, N Ex. iv

Similarly it may be shown that the middle pts. P, E, of OA, OC lie on

this circle.
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Again (ii), if QD be joined, since Q is mid. pt. of OB, and D is

mid. pt. of BC,
/, QD is

II
to OC Ex. p. 69.

.*. Z_QDB=Z_OCL L29.

= Z.OML (or QML) m.21.

Add L QDL to each,

/. ^s QDB, QDL=Z-S QML, QDL.
But Z_s QDB, QDL=two rt. Z.s L13.

/. Z.S QML, QDL=two rt. Z.s.

/. D is on the Qce of the through LMQ Ex. I v.

Similarly it may be shown that E, E lie on this 0.
Q.E.D.

This circle, wliich passes through the points L, M, N; P, Q, R; D, E, F, is called

the Nine-points circle. ^^^
XII. The centre of the Nine-points circle is on the line joining the ortho-

centre to the centre of the circle circumscribing the triangle, and bisects this

line; and the radius of the Nine-points circle is half the radius of the cir-

cumscribed circle of the triangle.

A

B D^-- -^L C

(i) From E, F draw EK, FK at rt. Z-S to AC, AB,
then K is cent, of circumscribing ^::::\ABC Ex.VIlL p.86.

And cent, of Nine-points is found by bisecting

its chds. FN, EM and drawing ± s to these chds III. 1, Ex.

Hence, if RS be one of these ± s, since RS is
||
to ON and KF,

/. RS bisects OK at S ...Ex.vilL p. 125.

Similarly, the other ± will also bisect OK,
/, they meet in OK at S its mid. pt.

Again (ii), if SP, KA be joined,

since S is mid. pt. of OK, and P of OA Ex. XL

/. SP=half of KA Ex. viiL (i) p. 09.

Q.E.D.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXEECISES.

1. Prove that two circles cannot have a common arc.

2. Show that straight lines drawn from the same point to touch two circles

having the same centre cannot be equal.

3. Through a given point within a circle draw two equal chords at right

angles to each other.

4. Two points are taken on the circumference of a circle at equal distances

from one extremity of a given diameter. Show that they are equi-

distant from the other extremity.

5. Two circles touch one another internally at A
; AB, AC are chords of

one of them meeting the other in D, E. Prove that DE is parallel

toBC.

6. From a given point as centre describe a circle which shall cut a given

circle at right angles. When is this impossible?

7. Show that the centre of a circle which cuts two given circles at right

angles lies on a fixed straight line.

8. Describe a circle which shall have a given radius and touch two given

straight lines. In what case is this impossible?

9. Describe a circle to pass through a given point and touch a given circle

at a given point.

10. Describe a circle to touch a given circle, and a given straight line at a

given point.

11. Of all triangles on the same base and having equal vertical angles, the

isosceles has the greatest area.

12. Given the hypotenuse and the length of the perpendicular from the

right angle upon it, construct the right-angled triangle.

13. A circle is described on the radius of another circle as diameter. Show

that any chord of the greater through the point of contact is bisected

by the circumference of the less.

14. Two circles intersect in P and Q. Any line through P cuts the circles

in R and S. Show that the angle E.QS is constant.

15. Given the base BC of a triangle, the length of the side AC, and the

length of the perpendicular from B on AC. Construct the triangle.

16. If two straight lines AEB, CED in a circle intersect in E, the angles

subtended by AC and BD at the centre are together double of the

angle AEC.

17. AB, CD are chords of a circle at right angles to one another. Prove

that the sum of the arcs AC, BD is equal to the sum of tlie arcs

AD, BC.
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18. If two straight lines intersect each other in a circle, the sum of the

arcs cut off between their extremities is the same as that cut off by

any two lines respectively parallel to them, and intersecting each

other within the circle.

19. Describe, when possible, a circle to touch three given straight lines.

20. Find the locus of the middle points of all chords of a circle which pass

through a fixed point.

21. Two equal circles intersect at right angles. Show that the length of

their common chord bears to their radius the ratio of \/2 to 1.

22. From a point P tangents PA, PB are drawn to a circle ABC; DCE
is any other tangent meeting PA, PB in D and E. Prove that the

perimeter of the triangle PDE is constant whatever be the position

of the point C.

23. If two circles touch, either internally or externally, any straight line

through the point of contact cuts off similar segments.

,

24. Two circles PAB, CABD intersect in the points. A, B. PAC, PBD
are straight lines drawn from any point P on the circumference of

the first circle to meet the second in the points C, D. Prove that

the arc CD is of constant length.

25. AA', BB', CC are parallel chords of a circle. Prove that the triangles

ABC, A'B'C are equal.

26. If a straight line be drawn cutting any number of concentric circles,

the segments so cut off are not similar.

27. Find a point in a given straight line from which the tangent drawn to

a given circle shall be of given length.

28. The lines which bisect the vertical angles of all triangles on the same

base, and having the same vertical angle, intersect at a point.

29. If two opposite sides of a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle be

equal, the other two are parallel.

30. The angles subtended at the centre of a circle by two opposite sides of

a quadrilateral figure circumscribed about it, are together equal to

two right angles.

31. Two circles intersect. Draw through one of the points of intersection

a secant of both circles which shall be bisected at the point.

32. AB is a diameter of a circle, CD a chord perpendicular to it. A straight

line through A cuts the circle in E, and CD produced, in F. Prove

that the angles AEC and DEF are equal.

33. Two circles intersect at A and B, a common tangent meets them in C
and D. Prove that the bisectors of the angles ACB and ADB are at

right angles to each other.

34. One circle is wholly within another and contains the centres of both.

Find the greatest and least chords of the outer circle which touch the

inner circle.
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35. A straight line intersects one circle in P and Q, and a second circle

in K and S. If the tangents at P and R are parallel, the tangents
at Q and S are also parallel.

36. Two circles intersect at A and B. In the circumference of one of the

circles ABC any point P is taken, and the straight lines PA, PB,

produced if necessary, meet the circumference of the other circle at

Q, R. Show that the chord QR is of constant length whatever may
be the position of the point P.

37. In a given straight line determine a point at which two straight lines

drawn to it from given fixed points, both on the same side of the

given line, shall contain the greatest angle.

38. If two triangles have their bases, areas, and vertical angles equal, they
are equal in all respects.

39. Two circles AOB, COD touch externally at O; two straight lines

AOC, BOD are drawn cutting the circles. Prove that AB, CD are

parallel,

40. Two given circles intersect in 0, draw through O a chord to meet the

circles in A, B, Find when AB is greatest.

41. A regular pentagon is inscribed in a circle, and every second angular

point joined by a straight line. Prove that these lines will form by
their intersections an equiangular pentagon.

42. Describe a circle to pass through two given points and touch a given

straight line.

43. Describe a circle which shall cut off three chords, each equal to a given

straight line, from the sides of a given triangle.

44. If two circles touch one another externally, and through the point of

contact any two straight lines be drawn cutting the circles, the tan-

gents at the points of section form a parallelogram.

45. AB is the diameter of a circle, C is any point on the circumference;

AC, BC, produced, meet the tangents at B, A in D, E, and the tan-

gent at C meets the tangents at B, A in F, G. Prove that FG is

half the sum of BD and AE.

46. A, B are the points of intersection of two circles. Through any point

C on the common chord AB between A and B, a straight line is

drawn cutting one of the circles in D and E; and through the same

point C is drawn a straight line FG cutting the other circle in F
• and G. Show that the angles FDG and FEG are together equal to

two right angles.

47. Given three points in a plane; show how, with only a ruler and a

square, to find any number of points on the circumference of the

circle which could be described through these points; and find the

centre of this circle.
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IS. AB, CD are two chords of a circle intersecting at right angles in E;
from C a line CF is drawn perpendicular to AD, and cutting AB at

G. Prove that GE is equal to EB.

4D. AB is a straight line divided in two equal parts in C and two unequid

parts in D; at C and D circles, whose radii are equal to CD, DB
respectively, touch the straight line AB. Show that, if and Q be

their respective centres, then AQ^ = 2A0^.

50. DEF is a circle which touches the side AD of the paralklogram

ABCD; DC produced meets the circle in E, BE produced meets the

circle in F, and BC produced cuts DF in G. Prove that G, C, E, F
lie on a circle.

51. If two circles touch one another at A, and BC is a common tangent

touching them in B and C, show that the circle described on BC as

diameter touches at A the line joining their centres.

52. ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, AB, DC produced meet

in E, and a circle is described round the triangle AED. Show that

the tangent at E to this circle is parallel to BC.

53. From one of the points of intersection of two equal circles each of

which passes through tlie centre of the other, a line is drawn to inter-

sect the circles in two other points. Prove that these points form an

equilateral triangle with the other point of intersection of the circles.

54. Through each of the points of intersection of two circles any straight

line is drawn. If these lines cut one circle in A and B and the other

in C and D, then AB is parallel to CD.

5."). Two points D, E are taken in the base BC of a triangle ABC, so that

the tangents from B and C to the circle circumscribing the triangle

ADE are equal. Show that D and E must be equidistant from B
and C respectively.

56. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle, and the arcs AB, AC are bisected

at G and H ;
if GH cuts AB in D and AC in E, then will ADE be

an isosceles triangle.

57. Two circles cut at A and B. At A tangents AC, AD are drawn to

each circle and terminated by the circumference of the other. If

BC, BD be joined, show that AB, or AB produced, bisects the angle

CBD.

58. The locus of the point of intersection of tangents to a circle at the

extremities of a chord through a fixed point is a straight line parallel

to the shortest of the chords.

59. Given the base, vertical angle, and radius of the inscribed circle, con-

struct the triangle,

60. If two chords produced intersect at right angles without a circle, the

sum of the squares on the four segments shall be equal to the square
on the diameter.
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61. If from two fixed points on the circumference of a circle straight lines

be drawn intercepting an arc of given length and meeting without

the circle, the locus of their point of intersection is a circle.

62. The point, in which the bisector of an exterior angle of a triangle

again cuts the circumscribed circle, is equidistant from the other two

angular points of the triangle.

63. Two equal circles touch one another externally, and through the point
of contact chords are drawn, one to each circle, at right angles to each

other. Prove that the straight line joining the other extremities of

these chords is equal and parallel to the straight line joining the

centres of the circles.

64. From a point P outside a circle a perpendicular PN is drawn to a

diameter AB, such that AN is equal to the tangent from P to the

circle, and BA is produced to N' so that AN' is equal to AN. If a

circle be described on BN' as diameter and a perpendicular to AB be

drawn from A cutting this circle in K, prove that AK and PN are

equal.

65. With a given radius, to describe a circle touching two given circles.

66. If two circles touch each other, and parallel diameters be drawn, then

lines joining the opposite extremities of these diameters will pass

through the point of contact.

67. Find a point within an acute-angled triangle from which, if straight
lines be dravm to the angles of the triangle, they shall make equal

angles with one another.

68. ACDB is a semicircle whose diameter is AB, and AD, BC are any
chords intersecting at P. Prove that the sum of the rectangles DA,
AP and CB, BP=AB2.

69. A flag-staff of given height is erected on a tower whose height is also

given. Find the distance from the foot of the tower at which the

flag-staff subtends the greatest angle,

70. The four common tangents to two circles which do not meet intersect,

two and two, on the line which joins the centres.

71. The radii of two circles which do not cut are 13 and 5 inches respec-

tively. Draw a straight line to cut the circles so that the chords

intercepted shall be 10 and 6 inches long respectively.

72. Draw a straight line to touch one given circle, so that the part of it

contained by another given circle which is wholly without the former

may be equal to a given straight line, not greater than the diameter

of this latter circle.

73. Two circles intersect in A, B: PAP', QAQ' are drawn equally inclined

to AB to meet the circles in P, P', Q, Q'. Prove that PP' is equal

to QQ'.
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74. Find the distance of a point from the centre of a given circle, so that

if tangents be drawn from it to the circle, the concave part of the

circumference may be doiable of the convex.

75. The foot of a ladder leaning against a wall slips, and the ladder slides

down to the ground. Find the locus of its middle point as it descends.

76. Find a point in a diameter of a given circle produced such that the

tangent drawn from it to the circle may be equal to a given straight

line.

77. A straight line and two circles are given; find the point in the straight

line from which two tangents drawn to the circles shall be equal.

78. The centre C of a circle BPQ lies on another circle APQ. Any chord

through P meets them in A, B. Show that BQ, CA are perpendicular.

79. A given straight line is drawn at right angles to the straight line join-

ing the centres of two given circles. Prove that the difference between

the squares on two tangents drawn, one to each circle, from any point

on the given straight line, is constant.

80. An acute-angled triangle is inscribed in a circle, and the paper is folded

along each of the sides of the triangle. Show that the circumferences

of the three segments will pass through the same point.

81. Describe a circle to touch a given line, and a given circle at a given point.

82. Describe through two given points a circle such that the chord inter-

cepted by it on a given unlimited straight line may be of given length.

83. Through a given point without a circle draw a chord such that the

difference of the angles in the two segments into which it divides the

circle may be equal to a given angle.

84. Through a point within a circle draw a chord, such that the rectangle

contained by the whole chord and one part may be equal to a given

square. Determine the necessary limits to the magnitude of this

square.

85. AB, CD are parallel diameters of two circles and AC cuts the circles

in P, Q. Prove that the tangents to the circles at P, Q are parallel.

86. Produce a given line so that the rectangle contained by the whole

line produced, and the part produced, shall be equal to the square of

a given line.

87. Two circles with centres A and B cut at right angles, and their com-

mon chord meets AB in C. DE is any chord of the first circle which,

when produced, passes through the centre B, of the second circle.

Show that D, A, E, C lie on the circumference of a circle,

88. If from any point in a given circular arc, perpendiculars be drawn to

its bounding radii, the distance between their feet is invariable.

89. Describe three circles, having given centres, to touch one another.
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90. E, F, G, H are the middle points of the arcs AB, BC, CD, DA which

subtend the sides of a quadrilateral inscribed in the circle ABCD.
Prove that GE and HF are at right angles to each other.

91. APQB is half and PQ the fourth part of the circumference of a circle.

If the chords AQ, BP intersect in C, prove that the difference between

the squares on AQ, QC is double of the rectangle under BP, PC.

92. From a point L in the diameter AB of a circle produced a perpendicu-
lar to the diameter is drawn, and any point E is taken in it, from

which a line is drawn cutting the circle at C and D. Prove that the

rectangle under EC and ED is greater than that under LA and LB
by the square on LE.

93. If three circles touch, two and two, the three tangents at the points of

contact meet at a point.

94. Two equal semicircles are described on the diameter of a semicircle so

as to touch the semicircle and each other, and a circle, inscribed in

the space between them, touches the three circumferences. Show
that its diameter is one-third of the diameter of the circle.

95. From the obtuse angle of an obtuse-angled triangle draw a straight

line to the base, the square on which shall be equal to the rectangle
contained by the segments into which it divides the base,

96. If a quadrilateral be inscribed in a circle, and the middle points of the

arcs subtended by its sides be joined to make another quadrilateral,

and so on; show that these quadrilaterals tend to become squares,

97. If perpendiculars be drawn from the extremities of the diameter of a

circle upon any chord, or chord produced, the rectangle under the

perpendiculars is equal to that under the segments between the feet

of the perpendiculars and either extremity of the chord.

98. If a triangle ABC be inscribed in a circle, and AA', BB', CC be drawn

parallel to BC, CA, AB meeting the circle in A', B', C, show that

B'C, CA', A'B' are parallel to the tangents at A, B, C.

99. Two circles touch externally. In them place a line of given length so

that it shall pass through the point of contact and have its extremities

on the circumferences of the circles.

100. AB is the diameter of a semicircle, P, Q, R...K are any number of

points on the circumference taken in order from A; show that the

square upon AB is not less than the sum of the squares on AP, PQ,

QR,...KB.
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DEFINITIONS.

1. A i-ectilineal figure (or polygon) is said

to be inscribed in another, when
all the angles of the first are on the

sides of the second, each on each.

2. A rectilineal figure (or polygon) is

said to be described about another,
when all the sides of the first pass

through the angular points of the

second, each through each.

3. A rectilineal figure is said to be in-

scribed in a circle, when all its

angles lie on the circumference of

the circle.

4. A rectilineal figure is said to be

described about (or to circumscribe)
a circle, when each of ite sides

touches the circumference of the

circle.

5. A circle is said to be inscribed in a

rectilineal figure, when the circum-

ference of the circle touches each

side of the figure.

6. A circle is said to be described about

(or to circumscribe) a rectilineal

figure, when its circumference passes

through all the angular points of the

figure.

7. A straight line is said to be placed in a circle, when its ex-

tremities are on tlie circumference of the circle.

(310) N
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PEOPOSITION I. Problem.

In a given circle to place a straight line equal to a given straight
line which is not greater than the diameter of the circle.

Let ABC be the given 0, and D the given st. line not > a diam"".

It is req^ to place in QABC a chd.=D.

Draw any diam. AB iii. i.

Then, if AB=D,
what was req*^ is done.

If not, from AB cut off AE=D...i. 3.

With cent. A, rad. AE, desc.

a EOF cutting ABC at C.

Join AC.

Then shall AC=D.

For, since A is cent, of 0ECF,
/. AC=AE Rad.

=D Constr.

Wherefore, in the given circle &c. > Q.E.F,

NOTES.

Book IV. consists entirely of problems connected with the circle. Props.

1 to 5 deal with triangles; props. 6 to 9 with squares; and props. 11 to 16

with the inscription and circumscription of regular polygons in and about

a circle, and vice versd. The polygons dealt with by Euclid are the pen-

tagon, hexagon, quindecagon. The octagon, nonagon, decagon, dodecagon,

&c., may also be dealt with by Euclid's methods; but it is not possible,

with ruler and compasses alone, to inscribe or describe a regular seven-sided,

or eleven-sided, polygon in or about a circle.

EXERCISES.

1. Construct a right-angled triangle having given the hypotenuse and one

side.

2. About a given straight line describe the smallest possible circle.

3. Construct a right-angled triangle whose hypotenuse shall bear to one of

its sides the ratio of 3 to 1.

4. The radius of a circle is 2 inches; how many lines, each 2 inches long,

can be placed in succession in the circle ?

5. Through a given point within a circle draw a chord of given length.
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PROPOSITION II. Problem.

In a given circle to insci'ibe a triangle equiangular to a given

triangle.

Let ABC be the given 0, and DEF the given ^^.

It is req^ to inscribe in QABC a .^\ equiang^ to DEF.

Draw GAH to touch the at any pt. A Iii. 17.

At pt. A in AG make Z.GAB=z.DFE I. 23.

At pt. A in HA make Z_HAC=Z-DEr I. 23.

Join BC.

Then shall ABC be the ^^ reqd.

For, since GAH is a tang., and AB a chd. from

its pt. of contact A Constr.

.*. Z.GAB= z_ ACB in the alt. seg<^ iii. 32.

But ^GAB=Z.DFE Conatr.

.•.Z.ACB=z.DFE.

Similarly, it may be shown that

^ABC= Z.DEF.

Hence, rera^ z.BAC=rem8 Z.EDF i. 32.

Wherefore, in the given circle &c. Q.E.F.

EXEECISES.

1. In a given circle inscribe

(i) an equilateral triangle;

(ii) a right-angled isosceles triangle;

(iii) an isosceles triangle which shall have each of the angles at the

base equal to one-sixth of the vertical angle.

2. An equilateral triangle is inscribed in a circle whose radius is 3 inches;

find the lenirth of its sides.
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PEOPOSITION HI. Problem.

About a given circle to describe a triangle equiangular to a given

triangle.

Let ABC be the given 0, and DEF the given ^^..

It is req^ to describe about QABC a .^^ equiang"" to DEF.

K

1^ B M
Produce EF both ways to G, H.

Find O the cent, of 0ABC III. i.

Draw any rad. OB.
At pt. O in OB make L B()A= L DEG,
and on the other side of OB make Z- BOG= Z_DFH I. 23.

At pts. A, B, C draw tangs, to the ill. 17.

(These tangs, will, if prod*^, meet one another; for, if

the tangs, at A and B do not meet they are
1| ,

and

then OA, OB at rt. Z_s to them are
||

I. 29 (Ex. 5).

which is impossible, since they cut at O.)

Let K, L, M be the pts. at which the tangs, meet.

Then shall KLM be the .^ reqd.
Join OL.

Then, in ^\ OAL,
Z.S ALO, AOL, OAL=two rt. z_s l. 32.

But OAL is a rt. L Constr.

.*. Z_s ALO, AOL=a rt. L.

Similarly, ^s BLO, BOL=a rt. L.

Hence, z.s ALB, AOB=two rt. Z.s Ax. 2.

But Z_s DEF, DEG=two rt. ^s 1. 13.

/. Z.S ALB, AOB=^s DEF, DEG.
But ^AOB=Z.DEG Constr.

/. remsf z_ALB=reme Z.DEF.

Similarly, it may be shown that z_BMC= z_DFE.

/. the third Z_ AKC=the third Z.EDF ...I. 32.

Wherefore, about the given circle &c. Q.E.F.
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NOTES.

The proof that the tangents will, if produced, meet is not given by
Euclid.

The following is another construction for the problem:—
Let ABC be the 0, DEF the .:^.

Draw any tang. GBH to the Ill, ir.

Atany pt. Gin BG make Z.BGK=Z.DEF 1.23.

At any pt. H in BH make Z_BHL=Z.DFE L 23.

From O, the cent., draw ±s OK, OL to GK, HL 1. 12.

and let these ±s, prod^ if necessary, cut the Qce in M, N.

Through M, N draw tangs, to the and let these tangs, cut one another

at P and the tang, at B in Q, R.

Then PQR shall be the reqd. ^^.

EXERCISES.

1. Prove the construction given above.

2. Prove the following construction for Prop. 3:—
In the circle inscribe a triangle equiangular to the given triangle

(Prop. 2), and from the centre draw radii perpendicular to the sides

of the inscribed triangle; the tangents at the ends of these radii will,

by their intersections, form the required triangle.

3. About a given circle circumscribe

(i) an equilateral triangle;

(ii) a right-angled isosceles triangle.

4. If an equilateral triangle be circumscribed about a circle, the radius of

which is 8 inches, find the length of its sides.

5. About a circle describe a trapezium equiangular to a given trapezium.

6. An equilateral triangle whose side is a circumscribes a circle; find the

length of the radiiis.

810) N2
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PEOPOSITION IV. Problem.

To inscribe a circle in a given triangle.

Let ABC be the given ^^.

It is
req'^

to inscribe a © in it.

A

Bisect the ^s ABC, ACB by BO, CO meeting at O i. 9.

From O draw OD, OE, OF ±s to BC, AC, AB 1. 12.

Then, in .^s OBD, OBF,
L OBD=Z.OBF Constr.

rt. L ODB=rt. Z.OFB,
OB is com.

/. OD=OF L 26 (ii).

Similarly, it may be proved that

OD=OE.
Hence OD, OE, OF are all equal.

.', the desc*^ with cent. O and rad. OD will pass through
E and F; let this be desc<^.

Then, since the z. s at D, E, F are rt. L s,

.*. the touches BC, AC, AB in. lecor.

Q.E.F.

EXAMPLES.
I. To describe a circle which shall touch one side of a triangle and the

other tvx> sides produced.

Let the sides BA, BC of ^^ ABC be prod<l to G-, H.

Bisect Lb CAG, ACH by AK, CQ.

Then, since Z_s BAC, GAC=two rt. Ls L 13.

and Z.S BCA, HCA=two rt. Z.s L 13.

/. L8 BAG, GAG, BCA, HCA=four rt. Ls.

,\ LB GAC, HCA<four rt. Z-S.
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^ C L

Hence, La KAC, QCA<two rt. Ls.

/. AK, CQ will meet if prod^ Ax. 12.

Let AK, CQ, when prod<i, meet at Q.

Then Q, shall be the cent, of the req^ 0.

This circle is called an escribed circle of the triangle.

II. ITie area of any triangle is equal to that of the rectangle contained by
the semi-perimeter and the radius of the .

M
Ninscribed circle.

Let O be cent, of insc^ in ..^ ABC.
Draw ± s OL, OM, ON to the sides.

Join OA, OB, OC.
"

L "

Then, area of .^::AOBC=half the rect. OL, BC I 41.

=rect. contd by OL and half BC.

And, area of ^^OAC =rect. cont^ by OM and half AC.

=rect. confi by OL and half AC Hyp.

Similarly, area of ^^OAB=:rect. cont<i by OL and half AB.

/, area of whole ^:^ABC=sum of rects. cont<i by OL and half BC,
OL and half AC, OL and half AB.

=rect. cont<* by OL and half the perimeter... 11. 1.

Q.E.D.
EXEBCISES.

1. Prove the construction given above for the escribed circle.

2. In Prop. 4 prove that the bisectors of the angles B and C must meet.

3. In the figure above, prove that B, 0, Q are in one straight line.

4. Prove that the line joining the centres of any two escribed circles passes

through an angular point of the triangle.

5. With three given points as centres describe circles mutually touching.

6. Describe a circle to cut off equal chords from the sides of a triangle.

7. How many circles can, in general, be drawn to touch three given straight

lines? What are the exceptional cases?

8. Prove that the sum of the tangents drawn to an escribed circle from the

remote angle of the triangle is equal to the perimeter of the triangle.
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PKOPOSITION V. Problem.

To descrihe a circle about a given triangle.

Let ABC be the given ^^.

It is req^ to descrihe a ahout it.

Bisect AB, AC at D, E i. lo.

From D, E draw st. lines at rt. Z.s to AB, AC I. li.

(These lines will, if prod^, meet; for, if not, they
would be

II ,
and then AB, AC at rt. Z.s to them

would be
II

I. 29 (Ex. 5).

which is impossible, since AB, AC meet at A.)

Let them meet at O.

Join OA, and, if O be not in BC, join OB, OC.

Then, in ^r^s AOB, BOD,
AD =BD Constr.

OD is com.

rt. AADO=rt. Z.BDO Constr.

/. OA=OB 1.4.

Similarly, it may be shown that

OA=OC.
Hence, OA, OB, OC are all equal.

With cent. O and rad. OA desc. a 0; this passes

through B and C and circumscribes the .-^.

Wherefore, has been described &c. Q.E.F.

Cor.—When the cent, falls within the .^^, each of the Z.s of

the -i^ is in a seg*^ > a semicircle, and is < a rt. L ill. 3i.

When the cent, falls on a side of the -=::::\, the L opp. to

this side is in a semicircle, and is a rt. L III. 31.

When the cent, falls without the .^r^, the L opp. to the

side beyond which the cent, lies, is in a seg*^ < a semi-

circle, and is > a rt. L III. 81.
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And, conversely, if the ^^^ is acute-angled, the cent, of the

falls within it;

if the ^^ is right-angled, the cent, falls on the hypot.;

if the ^^ is obtuse-angled, the cent, falls beyond the side

which subtends the obtuse angle.

NOTE.

Props. 4 and 5, and Example I. on Prop, 4, are very important. For

particular cases of these props, see pages 86, 89, 94 {Ex. 71), 135 [Note and
Ex. 1).

EXAMPLE.
If is the centre of the circle circumscribing the triangle ABC, and if

E, F are the feet of the perpendiculars from B, C on the opposite sides, then

OA cuts EF at right angles.

Let OA and EF cut at K. A
Then shall AKE he art. L.

For, since OA=OC Rad.

.-. ^OAE=Z.OCA 1.5. X /\^S^E
/.Z-AOC, and twice Z.OAE

=two rt. Z.S 1.32.

But Z.AOC at cent, is double

of Z.ABC at Qce,
.*. twice Z_s ABC, OAE=two rt. Z.s.

/. Z_s ABC, OAE=:a rt. L.

But, since each of the L s BFC, BEC is a rt. Z. ,

.*. a ©'will go round B, F, E, C Ex. IV. page 177.

/. i_AEF=Z_FBC Ex. I. page 159.

Hence Z.s AEF, OAE=a rt. L.

.*. theremg Z.AKE of .-^AKE is art. L 1.32.

Q.E.D.
EXERCISES.

1. If the centres of the inscribed and circumscribed circles of a triangle

coincide, the triangle is equilateral.

2. The diameter of the circle circumscribing an equilateral triangle is double

of the diameter of the inscribed circle.

3. If, in the figure of IV. 5, OF be drawn perpendicular to BC, then BC
is bisected at F.

4. If, in the figure of IV. 5, OD be produced to meet the circumference in

G, then the angle GCB is half of the angle ACB.
5. If the perpendiculars from the angles A, B, C of a triangle ABC to the

opposite sides be produced to meet the circumference of the circum-

scribed circle in D, E, F respectively, then the arcs EF, FD, DE are

bisected at A, B, C respectively.

6. In the figure of the example above, prove that, if D be the foot of the

perpendicular from A on BC, then ED is at right angles to OC.
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J^EOPOSITION VI. Problem.

To inscribe a square in a given circle.

Let ABCD be the given 0.
It is req^ to inscribe a sq. in it.

A

C
Find O the cent in. \.

Draw the diams. AOC, BOD at rt. Z.s to each other l ii.

Join AB, BC, CD, DA.

Then ABCD shaU be the sq. reqd.

For, in .^s AOB, COB,
( AO=CO Rad.

•,•
-|

OB is com.

irt. L AOB=rt. L COB Constr.

/. AB=CB L4.

Similarly, BC=CD, CD=DA.
Hence, fig. ABCD is equilat.

And, since AC is a diam.

/. Z.ABC in a semicircle is a rt, L in. 3i.

Hence, fig. ABCD is a sq i. 46 Cor.

Wherefore, has been inscribed &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.
1. The area of the inscribed square is double of the square on the radius

of the circle.

2. If any points E, F, G, H be taken in the arcs AB, BC, CD, DA respec-

tively, the sum of the angles AEB, BFC, CGD, DHA is six right

angles.

3. If the radius of the circle be 5 inches, find the length of the side of the

inscribed square.

4. In a given circle inscribe a regular octagon.
5. If a regular octagon be inscribed in a circle of 3 inches radius, find the

length of one of its sides.
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PEOPOSITION VII. Problem.

To describe a square about a given circle.

Let ABCD be the given 0.

It is req^ to desc. a sq. about it.

ffi

H

Find O the cent III. i.

Draw the diams. AOC, BOD
at rt. Z-S to each other I. ii.

At A, B, C, D draw tangs, to

the O, cutting at E, F, G, H III. ir.

Then EFG-H shaU be the reqd sq.

For, since EF and HG are tangs.

.*. Z.S at B and D are rt. Z.s III. 18.

But Z. s at O are also rt. Z. s Constr.

Hence, EF, AC, HG are
|| I. 29.

Similarly, EH, BD, FG are
||

.

.', all the quad^^ in the fig. are /~7s.

Hence, EH=FG, and EF=HG i. 34.

Also, EH=BD I. 34.

=AC,
=EF 1.34.

/. the fig. EFGH is equilat.

And, since EBOA is a n,
:. z.AEB=Z-AOB 1.34.

=a rt. L Constr.

/. the fig. EFGH is rectangular l. 46 Cor.

Hence EFGH is a sq.

Wherefore, about the given circle &c. Q.E.F.

EXEKCISES.

1. Prove that the tangents at A and D must meet each other.

2. The square described about, is double that inscribed in, a circle.

3. About a given circle describe a rhombus two of the sides of which shall

include a given angle.

4. If, in the figure of this proposition, HF be joined, prove that HF passes
throucjh O.
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PKOPOSITION VIII. Problem.

To inscribe a circle in a given square.

Let ABCD be the given sq.

It is req^ to inscribe a i?i it.

A E D

HO

B G C

Bisect AD, AB at E, F i. lo.

Through E, F draw EG, FH ||
to AB, AD and cutting at 0...I. 3i.

Then all the quad^^ in the fig. are Os.
Hence AE=FO, and ED=OH I. 34.

But AE=ED Constr.

/. FO=OH.
Similarly, EO=OG.

And, since AD=AB Hyp.

and E, F are their mid. pts Constr.

/. AE=AF.
Hence, OE, OF, OG, OH are all equal.

With cent. O, rad. OE, desc. a 0; this will pass through
the pts. F, G, H.

And, since EG is
||
to AB,

/. z.DEO=z.DAB 1.29.

^a rt. L Constr.

Similarly, the Z. s at F, G, H are rt. L s.

/. the EFGH touches the sides of the sq.

"Wherefore, in the given sq. &c. Q.E.E

EXERCISES.
1. Inscribe a circle in a given rhombus.
2. Prove that, if in the figure above, AO, DO be joined, ADD is a right

angle.
3. Can a circle be inscribed in a rhomboid?
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PROPOSITION IX. Problem.

To describe a circle about a given square.

Let ABCD be the given sq.

It is req^ to desc. a aboiit it.

Join AC, BD, cutting at O.

Then, in .=^s ABC, ADC,
AB=AD Hyp.

AC is com.

BC=DC Hyp.

.-. 2.BAC=Z.DAC 1.8.

=half ^BAD,
=half a rt. L Hyp.

Similarly, LABD is half a rt. L.

/. ^BAO=Z.ABO.
/. AO=BO I. 6.

Similarly, BO=CO, CO=DO, DO=AO.

Hence, AO, BO, CO, DO are all equal.

With cent. O, rad. OA, desc. a O; this will pass through
the pts. B, C, D, and circumscribe the sq.

Wherefore, about the given sq. &c. Q.E.F.

EXEKCISES.

1. Describe a circle about a given rectangle.

2. Describe, when possible, a circle about a given quadrilateral. When is

this impossible?

3. If the side of a square be 3 inches long, find the length of the radius of

the circumscribed circle.
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PEOPOSITION X. Problem.

To describe an isosceles triangle having each of the angles at the

base double of the third angle.

B^^ "D

Take any st. line AB.
Divide AB at C so that rect. AB, BC=sq. on AC li. ii.

With cent. A and rad. AB desc. a ©BDE.
In 0BDE place chd. BD=AC iv. i.

Join AD.
Then ABD shall be the .-^ reqd.

Join DC.

About .^ACD desc. a ©ACD iv. 5.

Then, since rect. AB, BC=sq. on AC Constr.

=sq. on BD Constr.

/, BD touches the ©ACD in. 37.

And, since DC is drawn from the pt. of contact D,
.*. LBDC= L DAC in alt. segt iii. 32.

A.dd L CDA to each,

/. whole z.BDA=z.s DAC, CDA.
But ^DCB=z_sDAC, CDA 1.32.

.•.Z.BDA=aDCB.
But, since AD=AB Rad.

.•.Z.BDA=^ABD 1.5.

Hence L DCB= L ABD.
/. CD=BD L6.

^AC Constr.

.•.Z-CDA=z.DAC 1.5.

Hence Z-DCB is double of Z.DAC.
But Z-BDAand Z.ABD each= Z-DCB Above.

/. L BDA and LABD are each double of L DAC.

Wherefore, ha^ been described &c. Q.E.F.

N.B.—This prop, is a very important one.
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EXAMPLES.
I. Find the number of degrees in each of the angles of the triangle in

IV. 10.

Since the three I.s of ^:lABB=two rt. Z.s 1.32.

and each of the Z.s at B and D is double of I. A,

.*. Z.A is one-fifth of two rt. L s,

or LA=| rt. Z.= I X 90°= 36°.

Also, Z-B and LD each=| rt. L^IT.
Q.E.D.

II. Describe an isosceles triangle having each of the angles at the base

equal to three-quarters of the vertical angle.

[Since the three Z. s of a -"^^ = 2 rt. ^ s, the req'i -ii^will be such that its
vertj

L with twice | of its vert' Z_ = 2 rt. /. s,

i.e. ^ ofitsverti Z- = 2rt. Z.s.

.', its vert' Z- = | of a rt. L,
which is the magnitude of one of the base 2_ s in IV. 10. From the above analysis

(as it is called) of the problem we arrive at the following construction:—]

Make an isos. ^^ABC having each of the Z-S at B and C double

of the L at A IV. lO.

From BA cut off BD=BC 1.3. A
Join DC.

Then BOD shall be the reqd ^^.

For, since BC=BD Constr. ^^

.\ Z_BCD= Z.BDC 1.5.

But Z.DBC=4rt. Z.= -|of 2 rt.Z.S Ex. I. above.

/.Z-S BCD, BDC together= | of 2 rt. Z. s . . . I. 32.

/. LBCD=| of a rt. Z.= I of Z. DBC. B C

Q.E.D.
EXERCISES.

1. Construct angles of (i) 18°, (ii) 54°, (iii) 126°, (iv) 12°.

2. Divide a right angle into (i) five, (ii) fifteen, equal parts.

3. Describe an isosceles triangle having each of the angles at the base

equal to one-eighth of the vertical angle.

4. In the figure of IV. 10, (i) If DE be joined DE=BD.
(ii) What portion of the circumference of the smaller circle does the

larger circle intercept?

(iii) If O be centre of circle ACD and the diameter COF be drawn,

prove that the triangle CEF has one of its angles four times the

size of another,

(iv) If AE meets BD produced in F, prove that FAB is another

isosceles triangle of the same kind,

(v) Arc BD is one-tenth of the whole circumference.

Xvi) If AE meets BD produced at F, then CDFE is a parallelogram.
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PEOPOSITION XI. Problem.

To inscribe an equilateral arid equiangular pentagon in a given
circle.

Let ABODE be the given 0.
*

It is req^ to insc. a reg. ^pentagon in it.

A

Make an isos. ^^FGH having z. s at G, H each double of L F...IV. lo.

In ABODE insc. a .^AOD equiang"^ to .^FGH iv. 2.

having /_ at A= z. at F.

Bisect Z.S AOD, ADO by CE, BD meeting the Occ at B, E....I. 9.

Join AB, BO, DE, EA.

Then ABODE shall be the pentagon reqd

For, since Z.s AOD, ADO are each double of Z.OAD Constr.

and are bisected by OE, BD Constr

/. the Z_s ADB, BDO, OAD, DOE, EOA are all equal.

/. the arcs AB, BO, OD, DE, EA are all equal iii. 26.

/. thechds.AB, BO, OD, DE, EA are all equal m. 29.

/. pentagon ABODE is equilat^

Again, arc AB=arc DE Above.

Add arc BOD to each,

/. whole arc ABOD=whole arc BODE.

.*. LAED which stands on arc ABOD= L BAE on arc BCDE...III. 27.

Similarly, each of the Z.s ABO, BOD, ODE= Z.BAE.

/. pentagon ABODE is equiang^.

Hence, ABODE is a reg. pentagon.

Wherefore, an equilateral &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. Find, in degrees, the magnitude of the angle subtended at the centre by
a side of the regular pentagon.

2. If all the diagonals of the pentagon be drawn, prove that the diagonals

form, by their intersections, another regular pentagon.
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PKOPOSTTION XII. Problem.

To describe an equilateral and equiangular pentagon about a given
circle.

Let ABODE be the given 0. L
It is req^ to desc. a reg. pentago7i .^>-^-^-<:^

about it.
A^^Z _^

In ABODE inscribe a reg, \ \ xv-
pentagon ABODE IV. \\.

^^ ' ' ^ ^ ^*^

At the pts. A, B, 0, D, E draw

tangs, to the cutting at t\- -*P)

r,G,H,K,L m. 17.

Then FGHKL shall be the

pentagon reqd. q
—^

^
—

II

Join BD.
Then, since OB=CD Constr.

.•.aOBD=z.ODB 1.5.

And, since GH is a tang., and OD a chd. from the pt. of contact 0,

/.Z.HOD=Z.OBD in alt. seg* m. 32.

Also, since HK is a tang., and DO a chd. from the pt. of contact D,

.•.Z-ODH=Z.OBD in alt. seg* in. 32.

.\Z.HOD=^HDO.
/. HO=HD 1.6.

Similarly, GO=GB.
Again, since GH is a tang, and OB a chd. from the pt. of contact 0,

/. LGOB= L ODB in alt. seg* III. 32.

= Z_OBD Above.

= Z.HOD Above.

Hence, in ^^^ BGC, DHO,
AGB0=Z.HD0 Above.

Z.GOB=A.HOD Above.

OB =0D Constr.

.•.CG=CH )

^^^
and L at G= /_ at H )

Similarly it may be shown that any other side FG is bisected

at the point of contact B, and that Z. at F= Z_ at G, and so on.

Hence pentagon FGHKL is equiang^

Also, since GO=GB Above.

/. GH=GF Ax. 6.

Similarly it may be shown that GF=FL, and so on.

Hence pentagon FGHKL is equilat^

/. FGHKL is a reg. pentagon.

Wherefore, an equilateral &c. Q.E.F.
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PEOPOSITION XIII. Problem.

To inscribe a circle in a give7i equilateral and equiangular pen-

tagon.

Let ABCDE be the given reg. pentagon.

It is req^ to insc. a O in it.

A

C N D
Bisect LB BCD, CDE by CO, DO meeting at O i. 9.

Join OB.
From O draw ±s OM, ON to BC, CD 1. 12.

Then, in ^^s OBC, ODC,
BC=CD Hyp.

OC is com.

LBCO^LBCO.. Constr.

.•.^CBO=z.CDO 1.4.

. =half ^CDE Constr.

=half ^CBA Hyp.

Similarly, if OA, OE be drawn, it may be shown that they
bisect the z_ s at A and E.

Again, in .^rXs OCM, OCN,
^OCM=Z.OCN Constr.

^OMC=^ONC Ax. 11.

OC is com.

.-. OM=ON I. 26.

Similarly, if ± s be drawn from O to BA, AE, ED they may
be shown to be each equal to OM.
With cent. O and rad. OM desc. a

;
then since this

passes through the feet of the other J_ s,

,'. it touches the sides of the pentagon in. I6.

i.e. a is inscribed in the pentagon .....iv. def. 5.

Wherefore, a circle &c. Q.E.F.
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PROPOSITION XIV. Problem.

To describe a circle about a given equilateral and equiangular

pentagon.

Let ABODE be the given reg. pentagon.
It is req^ to desc. a about it.

A

c^^:r ^^-^D

Bisect Z_s BCD, ODE by CO, DO meeting at O i. 9.

Join OB.

Then, in -^s OBC, ODC,
BC =CD Hyp.

OC is com.

Z_BCO=Z.DCO Constr.

.•.Z.CBO=Z-CDO 1.4.

=half Z.CDE Constr.

=half Z.CBA Hyp.

Similarly, if OA, OE be drawn, it may be shown that they
bisect the z_ s at A and E.

And, since Z-CBO=half one of the Z_s of the pentagon...Above,

and Z-BCO=half one of the Z_s of the pentagon... Constr.

.•.Z.CBO=^BCO Ax.r.

/. OB=OC 1.6.

Similarly it may be shown that OA, OE, OD are each=OC.
With cent. O, and rad. OC desc. a

;
then this passes

through B, A, E, D, and /. circumscribes the pentagon iv. def. (

Wherefore, a circle &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.
1. Prove that a circle can be described about any regular polygon.

2. Prove that a circle can be inscribed in any regular polygon.

3. If any regular polygon be inscribed in a circle, the tangents drawn to

the circle at its points of contact form a regular polygon.
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PKOPOSITION XV. Problem.

To inscribe an equilateral and equiangular hexagon in a given
circle.

Let ABC be the given 0.

It is req'^ to insc. a reg. hexagon in it.

Find O the cent ill. i.

Draw the diam. AOC.
With cent. C, rad. CO desc. 0BOD
cutting 0ABC at B, D
Draw the diams. BOF, DOE.
Join AE, EB, BC, CD, DF, FA.

Then ABBGDF shall be the
hexagon req*^.

For, since ^^^ DOC, BOC are equilat Constr.

/. each of the /.s DOC, BOC=one-third of two rt.z_s i. 32.

/. whole Z.DOB= two-thirds of two rt. z_s.

/. rem« Z.DOF= one-third of two rt. Z.s I. 13.

Hence, Z.S FOA, AOE, EOB each=one-third of two rt.Z.s 1. 15.

i.e. the six z_s at O are all equal.

/, the six arcs on which they stand are all equal III. 26.

/. the six chds. AE, EB, BC, CD, DF, FA are all equal... iii. 29.

i.e. the hexagon is equilat.

Again, since the sum of the four arcs AE, EB, BC, CD
=the sum of the four arcs EB, BC, CD, DF Ax. 2.

.•.Z_DFA=^FAE III. 27.

Similarly, z.FAE= Z.EBC, and so on.

i.e. the hexagon is equiang.

Wherefore, AEBCDF is a reg. hexagon. Q.E.F.

Cor.—The side of a reg. hexagon insc*^. in a is equal to the rad.

EXERCISES.

1. Opposite sides of a regular hexagon are parallel.

2. Inscribe a circle in a given regular hexagon.

3. If the radius of the circle be 3 inches, find the length of the chord AB.

4. If the radius of the circle be a, find the length of the perpendicular from

the centre on a side of the hexagon.

5. If the radius be a feet, find the area of the hexagon.

6. The difference between the areas of the inscribed hexagon and dodecagon
in a circle of radius 2 inches, is 6 (2

- V3 ) square inches.
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PEOPOSITION XVI. Problem.

To inscribe an equilateral and equiangular quindecagon in a given
circle.

Let ABC be the given 0.
It is req^ to inscribe a reg. quindecagon in it.

Inscribe an equilat. .^rAABC in the TV. 2.

and a reg. pentagon ADEFG iv. ii.

Then, of fifteen equal parts into which the whole Oce is

to be divided,
the arc AB contains five,

and the arc AD contains three:

.*, the rem^ arc DB contains two.

Bisect the arc DB at H III. 30.

/, arcs DH, HB are each one-fifteenth of the whole Oce.
Join DH, HB, and in the place, in succession, chds.

equal to either of these lines.

These chds. will form a quindecagon, which may be proved
to be regular by the method used in the preceding props.

Wherefore, has been inscribed &c. Q. E.F.

NOTE.
A regular hexagon, or quindecagon, may be described about a circle by

drawing tangents to the circle through the angular points of the

inscribed figure, as was shown in the ease of the pentagon. And, by
the same method as was used for the pentagon, a circle may be in-

scribed in, or circumscribed about, a regular hexagon, or quindecagon.

Also, by bisecting the arcs which are cut off by the sides of any one of the

figures dealt with in Book IV., a regular figure of twice that number
of sides may be inscribed in the circle. Hence, by the methods used

in Book IV., regular polygons of 3, 6, 12, 24 &c.; 4, 8, 16, 32 &c..: 5,

10, 20, 40 &c.; 15, 30, 60, 120 &c., sides may be inscribed in, or de-

scribed about, a circle.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXEECISES.

1. Find the magnitude of the angle subtended at the centre by the part of

any tangent intercepted by the square circumscribing the circle.

2. ABC is a triangle ;
if any tangent to that part of the circumference of

the inscribed circle which is convex to the point A, meet AB, AC in

D, E, then the difference of the perimeters of the triangles ABC,
ADE is twice BC.

3. Any equilateral figure inscribed in a circle is also equiangular.

4. The area of a regular octagon inscribed in a circle is equal to that of

the rectangle contained by the sides of the inscribed and circum-

scribed squares.

5. Inscribe a circle in a given quadrant.

6. Find the locus of the centres of the circles inscribed in all right-

angled triangles standing on the same hypotenuse as base.

7. Circles are described, each touching one side of the triangle and the

other two sides produced. Show that the straight line joining any
two of the centres of these circles passes through an angular point of

the triangle, and that a circle can be described passing through these

two centres and the other two angular points of the triangle.

•8. The perpendicular from A, upon BC, meets the circumference of the

circumscribed circle in G. If P be the point in which the perpen-
diculars from the angles upon the opposite sides intersect, prove that

PG is bisected by the side BC of the triangle ABC.
9. If the circle inscribed in a triangle ABC touch the sides AB, AC in

the points D, E, and a straight line be drawn from A to the centre

of the circle, meeting the circumference in G, show that the i^oint G
is the centre of the circle inscribed in the triangle ADE.

10. If it be possible to describe a triangle with its angular points on tho

outer of two concentric circles and its sides tangents to the inner, the

radius of one circle must be double that of the other, and the triangle

so described must be equilateral.

11. P is a point on the circumference of the circle circumscribing a given

triangle ABC. The sides of a triangle DEF are parallel to the

straight lines PA, PB, PC. Prove that the triangle DEF is equi-

angular to the triangle ABC.

12. If with one of the angular points of a regular pentagon as centre and

one of its diagonals as radius a circle be described ; a side of the pen-

tagon will be equal to a side of the regular decagon inscribed in tho

circle.
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13. If I, be the centres of the inscribed and circumscribed circles of the

triangle ABC, and if AI be produced to meet the circumscribed

circle in D, prove that OD bisects BO.

14. If ABC be a triangle, show that the circle through B, C, and the centre

of the escribed circle touching BC, passes through the centre of the

inscribed circle.

15. A, B, C, D, E, F are successive angular points of a regular decagon
inscribed in a circle of which O is the centre. OC cuts AD in G.

Prove that AE bisects OG- at right angles.

16. If the line bisecting the angle A of a triangle ABC meet the lines

bisecting internally and externally the angle C in E and F, and the

circle described about the triangle ABC in 0, then EO = FO.

17. Describe an isosceles triangle having each of the angles at the base

one-third of the vertical angle.

18. If one side of a regular pentagon be produced, trisect the external

angle.

19. If ABODE be an equilateral and equiangular pentagon inscribed in a

circle, and if P be the middle point of the arc AB, prove that AP
together with the radius of the circle is equal to PC.

20. Show that the circles, each of which touches two sides of an equilateral

and equiangular pentagon inscribed in a circle at the extremities of a

third, meet in a point.

21. In a given circle inscribe a triangle of given area having its vertex at

a fixed point in the circumference and its vertical angle equal to a

given rectilineal angle.

22. If DA be one side of a regular hexagon inscribed in a circle, AB a

tangent equal in length to AD and making an obtuse angle with it,

C the centre of the circle, and if BD meet the circle in E and BC
meet the nearer part of the circumference in F, prove that AE and

EF are equal to sides of regular polygons in the circle of twelve and

twenty-four sides respectively.

23. Two equilateral triangles are described about the same circle; show

that the intersections will form a hexagon, equilateral but not gener-

ally equiangular.

24. If a regular pentagon, hexagon, and decagon are inscribed in the same

circle, the square of a side of the pentagon is equal to the square of a

side of the hexagon together with the square of a side of the decagon.

25. Triangles are constructed on the same base, with equal vertical angles ;

prove that the locus of the centres of the escribed circles, each of

which touches one of the sides externally and the other side and base

produced, is an arc of a circle, the centre of which is on the circum-

ference of the circle circumscribing the triangles.
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26. Describe a circle touching the side BC of the triangle ABC and the

other two sides produced, and prove that the distance between the

points of contact of the side BC with the inscribed circle, and the

latter circle, is equal to the difference between the sides AB and AC.

27. Having given an angular point of a triangle, the circumscribed circle,

and the centre of the inscribed circle, construct the triangle.

28. A line drawn parallel to the base BC of a triangle ABC meets the

other sides in D and E respectively. Show that the circles circum-

scribing the triangles ABC, ADE have a common tangent.

29. If two equiangular triangles be circumscribed about the same circle, a

circle will pass through any two corresponding angular points and the

intersections of the lines containing them.

30. ABCDE is a regular pentagon. F is the middle point of the side CD
Show that the pentagon is equal in area to a rectangle, one of whose

sides is AF, and the other the excess of AC over CF.

31. Having given the length, but not the position, of one side of a triangle

the centres of the inscribed circle and of the circle which touches the

given side and the other two sides produced, and the position of the

vertex opposite to the given side, construct the triangle.

32. If, in a triangle ABC, straight lines from B and C, perpendicular to

the opposite sides, meet in L, and B', C be the centres of the circlea

described round the triangles CLA, ALB, then B'C will be equal
and parallel to BC.

33. If O be the centre of the circle inscribed in the triangle ABC and AO,
BO be produced to meet the opposite sides in E, F ; prove that, if a

circle can be described round the quadrilateral CEOF, then tho

angle C must be equal to one-third of two right angles.

34. A circle B passes through the centre of another circle A; a triangle is

described round A having two of its angular points on Bj prove that

the third angular point is on the line of centres.

35. The perpendiculars from the centres of the escribed circles of a triangle

upon the corresponding sides meet at a point when produced.

36. If the inscribed circle touch the sides of the triangle in D, E, F, and

the diameter which passes through A meet FD in M and DE in N ;

show that CM, BN, EF are parallel.

37. A triangle is inscribed in a given circle so as to have its centre of per-

pendiculars at a given point; prove that the middle points of its sides

lie on a fixed circle.

38. Given the vertical angle, and the radii of the inscribed and circum-

scribed circles, construct the triangle. ^



BOOK V,

DEFINITIONS.

1. A less magnitude is said to be a part of a greater when the

less measures the greater; that is, when the less is contained

a certain number of times exactly in the greater.

2. A greater magnitude is said to be a multiple of a less when
the greater is measured by the less; that is, when the greater
contains the less a certain number of times exactly.

3. Ratio is the mutual relation of two magnitudes of the same
kind to one another in respect of quantity.

NOTES.

Book V. treats of Proportion.

The first four Books deal with the absolute equality or inequality of

Geometrical magnitudes; in Book VI., however, relative greatness is con-

sidered; this necessitates a definition of Proportion holding good for all

Geometrical magnitudes, whether commensurable or incommensurable,
and either the proof, or assumption, of the principles of the theory. Only
those parts of Book V. which supply this necessary introduction to Book
VI. are given here, and then the enunciations only of the propositions.

The proofs are excluded because Book V. seldom forms part of a course

of elementary Geometry, and the theory of Proportion is now generally
studied in Algebra. But it should be remembered that Algebraical proofs
must not be regarded as complete when applied to Geometrical magnitudes,
since they assume the commensurability of those magnitudes.

In def. 1, Euclid uses the word part in the restricted sense aliquot part,

or sub-multiple; i.e. a part which is contained an exact number of times in

the whole.

In def. 3, the word quantity must be understood to mean the number of

times the one contains the other; this is sometimes expressed by the word

quantuplicity.

(310)
O
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5. Equal ratios.

The first of four magnitudes is said to have the same ratio

to the second that the third has to the fourth, when, any

equimultiples whatever of i\iQ first and third being taken, and

any equimultiples whatever of the second and fourth, the

multiple of the drst is greater than, equal to, or less than that

of the secondj according as the multiple of the third is greater

than, equal to, or less than that of the fourth.

And the four magnitudes are then called proportionals.

[For example: if A, B, C, D be four magnitudes,

wA, mC equimultiples of A, C,
71 B, nJ) equimultiples of B, D,

and
if,

whatever integral values be given to m, n,

wC is always >rtD, when mA>'mB,
mC is always =nD, when mA=yiB,
mC is always < wD, when mA< nB,

then the ratio of A to B is equal to the ratio of C to D, and

A, B, C, D are proportionals.

This is expressed by saying "A is to B as C is to D." 1

10. When three magnitudes are proportionals the first is said to

have to the third the duplicate ratio of that which it has

to the second.

And the second is said to be a mean proportional be-

tween the first and third.

11. When four magnitudes are proportionals the first is said to have
to the fourth the triplicate ratio of that which it has to the

second; and so on.

Compound Ratio.

When there are any number of magnitudes of the same kind,
the first is said to have to the last the ratio which is com-

pounded of the ratios of the first to the second, the second to

the third, and so on.

[ For example : if A, B, C, D are four magnitudes, the ratio A to

D is compounded of the ratios of A to B, B to C, and C to D. ]

12. In proportionals, the antecedent terms are said to be homo-
logous to one another; as also the consequents to one

another.
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ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

Equimultiples of magnitudes contain them the same number of

times.

When the two terms of a ratio are equal it is called a ratio of

equality. When the first term of the ratio is greater than the

second it is called a ratio of greater inequality. When the

first term of the ratio is less than the second it is called a

ratio of less inequality.

The first term of a ratio is called the antecedent, and the second

term the consequent.

If A, B, C, D are proportionals, A and D, the first and last terms,

are called the extremes; and B and C, the second and

third terms, are called the means.

Three magnitudes are said to be in continued proportion when
the first is to the second as the second is to the third.

The ratio of B to A is called the reciprocal of the ratio of A to B.

NOTES.

The definition of proportion is of the greatest importance, and should be

carefully studied by the student before he proceeds further.

The statement of the proportion A is to B as C is to D is often expressed
thus :

—
A : B : : C : D,

or thus,
A : B = C : D.

A
The Algebraic method of expressing a ratio, -

, being a very convenient

one, will also be found in the Examples, where it should be regarded as a

symbol for the words the ratio ofA to B, and not as implying the operation
of division; it should not be used for book-ivork {see Preface).

In the "book-work" of this edition none of these forms have been used,

as the words themselves are so short that they scarcely seem to need

abbreviating.

Euclid's definitions of duplicate and triplicate ratio can be easily shown
to agree with those of Algebra ;

for instance, if a, b, c are in continued pro-

portion, a:b=h: c, or J=^ /. f . ^=^ . ^, or 4= -» which showsbe h b b c ¥ c

that Euclid's definition of duplicate ratio is in agreement with the Algebraic

one that ^„- is the duplicate ratio of r«
6^ 6
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Theorems of Book V referred to in Book VI.

PROPOSITION B.

If four magnitudes are proportionals, they are proportionals when
taken inversely.

[i.e., If A : B : : C :D;
Then B : A : : D : C. ] Invertendo.

PROPOSITION D.

If the first term of a proportion he a multiple, or a part, of the

second, the third is the same multiple, or part, of the fourth.

[i.e., If A :B : :C :D,
and if A=mB; then C=wD. ]

PROPOSITION VII.

Equal magnitudes have the same ratio to the same magnitude; and

conversely.
[ i.e., If A=B

;
then A : C : : B : C,

and C : A : : C : B. ]

PROPOSITION IX.

Magnitudes which have the same ratio to the same magnitude are

equal to one another; and conversely.

[ i.e., If A : C : : B : C,

or, if C : A : : C : B; then A=B. ]

PROPOSITION XL
Ratios that are equal to the same ratio are equal to one another.

[ i.e., If A : B : : C : D,
and if E : F : : C : D

;

then A : B : : E : F. ]

PROPOSITION XII.

If any number of magnitudes he proportionals, as one of the ante-

cedents is to its consequent, so is the sum of all the a7itecedents to the

su7n of all the consequents.

[ i.e., If A : B : : C : D,
and C : D : : E : F

;

then A : B : : A + C + E : B +D + F.]

PROPOSITION XIV.

If the first teryn of a proportion is greater than the third, the

second is greater than the fourth; if equal, equal; and if less, less.

[ i.e., If A : B : : C : D,
andif A>C; then B>D; if A=C; then B=D; if A<C; thenB<D.]
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PEOPOSITION XY.

Magnitudes have the same ratio to one another that their equi-

multiples have. [ i.e.y A : B : : mA : mB. ]

PEOPOSITION XVI.

If jour magnitudes are proportionals, they are also proportionals

when taken alternately, [i.e., If A : B : : C : D ;

then A : C : : B : D. ] Alternando.

PROPOSITION XVII.

If magnitudes tahen joiyitly are proportionals^ they are also propor-
tionals wherii taken separately.

{i.e., IfA +B : B : : C + D : D;
then A : B : : C : D. ] Dividendo.

PROPOSITION XVIII.

If magnitudes taken separately are proportionals, they are also

proportionals when taken jointly.

[i.e., If A :B::C :D;
then A +B:B::C + D:D.] Componendo.

PROPOSITION XXII.

If there be any number of magnitudes, and as many others, which

have the same ratio, taken two and two in order, then the first has to

the last of the first set the same ratio which the first has to the last of
the second set. [ie., If A, B, C and D, E, F be the two sets of magnitudes,

and if A : B : : D : E,

:C : :E iF;
Ex sequali.

PROPOSITION XXIV.

If the first magnitude have to the second the same ratio which the

third has to the fourth, and the fifth have to the second the same ratio

which the sixth has to the fourth, then the first and fifth together have

to the second the same ratio which the third and sixth together have to

the fourth.

and B : C :
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DEFINITIONS.

1. Similar rectilineal figures are such as have their angles

equal, each to each, and their sides, taken in order, about
their equal angles proportionals.

2. Two triangles, or parallelograms, are reciprocal when their sides

about two angles are proportionals in such a way that a side

of the first figure is to a side of the second as the remaining
side of the second is to the remaining side of the first.

3. A straight line is said to be cut in extre7ne and mean ratio, when
the whole is to the greater segment as the greater segment
is to the less.

4. The altitude of a figure is the straight line drawn from the

vertex perpendicular to the base.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

Similar figures are said to be similarly situated when each pair of

homologous sides are either parallel or inclined at the same

angle, and are drawn towards the same parts.

Three magnitudes are said to be in Harmonic proportion when the

first is to the third as the difference between the first and
second is to the diff'erence between the second and third.

(For example, if A, B, C are^^ Harmonic proportion,

then A is to C as
j^-'jB

is to B~ C.)

Three magnitudes are in
Geometri^\>ro\}OYiioji when the second is

a mean proportional between !the first and third.

1

NOTES.
No use is made by EucHd of def. 2 as it stands, but the sida, of such

figures are said to be reciprocally proportional.

In this book, references to the postulates, axioms, and propositions of

Book I. will not be inserted in the constructions.
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PKOPOSITION I. Theorem.

Triangles and parallelograms of the same altitude are to one

another as their bases.

Let ABC, ACD be two .^s having the same alt.

Then shall ^:::^ABC be to ^^ACT> as BC to CD.

I

I

I

F ^ B C D G H K

Produce BD both ways to F, K.
From BF cut off any no. of parts BE, EF each=BC.
From DK cut off any other no. of parts DG, GH, HK each=CD.
Join AE, AF, AG, AH, AK.

Then, since FE, EB, BC are all equal,

.'. .^sAFE, AEB, ABC are all equal I. 38, note.

/. ^^AFC is the same mult, of ..^ABC that FC is of BC.

Similarly, it may be shown that

.^ACK is the same mult, of .^ACD that CK is of CD.

Hence, ^^AFC and FC are equimults. of ..^rrXABC and BC,
the first and third,

and ^i::\ACK and CK are equimults. of ^^ACD and CD,
the second and fourth,

of the four mags. .^^ABC, .^AACD, base BC, base CD;

also, if FC=CK, .:^AFC=.^ACK 1.38.

if FOCK, ^AFO^ACK, ) ^ ,„ ^

if FC<CK, ^AFC<^ACK,f
i- ^s. note.

/. ^r^ABC is to ^^ACD as BC is to CD v. Def. 5.

Again, if Os LBCA, ACDM be completed

then OLC is double of ^::\ABC, )
j ^^

and OCM is double of ^XACD, )

But .^ABC is to .^ACD as BC is to CD... Above.

,
twice ^:r:^ABC is to twice .^ACD as BC is to CD...V. i5.

i.e. OCL is to OCM as BC is to CD.

Wherefore, triangles &c. Q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION II. Theorem.

If a straight line he drawn parallel to one of the sides of a triangle

it shall cut the other sides
^
or those sides produced, proportionally ;

and, conversely, if the sides, or the sides produced, he cut proportion-

ally, the straight line which joins the points of section shall he parallel
to the remaining side of the triangle.

Part L—Let DE be
||
to BC, a side of .^ABO;

Then shall BD be to DA as CB to BA.

DL ^
B ^C T^^>P^ ^ 'c

ir^ -^
Join BE, CD.

Then, since DE is
||

to BC Hyp.

/.^aBDE=.^CDE 1.37.

/..-rxBDE is to .^ADE as ^^CDE is to ^^ADE...v. 7.

But .^BDE is to .^AADE as BD is to DA vi. 1.

And^^CDE isto .^ADE as CE is to EA vi. 1.

BD is to DA as CE is to EA v. 11.

Part II.—Let BD be to DA as CE to EA;
Then shall DB be 1| to BO.

Join BE, CD.

Then, ^r^BDE is to -^^ADE as BD is to DA vi. 1.

And .^CDE is to ^rriADE as CE is -to EA vi. 1.

But BD is to DA as CE is to EA Hyp.

/. .^S,BDE is to .-rr^ADE as ^^CDE is to ^^ADE...v. 11.

.•..^BDE=.=^CDE V. 9.

and they stand upon the same base DE,
.-.DE is

II
to BC I. 39.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.
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NOTE.

Since BD is to DA as CE is to EA.

,*, sum of BD, DA is to DA as sum of CE, EA is to EA Compo.

i.e., AB is to AD as AC is to AE.
A form of the result which is often useful.

EXAMPLE.

If, in the figure of VI. 2y BE and CD cut at 0, then AO, or AO pro-

duced, will bisect BC.

Let AO meet BC at F.

Then, .^DBC=^^EBC I. 37.

Take away the com. ^-^OBC,
/. .^^ODB=.-:AOEC.

^ODB_DB ^j^
BA
EC
~CA
^riOEC

But
.^OBA'

.VI. 2.

^:::\OCA

.^ODB

.VI.

•Above.
.^OCA

/. .-::\OBA=.^OCA v. 9.

and they stand on the same base OA,
,*, their alts, are equal... Ex. 4, p. 67.

i.e., ±BM=J.CN.
Hence in .^s BFM, CFN,

|'^BFM=Z.CrN,
V J Z.BMF=Z.CNF,

[
BM=CN.

,*, BF=CF 1.26.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. If two straight lines are cut by three parallels, they are cut proportion-

ally. Prove this and the converse.

2. If a quadrilateral have two of its sides parallel, the line joining the

middle points of these sides will pass through the point of intersection

of its diagonals.

3. If O is a fixed point, and the ratio OP : OQ is constant, then if the

locus of P is a straight line, so also is that of Q.

4. If from any point in the diagonal AC of a quadrilateral ABCD, OE,
OF be drawn parallel to AB, AD and meeting BC, CD in E, F ;

then

EF shall be parallel to BD.
5. From a given point P in the side AB of a triangle ABC, draw a straight

line to AC produced which shall be bisected by BC.
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PEOPOSITION III. Theorem.

If the vertical angle of a triangle he bisected hy a straight line

which also cuts the base, the segments of the base shall have the same

ratio which the other sides of the triangle have to one another; and,

conversely, if the segments of the base have the same ratio which the

other sides of the triayigle have to one another, the straight line drawn

from the vertex to the point of section shall bisect the vertical angle.

Part I.—Let Z.BAC of .^^kBC be bisected by AD meeting
BC at D.

Then shall BD be to DC as BA to AC.

B D C

Through C draw CE 1|
to AD, meeting BA prod^ at E.

Then since AD, CE are
|| ,

/. z.BAD=z_AEC i.29,ii

and Z-DAC=z.ACE i.29,i.

But z.BAD=z.DAC Hyp.

/. ^AEC = Z-ACE.

.-. AE=AC 1.6.

ButBD is to DC as BA is to AE vi. 2.

/. BD is to DC as BA is to AC v. 7.

Part II.—Let BD be to DC as BA to AC;
Then shall AD bisect Z.BAC.

Through C draw CE H to AD, meeting BA prod<J at E

Then, since BD is to DC as BA is to AC Hyp.

and BD is to DC as BA is to AE vi. 2.

/. BA is to AC as BA is to AE v. 11.

/.AC=AE V. 9.

/. z.ACE=/.AEC 1.5.

But Z.DAC=Z_ACE )

and z.BAD=z.AEC T'
'^•

/. ^BAD=^DAC.
i.e., AD bisects L BAC.

Wherefore, if the vertical &c. Q.E.D.
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PEOPOSITION A, Theorem.

If the exterior angle of a triangle, made hy producing one of its

sides, he bisected hy a straight line which also cuts the base produced,

the segments between the dividing line and the extremities of the base

shall have the same ratio which the other sides of the triangle have to

one another; and, conversely, if the segments of the base produced have

the same ratio which the other sides of the triangle have, the straight

line drawn from the vertex to the point of section shall bisect the ex-

terior angle of the triangle.

Part I.—Let ext' Z.CAF of ^:AABC be bisected by AD meeting
EC prod<i at D

;

Then shall BD be to DC as BA to AC.

B C D

Through C draw CE
|I
to AD, meeting AB at E.

Then, since AD, EC are
|| ,

/. z.FAD=z.AEC i.29,ii.

and z. CAD= ^ ACE i.29,i.

But lYAJ}= LQA.T> Hyp.

/. ^AEC = ^ACE.
/. AE=AC 1.6.

ButBD is to DC as BA is to AE vi. 2.

.'. BD is to DC as BA is to AC v. 7.

Part II.—Let BD be to DC as BA to AC;
Then shall AD bisect lCA¥.

Through C draw CE
|1
to AD, meeting AB at E.

Then, since BD is to DC as BA is to AC Hyp.

andBD is to DC as BA is to AE vi. 2.

/. BA is to AC as BA is to AE v. 11.

/. AC =AE V.9.

/.^ACE = z.AEC.. 1.5.

But Z-ACE = z.CAD
and Z-AEC=Z.FAD

/. iLCAD=^FAD.
i.e., AD bisects L CAF.

Wherefore, if the exterior «Stc. Q.E.D.
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NOTES.

Prop. A is not Euclid's
;

it was added by Simson.

Props. III. and A might be included in one enunciation, thus :
—

If the interior and exterior angles at the vertex of any triangle he bisected

by straight lines which meet the base and the base produced, they divide the

base, internally and externally, into segments which have the same ratio as the

sides of the triangle; and, conversely.

EXAMPLES.
I. If the vertical angle of a triangle be bisected, both internally and ex-

ternally, the bisectors divide the base harmonically.

Let the bisectors meet the base in D, E.

BD_BA
DC~AO

BE
"^EC

. BD_DC•* BE—EC
_BC—BD—BE—BC*

/, BD, BC, BE are in harmonic proportion def. p. 222. Q.E.D.

Then .VI. 3.

.VT. A.

11. Construct a triangle, having given the base, the vertical angle and the

ratio of the sides.

Let AB be the given base, C the given vert^ Z., ^ the given ratio of

the sides.

Bisect Z.C.

From A draw a st. line

making any L with AB,
and from it cut off

AF=M, FG=N.
Join GB.
Draw FD

||
to GB

and meeting AB at D.

On AD desc. a seg* of a containing

an L=h C HI- 33.

On DB desc. a seg* of a containing

an L =i C, meeting the other seg* at E.

JoinAE.EB. Then AEB shall be the ^^ reqd

For, since Z.AED=i C=Z.DEB Constr.

/.whole ^AEB=C, N
Also, AE is to EB as AD is to DB vi.3.

as AF is to FG vi. 2.

rtS M is to N ... Constr.

Q.E.F.
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III. Find the locus of a point which moves so that the ratio of its distances

froin two fixed points is constant.

Let A, B be the fixed pts. and P the moving pt.

Case i. If the const, ratio is one of equality,

i.e., if, PA=PB, the locus is evi-

dently a St. line ± to AB through

its mid. pt. M .

Case ii. If the const, ratio — is not one

of equality ;

Divide AB at C in the given ratio ^."^^

(see preceding Ex.). ^ ^ ^ ^^^j.
Join PC.

A C B D

Draw PD at rt. Z. s to PC meeting AB prod^ at D.

Then, since AC is to CB as M is to N Constr.

as AP is to PB Hyp.

/.PC bisects Z.APB vi. 3.

and .*,PD at rt. Z. s to PC bisects the ext^ L BPE Ex. 6, p. 36.

/.AD is to DB as M is to N vi. A.

.*. C and D are both fixed pts. for all positions of P. Hence

the locus of P is that of the vertex of & rt. L^ ^:^CPD whose

hypot. CD is fixed, and this is a on CD as diam Ex. 4, p. 167.

EXERCISES.

1. ABC is a triangle with the base BC bisected at D. DE, DF bisect the

angles ADC, ADB, meeting AC, AB at E, F. Prove that EF is

parallel to BC.

2. Trisect a line by the help of vi. 3.

3. The sides of a triangle are 3, 4, and 5 inches
;
find the lengths of the

segments into which the bisector of the opposite angle divides the

longest side.

4. A, B, C are points in a line and D is a point at which AB, BC subtend

equal angles ;
show that the locus of D is a circle.

5. The Z-C of a ..^ABC is bisected by CF meeting AB at F. Z_B is

bisected by BG meeting CF at G. Prove that AF : FG : : AC : CG.

6. Two circles touch internally at O. A straight line touches the inner

circle at C and meets the outer circle at A, B ;
and OA, OB meet the

inner circle at P, Q ; prove that OP : OQ=AC : CB.

7. Interpret the result when the two sides in vi. A. are equal.

8. The straight lines bisecting one interior and two exterior angles of a

triangle are concurrent.

9. If, in the figure of Example I., O is the middle point of BC, then OB is

a mean proportional between OD and OE.
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PEOPOSITION IV. Theorem.

The sides about the equal angles of triangles which are equiangular
to one another are proportionals ; and those which are opposite to the

equal angles are homologous sides, that is, are the antecedents or the

consequents of the ratios.

Let ^^s ABC, DCE
have aABC=z_DCE,

Z.ACB=2.DEC,
and z.BAC=Z_CDE:

B C

Then shall BA be to BC as CD to OE,
BO be to AC as CB to DE,

and BA be to AC as CD to DB.

Let the ^^s be so placed that their bases BC, CE lie in one con-

tinuous st. line with their vertices A, D on the same side of it.

Then, since z.ACB=z.DEC Hyp.

and z_s ABC, ACB<two rt. ^s 1. 17.

/. Ls ABC, DEC< two rt. Ls.

/. BA, ED, if prod^i, will meet Ax. 12.

Prod. BA, ED to meet at F.

Then, since Z.ACB =L DEC Hyp.

/.AC is
II
to EF 1.28.

and since Z.ABC =L DCE Hyp.

/.CD is
II
to BF 1.28.

Hence ACDF is a O,
/. AC=rD and CD=AF 1.34.

Again, since AC is I|
to EF, Above.

.'. BA is to AF as BC is to CE vi. 2.

or BA is to CD as BC is to CE Above.

/. BA is to BC as CD is to CE Aitern._

And, since CD is
||
to BF Above.

/. BC is to CE as FD is to DE vi. 2.

or BC is to CE as AC is to DE Above.

/. BC is to AC as CE is to DE Aitem.

Hence BA is to AC as CD is to DE ....Ex. seq.

Wherefore, the sides about &c. Q.E.D.
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NOTES.

The enunciation of Prop. 4 may, by def. 1, be expressed thus :

Triangles which are equiangular to one another are similar.

The proposition may be easily proved by the method of superposition,

thus—
Let ^^^ ABC, DEF, P
haveZ_A=Z.D, ^

Z.B= Z.E,

LO=L¥', / \ g/..„_-.\h
Then the ^^q shall be similar. t> p

Apply .:^ABC to DEF, with pt. A
on D and AB along DE, E F

Then, since LA= L D, AC must lie along DF.
Let G, H be the positions of the pts. B, C.

Join GH.

Then, since LG= LB= L E,

/. GHis II
toEF 1.28.

/. DG is to EG as DH is to HF vi.2.

.*.DG is to DE as DH is to DF Compo.

or DG is to DH as DE is to DF Altem.

i.e. AB is to AC as DE is to DF.

Similarly, by applying the .-^s with pt. B on E, or pt. C on F,
it may be shown that the sides about these L s are : :

is.

,*, the ^::ls are similar VI. def. i.

Q.E.D.

EXEECISES.

1. Show that the line joining the middle points of the sides of a triangle

is half the base.

2. The shadow of a stick 3 feet long is 5 feet when the shadow of a tower

is 40 yards ;
find the height of the tower.

3. In the figure of VI. 2, F is the middle point of BC, show that AF bisects

DE,
4. AB, CD are two parallel straight lines

;
E is the middle point of CD ;

AC and BE meet at F, and AE and BD at G : show that FG is

parallel to AB.
5. ABC is a triangle with angle ACB double of ABC ; the bisector of

angle ACB meets AB at D
; prove that AC is a mean proportional

between AD and AB.
6. The diagonals of a trapezium, two of whose sides are parallel and one of

these double the other, cut one another at a point of trisection.

7. In the figure of I. 43, show that GE, FH will meet, if produced, on CA
produced.
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PEOPOSITION Y. Theorem.

If the sides of two triangles about each of their angles, he propor-

tionals, the triangles shall he equiangular to one another, and shall

have those angles equal which are opposite to the homologous sides.

Let the .^^ ABC, DEF have their sides : :i«,

namely, AB to BC as DE to EF,
BC to AC as EF to DF,

andAB to AC as DE to DF;
Then shall -^ ABC be equiangr to ^^DBP.

D

At pt. E in EF, make ^FEG= ^ ABC.
At pt. F in EF, make L EFG= L ACB.

/. rems ^EGF=remg ^BAC 1.32.

i.e. .^^ABC is equiang'^ to .^GEF.
/. AB isto BC as GE is to EF 1.4.

ButAB isto BC as DE isto EF Hyp.

/. GE isto EF as DE isto EF v. ii.

/. GE=DE V.9.

Similarly it may be shown that GF=DF.
Hence in .^^ GEF, DEF,

(
GE=DE,

•.•
j
GF=DF,

V EF is com.

/. ^EGF=^EDF 1.8.

Similarly ^GEF=Z-DEF,
and ^GFE=z.DFE.

i.e. .^GEF is equiang^ to ^^ADEF,
But .=::^ABC is equiang'"tO ^r^GEF Above.

/. .^ABC is equiang'- to ^:XDEF.

Wherefore, if the sides &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

Tt follows from def. 1, that the ^^s are similar.

This proposition is the converse of Prop. 4.
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PROPOSITION VI. Theorem.

If two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the

other and the sides about the equal angles proportionals, the triangles

shall he equiangular to one another, and shall have those angles equal
which are opposite to the homologous sides.

Let .^s ABC, DEF have LABC= L DEF,
and let AB be to BC as DE to EF;

Then shall ^^ABC be equiangr to ^:^DEP.

D

Ef ^F

B C

G

At pt. E in EF make ^FEG= A ABC, or DEF.
At pt. F in EF make L EFG= L ACB.

.'. reniK ^ EGF=remK z. BAC 1.32.

i.e. .i^ABC is equiang'" to ^^G¥jF.

/. AB is to BC as GE is to EF vi. 4.

ButAB is to BC as DE is to EF Hyp.

.-. GE is to EF as DE is to EF v. 11.

.-. GE=DE V. 9.

Hence in ^^s GEF, DEF,
GE= DE
EF is com.

L GEF= L DEF.

/. .::^GEF=.-:^DEF in all respects i. 4.

But .-:::AABC is equiang^ to .i::AGEF Aboye.

.*. .^ABC is eqiiiang'- to .^^DEF.

Wherefore, if two triangles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

It follows from prop. 4, since the ^^\^ are equiangr to one another,
that their sides about their equal angles are proportionals, and consequently,
from def. 1, that the triangles are similar.

Props, 5 and 6 can, like prop. 4, be easily proved by superposition.
(310) P
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PEOPOSITION VII. Theorem.

If two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the

other, and the sides about two other angles 'proportionals; then, if each

of the remaining angles he either less, or not less, than a right angle,

or if one of them be a right angle, the triangles shall be equiangular
to 07ie another, and shall have those angles equal about which the sides

are propoi'tionals.

Let ^r^s ABC, DEF have L ABC= L DEF,
and let BA be to AC as ED to DF,
also, (i) let Z.s at C and F be either both acute or both obtuse;

or, (ii) let L at C be a rt. z. ;

Then shall -^ ABC be equiangr to ^^ DEF.

(i) For, if Z.BAC be not= Z.EDF, one must be the >.

If possible, suppose L BAC > L EDF.
At pt. D in ED make L^J)G= L BAC.
and let DG meet EF prod^ at G.

Then, since z.ABC=z_DEG Hyp.

and z.BAC=Z.EDG Constr.

.*. rems z.ACB=remg Z.DGE i. 32.

i.e. ^^ ABC is equiang"" to ^^ DEG.

/. BA is to AC as ED is to DG vi. 4.

ButBA is to AC as ED is to DF Hyp.

/.ED is to DG as ED is to DF v. 11.

.•.DG=DF V.9.

.-. ^DGF=^DFG 1.5.

But ^DGF=Z.ACB Above.

/. ^DFG=z_ACB.
But i_sDFE, DFG=twort. ^s 1. 13.

.*. 2_s DFE, ACB=two rt. Z.s,

which is impossible,

since they are, by hyp., either both <, or both >, a rt. z..
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Hence, L BAG is not unequal to L EDF,
i.e. L BAC= L EDF.
But ^ABC=z.DEF Hyp.

.*. remg z.ACB=rems ^DFE i. 32.

i.e. ^^ ABC is equiang"^ to .^ DEF.

(ii) Again, if the L at C be a rt. Z_ ,

then it may be shown, as in the preceding case,

that Z.S ACB, DFE together=two rt. Z.s.

and .*., in this case, Z_DFE must also be a rt. Z.,

and, consequently, ^:^ ABC be equiaug^ to ^^^ DEF.

Wherefore, if two triangles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTES.

From this proposition it is manifest that—
If two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the other,

and the sides, taken in order, about one other angle in each proportionals;

then the third angles are either equal, or supplementary; and that, in the first

case, the triangles are similar.

The enunciations of VI. 5 and VI. 7 are faulty:
—

In VI. 5 it should be stated that the sides must be taken in order about

the angles; and, in VI. 7, that, of the sides which are proportionals, those

which subtend the equal angles must be homologous.

EXERCISES.

1. A point D is taken within a triangle ABC; on EC, without the triangle,

is constructed a triangle BEC similar to BDA; prove that the triangle
DBE is similar to ABC.

2. The straight lines which join corresponding angular points of two
similar triangles whose homologous sides are parallel will, if produced,
meet in one point.

3. Distinguish between "an equiangular triangle" and "a triangle equi-

angular to another."

4. ABCD is a parallelogram; P,Q are points in a straight line parallel to

AB; PA and QB m^t at R, and PD, QC at S. Show that PvS is

parallel to AD.

6. In the sides AB, AC of a triangle ABC two points D, E are taken such

that BD=CE; DE, BC are produced to meet at F, show that AB :

AC : : EF : DF.

6. ABC is a common tangent to two circles whose centres are O, Q. ABC
meets OQ at A, and through A a secant is drawn cutting the circles;

prove that the radii to corresponding points of section are parallel.
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PROPOSITION VIII. Theorem.

In a right-angled triangle, if a perpendicular be drawn from the

right angle to the base, the triangles on each side of it are similar to

the whole triangle and to one another.

Let ABC be a rt.-angled .^^ having the rt. L at A, and let AD
be drawn ± to BC;
Then shall ^^s DBA, DAG be simr to ^^KQG and

to each other.
A

D C

For, in ^\^ DBA, ABC,
since rt. Z.BDA=rt. Z.BAC,

and Z. at B is com. :

,\ rem?? Z.DAB=rems Z.ACB 1.32.

i.e. .^riADBA is equiang^ to ^:::AABC,

.*. these .^rAs are sim'^ VI. 4.

In like manner it may be shown that

.i^s. DAC, ABC are equiang'^ to one another,
and /, sim"^.

Hence, since ^^^ DBA, DAC are each equiaug'^ to .^ABC,
.*. ..-::ADBA is equiang"^ to ..=::::\DAC.

.*. these -=^s are sim"^ vi. 4.

Wherefore, in a right-angled triangle &c. Q.E.D.

CoR.—From this prop, it is manifest

(i) that the J. from the rt. L to the hypot. is a

mean : :
^ between the seg*^ of the base.

For, since ^::\^ DBA, DAC aresim"'",

/. BD is to DA as DA is to DC
(ii) that each side is a mean : :

^ between the base

and the seg* of the base adj. to that side.

For, since ^^^ DBA, ABC are sim'^,

.*. BD is to BA as BA is to BC;
and, since ,-^As DAC, ABC are sim'",

- /.DC is to CA as CA is to CB.

def. 1.
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PROPOSITION IX. Problem.

From a given straight line to cut off any part required.

Let AB be the given st. line:

It is req*^ to cut offfrom it a certain aliquot part.

t

n

From A draw a st. line AC making any L with AB.
In AC take any pt. D.

From DC cut off, in succession, parts each=AD until

the whole AG contains AD as many times

as AB contains the req^ part.

Join GB.

Through D draw DH
||

to GB, meeting AB at H.

Then shall AH be the part reqd.

For, since DH and GB are
|| ,

/.AD is to DG as AH is to HB vi. 2.

/.AD is to AG as AH is to AB Compo.

But AG is a mult, of AD Constr.

/, AB is the same mult, of AH V. D.

i.e. AH is the req'^ part of AB.

Wherefore, f7^07n a given &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. The sides of a right-angled triangle are 3 and 4 inches
;

find (1) the length of the perpendicular to the hypotenuse,
*

(ii) the length of the segments of the hypotenuse.
2. Prove that the three sides and the perpendicular are four proportionals.

3. Prove that the segments of the base are to one another in the duplicate

ratio of the sides, assuming the theorem on p. 249.

4. The radius of a circle is a mean proportional between the segments into

which the part of any tangent intercepted by two other parallel tan-

gents, is divided at its point of contact.

5. Trisect a given straight line.

Indicate three other constructions by which this problem may be solved.

6. Given a line -|
of an inch long, draw a line 1 inch long.

7. Cut off from a triangle one-seventh of its area.
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PEOPOSITION X. Problem.

To divide a straight line similarly to a given divided straight line;

that is, into parts which shall have the same ratios to one another that

the parts of the given divided line have. _

Let AB, AC be the given st. lines,

AC being divided at D, E ;

It is req^ to divide AB similarly to AC.

Let AB, AC be so placed as D>^1^L

to contain any L .

Join BC.

Through D, E, draw DF, ^ jr q g
EG

II
to CB meeting AB in F, G.

Then AB shall be divided similarly to AC at pts. P, G.

Through D draw DHK
|i
to AB.

Then DG and HB are Os.
.-. DH=FG, and HK=GB 1.34.

But, since EH, CK are
|| ,

Constr.

.-. DH is to HK as DE is to EC vi. 2.

^.e. FG is to GB as DE is to EC Above.

Also, since DF, EG are
||

Constr.

.*. AF is to FG as AD is to DE vi. 2.

Hence, AF is to GB as AD is to EC... Ex. seq.

Wherefore, the given straight line &c. Q.E.F.

NOTE.

The following is an important special case of the problem.

To divide a given straight line into ttvo parts which shall be in a given ratio.

Let AB be the given st. line, and P to Q the given ratio.

From A draw any st. line AC. From AC cut off AD=P.
Case i : Internally;

From DC cut off DE=Q. Join EB.

Through D draw DF
||
to EB.

Case ii : Externally;

From DA cut off DE=Q. Join EB.

Through D draw DF
||
to EB,

meeting AB prod^ at F.

Then, in both cases, since EB, DF
are

|| ,
A

.*. AF is to FB as AD is to

as P is to
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PEOPOSITION XI. Problem.

To find a third proportiorial to two given straight lines.

Let A, B, be the two given st. lines.

It is req'^ to find a third : :^ to A and B.

O-

B-

C H JC E
Draw two st. lines CD, CE containing any L .

From CD cut off CF=A, FG=B.
From CE cut off CH=B.
Join FH.

Through G draw GK
||
to FH, meeting CE at K.

Then shall HK be the reqd third : :i.

For, since FH, GK are
||

Constr.

/.CF is to FG as CH is to HK vi. 2.

i.e., A is to B as B is to HK Constr.

Wherefore, has been found &c. Q.E.F.

PEOPOSITION XII. Problem.

To find a fourth proportional to three given straight lines.

Let A, B, L be the three given st lines
;

It is req^ to find a fourth : :^ to A, B, L.

B
L

C H K" E
Draw two st. lines CD, CE containing any L .

From CD ciit off CF=A, FG=B.
From CE cut off CH=L.
Join FH.

Through G draw GK |I to FH, meeting CE at K.

Then shall HK be the reqd fourth : :i.

For, since FH, GK are
||

Constr.

/. CF is to FG as CH is to HK VL 2.

i.e., A is to B as L is to HK Constr.

Wherefore, has been found &c. Q.E.F.
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PEOPOSITION XIII. Problem.

To find a mean proportional between two given straight lines.

Let AB, EC be the two given st. lines
;

It is required tofind a mean : :' between them.

Place AB, BC in a st. line.

On AC desc. a semicircle ADC.
From B draw BD at rt. Z_ s to AC.

Then BD shall be the reqd mean \'J.

Join AD, DC.

Then Z. ADC, in a semicircle, is a rt. L IIL 3i.

And, since DB is the ± from the rt. L to the base,

/. DB is a mean : :^ between AB, BC, the seg*^

of the base vi. 8, cor.

Wherefore, has been found &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. The perpendicular let fall from any point in the circumference of a circle

on any diameter is a mean proportional between the perpendiculars let

fall from the point on the tangents at the extremities of that diameter.

2. ABC is a triangle. At A a straight line AD is drawn, making the angle
CAD equal to CBA, and at C a straight line CD is drawn making the

angle ACD equal to BAC. Show that AD is a fourth proportional to

AB, BC, CA.

3. GAB is a triangle. Any straight line through O cuts AB at G, and a

parallel to OB, drawn through A, at X, and a parallel to OA, drawn

through B, at Y. Show that GO is a mean proportional between GX
and GY.

4. If two circles touch externally and also touch a straight line, the part of

the line intercepted between the points of contact is a mean propor-
tional between the diameters.

5. A, B, C are three points in a straight line: find a point P in the line such

that PB may be a mean proportional between PA and PC.
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PROPOSITION XIV. Theorem.

Equal 'parallelograms which have one angle of the one equal to one

angle of the other, have their sides about the equal angles reciprocally

proportional ; and, conversely, parallelograms which have one angle of
the one equal to one angle of the other, and their sides about the equal

angles reciprocally proportional, are equal to 07ie another.

Part I.—Let AC, OF be=Os, having ^BC.D=z.ECG;
Then shall BC be to CG as BO to CD.

Place the Os with their sides BC, CG in a st. line,

the /Z7s standing on opp. sides of it.

Then EC, CD are also in a st. line i. u.

Complete ODC
D

E F

Then, since OAC=OCF Hyp.

/. OAC is to ODO as OCF is to [JJ)Q v. r.

But OAC is to or>G as BC is to CG vi. i.

And OCF is to ODG as EC is to CD vi. i.

/, BC is to CG as EC is to CD v. ii.

Part IL—Let z.BCD=l.ECG,
and let BC be to CG as EC to CD;

Then shall OAC=OCF.
Place the Os with their sides BC, CG in a st. line,

and the Os on opp. sides of this line.

Then EC, CD are also in a st. line 1. 14.

Complete ODG.
Then BC is to CG as EC is to CD .Hyp.

But BC is to CG as OAC is to ODG vi. i.

and EC is to CD as OCF is to ODG v. i.

/.OAC is to ODG as OCF is to ODG v. ii.

.-. OAC=OCF V. 9.

Wherefore, equal parallelograms &c. Q.E.D.
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PEOPOSITION XV. Theorem.

Equal triangles which have one angle of the one equal to one angle

of the other, have their sides about the equal angles reciprocally pro-

portional; and, conversely, triangles which have one angle of the one

equal to one angle of the other, and their sides about the equal angles

reciprocally proportional, are equal to one another.

Part I.—Let ABC, CDE be=.=^s, having z_BCA=z.DCE;

Then shall BC be to CB as DC to CA.

Place the ..irris with

their sides BC, CE in

a St. line, and their

vertices A, D, on opp.
sides of this line.

Then DC, CA are

also a St. line 1. 14.

Join AE.

Then, since ^^ABC=^:2^CDE Hyp.

.-. ^^ABC is to .:::XACE as .^CDE is to .-^ACE ...v. r.

But ^^ABC is to ^^ACE as BC is to CE vi. i.

And .^CDE is to .^ACE as DC is to CA vi. i.

/.BC is to CE as DC is to CA v.ii.

Part II.—Let .^s ABC, CDE have L BCA= L DCE,
and let BC be to CE as DC to CA;

Then shall .-:^ABC=^^CDB.
Place the -^^s with their sides BC, CE in a st. line,

and their vertices A, D on opp. sides of this line.

Then DC, CA are also in a st. line i. u.

Join AE.

ThenBC is to CE as DC is to CA Hyp.

But BC is to CE as ^^ABC is to ^^ACE vi. i.

and DC is to CA as ^^CDE is to .^ACE vi. i.

/. ^^ABC is to ^:AACE as .^CDE is to .^ACE v. ii.

/. .^ABC=.^CDE V. 9.

Wherefore, equal triangles (&c. Q.E.D.
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NOTE.

Prop. 14 might have been combined with prop. 15, and the truth of the

prop, for parallelograms deduced from that for triangles, as in prop. 1.

Both props, have a second converse not dealt with by Euclid
;
the follow-

ing is a proof of this converse of prop. 16.

JEqual triangles ivhich have the sides about a pair of angles reciprocally

proportional, have that pair of angles either equals or supplementary.

Let ABC, DOE be=.^s ^

having BC to CE as DC to CA. ^ u^ p
Then shall (i) either Z.ACB=/-DCB, or ^

(ii) La ACE, DCB=two rt. Ls.

Place the ^:::As with BC, CE in a st. line j)

and their vertices on opp. sides of this line, A
Then (i.) if DC, CA are in a st. line

^,^<-^ \r g
Z.ACB=Z.DCE 1.15. B 7t

But (ii.) if not, produce AC to F,

make Cr=CD, and join EF, DF. ^f F

Then, since BC is to CE as DC is to CA Hyp.

/.BO is to CE as OF is to CA Above.

AlsoZ.rCE=^ACB 1.15.

: , ^^^GK=.^^ABG VI. 15.

But ^^DCE=.-:::\ABC Hyp.

/. .^FCE=^^DCE.
/. DFis

II
to BE 1.39.

/. Z.ACB=Z.CFD 1.29.

= ^CDF 1.6.

/.Z-s ACB, DCE=^CDF, DOE,
=two rt. L s I. 29.

Q.E.D.

EXEECISES.
1. In the figure of VI. 15, prove that the triangles BCD, ACE are similar.

2. If, in the figure of VI. 15, BA, DE are produced and meet at F, then OF
will when produced bisect BD.

3. If from the ends A, B, of the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle, per-

pendiculars AE, BD be drawn meeting BC, AC produced at E, D,
then triangle ACB is equal to triangle ECD.

4. Construct an isosceles triangle, the area and vertical angle being given.

5. P is any point on the side AC of the triangle ABC ; CQ is parallel to

BP and meets AB produced at Q ; AN, AM are mean proportionals

between AB, AQ and AC, AP. Prove that the triangles ANM, ABC
are equal.
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PEOPOSITION XVI. Theorem.

If four straight lines he proportionals, the rectangle contained by
the extremes is equal to the rectangle contained hy the means; and,

conversely, if the rectangle contained hy the extremes he equal to the

rectangle contained hy the means, the four straight lines are propor-
tionals.

Part I.—Let the four st. lines AB, CD, EF, GH be : \^\

so that AB is to CD as EF to GH;
Then shall rect. AB. GH=rect. CD, EP.

L

H

A B C

Draw AK, CL at rt. ^ s to AB, CD.
Cut off AK=GH, and CL=EF.
Complete the rectangles KB, LD.

Then, since AB is to CD as EF is to GH Hyp.

.'. AB is to CD as CL is to AK v. 7.

i.e. the sides about the = Z. s at A and C of

the Os KB, LD are reciprocally : :^,

.-. O KB=OLD VI. 14.

i.e. rect. AB, AK=rect. CD, CL ii. def. i.

.', rect. AB, GH=rect. CD, EF Above.

Part II.—Let rect. AB, GH=rect. CD, EF;

Then shall AB be to CD as EP to GH.
Draw AK, CL at rt. z_s to AB, CD.
Cut off AK=GH, and CL=EF.
Complete the rectangles KB, LD.

Then, since rect. AB, GH=rect. CD, EF Hyp.

/. rect. AB, AK=rect. CD, CL Above.

i.e. EJ KB=ZI7 LD.

.*. the sides about the = z. s at A, C are reciprocally : : ^,

or, AB is to CD as CL is to AK vi. u.

^.e. AB is to CD as EF is to GH v. 7.

Wherefore, iffour straight lines Q.E.D.
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PEOPOSITION XVII. Theorem.

If three straight lines he proportionals, the rectangle contained hy
the extremes is equal to the square on the mean; and, conversely/, if

the rectangle contained hy the extremes he equal to the square on the

mean, the three straight lines are proportioivxls.

Part I.—Let the three st. lines AB, CD, EF be : '}^,

so that AB is to CD as CD to EF;

Then shall rect. AB, BF=sq. on CD.

C D

G H
Draw GH=CD.

Then, since AB is to CD as CD is to EF Hyp.

/. AB is to CD as GH is to EF v. 7.

/. rect. AB, EF=rect. CD, GH vi. i6.

=rect. CD, CD Above.

=sq. on CD.

Part II.—Let rect. AB, EF=sq. on CD,

Then shall AB be to CD as CD to EF.
Draw GH=CD.

Then, since rect. AB, EF=sq. on CD Hyp.

=rect. CD, GH Above.

/. AB is to CD as GH is to EF vi. le.

orAB is to CD as CD is to EF v. 7.

Wherefore, if three straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.
VI, 17 is merely one special case of VI. 16, that in which the two means

are equal.
EXERCISES.

1. If the perpendicular from the right angle in a right-angled triangle

divide the hypotenuse so that one of its segments is equal to one of the

sides of the triangle, the hypotenuse is divided in medial section.

2. ABCD is a parallelogram ; from B a straight line is drawn cutting the

diagonal AC at F, the side DC at G, and the side AD produced at E;
show that the rectangle EF, FG is equal to the square on BF.
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PKOPOSITION XVIII. Problem.

On a given straight line to describe a rectilineal figure similar and
similarly situated to a given rectilineal figure.

Let AB be the given st. line and CDEFG the given fig.

It is req^ to desc. on AB a fig. simT and similarly situated to

CDEFG.

K

H^ \ / q^ C D
A ^B

Join FD, GD.
At pt. A in AB make Z-BAH= Z.DCG.
At pt. B in AB make A.ABH= ^CDG.

/. rems z.AHB=rems Z-CGD 1.32.

and .i^ HAB is equiang'" to ^^ GCD.

At pt. H in HB make L BHK= L DGF.
At pt. B in HB make LHBK= L GDF.

.'. rem"? z.HKB=rem& Z.GFD l 32.

and ^^ KHB is equiang^ to ^^ FGD.

At pt. K in KB make LBKL= L DFE.
At pt. B in KB make iLKBL=z.FDE.

.*. rems z.KLB=reme /.FED l 32.

and .^^ LKB is equiang'^ to ..^ EFB.

Let all these Z. s be drawn towards the same parts as the

corresponding z. s in the given fig.

Then shaU fig. ABLKH be simr and similarly
situated to CDEFG.

For, since Z_AHB= z.CGD )

and Z.BHK=z.DGF 1

'^^^*'^-

/. whole z.AHK= whole Z_CGF.
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Similarly, LHKL= L GFE,
andz.LBA=^EDC.

Hence, fig. ABLKH is equiang^ to CDEFG.

Again, since each pair of ^^::\^ in the fig. are

respectively equiang"^ to one another,

.-. AB is to AH as CD is to CG vi. 4.

i.e. the sides about theZ.s at A, C are : :K

Also AH is to BH as CG is to DG vi. 4.

and BH is to KH as DG is to FG vi. 4.

/.AH is to KH as CG is to FG Ex. *q.

i.e. the sides about the z.s at H, G are : :K

Similarly the sides about the Z.s at K, F, and L, E, are : :^^

Lastly, since LB is to KB as ED is to FD vi. 4.

and KB is to HB as FD is to GD vi. 4.

/.LB is to HB as ED is to GD Ex. seq.

ButHB is to AB as GD is to CD vi. 4.

.'.LB is to AB as ED is to CD Ex. »q.

i.e. the sides about the Z.s at B, D, are : :^^

.-. fig. ABLKH is sim"^ to CDEFG.

Wherefore, on the given straight line &c. Q.E.F.

NOTE.

The problem has been solved for the case of a five -sided figure; this

includes the case of a triangle or quadrilateral, and might, obviously, be

extended for a figure of six, or any number of sides.

EXERCISES.

1. If HL, GE be joined, prove that the triangles KHL, FGE are similar.

2. On a given straight line AB, describe a quadrilateral similar but oppositely
situated to the given quadrilateral CDEF.

3. In the figure of VI. 18, AB, CD, being parallel, prove that HG, KF, LC,
if joined and produced, meet in one point.

4. If the middle points of adjacent sides of the figures ABLKH, CDEFG
be joined, the figures so formed are similar.
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PROPOSITION XIX. Theorem.

Similar triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio of their

homologou& sides.

Let ABC, DEF be sim'^ .-:As, having Z. B= z. E
and sides BC, EF homologous :

Then shall .=^ABC be to ^^rriDBP in the dup. ratio
of BC to BF.

^^ ^ iC Y.'^ *F

EVom BC cut off BG a third : :i to BC and EF vi. ii.

Join AG.

Then, since ..^^KBC, DEF are sim'" Hyp.

/.AB is to BC as DE is to EF vi. def. i.

or, AB is to DE as BC is to EF Aitem.

But BC is to EF as EF is to BG Constr.

/. AB is to DE as EF is to BG v. ii.

i.e., the sides about the = Z_ s at B, E,
of .i::::\sABG, DEF, are reciprocally :

•.\

/. ^^ABG=^::^DEF VI. 15.

Again, since BC is to EF as EF is to BG Constr.

/. BC is to BG in the dup. ratio of BC to EF v. def. lo.

But .-:xABC is to .^ABG as BC is to BG vi. i.

/. ^r^ABC is to ^^ABG in the dup. ratio of BC to EF v. ii.

/. .^ABC is to .-^DEF in the dup. ratio of BC to EF v. 7.

Wherefore, similar triangles &c. Q.E.D.

CoR. From this it is manifest that, if three st. lines be : :^^, as the

first is to the third, so is any ^^ desc*^ on the first to a sim'', and

similarly desc*^ ..^^ on the second.
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NOTE.

Prop. 19 is of great importance.

The following theorem will be required for some of the exercises.

If two ratios are equal, their duplicates are also equal.

Let A, B, C, D be : :^% such that A is to B as C is to D
;

Then shall the dup, ratio of A to B=dup. ratio of C to D.

To A, B, take a third : A M, and to C, D, a third : -J N vi. u.

Then, A is to B as B is to M. Constr.

and C is to D as D is to N Constr.

But A is to B as C is to D Hyp.

/. B isto M as D is to N V. ii.

Hence, A isto M as C isto N Ex seq.

But, since A, B, M, are in cont<* prop^,

,\ A is to M in dup. ratio of A to B V. def. lo.

and, since C, D, N, are in cont^ prop*^,

.*. C is to N in dup. ratio of C to D V. def. lO.

,', the dup. ratio of A to B=the dup. ratio of C to D.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. State and prove the converse of the theorem given above.

2. Prove that similar triangles are to one another in the duplicate ratio of

(i) their altitudes;

(ii) their corresponding medians;

(iii) the radii of their inscribed circles;

(iv) the radii of their circumscribed circles.

3. ABC is a triangle with angle A greater than B : if D be taken in BC
such that angle CAD=B, then CD : CB in the duplicate ratio of

AD to AB.

4. Any two equilateral triangles, described on the sides of an acute-angled

triangle, are together greater than the third.

5. ABC is a given triangle: construct a similar triangle of double the area.

6. ABC is a triangle, AB is produced to E, AD is a line meeting BC in

D, BF is parallel to ED and meets AD in F; determine a triangle

similar to ABC and equal to AEF.

7. ABC is a triangle inscribed in a circle, AD, AE, are drawn parallel to

the tangents at B, C, to meet the base in D, E. Prove that BD is

to CE in the duplicate ratio of AB to AC.

( 310 ) Q
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PEOPOSITION XX. Theorem.

Similar polygons may he divided into the same number of similar

triangles, having the same ratio to one another that the polygons have;
and the polygons are to one another in the duplicate ratio of their

homologous sides.

Let ABODE, FGHKL, be sim>- polygons, with the side AB
homologous to FG.

Join AC, AD, FH, FK.

Then shall (i) the polyg-ons be divided into the same
number of simr -^r^s

;

(ii) each pair of .-r^s have the same ratio to
one another that the polygons have;

(iii) polygon ABODE be to polygon FGHKL
in the dup. ratio of AB to FG.
A

^i^
=

^^ jj. .^

(1) For, since polygon ABCDE is sim'^ to polygon FGHKL...Hyp.
/.^ABC=^FGH, )

^,^^,^
and AB is to BC as FG is to GH )

:, .^r^ABC is sim^ to .-::\FGH Ti. 6.

/. z.BCA=^GHF vi.def.i.

But z.BCD=^GHK Hyp.

.*. rem« 2LACD=remg Z.FHK.

And, since .^^AABC is sim^ to .-rrxFGH Above.

/.AC is to BC as FH is to GH vi. def. i.

But BC is to CD as GH is to HK Hyp.

/.AC is to CD as FH is to HK Ex^q.

i.e. sides about= L s ACD, FHK, of -^s ACD, FHK are : :«,

/. .:ilACD is sim-^ to .-^iFHK vi.6.

Similarly, it may be shown that

.r^ADE is sim'- to .^r^FKL.

(ii) Again, since ^^ABC is sim^ to ^AFGH Above.

.'. ^^ABC is to .^r^FGH in the dup. ratio of AC to FH...V1. 19.
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And, since ..^^ACD is sim"" to -^^FHK Above.

.*. ^^ACD is to .^FHK in the dup. ratio of AC to FH...VI. 19.

/. .-^ABC is to .^FGH as .-rr^ACD is to .-riFHK v. ii.

Similarly, it may be shown that

.^ACD is to ^:::?iFHK as .^^ADE is to .^FKL.

Hence, -^^ABC is to ..^FGH as sum of ..^^ris ABC,
ACD, ADE is to sum of .^s FGH, FHK, FKL V. 12.

le., .^ABC is to .^FGH as fig. ABCDE is to fig. FGHKL.

(iii) Also, since ^^ABC is sim'^ to ^^FGH Above.

/. ^^ABC is to ^^FGH in the dup. ratio of AB to FG...VI. 19.

Hence, polygon ABCDE is to polygon FGHKL
in the dup. ratio of AB to FG...V. 11.

Wherefore, similar polygons &c. Q.E.D,

CoR. To AB, FG let a third : -.^ MN be taken.

Then AB is to MN in the dup. ratio of AB to FG V. def. 10.

But, any polygon on AB is to the sim'^ and similarly

desc*^ fig. on FG in the dup. ratio of AB to FG Above.

.*. AB is to MN as fig. on AB is to fig. on FG v. 11.

i.e., If three st. lines he : ;% as the first is to the third, so is the rect^

fig. desC^ on the first to a sim/" and similarly desc^ fig. on the second.

NOTES.

By the help of this proposition it can be shown that

(1) Similar triangles are to one another as the squares on their corre-

sponding sides. A
-T)

For, let ABC, DEF be

simr ..^s and on BC, EF
letsqs. BG, EH be descd.

Then, ^^ABC is to .^DEF in the dup. ratio of BC to EF VI. 19.

Also, since the sqs. are sim^ figs,,

.*. sq. BG is to sq. EH in the dup. ratio of BC to EF VI. 20.

/. .^XABC is to ^r^DEF as sq. on BC is to sq. on EF V. 11.

In the same way it may be shown that

(ii) Similar polygons are to one another in the ratio of the squares on their

corresponding sides.

Also, since ..^ABO is to .^DEF in the dup. ratio of BC to EF,
and ^:^ABC is to.=^DEF as sq. on BC is to sq. on EF, it follows that

(iii) The duplicate ratio of BC to EF is the same as the ratio of the squares

on BC and EF. (See note on page 219.)

D
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PROPOSITION XXL Theorem.

Rectilineal figures which are similar to the same rectilineal figure,

are also similar to each other.

Let each of the rect^ figs. A and B be sim^ to the rect^ fig. C.

Then shall A be simr to B.

/h
For, since A is sim^ to C Hyp.

/, A is equiang. to C,

and the sides about their= L s are : :
^^ VI. def. i.

And, since B is sim'^ to C Hyp.

.*. B is equiang. to C,

and the sides about their= L s are : :

^^ vi. def. i.

Hence, A is equiang. to B,

and the sides about their= Z_s are : :^^ v. ii.

/. A is sim^" to B VI. def. i.

Wherefore, rectilineal figures &c. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION XXII. Theorem.

Iffour straight lines be proportionals, the similar rectilineal figures

similarly described on them shall also be proportionals; and, con-

versely, if the similar rectilineal figures similarly described on four

straight lines be proportionals, those straight lines shall be propor-
tionals.

Part I.—Let AB, CD, EF, GH be four st. lines, such

that AB is to CD as EF is to GH,
and on AB, CD, let the sim'' rect^ figs. KAB, LCD,
be similarly desc*^,

and on EF, GH, let the sim^ rect^ figs. MF, NH,
be similarly desc^.

Then shall fig. KAB be to fig. LCD as fig. MP
to fig. NH.

To AB and CD find a third : :i X, and

to EF and GH find a third : :^ Y ....vi. n.
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B C^ ^D

M. n R

Y
F G H

Q

. Coustr.
Then, since AB is to CD as CD is to X

and EF is to GH as GH is to Y
Also, AB is to CD as EF is to GH Hyp.

.-.CD is to X as GH is to Y v. ii.

Hence, AB is to X as EF is to Y Exteq.

But AB is to X as fig. KAB is to fig. LCD )

^^ ^o cor
and EF is to Y as fig. MF is to fig. NH )

/. fig. KAB is to fig. LCD as fig. MF is to fig. NH....V. ii.

Part II.—Let fig. KAB be to fig. LCD as fig. MF is to fig. NH.

Then shall AB be to CD as EF to GH.
To AB, CD, EF find a fourth : :^ PQ vi. 12.

On PQ desc. a fig. RQ sini'^ and similarly situated to

MF, or NH vi. is.

Then, since AB is to CD as EF is to PQ Constr.

.-. fig. KAB is to fig. LCD as fig. MF is to fig. RQ...Part 1.

But
fig.

KAB is to fig. LCD as fig. MF is to fig. NH..Hyp.

/. fig. RQ= fig. NH V. 9.

and RQ, NH are sim'^ figs, similarly situated,

.-. PQ = GH.*
But AB is to CD as EF is to PQ Constr.

.-. AB is to CD as EF is to GH v. r.

Wherefore, iffour straight lines &c. Q.E.D,

NOTE.
*In this prop. Euclid assumes that—
Equal, similar and similarly described rectilineal figures have their homo-

logous sides equal.

This is easily proved; for, by prop. 20, the figures are to one another in

the dup. ratio of their homologous sides;

that is, in the ratio of the squares on their homologous sides VI. 20, note,

and, if the squares on them are equal, the sides are themselves equal.
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PEOPOSITION XXIII. Theorem.

Parallelograms which are equiangular to one another have to one

another the ratio tohich is compounded of the ratios of their sides.

Let OAC be equiang. to OCF, having ^BCD=z.ECG.
Then shall OAC be to OOP in the ratio com-

pounded of the ratios of their sides.

A D

/
B n—/G

E" T

Let the Os be so placed that BC, CG are in a st. line

and the Os on opp. sides of this line.

.*. DC, CE are in a st. line 1. 14.

Complete ODC.
Take any st. line K.
To BC, CG, and K find a fourth : :i L VI. 12.

To DC, CE, and L find a fourth : :^ M VI. 12.

Then BC is to CG as K is to L
and DC is to CE as L is to Mi

But K is to M in the ratio compounded of

the ratios of K to L, and L to M v. def. 11.

.'. K is to M in the ratio compounded of

the ratios of BC to CG, and DC to CE.

But OAC is to ODG as BC is to CG vi. 1.

as K is to L Constr.

and ODG is to OCF as DC is to CE vi. 1.

as L is to M Constr.

.*. OAC is to OCF as K is to M Exjeq.

.*. OAC is to OCF in the ratio compounded of

the ratios of BC to CG, and DC to CE ...Above.

'Vlh&YQioYe, parallelograms kc. Q.E.D.
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PEOPOSITION XXIV. Theorem.

Parallelograms about the diameter of any parallelogram are similar

to the whole parallelogram and to one anoth&r.

LetABCD be a O^ AC a diam., and EG, HK, Os about the diam.

Then shall Os EG, HK, be simr to OABCD,
and to one another.

B H ^

For, since DC is
1|
to GF Hyp.

/. aADC=Z.AGF 1.29.

and, since BC is
|| to EF Hyp.

/. z.ABC=aAEF I. 29.

also, /.BCD, and Z.EFG, are each=/.BAD 1.34.

/. ^BCD=z.EFG.
Hence OABCD is equiang. to OAEFG.

Again, in .^s ABC, AEF,
since Z-ABC=Z.AEF Above.

and L BAC is com.

.'. -.^ABC is equiang. to ^rr^AEF 1.32.

.'. AB is to BC as AE is to EF vi. 4.

But BC=AD, and EF=AG 1.34.

Hence, AB is to AD as AE is to AG v. 7.

Also DC=AB, and GF=AE 1.34.

Hence, DC is to BC as GF is to EF
^ ^ ^

and DC is to AD as GF is to AG f

i.e. sides about = Z-S of Os ABCD, AEFG are : :^
/. OABCD is sim'^ to OAEFG vi. def.

In the same way it may be shown that

OABCD is sim' to OFHCK.
/. OAEFG is sim'' to OFHCK vi. 21.

Wherefore, parallelograms &c. Q.E.D.
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PEOPOSITION XXV. Problem.

To describe a rectilineal figure which shall be similar to one, and

equal to another given rectilineal figure.

Let ABCD be one, and E the other, given rect^ fig.

It is req'^ to desc. a rect'' fig. sim^ to ABCD and = E.

A
"^

-

b4 ^c ^K E

L' ^M
F' G ^H

To BC apply a OBFGC=fig. ABCD.
To GC apply a OCGHK=fig. E, having z.GCK= ^FBC.

Then BC and CK are in one st. line )

and FG and GH are in one st. line )

Between BC and CK find a mean : -.^ LM vi. 13.

On LM desc. a rect^ fig. NM sim^ and similarly
situated to fig. ABCD VI. 18.

Then NM shall be the fig. reqd.

For, since BC is to LM as LM is to CK Constr.

/. B C is to CK as fig. AC is to fig. NM VI. 20, cor.

ButBC is to CK as OBG is to £JCH VL 1.

.-.fig. AC is to fig. NM as OBG is to OCH v. 11.

But fig. AC =OBG Constr.

/. fig. NM=OCH V.9.

=fig. E Constr.

And fig. NM is also sim^ to fig. AC Constr.

Wherefore, has been described &c.
-

Q.E.F,

NOTE.

This prop., inserted as it is between VI. 24 and its converse VI. 26,

appears somewhat out of place; it might well have followed prop. 26.

It may be thus enunciated:—
To make a rectilineal figure having the size of one, and the shape of

another, given rectilineal figure.
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PEOPOSITION XXVI. Theorem.

If two similar parallelograms have a common angle, and he simi-

larly situated, they are about the same diameter.

Let the Os ABCD, AEFG be sim'^ and similarly situated, and

have the com. L BAD.

Then shall Os ABCD, ABPG, be about the same diam.

B* *C

Join AC.

Then, if the diam. AC of OABCD do not pass through F,

let it, if possible, cut FG, or FG prod<i, at H.

Through H draw HK
|1
to AD, or BC, and meeting AB at K.

Then, since Os ABCD, AKHG are about the same diam.

/. OABCD is sim^ to OAKHG vi. 24.

/. BA is to AD as KA is to AG vi.def.i.

But, since OABCD is sim'^ to OAEFG Hyp.

/. BA is to AD as EA is to AG vi.def.i.

Hence KA is to AG as EA is to AG v. ii.

/. KA=EA V.9.

which is absurd Ax. 9.

,', AC cannot pass otherwise than through F;

i.e. Os ABCD, AEFG are about the same diam.

Wherefore, if two similar &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

Propositions 27, 28, 29 are of no importance, and their proofs have there-

fore, in accordance with almost universal custom, been omitted. Their

enunciations are the following:
—

Prop. 27.—Of all parallelograms applied to the same straight line, and

deficient by parallelograms, similar and similarly situated to that which is

described upon the half of the line; that which is applied to the half, and is

similar to its defect, is the greatest.
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NOTE.

Prop. 28.—To a given straight line to apply a parallelogram equal to a

given rectilineal figure, and deficient by a parallelogram similar to a given

parallelogram; but the given rectilineal figure to which the parallelogram

to be applied is to be equal, must not be greater than the parallelogram

applied to half of the given line, having its defect similar to the defect of

that which is to be applied ; that is, to the given parallelogram.

Prop. 29.—To a given straight line to apply a parallelogram equal to a

given rectilineal figure, exceeding by a parallelogram similar to another

given.

PEOPOSITION XXX. Problem.

To cut a given straight line in extreme and mean ratio.

Let AB be the given st. line.

It is req^ to divide it in extreme and mean ratio.

A B
I I I

C

Divide AB at pt. C so that rect. AB, BC=sq. on AC n. n.

Then shall C be the pt. reqd.

For, since rect. AB, BC=sq. on AC Constr.

.-.AB is to AC as AC is to BC vl 17.

Wherefore, the given straight line &c. Q.E.F.

NOTE.

To divide a line in extreme and mean ratio is equivalent to dividing it

in medial section.

EXERCISES.

1. If a semicircle be described on AB, and CD be drawn at right angles to

AC and meeting the circumference at D, then will AC be equal to

BD.
2. Any two intersecting diagonals of a regular pentagon cut one another in

extreme and mean ratio.

3. If the radius of a circle be cut in extreme and mean ratio, the greater

segment will be equal to a side of a regular decagon inscribed in the

circle.

4. Construct a quadrilateral similar to a given quadrilateral, but one-third

of its area.

5. Construct a regular pentagon equal in area to a given regular hexagon.
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PROPOSITION XXXI. Theorem.

In any right-angled triangle, any rectilineal figure described on the

side subtending the right angle is equal to the similar and similarly

described figures on the sides containing the right angle.

Let ABC be a rt. ^<i .^^, having the rt. L at A, and having sim^

rect^ figs, similarly desc^ on its sides.

Then shall fig. on BO = sum of simr and similarly
descd figs, on BA and AC,

From A draw AD ± to BC.

Then, since AD is the ± from the rt. L on the hypot.,

/. .^::iABC is sim'^ to .^ABD VI. 8.

/. BC is to BA as BA is to BD vi. def. i.

/. BC is to BD as fig. on BC is to sim^ fig. on BA...Vl.20.cor.

Hence BD is to BC as fig. on BA is to sim"" fig. on BC... invert.

Similarly, it may be shown that

CD is to BC as fig. on AC is to fig. on BC.

Hence, sum of BD, CD is to BC
as sum of figs, on BA, AC is to fig. on BC. . .V. 24.

But, sum of BD, CD = BC.

/. sum of figs, on BA, AC = fig. on BC.

Wherefore, in any right-angled triangle &c. Q.E.D.

NOTES.
This important prop, is an extension of prop. 47 of Book I. It might

be stated thus :
—

In any right-angled triangle^ the polygon described on the hypotenuse is

equal to the sum of the similar and similarly described polygons on the

other two sides.

Prop. 32 is omitted for reasons similar to those stated in the note on

props. 27, 28, 29. The enunciation is as follows :
—

If two triangles which have two sides of the one proportional to two sides

of the other, be joined at one angle so as to have their homologous sides

parallel to one another, the remaining sides shall be in a straight line. .
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PEOPOSITION XXXIII. Theorem.

In equal circles, angles, whether at the centres or at the circumfer-

ences, have the same ratio which the arcs on which they stand have to

one another; so also have the sectors.

Let ABC, DEF be=0s ;
let BOC, EQF be Z. s at their cents. O, Q ;

and BAG, EDF Z.s at their Qces.

Then shall (i) lBOC be to Z.EQP as arc BC to arc BP;
(ii) lBAC be to Z.BDP as arc BC to arc BP;

(iii) sect. OBC be to sect. QBP as arc BC to arc BP.

c
F

Frora the Qce ABC cut off any no. of arcs CG, GH, each=BG.
From the Qce DEF cut off any no. of arcs FK, KL, LM, each=EF.
Join OG, OH, QK, QL, QM.

Then, (i) since arcs BC, CG, GH are all equal,

.-. Ls BOC, COG, GOH are all equal in. 27.

/. Z.BOH is the same mult, of Z.BOC that arc BH is of BC.

Similarly, it may be shown that

L EQM is the same mult, of L EQF that arc EM is of EF.

Hence, L BOH, arc BH, are equimults. of L BOC, arc BC,
the first and third,

and L EQM, arc EM, are equimults. of L EQF, arc EF,
the second and fourth,

of the four mags. ^BOC, Z.EQF, arc BC, arc EF;

also, if arc BH=arc EM, z.BOH= ^EQM III. 27.

if arc BH> arc EM, ^BOH> ^EQM,)
if arc BH<arc EM, Z.BOH< ^EQM./"^-

^^' ^"*'-

.'. A. BOC is to Z.EQF as arc BC is to arc EF v def. 5.

And, (ii) since L BOC is double of L BAC
and ^EQF double of ^EDF ' "^' ^^'

Z.BAC is to Z.EDF as arc BC is to arc EF V. is.
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Again, (iii) Join BC, CG.

In arcs BC, CG, take any pts. K, S.

Join BR, EC, CS, SG.

Then, in .^s OBC, OCG,
r OB=OG Radii.

*/^0C is com,:

l.Z.BOC=Z.COG Above.

/. BC=CG,
I 1 4

and ^OBC=^OCG, )

Now, since arc BC=arc CG Constr.

and the whole Qces are equal Hyp.

/. rems arc BAC=rems arc CAG Ax. 3.

/. Z-BRC=Z.CSG III. 27.

Hence, seg* BRC is sim'^ to seg* CSG in. def. ii.

and they are on equal st. lines BC, CG Above.

.-. segt BRC=seg*CSG iii. 24.

But .^OBC=.^OCG Above.

.-. sect. OBC=sect. OCG Ax. 2.

Similarly it may be shown that

sect. OGH=sect. OBC, or OCG
;

and that sects. QEF, QFK, QKL, QLM are all equal.

/. sect. OBH is the same mult, of sect. OBC that arc BH is of BC,
and sect. QEM is the same mult, of sect. QEF that arc EM is of EF.

Hence, sect. BOH, arc BH, are equimults. of sect. BOC, arc BC,
the first and third,

and sect. EQM, arc EM, are equimults. of sect. QEF, arc EF,
the second and fourth,

of the four mags. sect. OBC, sect. QEF, arc BC, arc EF
;

also, if arc BH=arc EM, sect. OBH=sect. QEM,
if arc BH>arc EM, sect. OBH> sect. QEM,
if arc BH<arc EM. sect. OBH< sect. QEM.

/. sect. OBC is tp sect. QEF as arc BC is to arc EF v. def. 5.

Wherefore, in equal circles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

In this proposition Euclid appears to have set aside any restriction as to

the size of an angle being limited by two right angles; for the angle BOH
may be any multiple of the angle BOC.

This prop, depends on none of the preceding props, of Bk. VI., and so

might have been placed anywhere in the book.
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PROPOSITION B. Theorem.

If the vertical angle of a triangle he bisected by a straight line which

likewise cuts the base, the rectangle contained by the sides of the tri-

angle is equal to the rectangle contained by the segments of the base,

together vnth the square on the straight line which bisects the angle.

Let ABC be a .^^, with Z.BAC bisected by AD.

Then shall rect. BA, AC=rect. BD, DC with sq. on AD.
A

E
Desc. a about .^ABC IV. 5.

Prod. AD to meet the Qce in E.

Join EC.

Then, since z.BAD=z.EAC Hyp.

and z.ABD=/_AEC in same seg* III. 21.

/. .^ABD is equiang'^ to ^\AEC 1.32.

/, BA is to AD as EA is to AC vi.4.

/. rect. BA, AC=rect. EA, AD vi. 16.

=rect. ED, DA, with sq. on AD II. 3.

=rect. BD, DC, with sq. on AD III. 35.

Wherefore, if the vertical angle &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

Props. B, C, T> were inserted by Simson.

EXERCISES.
1. State and prove the converse of Prop. B.

2. Prove that, if the exterior angle at A be bisected by AD meeting the

base produced at D, then rect. AB, AC = rect. BD, DC - AD^.

3. Prove that in equal circles equal sectors stand on equal arcs.

4. Prove, what is assumed in Prop. 33, that

(i) in equal circles the greater angle stands upon the greater arc.

(ii) in equal circles the greater sector stands upon the greater arc.



PROPS. B, C.

PEOPOSITION C. Theorem.

If from the vertical angle of a triangle a straight line he drawn

perpendicular to the base, the rectangle contained by the sides of the

triangle is equal to the rectangle contained by the perpendicular and
the diameter of the circle described about the triangle.

Let ABC be a .^^, with AD ± to BC.

Then shall rect. BA, AC = rect. contd by AD and
the dianar of the desc^ about the ^^.

E

Desc. a about -,^ABC iv. 5.

Draw diam^ AE.
Join EC.

Then, Z.ECA in a semicircle is a rt. Z. III. 31.

And, since rt. z.BDA=rt. z_ECA,
and LABD= z_ AEC in same seg* ill. 21.

/. ^i^AABD is equiang^ to ^::AAEC I. 32.

/. BA is to AD as EA is to AC vi. 4.

/. rect. BA, AC=rect. EA, AD vi. 16.

"Wherefore, iffrom the vertical &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. State and prove the converse of prop. C.

2. If AB and AC are equal, what form does the proposition assume?

3. Construct a triangle having given the base, the radius of the circum-

scribed circle, and the rectangle contained by the sides.
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PROPOSITION D. Theorem.-

The rectangle contained hy the diagonals of a quadrilateral figure
inscribed in a circle is equal to both the rectangles contained bj/ its

opposite sides.

Let ABCD be a quad^ insc^ in a 0, and let AC, BD be its diags.

Then shall rect. BD, OA=sum of rects. AB, CD
and BO, DA.

At A in BA make L BAE= l DAC, and let AE meet BD at E.

Then, since ^BAE=2_DAC Constr.

Add L EAC to each.

/. ^BAC=^EAD.
But z. BCA= L EDA in same seg*

Hence, .^^ABC is equiang"^ to ^^AW) ..

/. BC is to CA as ED is to DA.,

/. rect. BC, DA=rect. ED, CA...

Again, since Z.BAE=z.DAC
and Z.ABE=z.ACD in same

,'. .i::^ABE is equiang'^ to ^:::\ACD .....

. /. AB is to BE as AC is to CD..,

/. rect. AB, CD=rect. BE, CA....

But rect. BC, DA=rect. ED, CA ..

/. sum of rects. AB, CD and BC, DA
=sum of rects. BE, CA and ED, CA.

=rect. BD, CA ii. i.

Wherefore, the rectangle contained &c. Q.E.D.

seg

..III. 21.

..I. 32.

..VI. 4.

..VI. 16.

..Constr.

..III. 21.

..T. 32.

..VI. 4.

..VI. 16.

. .Above.
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NOTES.

The important proposition D is sometimes referred to as "Ptolemy's

Theorem," as it occurs in his work on Astronomy. (Ptolemy lived at

Alexandria about a.d. 70.) It is the special case of the following theorem—
The rectangle contained by the diagonals of any quadrilateral is less than

the sum of the rectangles contained by its opposite sides, unless the quadri-

lateral can be inscribed in a circle.

Let ABCD be a quad^ which cannot be insc^ in a 0,
i.e. having Z_ABD not=Z_ACD.
At B in AB make Z.ABE=Z.ACD.
At A in AB make LBAE= L CAD. Join ED.

Then, since ^;:::XABE is equiang'' to ^^^ACD...Constr.

/. AB is to BE as AC is to CD vi. 4.

/. rect. AB, CD=rect. BE, AC vi. 16.

Again, since Z.BAE=Z.CAD Constr.

Add LEAC to each,

/. Z.BAC=Z.EAD. B"

Also, since .i^KS>¥i is equiang^ to ^^\ ACD Above.

.*. BA is to AE as CA is to AD vi. 4.

or, BA is to CA as AE is to AD Altern.

Hence .=^ABC is equiang^ to .-riXAED VI. 6

.*. BC is to CA as ED is to DA VI. 4.

/. rect. BC, DA=rect. ED, AC VI. 16.

Hence, sum of rects. AB, CD and BC, DA
=sum of rects. BE, AC, and ED, AC
=rect. contd by AC and sum of BE, ED
>rect. cont<i by AC and BD I. 20.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
•

1. From the ends B, C of the base of an isosceles triangle ABC, straight

lines are drawn at right angles to AB, AC, and meeting at D : show

that the rectangle BC, AD is double of the rectangle AB, DB.

2. The rectangle contained by two parallel chords AB, DC of a circle

ABCD is equal to the difference of the squares on AC and AD.

3. A circle is described about an equilateral triangle and, from any point
in the circumference, lines are drawn to the angular points of the

triangle; show that one of these lines is equal to the sum of the

other two.

4. Prove that if the rectangle contained by the diagonals is equal to the

sum of the rectangles contained by the opposite sides, a circle can be

described about the quadrilateral. (Converse of VI. D.)

(310) R
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

I. From a fixed point any straight line OP is drawn cutting a fixed

circle ABC at F, and in OP a point Q is taken such that the ratio of OF to

OQ is constant; prove that the locus of Q is a circle.

Find R the cent, of 0ABC.
Join OR, PR.

Through Q draw QS |1
to PR.

Then .-rTis OPR, OQS are simr,

/. OR is to OS as OP is to OQ...VI. 4.

i.e., OR is to OS in a const, ratio.

But, since pts. O and R are fixed, OR is const,

,', OS is also const., and S is a fixed pt.

Again, since ^^h OPR, OQS are sim^,

/. QS is to PR as OS is to OR.

i.e., QS is to PR in a const, ratio.

But PR is const., being the rad. of a fixed circle,

,", QS is const.

Hence, the locus of Q is a circle having the fixed pt. S as cent. Q.E.D.

II. To divide a given arc into two parts whose chords shall be in a given

ratio. J^

Let BAG be the given arc.

Join BC.

Divide BC at D in

the given ratio VI. lo. Note.

Complete 0BACE iii. i, Note.

Bisect arc BEC at E III. 30.

Join ED.
Prod. ED to meet Qce at A.

Join BA, AC.

Then shall BA be to AC in the given ratio.

For, since arc BE=arc EC Constr.

/. 2LBAE=Z.EAC 111.26.

/, BA is to AC as BD is to DC vi. 3.

i.e., BA is to AC in the given ratio.

Q.E.F.
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III. To inscribe a square in a given triangle.

Let ABC be the given ^:^. A_

AD.

B n" yTk g

Draw AD ± to BC.

From A draw AE at rt. Z-S to AD, and make AE
Join BE, cutting AC at F.

Draw FG
|1
to BC or AE, and GH, FK ||

to AD.
Then shall GHKF be the reqd sq,

^,, :^ = BG- ^ GH
AE BA AD

But AE=AD
.•.GF=GH

And GHKF is, by constr., a rectangle,

,*, since two of its adj. sides are equal, it is a sq.

.VL 4.

.Constr.

.V. 9.

IV. In a given triangle to inscribe a triangle similar to another given

triangle, and having one of its sides parallel to a given straight line.

E F

B 7 F ^C

Let ABC, DEF be the given ^^3, and G the given st. line.

Draw any line ef \\
to G and terminated by two sides AB, BC of

the ^AABC.
On ef desc. a ^^^ def simF to DEF, so placing it that the pt. d falls within

Z.ABC, and is on the side of e/ remote from B.

Join BfZ and prod, to meet AC at D'.

Through D' draw D'E'
||
to de, and D'F'

||
to df

Join E'F'.

Then E'F' shall be
||
to ef and, consequently, .^^D'E'F' sim^ to ^::\DEF.

EXERCISES.
1. In the figure of Ex. IV, prove that E'F' is parallel to cf
2. Inscribe a square in a given (i) sector; (ii) segment; (iii) regular pentagon.
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V. To cut off from, a given triangle any part required hy a line perpen-
dicular to the base.

Let ABC be the given .^^^
;

let it be reqd to cut off one-third part.

From A draw AD at rt. /_ s to BA, meeting BC prod^ at D.

From BC cut off BE=one-third BC...VI.

From BA cut off BF
a mean : ;! to BE, BD VI. 13.

From F draw FG x to BC.

Then since L s FGB, DAB are rt. L s,

/. ^Xs FGB, DAB are simr.

But

.^ABC
i.e. .^BFG is one-third of ^r^iABC Q.E.F.

VI. To divide a given triangle into any number of equal parts by straight

lines parallel to the base.

Let ABC be the given .^^ ; let it be req^ to divide it into three = parts.

Trisect AC at D, E VI.9. A,
,..^^p

On AC as diam. desc. a semicircle. ^ry. ^y^)\
Draw DF, EG at rt. L s to AC, y/^ DV / Jl^
meeting the Qce at FG.

}/" V^^^
With cent. A and radii AF, AG, M/^_^ E\V^/
desc. arcs cutting AC at H, K. ^^ yf
Through H, K, draw HL, KM ||

to BC.
^

rp, .^ALH AH 2

Then _—_-—— = __- VI. 20, Note.
^:^AMK AK2

=
AG^

''^'"•

_ ACAD
j

VI. 8, Cor.~
AC. AE i

andVI.17.

=^ VI.,.AE
i.e., .^ALH = \ .^AMK. /. .^ALH = fig. LMKH.

Similarly it may be shown that fig. LMKH=fig. MBCK. Q.E.F.
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VII. To bisect a triangle by a line draivn through a given point without

it.

Let ABC be the given ^^, and P the given pt.

Suppose AC to be a side adjacent to P.

^
Q.

Join PA. Bisect AB at 0. Draw PG
||
to AC.

At pt. A in BA, on the side remote from P, make LBAQ= L CAP.
Prod. QA to meet PG at G.

Cutoff AQ a fourth : ;! to AP, AC, AO VI. 12

Through the pts. P, G, Q, desc. a O cutting AB at E.

Join EP, cutting AC at F.

Then shall EP bisect ^r^ABC.
Join QE, OC.

ForZ-AQE = supp* of Z-GPF m. 22.

= ^AFP L32.

Also, Z.QAE = ^FAP Constr.

Hence .^::::^s AQE, AFP are equiang^ L 32.

.•.^ = ^P '

VI.4.
AQ AF

or, AE . AF = AP . AQ VI. 16.

T, . AP AO^"'
AC

=
A^

^«^^^^-

or, AP.AQ = AC.AO VI. 16.

Hence, AE . AF = AC . AO.
AE AO

^^'AC
=
AF ""'''

i.e., the sides about the com. L at A of .^r^s AEF, AOC,
are reciprocally :

-.1,

/. ^^AEF = .=^AOC VI. 15.

= i ^:::^ABC L38.

Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. Bisect a triangle by a line (i) perpendicular, (ii) parallel, to the base.

2. Bisect a triangle by a line through a given point Vi^ithin it.
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VIII. Pairs of common tangents to tioo circles intersect on the line joining
their centres.

If not, if possible, let the tangs, at A, B, and at C, D, to the ©s, cents.

O, Q, cut OQ prodd at P, P'.

p ^T' .._

—
Kr^

^
—

^^

D"

C
Join OA, OC, QB, QD.

Then, since Z. s at A, B are rt. L s,

/. ^^s OAP, QBP are simr.

/. PO is to AO as PQ is to BQ VI. 4.

or, PO is to PQ as AO is to BQ Altera.

as CO is to DQ ..Radii.

as P'O is to P'Q VI. 4.

i.e., PQ + OQ is to PQ as P'Q + OQ is to P'Q.
/. OQ is to PQ as OQ is to P'Q Divid.

.•.PQ = P'Q V.9.

i.e., P, P' coincide. O E D
Cor.—The point of intersection of the common tangents divides the

line joining the centres either externally or internally, in the ratio of the

radii.

Def.—A point which divides the line joining the centres of two circles

in the ratio of their radii is called a Centre of Similitude of the circles.

IX- Ify through a centre of similitude, S, of two circles a secant SABCD
he drawn, the radii drawn to corresponding 'points are parallel.

T
V"

For, if OA, QC be radii to corresponding pts. A, C,

L s OAS, QCS are both obtuse.

And OS is to QS in the ratio of the radii Def.

i.e., OS is to QS as OA is to QC.
Also, the Z_ at S is com.

/. .^^OAS is simi- to ^::AQCS vi. 7.

Hence OA is
I|
to QC.

Similarly it may be shown that OB is
||

to QD. Q.E.D.
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X. If through a centre of similitude a secant of loth circles he drawn, the

rectangle contained hy the distances of that centre of similitude from two

non-corresponding points is equal to the rectangle contained hy its distances

from the other two points of section.

Let S be a cent, of simil,, O, Q the cents, of the 0s, and SABCD the

secant. (See fig. of Ex. IX.)

Join OA, OB, QC, QD.

Then, since OA, QC are
|I ,

and OB, QD are
||

Ex. IX.

. SA _ OA _ OB _ SB
* • SO

~
QC

~
QD

~"
SD'

/. SA.SD = SB.SC VL16.

Q.E.D.

Cor. 1.—If STV be a com. tang., and OT, QV, AT, BT, DV be joined,

/. BT is
II
to DV.

Also Z.ATS=/_ABT in alt. segt,

=acdv.

or SA. SD=ST. SV, a const, rect.

Cor. 2.—If OQ cuts the 0s in M, N, SMN is one special position of the

secant, and, as before, SM . SN=ST . SV the const, rect.

/. SB.SC=SM.SN.

EXEECISES.
1. Prove Ex. VIII. for a pair of transverse common tangents.

2. Where are the two centres of similitude when the circles touch inter-

nally?

3. If S, S' be the two centres of similitude of the circles whose centres

are O, Q, then SOSQ' is divided harmonically.

4. If two similar and similarly situated figures have their homologous
sides parallel, the lines joining corresponding points will all meet at

one point. (This point is called a centre of similarity of the figures.)

5. Prove Ex. 5 for figures oppositely situated.

6. If, through a centre of similarity O, any line OMN is drawn cutting

the sides of the figures in M, N ;
then OM is to ON in a constant ratio.

7. In the figure of Ex. IX. prove that, if a second secant SA'B'C'D' be drawn,

(i) the tangs, at corresponding points A, C, are parallel;

(ii) the chords AA', CC of corresponding pairs of points are parallel ;

(iii) the chords BB', CC of non-corresponding pairs of points meet on

the radical axis of the circles.
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XI. To describe a circle which shall pass through a given point, and touch

two given straight lines.

If the lines are not 1| ,
let AB, AC be the given lines and P the given pt.

Join AP.

Bisect Z-BACby AD.
Take any pt. E in AD, and draw EF J. to AC.

With cent. E, rad. EF, desc. an arc cutting AP at G. Join EG.

Through P draw PO I|
to GE, meeting AD at O.

Then shall O be cent, of reqd 0.
Draw OM, ON, i. s to AC, AB.

Then, since OP is
|1
to EG Constr.

/. -=:::AAOP is equiang. to ^^AEG 1. 29.

/. OP is to EG as AO is to AE VI. 4.

But, since .i::AAOM is equiang. to ^^AEF Constr.

.*. OM is to EF as AO is to AE VI. 4.

Hence, OP is to EG as OM is to EF V. n.

But EG = EF Radii.

/. OP = OM V.9.

Hence the desc<i with cent. and rad. OP will pass

through the feet M, N of the= -Ls OM, ON Ex. 6, p. 63.

and will touch AB, AC III. I6, Cor.

Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. Solve the above problem for the case in which the given lines are

parallel.

2. Inscribe in the angle BAC a circle which shall touch AB, AC and the

circle MNP.

3. Prove the following construction for Ex. XI. :
—

Draw PK ± to AD and produce to meet AB at L
;
cut off KP'=:KP,

and in LA take T^N a mean : :l to LP, LP'; describe a through

the pts. N, P, P'.

4. Prove that lines joining opposite extremities of parallel diameters of

two circles pass through a centre of similitude.
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XII. To describe a circle which shall pass through a given point, and

touch a given straight line and a given circle.

Let ABC be the given 0, MN the given st. line, and P the given pt.

A

Find Q the cent, of 0ABC.
Draw QN J- to MN, and prod, to meet the Qce at A, C.

Join AP.

Desc. a through the pts, N, C, P, cutting AP at D IV. 5.

Desc. a through the pts. P, D, to touch MN at M Ex. 42, p. 188.

Then shall PDM be the reqd 0.

Join AM, cutting 0ABC at B. Join BO.

Then Z_ABC in a semicircle is a rt. L IIL 3i.

Hence .=^s ABC, ANM are sim^.

/. AB is to AC as AN is to AM VI. 4.

.*. rect. AB, AM = rect. AC, AN VI. ic.

= rect. AD, AP • in. 36, Cor.

Hence B is a pt. on 0PDM Conv. of III. so. Cor.

Find the cent, of 0PDM, and join OM, OB, BQ.

Then, since OM, AN are ± s to MN,
/. OM is

II
to AN L28.

Hence lOBM= lOMB L 6.

= Z.QAB L29.

= LQBA L6.

But ABM is a st. line,

/. OBQ is also a st. line L 14.

/, 0PDM touches 0ABC at B Conv. of ill. 12.

—- Q.E.F.

Since tw^o circles can be described through P, D to touch MN, two solu-

tions of the problem can be obtained by joining P to A, and two others by

joining P to C, the other extremity of the diameter.
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XIII. To describe a circle to touch two given circles and pass through a

given point.

Let P be the given pt. and Q, R the cents, of the given ©s.

El

Join QR, cutting the 0s at M, N.
^

,

In QR prod*i find the cent, of similitude S Ex. VIII., p. 121.

Join SP.

From SP prod^ cut off SK a fourth : :l to SP, SN, SM VI. 12.

Through P, K, desc. a 0, cent. O, to touch 0, cent. R, at B ...Ex. IX., p. i82.

Join SB, and prod, to cut the given 0s at A, C.

Then, since SP is to SN as SM is to SK Constr.

.-. SP.SK = SM.SN VI.16.

= SB. SA Ex.X., Cor. 2

,*, A is a pt. on the through P, B, K Conv. of III. 36, Cor.

Join OA, OB, QA, RB, RC.

Then OBR is a st. line III. 12.

And, since QA is
||
to RC Ex IX.

/. Z.QAS = Z.RCS 1.29.

Hence, Z-S OAB, QAS = Z.s OBA, QAS 1.6.

= ^sOBA, RCS Above.

= Z.sRBC, RCS 1.16.

= Z-sRCB, RCS 1.6.

= two rt. Z-S 1. 13.

,*, OAQ is a st. line 1. 14.

Hence PBK touches the whose cent, is Q. at A Conv. of III. 12

Q.E.F.

Since two circles can be drawn through P, K to touch the circle centre

R {i.e., a second touching internally on the opposite side to B), the point S

gives two solutions of the problem; and by taking the other c(^!ttre of

similitude, which lies between Q, R, two more solutions can be obtained.
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XIV. To dc^scribe a circle which shall touch three given circles.

Let Oi, O2, O3 be the cents, of the three given 0s, and rj, r^, rg their radii,

ri being that which is not > either r^ or r^.

"With cent. O2 and rad.=r2 - fi desc. a 0.
With cent. O3, and rad.=r3-ri desc. a 0.
Desc. a to pass through pt. Oi and touch these two 0s at K, L .

Find O its cent.

Join OOi cutting the Oce in M.
With cent. O rad. OM desc. a

;
this will be the reqd.

NOTE.

Examples XI., XII., XIII., XIV. belong to a class of problems known
as The Tangencies; i.e., to describe a circle which shall, in the case of a

point, pass through, and, in the case of a line or circle, touch any given
three of the following nine—three points, three lines, three circles. These
can be arranged in ten different sets; of which four are the examples
mentioned above, two others are Exs. 4, 5 below, and for the remaining
four see page 198, Prop. 4; page 200, Prop. 5; page 182, Ex. IX.;

page 188, Ex. 42.

EXERCISES.

1. Draw the three other figures which fulfil the conditions of the problem

(i) in Ex. XII.
; (ii) in Ex. XIII.

2. Prove Ex. XIV.

3. In the figure of Ex. XIV. the circle has been described to touch all

the given circles externally; how many possible solutions are there

if the circle touch any one or more of the given circles internally ?

4. Describe a circle which shall touch two given circles and a given

straight line.

6. Describe a circle to touch two given straight lines and a given

circle.

6. The Tangency solved in Ex. XII. may be indicated shortly thus :
—

"point, line, circle;" indicate the remaining nine in a similar way.
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Def.—If opposite pairs of sides of a quadrilateral be produced to meet,
and their points of intersection be joined, the line which joins these

points is called the third diagonal of the quadrilateral ;
and the figure

thus formed is called a complete quadrilateral.

XV. The middle points of the three diagonals of a complete quadrilateral

lie in one straight line.

Let ABCD be a quad^ with BA, CD, prod^ to meet at E,

and AD, BC, prod'^ to meet at F, and let the three diags. AC, BD, EF be

bisected at 0, Q, R.

Then shall OQR be a St. line.

.E

Complete EJb EBGD, AHCE, and let DG, AH meet BC at K, L.

Then ^ = ^^ = IK ^^^
CL DA KB

. FC _ CL^ _ CH ^•* FK "" KB ~" KG
i.e., the sides about the = Z-S at C, K, of .^r^s FCH, FKG are : :\

:, ^^FGH is equiang. to ^^^'KGr VI. 6.

Hence, the side GF of ^r^FKG must pass through H,

i.e., GHF is a st. line.

But, since the diags. of a O bisect each other Ex. r, p. 67.

.*. the diag. EG of O EBGD is bisected at O,

and diag. EH of O EAHC is bisected at Q.

/. OQ is
II
to GH Ex. p. 69.

Similarly, QE, is
1|
to HF.

But GHF is a st. line Above.

,', OQR is also a st. line. Q.E.D

EXERCISES.

1. The circles described on the three diagonals of a complete quadri-

lateral have the same radical axis.

2. The four circles round the four triangles formed by four straight lines

have a common point.

The method of proof used in the above prop, is due to the Rev. C. Taylor, D.D.,

and is inserted here with his permission.
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XVI. If he the centre, and R the radius, of the circumscribed circle of
a triangle A RC; Q the centre, and r the radius of the inscribed circle, then

0Q'^=Ii!^-2]ir.

D
Join AQ, and prod. AQ to meet the circumscribed at D.

Join DO, and prod. DO to meet the same at E.

Join BD, BE, BQ, OQ, and prod. OQ to meet Oce at F. G.

Draw QN ± to AB.

Then Z_BED = /_NAQ in same seg* III. 21.

andrt. Z_ANQ=rt. Z.EBD in semicircle EBD in. 31.

Hence .^^^As EBD, ANQ are simr.

.*. ED is to DB as AQ is to QN VI. 4.

/. ED.QN = DB.AQ VI. le.

i.e., 2R.r= DB . AQ.
But ^DQB=^sQBA + BAQ L 32.

= 4 Z.S A + B.

And LDBQ = L s DBG + CBQ.
= Z.sDAC + CBQ m. 2L

= 1 Z_s A + B.

/. DB = Q.D L6.

Hence, 2 Rr= AQ . QD.
= GQ.QF m.36.
= (Oa-OQ).(OF + OQ).
= (R-OQ).(E + OQ).
= R2_OQ2 n.5,Cor.

*.e., OQ2=R^-2Rr. q j, j^

EXERCISE.
Prove that if S be the centre and r^ the radius of the escribed circle to

the side BC, then OS2=R2 + 2Rra.

The above theorem is known as Euler's Theorem.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISES.

1. Triangles on equal bases are to one another as their altitudes.

2. If ACB, BCD be equal angles and BD be perpendicular to BC and
BA to AC, prove that the triangle DBC is to the triangle ABC as

DC is to CA.

3. D is a point in the side AC of a triangle ABC, E a point in AB. If

BD, CE divide each other into parts in the ratio 4 : 1, then D, E
divide CA, BA in the ratio 3:1.

4. Through a given point O two straight lines are drawn meeting two
fixed lines which intersect in A; one of the lines BC is bisected in O,

and the other DE makes equal angles with the fixed lines: prove that

AB +AC=AD + AE.

5. Enunciate the propositions which prove that in the case of triangles

the conditions of similarity are not independent.

6. The side BC of a triangle ABC is produced to D, so that the triangles

ABD, ACD are similar. Prove that AD touches the circle described

about the triangle ABC.

7. If A' B'C are respectively the feet of the perpendiculars from A, B, C
on the sides of the triangle ABC, show that the triangle AB'C is

similar to ABC.

8. If D be the middle point of the side BC of the triangle ABC and if

any straight line be drawn through C, meeting AD in E and AB in F,

then the ratio of AE to ED will be double of the ratio of AF to FB.

9. If the vertical angle of a triangle be bisected, and if two lines be drawn

through the vertex equally inclined to the bisector, one of which meets

the base and the other the circumscribing circle of the triangle, the

rectangle contained by them is constant.

10. ABCD is a parallelogram, and APQ is drawn cutting BC and DC
produced in P and Q. If the angle ABP' be made equal to the angle

ADQ', BP'=BP, and DQ'=DQ, show that the angles PBP', QDQ',

P'AQ' will be equal, and that the ratio of AP' to AQ' will be equal

to the ratio of AP to AQ.

11. ABC is a triangle; the angle A is bisected by AD meeting BC at D
;

in AC a point E is taken such that AE is a third proportional to

AB, AD : prove that angle CDE is half of angle BAC.

12. The angle B of a triangle ABC is bisected. Lines AD, CE are drawn

from A, C at right angles to the bisector. Prove that rect. AD, BE
=rect. BD, CE.

13. Draw a straight line such that the perpendiculars let fall from any

point in it on two given straight lines may be in a given ratio.
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14. In a triangle ABC, BC is bisected in D, AD is bisected in E, and BE
is produced to meet AC in F : show that AF=i AC, and EF=| BF.

15. From two fixed points A, B perpendiculars AC, BD are drawn on a

fixed line CD, Find, when possible, a point P in CD such that the

rectangle CP, PD may be equal to the rectangle AC, BD.

16. ABC is a triangle having the angle ACB double of the angle ABC ;

the bisector of the angle ACB meets AB in D: prove that the square
on AC is equal to the rectangle AD, AB.

17. ACB is a diameter of a circle, CD a radius perpendicular to it. The

chord AD is bisected in E
;
BE meets CD in F and the circle in G.

Show that three times the rectangle contained by BF, EG- is equal
to the square on the radius.

18. A tangent to a circle at the point A, intersects two parallel tangents
in B, C, the points of contact of which with the circle are D, E
respectively: show that if BE, CD intersect in F, AF is parallel to

the tangents BD, CE.

19. Find a point in the side of a triangle from which two lines, drawn one

to the opposite angle, and the other parallel to the base, shall cut off,

towards the vertex and towards the base, equal triangles.

20. In the triangle ABC, AC=2 BC, CD, CE bisect angle C, and the

exterior angle formed by producing AC: prove that the triangles

CBD, ACD, ABC, CDE have their areas as 1 : 2 : 3 : 4.

21. If a point O be taken within a parallelogram ABCD such that the

angles OBA, ODA are equal, prove that the angles OAD, OCD are

equal.

22. The opposite sides BA, CD of a quadrilateral ABCD, which can be

inscribed in a circle, meet, when produced, at E
;
F is the point of

intersection of the diagonals, and EF meets AD at G : prove that the

rectangle EA, AB is to the rectangle ED, DC as AGT is to G-D.

23. From the angular points of a parallelogram ABCD perpendiculars are

drawn on the diagonals meeting them in E, F, G, and H respectively;

prove that EFGH is a parallelogram similar to ABCD.
24. In a given square inscribe a square of which the area shall be equal to

three-fourths of that of the given square.

25. Given the base and the ratio of the sides of a triangle, find the locus

of the vertex.

26. From a given point without a circle draw a straight line cutting the

circle, and dividing the diameter perpendicular to it in a given ratio.

27. AB is a diameter, and P any point in the circumference of a circle;

AP and BP are joined and produced, if necessary; if from any point
C of AB a perpendicular be drawn to AB, meeting AP and BP in

points D and E respectively, and the circumference of the circle in a

point F, show that CD is a third proportional to CE and CF,
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28. In a given circle place a straight line parallel to a given straight line

and having a given ratio to it; the ratio being not greater than that

of the diameter to the given line.

29. ABC being a given triangle, show how to construct a similar triangle

which has double the area of ABC.

30. EA, EA' are diameters of two circles touching each other externally at

E
;
a chord AB of the former circle when produced touches the latter

at C, while a chord A'B' of the latter touches the former at C:

prove that the rectangle contained by AB, A' B' is four times as great
as that contained by BC, B'C.

31. Three lines AA', BB', CC drawn from the angles of a triangle to meet

the opposite sides in A', B', C meet in a point P such that the ratios

AP : PA', BP : PB', and CP : PC are all equal: find the position of P.

32. Draw through a given point a straight line, so that the part of it inter-

cepted between a given straight line and a given circle may be divided

at the given point in a given ratio. Between what limits must the

ratio lie in order that a solution may be possible?

33. AB is a fixed chord of a circle; PQ is any chord bisected by AB :

prove that the locus of the point of intersection of the tangents at P
and Q is a circle.

34. Two circles touch one another at C. Any double chord PCQ is drawn

through C. If P' be the other extremity of the diameter through P,
show that P' Q passes through a fixed point.

35. A, B, C, D are pts. in a st. line; AC is the harmonic mean between

AB, AD. Prove that if AC is bisected in O, OC is the geometric
mean between OB, OD.

36. Construct an equilateral triangle equal in area to a given triangle.

37. From a given point outside two given circles, which do not meet, to

draw a straight line such that the portions of it intercepted by each

circle shall be respectively proportional to their radii.

38. The diagonals AC, BD of a quadrilateral figure inscribed in a circle

cut at E : show that rect. AB, BC : rect. AD, DC : : BE : ED.

39. A and B are fixed points on the circumference of a circle, and C is the

middle point of the arc AB; show that, if D be any other point on

the circumference, then DA + DB is to DC in a constant ratio.

40. The straight lines EAB, EDC and FDA, FCB form four triangles in

one plane ;
O is the common point of intersection of the circles

circumscribing these triangles : prove that the rectangle contained by
OA and OC is equal to the rectangle contained by OE and OF.
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DEFINITIONS.

1. A solid is tliat which has length, breadth, and thickness.

2. That which bounds a solid is a sur-

face.

3. A straight line is perpendicular
to a plane whe« it is perpen-
dicular to every straight line which

can be drawn in that plane to meet

it.

4. A plane is perpendicular to an-

other plane when straight lines,

drawn in the one plane perpen-
dicular to the common section of the

two planes, are also perpendicular
to the other plane.

Xl

NOTES.

The first six Books of Euclid treat of Plane Geometry; in other words,

all the lines composing the figures, the properties of which are to be con-

sidered, are supposed to lie in one plane; consequently, the figures can be

easily represented on paper. But Book XI. treats of Solid Geometry, or

Geometry in Space, and, the lines of the figures lying in different planes,

these can only be represented on paper by perspective sketches. This con-

stitutes the chief difficulty of the beginner in Solid Geometry, (especially

if he has had no preliminary training in Drawing), as equal lines or angles

are no longer necessarily represented by equal lengths or angles on the

paper, as was the case in Plane Geometry. To represent a figure in Solid

Geometry with the same degreee of correctness as those of Plane Geometry,
it would be necessary to construct models with sheets of card-board for the

different planes and wires for the lines.

In the diagrams which follow, the lines used to indicate the position of

the different planes are varied, a darker line being used to denote the edge
of any plane, or figiare, nearest to the observer.

Def . 1 amounts to the statement that space has three dimensions.

(310) S
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6. The inclination of a straight line to a plane is the acute

angle between that line and
the line joining the point at

which it meets the plane to

the point at which the per-

pendicular, drawn from any
point in it to the plane, meets

the plane.

6. The inclination of a plane to a plane is the acute angle
between two straight lines

drawn at right angles to the

common section of the planes,
from any point in it, one in

one plane and one in the

other.

7. Two planes are said to have the same inclination to one another

which two other planes have, when their angles of inclination

are equal.

8. Parallel planes are such as do not meet when produced.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

The line in which two planes cut one another is called their common
section.

The point at which a perpendicular, drawn to a plane, meets the

plane, is called it% foot.

The projection of a point on a plane is the foot of the perpendicular
drawn from the point to the plane.

The projection of a line on a plane is

the locus of the feet of the

perpendiculars drawn from all

points in the line to the plane.

Hence, the inclination of a line to a

plane may be defined as the

angle between the line and its
^ ^

projection on the plane.

The inclination of a plane to a plane is called a dihedral angle.

A line drawn at right angles to a plane is said to be normal to the

plane.

r
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9. A solid angle is contained by
three, or more, plane angles,

which have a common vertex

(V), but are not in the same

plane.

10. Equal and similar solid figures are such as are contained by
similar planes equal in number and magnitude.

11. Similar solid figures are such as have all their solid angles equal,

and are contained by the same number of similar planes.

12. A pyramid is a solid figure contained

by planes, of which all but one (the

base) pass through the same point

(the ve7'tex).

13. A prism, is a solid figure contained

by plane figures, two of which (the

bases) are equal, similar, and simi-

larly situated
;
and the others, con-

sequently, are parallelograms.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

A trihedral angle is a solid angle contained by three plane angles.

A polyhedral angle is a solid angle contained by more than three

plane angles.

The plane surfaces of a solid figure are called its /aces; the straight
lines in which these surfaces intersect, its edges; the solid

angles its corners.

A pyramid on a triangular base is called a tetrahedron.

A prism, the sides of which are rectangles, is called a right prism.

The altitude of a pyramid is the perpendicular drawn from its vertex

to its base
;
and the altitude of a prism is the perpendicular

distance between its bases.

NOTE.

The solid figures dealt with by Euclid are all convex figures; i.e. they
have no re-entrant angles (see p. 60, note). Without this restriction,

Def. 10 would not hold good.
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14. A sphere is a solid figure described by the revolution of a semi-

circle about its diameter, which remains fixed.

15. The axis of a sphere is the fixed straight line about which the

semi-circle revolves.

16. The ceyitre of a sphere is that of the semi-circle.

17. A diameter of a sphere is a straight line drawn through the

centre, terminated both ways by the surface of the sphere.

18. A cone is a solid figure described by the

revolution of a right-angled triangle
about one of the sides containing the

right angle, which side remains fixed.

The cone is called right-angled, obtuse-angled, or acute- angled, according
as the triangle has its fixed side equal to, less than, or greater than the

other of the two sides which contain the right angle.

19. The axis of a cone is the fixed side about which the triangle

revolves.

20. The base of a cone is the circle described by that side, (of the

two containing the right angle), which revolves.

ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

A radius of a sphere is a straight line drawn from the centre to any

point in the surface of the sphere.

The solid figure of Def. 18 is often called a right cone; and a portion
of it, ADE, cut oiF by a plane not

parallel to the base, an oblique
cone.

The point A is called the vertex.

The portion FBCG included between

two parallel planes is called a

The altitude of a cone is the perpendicular
distance of the vertex from the

plane of the base.

The hypotenuse AB of the right-angled triangle is called a gener-

ating line of the cone, or its slant side.
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DEFINITIONS.

21. A cylinder is a solid figure described by
the revolution of a rectangle about one

of its sides, which remains fixed.

22. The axis of a cylinder is the fixed side about

which the rectangle revolves.

23. The bases of a cylinder are the circles de-

scribed by those opposite sides of the rec-

tangle which revolve.

24. Similar cones, and cylinders, are those which have their axes,

and the diameters of their bases, proportionals.

25. A cube is a solid figure, contained by six

equal squares.

26. A regular tetrahedron is a solid figure

contained by four equal, equilateral tri-

angles.

on. A regular octahedron is a solid figure

contained by eight equal, equilateral tri-

angles.

28. A regular dodecahedron is a solid

figure contained by tivelve equal, regular

pentagons.

29. A regular icosahedron is a solid figure

contained by twenty equal, equilateral tri-

angles.
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ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS.

A parallelepiped is a solid figure contained by six quadrilaterals
of which each opposite pair are

parallel.

A rectangular parallelepiped has all its

faces rectangles.» I
^>. 1" yc,A line, AC, joining opposite corners

a parallelepiped is called a dia-

gonal.

LtS / 7 -->.^ /

of jj----""p

A polyhedron is any solid figure bounded by planes.

A regular polyhedron has all its faces equal and similar regular

polygons.

Hexahedron, octahedron, &c., are names for polyphedra of 6, 8, &c.,

faces.

The solid figure of Def. 21 is often called a right

cylinder; and a portion of it, ABCD, cut

ofi* by parallel planes, not parallel to its

bases, is called an oblique cylinder.

The altitude of a cylinder is the perpendicular
distance between its bases.

The side of the rectangle parallel to the fixed

side is called a generating line of the cy-

linder.

A straight line is said to be parallel to a plane when they do not

meet if produced.

The angle between two lines which do

not meet is the angle between

two other lines parallel to them

respectively, which meet at any

point.

The volume of a solid figure is the space enclosed by its surfaces.
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NOTES.

The regular tetrahedron, cube, regular octahedron, regular dodecahedron,

and regular icosahedron are called the five regular solids. It is shown here-

after (see page 316) that there can be but five.

The sphere, cone, and cylinder are called solids of revolution.

The parallelepiped is a prism whose bases are parallelograms, and the

cube a parallelepiped whose faces are squares.

A plane can be supposed to revolve round the straight line joining any
two points in it while this line remains unmoved, and can thus occupy any

position in space
—hence we see that an infinite number of planes can be

drawn through two fixed points, but only one plane through three points
which are not all in a straight line.

EXERCISES.

1. How many faces, edges, corners, has

(i) a tetrahedron,

(ii) a cube,

(iii) a hexahedron,

(iv) an octahedron,

(v) a dodecahedron,

(vi) an icosahedron?

2. How many diagonals can be drawn in

(i) a tetrahedron; (ii) a parallelepiped?

3. What is the least number of faces that

(i) a pyramid; (ii) a prism, can have?

4. Find the length of a generating line of a cone whose altitude is 5 inches,
and the diameter of its base 2 feet.

5. A line, one extremity of which is fixed, moves freely in space; what is

the locus of the other extremity?

6. A line 3 inches long is inclined to a plane at an angle of (i) 30°, (ii) 45°,

(iii) 60°; find its projection on the plane.

7. Find the height of a frustum of a right cone, the radii of the ends of

which are 11 and 17 inches, and the slant side of which is 10 inches.

8. The height of a frustum of a right cone is 8 inches, and the radii of its

ends are 9 and 12 inches; find the height of the cone.

9. How many plane angles form each solid angle of an icosahedron?

10. Find the height of a pyramid on a square base, whose sides are equi-
lateral triangles the sides of which are each 3 inches long.
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PEOPOSITION I. Theorem.

One part of a straight line cannot he in a plane and another part
without it.

If it be possible, let the part AB, of the st. line ABC, lie in the

plane EF, and the part BC without it.

;H

Then, since the st. line AB is in the plane EF, it can be prod*^ in

that plane.*
Prod. AB to any pt. D in the plane EF.

Let a plane GH, which passes through ABD, be turned about

ABD until it passes through the pt. C.

Then, since B and C are pts. in this plane,

/. the st. line BC lies in it, I. def. 7.

At B in this plane draw any st. line BK.

Then, since ABC is a st. line, Hyp.

.*. Z.S ABK, KBC=two rt. /.s, Lis.

And, since ABD is a st. line Constr.

/. Z.S ABK, KBD=twort. z.s 1.13.

/. L s ABK, KBC = L s ABK, KBD.
Take away the com. L ABK.

/. rems L KBC=rem& Z.KBD.

or, the part=the whole,
which is absurd.

Wherefore, one part of a straight line «&c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.
The proof of this proposition is made to depend upon that of the follow-

ing : Two straight lines cannot have a common part, or segment, a proof of

which was inserted by Simson as a corollary to Prop. 11 of Book I., but of

which he made no use before Prop. 1 of Book XI. It hardly seems to need

formal proof, and any necessity might be removed by some such extension

of Axiom 10 as follows:—"Two straight lines cannot enclose a space; and

if two st. lines meet in more than one point, they must coincide throughout
their length; also, if produced, they will continue to be coincident."

* This follows from Post. 2 and the definition of a plane, and is tacitly

assumed all through the first Six Books.
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PEOPOSITION II. Theorem.

Two straight lines which cut one another are in one plane; and

three straight lines which meet one another are in one plane.

Let the st. lines AB, CD cut at E,
and in AB, CD let any pts. B, C be joined.

Then shall

(i) AB, CD be in one plane;

(ii) AB, BC, CD be in one plane.

Let any plane through AB be turned

about AB until it passes through C.

Then (i), since the pts. C and E are in

this plane,
^.^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ j.^^ ^^j^ .^ -^^ -^ ^^ ^

i.e., AB and CD are in one plane.

Again, (ii), since the pts. B and C are in this plane,

/. St. line BC is in it I.,def. 7.

i.e., AB, BC, CD are in one plane.

Wherefore, two straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

PEOPOSITION III. Theorem.

If two planes cut one another their common section is a straight line.

Let the planes AB, CD cut one another

in the line EF.

Then shall EF be a st. line.

For, if not, if possible, draw the st. line

EGF in plane AB, and the st. line EHF
in plane CD.
Then the st. lines EGF, EHF, meeting

at E and F, enclose a space, which is im-

possible.

Hence EF cannot be other than a st. line.

Wherefore, if two playies cut &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
Show that but one plane can be made to pass through

(i) two straight lines which cut;

(ii) the sides of a triangle;

(iii) three points not collincar [i.e., not in the same straight line);

(iv) two parallel straight lines.
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PEOPOSITION IV. Theorem.

If a straight line he 'perpendicvlar to each of two straight lines at

their point of intersection, it is perpendicular to the plane which passes

through them, that is, in which they are.

Let the st. line PN be ± to AB and CD at their pt. of intersec-

tion N.

Then shall PN be j. to plane BP in which AB, CD lie.

P

E^ s:

Cut off NA, NB, NC, ND all equal to one another.

Join AC, BD.

Through N draw any st. line GNH, cutting AC, BD, at G, H.
Take any pt. P in PN.
Join PA, PB, PC, PD, PG, PH.

Then in ^\^ ACN, BDN,
AN=BN Constr.

'CN=DN" Constr.

^ANC=z.BND 1.15.

/. AC=BD, and 2LCAN=aDBN 1.4.

Hence, in .^s AGN, BHN,
/LGAN=Z.HBN Above.

IGNA=^HNB 1.15.

AN=BN Constr.

/. AG=BH, and GN=HN I. 26.

Again, in .^s PAN, PBN,
AN=BN Constr.

PN is com.

rt. Z-PNA=rt.^PNB Hyp.

/. PA=PB 1.4.

Similarly, PC=PD.
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Hence, in -^s PAC, PBD,
AC=BD ^

PA=PB I Above.

PC=PD )

.-. z.PAC=Z.PBD 1.8.

And, in .:^s PAG, PBH,
PA=PB

^
AG=BH I Above.

z.pag=^pbhJ
/. PG=PH 1.4.

Now in ^s PGN, PHN,
GN=HN Above.

PN is com.

PG=PH Abovt,.

.-. z.PNG=^PNH 1.8.

/. PN is ± to GH I. def.io.

Similarly it may be shown that PN is ± to every st. line

through N in the plane EF.

/. PN is A. to the plane EF xi.def.3.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

The above is Euclid's proof of this important proposition; a shorter proof

will be found on page 328.

EXERCISES.

1. If a line be drawn through the centre of a circle perpendicular to the

plane of the circle, any point in this line is equidistant from all points

in the circumference.

2. At a given point in a given plane but one straight line can be drawn at

right angles to the plane.

3. The edges of a rectangular parallelepiped are 3, 4, and 12 inches long

respectively; find the length of a diagonal.

4. Prove XI. 4 from the following construction:—Let PN be perpendicular

to AN, EN; in any line NC in the plane of AN, BN take a point C,

and through C draw ACB such that AB is bisected at C; join PA,

PB, PC. (Apply the theorem given on page 120.)
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PEOPOSITION V. Theorem.

If three straight lines meet at one 'point, and a straight line stand

at right angles to each of them at that point, the three straight lines

shall be in one and the same plane.

Let PN be at rt. Z.s to AN, BN, and CN, at their pt. of inter-

section N.

Then shall AN, BN, and CN be in the same plane.

For if not, if possible, suppose CN to lie without the plane EF in

which AB and CD are.

Let a plane through PN be turned about PN until it passes

through the pt. C.

This plane will intersect the plane EF in a st. line ND XI. 3.

And, since PN is ± to AN and BN,
/, PN is ± to the st. line DN in the same plane xi. 4.

i.e. L PND is a rt. L.

But Z.PNC is a rt. L Hyp.

.•.Z.PND=^PNC,
or, the whole= its part,

which is absurd.

Hence, CN cannot lie without the plane EF.
i.e. AN, BN, CN are in the same plane.

Wherefore, if three straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

PEOPOSITION VI. Theorem.

If two straight lines be at right lines to the same plane, they shall be

parallel to one another.

Let AB and CD be each ± to the plane EF.

Then shall AB be || to CD.
Let AB, CD meet the plane EF at the pts. B, D.

Join BD.
In plane EF draw DG at rt. As to DB.
CutoffDG=AB.
Join BG, AG, AD.
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Then, since AB is ± to plane EF Hyp.

/. each of the Ls ABD, ABG is a rt. L XI. def. 3.

Similarly, each of the L s CDB, CDG is a rt. Z- .

Hence, in .^s ABD, GDB,
AB=GD Constr.

BD is com.

rt. ^ABD=rt. ^GDB.

/. AD=BG 1.4.

And, in .^a ABG, GDA,
AB=GD Constr.

BG=DA Above.

^AG is com.

/. z.ABG=Z.GDA 1.8.

But z.ABG is a rt. L Above.

/. L GDA is a rt. L.

Hence GD is at rt. z. s to each of the st. lines BD, AD, CD,
at their pt. of iiitersection D.

/, BD, AD, CD are in the same plane XI. 5.

But AB lies in the same plane with BD and AD xi. 2.

,*, AB and CD are in the same plane.

Also, Z.S ABD, CDB are two rt. /.s Hyp.

/. ABis II
to CD 1.28.

Wherefore, if two straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

It ia important to notice that AB and CD must be shown to lie in the

same plane before I. 28 can be applied to prove them parallel.
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PEOPOSITION VII. Theorem.

If two straight lines be parallel, the straight line drawn from any

point in one to any point in the other, is in the same plane with the

parallels.

Let AB be ||
to CD, and let E, F be any pts. in them.

Then shall st. line EF lie in the plane of AB, CD.

Join EF. A E B
Then, since AB is

||
to CD Hyp.

.*. AB and CD are in the same plane. . .1. def. 35.

But, E and F are pts. in this plane, C F D
/. the St. line EF lies wholly in this plane I. def. 7.

Wherefore, if two straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

Z

PEOPOSITION VIII. Theorem.

If two straight lines he parallel, and one of them be at right angles

to a plane, the other shall also be at right angles to the same plane.

Let AB be
||
to CD, and let AB bexto the plane EF.

Then shall CD be also a. to the plane EF.

Ai^ C

Let B, D, be the pts. in which AB, CD, meet plane EF.
Join BD.
In plane EF, draw DG at rt. z_ s to BD.
Cut off DG=AB.
Join BG, AG, AD.

Then, since AB is ± to plane EF Hyp.

/. each of the L^ ABD, ABG is a rt. L XI. def. 3.

And, since AB is
||
to CD Hyp.

/. z_s ABD, CDB=twort. ^s 1.29.

But ^ABD is a rt. L Abore.

/. L CDB is also a rt. L.

Again, in ^^s ABD, GDB,
( AB=GD Constr.

•/
-[

BD is com.

irt. Z-ABD=rt. z_GDB,
.-. AD=GB 1.4.
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And, in .^s ABG, GDA,
AB=GD Constr.

GB=AD Above.

AG is com.

/. ^ABG=Z.GDA 1.8.

But AABG is a rt. L Above.

.*, LGDA is also a rt. L.

Hence, since each of the L s GDB, GDA is a rt. z. ,

/. GD is ± to the plane in which BD, AD lie xi. 4.

But, BD, AD are both in the plane of the ||
s XI. 7.

/. Z.CDG is art. L XL def. 1.

But Z.CDB is art. L Above.

i.e. CD is ± to both BD and GD,

/. CD is ± to the plane EF, in which they are....XL 4.

Wherefore, if two straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

EXAMPLE.

The locus of points equidistant from two fixed points is the plane which

bisects at right angles the linejoining the two points.

Let A, B be the fixed pts., C the mid. pt. of AB,
DE the plane bisecting AB at rt. L s.

Take any pt. P in plane DE.
Join PA, PB, PC.

Then, in ^:^s PAC, PBC,
AC=BC Hyp.

PC is com.

jt. L PCA=rt. LPCB XL def. 3

/. PA=PB L4.

i.e. any pt. in plane DE is equidist. from A and B.

,*, plane DE is the locus of such pts. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. Find the locus of straight lines which are at right angles to a fixed

straight line at a fixed point.

2. The perpendicular is the shortest line that can be drawn to a plane from

a given external point; and of any others, those which make equal

angles with the perpendicular are equal; and conversely.
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PEOPOSITION IX. Theorem.

2^wo straight lines, which are each of them parallel to a third straight

line not in the same plane with them, are parallel to one another.

Let AB and CD be each II
to EF.

Then shall AB be || to CD.
In EF take any pt. G.

In the plane containing AB and

EF, draw GH at rt. z.s to EF,

meeting AB at H.
In the plane containing CD and

EF, draw GK at rt. z.s to EF,
meeting CD at K.

Then, since EF is at rt. /.s to GH and GK Constr.

/. EF is J. to the plane HKG xi. 4.

ButABis
II toEF Hyp.

/. AB is also ± to the plane HKG XI. 8.

Similarly, CD is j. to the plane HKG.
i.e., AB and CD are both J. to the plane HKG,

/. AB is
II

to CD XL 6.

Wherefore, two straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

PEOPOSITION X. Theorem.

If two straight lines meeting one another he parallel to two others

that meet hut are not in the same plane with the first two, the first two

and the other two shall contain equal angles.

Let AB, AC be
|| to DE, DF respectively.

Then shall l BAC= l EDP.
Cut off AB, AC, DE, DF all equal.

Join AD, BE, CF, BC, EF.

Then, since AB is = and
||

to DE Constr.

/.BE is = and
||

to AD.... I.

Similarly, CF is = and
||

to AD.

Hence BE is = and || to CF..

.*. BC = EF
Hence, in ^^s ABC, DEF,

(
AB=DE )

V < AC=DF ]

\ BC =EF Above.

/. ^BAC=^EDF ....1.8.

Wherefore, if two straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

.Constr.
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PROPOSITION XI. Problem.

To draw a straight line perpendicular to a given plane from a given

point without it.

Let EF be the given plane, and P the given external pt.

It is req^ to draw from P a st. line ± to the plane EF.

\V

-.F

Draw any st. line AB in the plane EF.
From P draw PM ± to AB 1. 12.

Then if PM is ± to, plane EF, what was req<i is done.

But, if not, from M, in plane EF, draw MC at rt. z.s to AB...I. ii.

From P draw PN ± to MC 1. 12.

Then shall PN be ± to plane EF.

Through N, in plane EF, draw ND
||
to AB 1.31.

Then, since each of the z.s BMP, BMN is a rt. L Constr.

/. BM is ± to the plane PMN XL 4.

But DN is
II
to BM Constr.

.*. DN is also ± to the plane PMN xi. 8.

/. Z.PND is a rt. L XL def. 1.

But Z.PNM is a rt. Z_ Constr.

i.e., PN is at rt. Z. s to DN and MN in the plane EF,

/. PN is ± to the plane EF XL 4.

Wherefore, from the given point &c. Q.E.F.

EXERCISES.

1. The projection of a straight line on a plane is a straight line.

2. If two equal straight lines are equally inclined to a plane their projections
on the plane are equal.
(310) T
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PEOPOSITION XII. Problem.

To draw a straight line at right angles to a givenplanefrom a given

point in the plane.

Let EF be the given plane, and A the given pt. in it.

It is required to draw, from A, a st. line at rt. Ls to the plane EF.

From any external pt. P, draw
PN ± to the plane XI. IL

From A draw AB
|| to PN l. 3L

Then shall AB be at rt. z.s

to plane EP.

For, since PN is ± to plane EF,
and AB is

||
to PN Constr.

^'

.*. AB is also J. to plane EF XI. 8.

Wherefore a straight line &c. Q.E.F.

B

/ ^ H /

PEOPOSITION XIII. Theorem.

From the same point, in a given plane, there cannot he two straight
lines at right angles to the plane, on the same side of it; and there can
he hut oneperpendicular to a givenplane from a given point without it.

Part I.—If it be possible, at pt. A, let AB, AC be both at rt. L s

to the plane EF, on the same side of it, and let DG be the com. sec-

tion of the plane EF with the plane containing AB and AC.
Then DAG is a st. line XL 3.

And, since AB is at rt. z. s to the plane EF,
/. Z.BAD is a rt. L XL def. 3.

Similarly L CAD is a rt. L.

:, LBAD= L CAD, in the same

plane,

or, the part=the whole,
which is absurd.

Part II.—Also, from the same pt., outside the plane, there

can be drawn but one st. line ± to the plane,
For if there could be two, they would be

|| XI, 6.

which is absurd L def. 35.

Wherefore, from the same point &c. Q.E.D.
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PROPOSITION XIV. Theorem.

Planes to which the same straight line is perpendicular are parallel

to one another.

Let AB be .l to each of the planes CD and EF.

Then shall plane CD be II to plane BP.

For, if not, they will meet, when prod*^ XI. def. 8.

If possible, let them meet, and let GH be their com. section.

Then GH is a st. line XL 3.

In GH take any pt. K.

Join KA, KB.

Then, since BA is J. to plane CD Hyp.

/. z.BAKisart. L xi.def.s.

Similarly, LABK is a rt. L .

Hence, Z.S BAK, ABK of -^KAB=two rt.z.s,

which is impossible 1. 17.

,*. the planes CD, EF cannot meet when prod**.

i.e. plane CD is
1 1
to EF.

Wherefore, planes &c. Q.E.D.

11
A

/ /
5

EXAMPLE.
Find the locus of a point equidistant from three given points which are

not in the same straight line.

Let A, B, C be the given pts. Join AB, BC, CA.
Find 0, the cent, of © circumscribing ^^AT^f! rv. 6.

From draw OP at rt. Z_s to plane ABC XI. 12.

Take any pt. P in OP, and join PA, PB, OA, OB.

Then, in .^^^ PAO, PBO,
AO=BO Constr.

OP is com.

rt. L AOP=rt. LBOP ....XL def. 3.

.•.PA=PB L4.

Similarly, PA=PC.

I.e., any pt. in OP is equidist. from A, B and C.

,', OP is the req^ locus.

EXERCISES.

1. State and prove the converse of Prop, XIV.
2. The parts of parallel lines intercepted between parallel planes are equal.

3. If two parallel planes be cut by two other parallel planes, the dihedral

angles are equal.
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PEOPOSITION XV. Theorem.

If two straight lines which meet one another he parallel to two others

which meet one another, but are not in the same plane with the first

two, the plane passing through the first two shall be parallel to the

plane passing through the other tivo.

Let OA, OB, in plane EF, be respectively || to QC, QD, in plane
GH.

Then shall plane EF be || to plane GH.

From O draw ON ± to plane GH xi. ii.

Draw NK
||
to QC, and NL

||
to QD i. 31.

Then, since ON is J. to plane GH Constr.

/, each of the Z.s ONK, ONL is a rt. L xi. def. 3,

Also, since OA is
|1
to QC, and NK is

||
to QC Hyp. and Constr.

/. OAislltoNK XL 9.

/. Z.S AON, ONK together=two rt. Z.s 1.29.

But Z.ONK is a rt. L Above.

/. LAON is also a rt. L.

Similarly it may be shown that L BON is a rt. L.

i.e. ON is at rt. z.s to the two st. lines OA, OB in plane EF.

/. ON is ± to plane EF xi. 4.

But ON is J- to plane GH Constr.

/. plane EF is
|| to plane GH xi. u.

Wherefore, if two straight lines &c. Q.E.D.
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PKOPOSITION XVI. Theorem.

If two parallel planes he cut hy another plane, their common sections

with it shall be parallel.

Let the
|| planes AB, CD be cut by the plane EH in the st. lines

EF, GH.

Then shall the st. line EP be

"G

>K

For, if not, the st. lines EF, GH in the same plane will

meet if prod'i either towards E, G, or F, H I. del 35.

Let them, if possible, meet when prod'^ towards F, H,
at the pt. K.

Then, since EF, a part of st. line EFK, is in plane AB Hyp.

/. K is in plane AB xi. i.

Similarly it may be shown that K is in plane CD.

.*. the planes AB and CD, if prod'^, will meet,

which is impossible, for they are || Hyp.

Hence, EF, GH cannot meet, when prod^ towards F, H.

Similarly it may be shown that they cannot meet, when

prod^ towards E, G.
• EFislItoGH I.def.35.

Wherefore, if two parallel planes &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

The following are other forms of the enunciation of Proposition XV. :
—

If one pair of intersecting straight lines be parallel to another pair
in a different plane, the plane of the first pair shall be parallel to

the plane of the second pair;

or,

If two angles, in different planes, have their arms respectively

parallel, the planes are also parallel.
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PKOPOSITION XVII. Theorem.

If two straight lines he cut hy parallel planes, they shall he cut in

the same ratio.

Let the st. lines AB, CD be cut by the
|| planes GH, KL, MN, at

the pts. A, E, B and C, F, D.

Then shaU AB be to BB as CP to PD.

B _33
^l^

Join AC, AD, BD.
Let AD cut the plane KL at O.

Join EO, OF.

Then, since the plane ABD cuts the
|| planes KL, MN,

/. the com. sections EO, BD are
||

XL 16.

And, since the plane DAC cuts the
|| planes GH, KL,

/. the com. sections OF, AC are
||

XL 16.

Hence, since EO is
1|
to BD, a side of ^iABD,

/. AE isto EB as AO is to OD VL2.

And, since OF is
||
to AC, a side of .^DAC,

/.AG isto OD as CF isto FD VL2.

Hence AE isto EB as CF isto FD v.n.

Wherefore, if two straight lines &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

A more perfect form of the enunciation is the following:
—

If two straight lines be cut by three parallel planes they shall be cut

proportionally, and those segments shall be homologous which are

intercepted between the same planes.
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PKOPOSITION XVIII. Theorem.

If a straight line he at right angles to a plane, every 'plane which

passes through it shall be at right angles to that plane.

Let PN be ± to the plane AB.

Then shall every plane through PN be ± to plane AB.

Let CD be a plane passing through PN and having a com.

section ED with the plane AB.
Take any pt. F in ED, and draw EG, in plane CD, at

rt. z_stoED 111.

Then, since PN is ± to plane AB Hyp.

/. Z. PNF is a rt. Z. xi. def. 3.

But Z.GFN is a rt. L Constr.

,\ Ls PNF, GFN=two rt. Ls.

/. GFislltoPN 1.28.

But PN is i. to plane AB Hyp.

/. GF is also ± to plane AB xi. 8.

Hence, since any st. line GF, in plane CD, drawn at rt. L s

to their com. section ED, is J_ to plane AB,

/, plane CD is J. to plane AB xi. def. 4.

Wherefore, if a straight line &c. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. If one plane is perpendicular to a second, the second is perpendicular to

the first.

2. Prove the converse of Prop. XVIII.,—that if one plane be perpendicular

to another, the perpendicular to the second, drawn from any point in

their common section, lies in the first plane.
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PKOPOSITION XIX. Theorem.

If two planes which cut one another be each of them perpendicular
to a third plane, their common section shall be perpendicular to the

same plane.

Let the planes AB and BD be each ± to plane EF.

Then shall their com. section BC be j. to plane EF.

- E-

Let AC, CD be the com. sections of planes AB, BD with plane EF.

Then, if BC be not ± to plane EF, if possible, draw, in plane AB,
from pt. C, the st. line CG at rt. Z.s to AC; and, in the plane

BD, from pt. C, the st. line CH at rt. Z.s to CD I. ii.

Then, since plane AB is ± to plane EF Hyp.

and CG is drawn in plane AB ± to their com. section Constr.

/. CG is J. to plane EF XI. def. 4.

Similarly, CH is ± to plane EF.

i.e., from the same pt, C two straight lines have been

drawn, each A. to plane EF,
which is impossible XI. 13.

Hence BC cannot be otherwise than ± to plane EF.

Whereiore, if two planes &LC. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION XX. Theorem.

If a solid angle be contained by three plane angles, any tiDO of them

are together greater than the third.

Let the solid z. at O be cont*^ by the three plane L s AOB, BOC,
COA.

Then shall any two of these z_s be together > the
third.
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Case 1. If z.s AOB, BOC, COA are all equal, it is evident that any
two are > the third.

Case 2. But, if z. s AOB, BOC, COA are not all equal, let L AOB
be that which is not < either of the others.

^ 3

At pt. O, in the plane AOB, make z.AOD=z_COA 1.23.

Cut off OD=OC.
Through D draw st. line ADB, in the plane AOB,
meeting OA, OB at A, B.

Join CA CB.

Then, in .-rXs AOC, AOD,
( OC=OD Constr.

*/
I

OA is com.

iz.COA=Z.DOA Constr.

.-. AC=AD 1.4.

But AC, CB>AB 1.20.

/. CB>DB Ax.3.

Hence, in ^^% BOC, BOD,

j'OC=OD
Coustr.

•/
-|

OB is com.

iCB>DB Above.

/. z.BOC>^BOD 1.25.

But^COA=Z.AOD Constr.

/. /.s BOC, COA> ^s BOD, AOD.

i.e. L9. BOC, COA > z. AOB.

Also, since L AOB is not < either of the others,

.*. L AOB, together with either of the others, > the third.

Wherefore, if a solid angle &c. Q.E.D.
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PKOPOSITION XXI. Theorem.

The plane angles, which contain a solid angle, are together less than

four right angles.

Let the solid angle at O be cont<^ by the plane Z-s AOB, BOC,
COD, DOE, EOA.

Then shall these z_s be together < four rt. lb.

Let a plane FG make the com. sections AB, BC, CD, DE, EA, with

the planes in which the L s are.

Take any pt. Q within the polygon ABODE.
Join QA, QB, QC, QD, QE, dividing the polygon into as many ^^^s

as it has sides, that is, as there are plane L s forming the solid L at O.

Then, since the solid z. at B is cont* by three plane L s,

/. Z-sOBA, OBC >z_ABC xi. 20.

i.e. L s OBA, OBC > Z_ s QBA, QBC,
and so on, for the other corners C, D &c.

Hence, all the base Ls oi all the ^iirAs with vertex O
> all the base Z.s of all the ^^s with vertex Q.

But all the Z_s of all the ^^s with vertex O
= all the Z.S of all the ^^s with vertex Q i. 32.

.*, all the vertical Z-S of all the ..^^s with vertex O
< all the vert^ Z. s of all the ..^^s with vertex Q.

But the Z-S at Q=four rt. z.s I. 15 cor.

/, the z_ s at O < four rt. L s.

Wherefore, the plane angles &c. Q.E.D.

NOTE.

This proposition was only proved for a trihedral angle by Euclid. Simson

added to Euclid's proof a second case dealing with a polyhedral angle. As,

however, the above proof is quite independent of the number of angles

which form the solid angle, the first case has not been inserted in the text
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NOTES.

The following was Euclid's proof ;

Let the solid angle at be cont^ by the three plane Z.s AOB, BOC, COA.

Then shall these three Ls be together < four rt. L s.

Take any pts. A, B, C in OA, OB, OC. n
Join AB, BC, CA.

Then since solid Z. A is cont** by three

plane Ls,

.*. Ls BAO, OAC >Z.BAC XL 20.

Similarly Ls ABO, OBC > Z. ABC,
and Ls BCO, OCA > Z.BCA.

/. the six LS BAO, OAC, ABO, OBC, BCO, OCA> Z-s BAC, ABC, BCA.

But LS BAC, ABC, BCA=two rt. Ls I. 32.

/. the six Ls BAO, OAC, ABO, OBC, BCO, OCA >two rt. Z.s.

But the three Z-S of each of the ^i^s OAB, OBC, OCA=two rt.Z.s...I. 32.

.'. the nine Ls BAO, ABO, AOB, OBC, BCO, BOC, OCA, OAC, COA
=six rt. L s.

But, of these, the six BAO, OAC, ABO, OBC, BCO, OCA
>two rt. Ls Above.

/. the reme three Ls AOB, BOC, COA < four rt. Ls.

It should be noticed that Prop. XXI. only holds good for a convex solid

angle, i.e. the polygon ABODE in the figure must have no re-entrant angle.

[It is not customary to read the remaining nineteen propositions of the

Eleventh Book, or those of Book XII. These contain some very important
results concerning the volumes of solids, but the proofs are often long and

difficult, and the modern methods by which these results are obtained are

beyond the scope of the present work.]

EXERCISES.

1. If in the fig. of Prop. XX., OQ be drawn within the solid angle at O and

not in the same plane with any two of the lines OA, OB, OC, then

(i) the sum of the Lb AOQ, BOQ, COQ > half the sum of the

Z-8 AOB, BOC, COA.

(ii) the sum of the Ls AOQ, BOQ, COQ < sum of the Ls AOB,
BOC, COA.

2. If, in the figure of Prop. XXI., OQ be joined, prove that the sum of

the angles AOQ, BOQ &c. is greater than half the sum of the angles

AOB, BOO &c.
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MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES.

I, To draiv a straight line perpendicular to each of two given straight lines

which are not in the same plane.

Let AB and CD be the two given st. lines.

In CD take any pt. E.

Through E draw EF
||
to AB.

Let GH be the plane containing CD and EF.
Take any pt. K in AB.
From K draw KN ± to plane GH XI. ii.

Through N draw NQ ||
to EF, meeting CD at Q I. 3i.

Then, since QN is
||
to EF, and EF is

|1
to AB Constr.

/. QN is
II
to AB XI. 9.

and, AB, QN, KN are in the same plane xi. r.

Through Q draw, in this plane, QP ||
to KN, meetingAB at P I. 3i.

Then shall PQ be ± to both AB and CD.

For, since KN is ± to plane GH, and PQ is
||
to KN Constr.

/. PQ is ± to plane GH XI. 8.

/, PQ is ± to CD in that plane XL def. i.

Also, since PQNK is a £7 Constr.

/. ^KPQ=Z.KNQ 1.34.

But Z.KNQ is art. L XL def. i.

/. Z_KPQ is also a rt. L
i.e. PQ is ± to AB. Q.E.F.

II. Find a point in a given straight line such that the sum of its distances

from two given points, not in the plane of the line, may he a minimum.

Let P, Q be the pts., AB the line, yiQ

DrawPM, QN ±stoAB XL n.

In plane PMN draw NR
at rt. Z_ s to AB, and = QN.
Join PR cutting AB at O, and join OQ.

Then PO + OQ shall be a min.

(The proof is similar that of Ex. III. page 82.)
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III. The faces of a parallelepiped are parallelograms^ and opposite faces

are equal.

Let ABCD, EFGH be opp. faces of a
||

p^^.

E

ihi

\
\ . __ --

F
B^^i;:: \ / ^ g

Then, (i) since plane AH is
||
to BG .*. Def. p. 286.

and plane AC meets them,

,', the com. sections AD, BC are
||

XL 16.

Similarly, AB, DC are
||

.

Hence, ABCD is aO Def. p. 14.

In the same way it may be shown that the other faces are /~7s.

Again, (ii) Join AC, EGr.

Then, since ABFE is a O Above.

/. AB=EF L34.

Similarly, DC=HG.
Also, since AD is

||
to EH, and DC is

||
to HG- Above.

/. Z_ADC=^EHG XL 10.

Hence, in .^^a ADC, EHG,
AD=EH

jDC=HG
[

Above.

Z_ADC=Z.EHG)
/. .-::iADC=.^EHG l 4.

Hence, ZI7ABCD=OErGH L 34.

In the same way it may shown that the other pairs of opp. faces

are equal. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.
1. In the figure of Ex. 1 prove that—

(i) PQ is the shortest distance between the lines;

(ii) no other line but PQ can be perpendicular to both lines .

2. In the figure of Ex. Ill,, prove that—
(i) the sum of the squares on the diagonals AG, EC is double the

sum of the squares on AC, CG;
(ii) if BD, AC, cut at Q, and EG, EH at R, then QR is equal and

parallel to CG.

3. Points are taken one on each of two adjacent walls of a room; find the

shortest line that can be drawn on the walls between the points.
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IV. The diagonals of a parallelepiped meet at a point, and bisect one another.

Let ACGE be a
||
ped.

Join AC, EG.

Then, since AE is=and
||
to DH )

and DH is=and
II
to CG (

,'. AE is=and
|I
to CG Ax. landXl. 9.

/.ACGE is a O 1.33.

Hence its diags. AG, CE bisect one another at O ...Ex. r, p. hi.

Similarly, DCFE is a CJ, and its diags. DF, CE bisect one another.

i.e. the diag. DF also passes through O.

Similarly, ABGH is a 0> and its diags. AG, BH bisect one another

at O.

i.e. the four diags. of the
||
P^d AG, BH, CE, DF, are concurrent

and bisect each other. Q.E.D.

V. Straight lines joining the middle points of opposite edges of a parallele-

piped are bisected by the point of intersection of its diagonals.

For if K be mid. pt. of AE, in fig. of Ex. IV., and KO be joined and

prodd it will meet CG, which lies in the same plane AG, at some pt. L.

Then, in .^^s AKO, GLO,
AO=OG Ex. IV.

Z_KAO=Z.LGO Ex. IV. and I. 29.

Z.AOK=Z-GOL 1.15.

.•.AK=LG, andKO=OL 1.26.

But AK=half AE
=half CG Ex. IV.

/. LG=half CG.

i.e. KOL joins the mid. pts. of opp. sides, and is bisected at O.

Similarly for any other pair of sides.

Q.E.D.
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VI. TTie section of a parallelepided hy any plane which cuts two pairs of

opposite edges, but does not cut the remaining pair, is a parallelogram.

Let PQRS be such a section of the
|1
ped ACGE.

A E

Then since plane PR cuts the
|| planes AC, EG-,

,*, the com. sections PQ and SR are
||

....

Similarly, PS is
||
to QR.

/. fig. PQRS is a O.

.XI. 16.

Q.E.D.

VII. The square on a diagonal of a rectangular parallelepiped is equal to

the sum of the squares on three adjacent edges.

Let ACGE be a reef
||
ped

Join BG, AG.

Then, since each of the L s

ABC, ABE is a rt. L Def. p. 286.

.*, AB is ± to plane BG XL 4.

/. Z.ABG is art. Z_.

H
D

B
_^(.

Hence, AG2=AB2 + BG2 1. 47.

=AB2 + BC2 + CG« L47.

=AB2 + BC2 + Br2 L34.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. The diagonals of a rectangular parallelepiped are equal to one another.

2. Cut a cube by a plane so that the section may be

(i) an equilateral triangle;

(ii) a trapezium;

(iii) a regular hexagon.

3. The section of a parallelepiped by a plane parallel to an edge is a paral-

lelogram.

4. The sum of the squares on the four diagonals of any parallelepiped is

equal to four times the sum of the squares on three adjacent edges.
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VIII. The straight lines joining the vertices of a tetrahedron to the points

of intersection of the medians of the opposite faces meet at a point, and

divide each other in the ratio of d to 1.

Let VABC be any tef^ .

Bisect BC at D. Join AD, VD. From DA cut off DE=4 of AD.
From DV cut off Dr=^ of VD. Join VE, AF, EF vi. 9.

Then, since VE, AF lie in one plane VAD XI.2.

,*. these lines cut at some pt. G.

AE 2 VF
And, since ;=—= -

=:i:r?: Constr.

ED 1 FD
/. FE is

II
to VA vi.2(ii.)

TT VGr AGr _^, „ /,»

"^"^^'GE
=
GF

• ^""'

But Z!^=X!^ (bysimf As VAG.GFE) ^

hVI. 4

. (by simr A s VAD, FED)
*

...Constr.

GE EF
_VD
~FD'
_3

I'"

i.e. VE, AF cut at G, and divide one another in the ratio of 3 to 1.

Similarly, it may be shown that VE, BK, and VE, CL (where K, L,

are the points of intersection of the medians of .=^8 VAC, VAB)^
cut at the same point G. Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

In any tetrahedron the straight lines joining the middle points of oppo-

site edges meet at a point.

If abc be a section of the tetrahedron by a plane parallel to ABC, then

VE passes through the intersection of the medians of abc.
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IX. The section of a tetrahedron by a plane parallel to each of tico opposite

edges is a parallelogram.

Let VABC be any tet", and let DEFG be the section made by a plane

DF
II
to the opp. edges VA and BC.

Then shall DBFG be a O-
For, since plane DF
isjlto BC Hyp.

,*, they cannot meet if prod<^ ....Def. p.

/, No St. line in plane
DF can meet BC.

/, EF cannot meet BC.

But EF and BC are in

the same plane ABC.

/. EFis||toBC Ldef.35

Similarly, DG is
||
to BC.

/. DG is
II
to EF XI. 9.

In the same way it may be shown that DE is
||
to GF.

/. DEFG is a O Def. p. u.

Q.E.D.

EXERCISES.

1. In a regular tetrahedron

(i)
The foot of perpendicular from the vertex on the base is the

centre of the circle circumscribing the base.

(ii) The square of this perpendicular is § of the square on an edge.

(iii) The sum of the perpendiculars on the faces from any point in

the base is equal to the altitude.

(iv) The lines joining the middle points of opposite sides meet at a

point, are at right angles to one another, and bisect each other.

(v) Find the height when the edges are each 3 inches long,

(vi) Find the height, and area of surface, when the edge is a.

2. Cut a regialar tetrahedron so that the section may be a square.

3. Find the locus of a point equidistant from the angles of an equilateral

triangle.

(310) U
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X. Sections of a pyramid made by planes parallel to the base are similar.

Let VABCDE be a pyr., and abode a, section
||
to the base.

Tlien shall abode be simr to ABODE.

For since plane aci is
I|
to plane AD, and plane VBC meets them,

.*. the com. sections be, BC are
||

xi. 16.

Similarly, c(Z is
||
to CD.

Hence Lbcd=LBCD XI. lo.

Also,-^=l:'.' BC VC
cd

~CD*

VI. 4.

i.e. the Z. s at c, C are =, and

the sides about these Z.s are : -J^.

Similarly, for the other Z. s of the polygons. jg q
/, the polygons abode, ABCDE are simi^ XI. def. l.

Q.E.D

XI. The areas of the sections of a pyramid, made by planes parallel to the

base, are to one another in the duplicate ratio of their altitudes.

Join BN, bn. Draw VN J_ to plane AD, meeting plane ad at n...Xl. ii.

Then, since VN is ± to plane AD,

,*. it is J. to the
|| plane ad XI. 14 (conv.).

And, since the plain VBN meets the
|| planes ad, AD,

,*, the com. sections bn, BN are
||

XI. 16.

Hence, ^^s Ybn, VBN are sim'".

And, since fig. abode is sim^ to fig. ABCDE Ex. IX.

, Gs. abode bc^ Yb^ Yn^ „ „,
• •

fig.ABCDE=BC^=VB^=W-^^-
''' "°^^' ^'^^ ""' '•

Q.E.D.

XII. Every plane section of a sphere is a circle.

Let the plane EF cut the sphere of rad. r, and whose cent, is O.

Then shall their com. section BCD be a ©.

From O draw ON J. to plane EF.

Take any pt. C in BCD and join OC, CN.
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Then, since ON is jl to plane EF,
.*. Z_ONC is a rt.Z. XL dof. 3.

/. CN2=OC2 - 0N» L4r.

=r2-0N=»
i.e. any pt. C in the curve BCD
is at a constant distance from the

fixed pt. N. E'

,*, locus of C is a ©. Q.E.D.

XIII. To find the centre of a sphere which shall pass through four given

points not in the same plane.

Let A, B, C, D, be the four pts.

Find M, N, the cents, of the 0s circumscribing ^^s ABC, ABD...IV. 6.

Draw MP at rt. Z. s to plane ABC,
and NQ at rt. Z-S to plane ABD ...xi. 12.

Then, since MP is a ± to plane

ABC drawn from cent, of circum-

scribing Constr.

,*, any point in MP is equidist.

from A and B Ex. p. 29:

Similarly, any pt. in NQ is equidist.

from A, B.

/. MP, NQ, both lie in the plane which bisects AB at rt. Z.s...Ex. p. 296.

But MP, NQ, being ± to different planes, are not
||

.

,*, they will meet at some pt. 0.

Then, since O is equidist. from A, B, C, and also from A, B, D,
.*, O is equidist. from the four pts. A, B, C, D, and is the req'^ cent.

Q.E.F.

NOTE.
If the plane EF passes through the centre of the sphere, the section is

called a great circle of the sphere ;
if not, a small circle.

EXERCISES.

1. The common section of two spheres is a circle, and its plane is perpen-
dicular to the line joining their centres, which it divides into parts

the diff. of whose squares is equal to the difference of the squares of

the radii. {Note. This is called the radical plane of the spheres.)

2. All tangents to a sphere from a given external point are equal.

3. The planes of small circles of equal radii are equidistant from the centre

of the sphere.

4. Find the radii of the inscribed and circumscribed spheres of a regular

tetrahedron whose edge is a.
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XIV. There can he hut five regular solids.

For, since the sum of the plane L s

forming any solid L must be < 360° XL 2L

and an L of an equilat. ^^ is 60°,

,*, three, four, or five, but not more,

equilat. ^^s can form a solid /..

Also, an Z. of a sq. is 90°,

.*, three, but not more, sqs. can form a solid L •

And an Z. of a reg. pentagon is 108°

,', three, but not more, reg. pentagons
can form a solid /_ .

Again, an /_ of a reg. hexagon is 120°,

and three such L s are not < 360°,

,*. three, or more, reg. hexagons cannot

form a solid L .

Neither, for like reasons, can reg. heptagons,

octagons, &c.

Hence there can be hwt five reg. solids, namely—

(i) the reg. tetrahedron, having each solid L formed by 3 equilat. ^^s;

(ii) „ hexahedron (or cube), „ „ ,, 3 squares;

(iii) „ octahedron, „ ,, „ 4 equilat. ^^s;

(iv) „ dodecahedron, „ „ ,, 3 reg. pentagons;

(v) „ icosahedron „ „ „ 5 equilat. ^^s.

XV. If 'E, he the number of edges, F the numher of faces, and S the number

of solid angles of any polyhedron, then S + F =E + 2.

Suppose the polyhedron to be gradually built up by fitting together n

polygons, taken one at a time; and let E, Ej, E3, &c., stand for the number
of edges when the first, second, third, &c. polygon is added on; and so on.
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Then, for the first polygon, there are as many edges as corners.

/. Ei= Si, or Ei=:Si + (l-l).

And, when the second polygon is added, one edge, and

Uvo corners will coincide with those of the first polygon,

/. E2= S2 + 1, or E2=S2 + {2-l).

Also, when the third polygon is added, two edges, and

three corners will coincide with those of the first and

second polygons,

/.Eg= 83 + 1 + 1, or E3= S3 + (3-l).

And so on.

Hence, when the last but one of the polygons is added,

En-i = S„-i+(^^-l).

But the last polygon adds no fresh edges, nor corners,

i.e. E is E„_i, S is Sn-i, and F is n.

.-. E = S + (F^-1),
or E + 2= S + r.

MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISES.

1. The area of the surface of a cube is double of the square on one of its

diagonals.

2. Prove that if every straight line which can be drawn meeting two given

straight lines meet a third given straight line, the three given lines

all lie in one plane.

3. If two straight lines are parallel, their projections on any plane are also

parallel.

4. From a point P, outside a given plane, two perpendiculars are drawn,

one to the plane, and the other to a given straight line in the plane;

prove that the line joining their feet is at right angles to the given
line.

5. Two perpendiculars are let fall from any point on two given planes:

show that the angle between the perpendiculai-s is equal to the angle
of inclination of the planes to one another.

6. Three lines, OP, OQ, OR, intersect at right angles in the point O, and

OS is drawn perpendicular to QR. Show that, if PS is joined, PS
will be perpendicular to QR.

7. Find the locus of the foot of the perpendicular from a given point upon
a plane which passes through a given straight line.
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8. AB, CD are two straight lines, of which AB lies in a plane to which

CD is perpendicular. Show that the perpendiculars drawn to AB
from the different points of CD all pass through a fixed point.

9. The projections of parallel straight lines on any plane are proportional
to the lines.

10. ABCD is a regular tetrahedron, and, from the vertex A, a perpendicular
is drawn to the base BCD, meeting it in O : show that three times

the square on AO is equal to twice the square on AB.

11. The angle which a line makes with its projection on a plane, is less

than that which it makes with any other line in that plane.

12. Draw a straight line, which shall be equally inclined to three straight

lines, which meet at a point, but are not in the same plane.

13. If a prism be cut by parallel planes the sections will be equal.

14. Show that the shortest distance between two opposite edges of a regular
tetrahedron is equal to half the diagonal of the square described on

an edge.

15. Straight lines are drawn from two points, not in that plane, to meet
each other in a given plane. Find when their sum is a minimum.

16. OA, OB, OC are three straight lines, not in the same plane, planes

through OB, OC perpendicular to OBC intersect in Oa, planes

through OC, OA perpendicular to OCA intersect in Oh, and planes

through OA, OB perpendicular to OAB intersect in Oc; prove that

OA, OB, OC are perpendicular to the planes 06c, Oca, Oab respec-

tively.

17. If two straight lines in one plane, be equally inclined to another plane,

they will be equally inclined to the common section of the two planes.

18. If in the three edges, which meet at one angle of a cube, three points

A, B, C be taken at equal distances from the angle, the area of the

triangle ABC formed by joining these points with each other is

-—-
a^, where a is the distance OA.

19. OA and OB are two intersecting straight lines. 00 is any straight
line through their point of intersection, but not in their plane, which
is such that the angle COA is equal to the angle COB. Show that

the projection of the straight line OC on the plane AOB bisects the

angle AOB.

20. A pyramid is constructed on a square base, having all its edges equal
to one another; find the inclination of two of the triangular faces to

one another.
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21. Of all the planes which can be drawn through a given line, find that

which has least inclination to a given plane.

22. On a given equilateral triangle as base, describe a regular tetrahedron.

23. If any point be taken within a cube, the square of its distance from a

corner of the cube is equal to the sum of the squares of the perpen-
diculars from the point on the three faces containing that corner.

24. The lines joining the middle points of adjacent sides of a quadrilateral,

the sides of which are not all in the same plane, form a parallelogram.

{Note.
—Such a quadrilateral is called gauche.)

25. Find the locus of a point in space equidistant from three fixed points.

26. From the centre of the circle circumscribing a triangle ABC, a perpen-
dicular to its plane is drawn of length equal to the side of the square
inscribed in that circle

;
show that the radius of the sphere which

passes through A, B, C and the extremity of the perpendicular is

three-fourths of the perpendicular.

27. If P be a point equidistant from the angles A, B, C of a right-angled

triangle of which A is the right angle and D the middle point of

BC, prove that PD is at right angles to the plane of ABC.

28. A pyramid on a square base is cut by planes parallel to the base; show
that the points of intersection of the diagonals of the sections all lie

in a straight line.

29. The sum of the squares on the four diagonals of an oblique parallele-

piped is equal to the sum of the squares on its twelve edges.

30. Given three straight lines, draw through a given point a straight line

equally inclined to the three.

31. If a regular tetrahedron be cut by a plane parallel to two edges which

do not meet, the perimeter of the parallelogram in which it is cut

shall be double of an edge of the tetrahedron.

32. The angles of inclination ©f two faces of a regular tetrahedron and

regular octahedron are supplementary.

33. If the middle points of the edges of a regular tetrahedron be joined,

the figure formed is a regular octahedron.

34. Make a trihedral angle equal to a given trihedral angle.

35. Find the locus of points in space the difference of the squares of the

distances of which from two given points is constant.
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APPENDIX I.

TRANSVERSALS; HARMONIC SECTION;
POLE AND POLAR.

Note.—In modern geometry many important results are obtained by

combining Euclid's methods with those of arithmetic and algebra.

Def.—A line which cuts a system of lines is called a transversal.

I. If three concurrent straight lines, drawn through the angles of a

triangle, meet the sides, or sides produced, the products of alternate segments

of the sides, taken in order, are equal.

Let ABC be a ^rA, and AOD, BOE, COF be concurrent lines meeting
the sides or sides prod<i at D, E, F.

Then shall BD . CB . AF=DC . BA . FB.

B- D '^ ^'-
C D

For ^BOA_OA_^COA
' .:^BOD~OD"".:.^COD

. .^BOA ^^BOD
• •

:^:coA=:^^coD
^"""•

=?5 VI.1.
DC

Q. .,
1

.^BOC CE
Similarly, _^^^^=_,

and, -^COA^AF' ^^BOC FB
Hence, multiplying,

^^BOA ^BOC .^^COA_BD CE AT
-=^COA

•

.-:\BOA
*

.^BOC~DC ' EA
'

FB"

._BD CE AF
' DC'EA'FB'

i.e. DC . EA . FB=BD . CE . AF.
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11. // in a triangle ABC, BD . CE . AF=DC . EA . FB, then AD, BE,
and CF are concurrent. (Converse of Theor. I.) .

For, if not, suppose, if possible, that

CF does not pass through O, the pt.

of intersection of AD and BE.

Join CO. Prod. CO to meet AB at G.

Then, since AD, BE, CG are concurrent,

/. BD . CE . AG=DC . EA . GB Theor. i.

ButBD. CE. AF=DC. EA, FB Hyp.

. ,. ... AG GB
.. dividing,^=_. .

or, a ratio of greater inequality=one of less inequality, which is absurd.

Hence CF cannot pass otherwise than through O.

III. If a transversal cut the sides, or sides produced, of a triangle, the

products of the alternate segments, taken in order, are equal.

Let a transversal meet the sides BC, CA, AB of .^ ABC at D, E, F,

Then shall BD . CE . AF=DC . EA . FB.

Through A, draw AG
|1
to BC, meeting the transversal at G.

Then, by sim^ ^^s FBD, FAG,

BD_AG.
FB~AF'

And, by simr .^s EDC, EGA,
CE_EA.
DC~AG'

BD CE_AG EA
FB DC~AF •

AG'

_EA
-AF'

or, BD . CE . AF=DC . EA . FB.

multg,^.^:

EXERCISES.

1. State, and prove by a reductio ad absurdum, the converse of Theor. III.

2. Use Theor. II. to prove Examples VIII., IX., X., XI. on pages 86, 87,

88, 89.

3. Prove that the lines joining the vertices of a triangle to the points of

contact of the inscribed circle are concurrent.

4. Prove that lines drawn at right angles to the sides of a triangle through
their middle points are concurrent.
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Defs.—A system of straight lines drawn through a point is called a

pencil.

The point is called the vertex of the pencil.

Any one of the lines is called a ray.

If the four points, in which a pencil of four rays meets a transversal,

divide that transversal in harmonic proportion, the four points are called a

harmonic range.
The four rays are called a harmonic pencil.

If a line AB is divided internally at C, and externally at D, in the same

ratio, we know (see page 228) that ACBD is divided harmonically. The

points C and D are called harmonic conjugates of A and B.

The ray OB is said to be the conjugate of OA, and OD of OC.

IV. If a 'pencil divide one transversal harmonically, it divides all trans*

versals harmonically.

Let the pencil, vertex 0, divide the transversal ABCD harmonically, and

let a6c<i be any other transversal.

Then shall abed be a harm, range.

Draw EOF, ecf \\
to OA.

Then, by sim^ .^s OBA, EBC,
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V. If the extremities of the third diagonal of a complete quadrilateral he

joined to the point of intersection of the other two diagonals, all the pencils

are harmonic.

Let ABCD be a quadi, EF the third diag., let AC, BD cut at 0, and EO,
FO meet BC, AB, at L, M, and AD, DC, at I, m.,

E

B L C

Then, since EL, BD, CA, in ^^ EBC, are concurrent at O,

/. BL. CD . EA= LC. DE . AB Theor. I.

And, since the transversal FDA meets the sides of .^::X EBC,

/. BF. CD. EA = FC.DE. AB Theor. iii.

Hence, dividing, gj^=|^.

BL_BF
°'^'

LC~"FC'

i.e. E(BLCF) is a harmonic pencil.

Hence E(MOmF), and E(AZDF) are also harm, pencils Theor. IV.

Similarly it may be shown that all other pencils in the figure are harmonic.

the same ratio, then

EXERCISES.
1. If BD meet EF at K, BODK is a harmonic range.
2. Find the arithmetic, geometric, and harmonic means between two

given straight lines.

3. If a straight line AB be divided internally at C, and externally at D, in

1 _ 1 _ J 1

AB AC~AD AB*
4. The internal and external bisectors of the vertical angle of a triangle

form with the sides a harmonic pencil.
6. The line joining the centres of similitude of two circles is divided har-

monically by their circumferences.

6. The centres of similitude of three circles lie, three by three, on four

straight lines.
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Defs.—If from the cent. of a circle, of radius r, a line be drawn, and on

it two points P, Q, be taken such that OP . OQ= r^, then P is called the

inverse of Q, and Q the inverse of P.

The polar of a point with respect
to a circle is the straight line drawn

through the inverse of the point at right

angles to the radius which contains the

point.

(For example : If OP. OQ=r^ and

KL, MN be ± s to OP through P, Q,

then MN is the polar of P, and KL
the polar of Q.)

A triangle is called self-conjugate when each of its sides is the polar of

the opposite angular point with respect to some circle.

A triangle is said to be of given species when its angles, and the ratios

of its sides are given.

VI. The polar of an external point with respect to a circle is the chord of
contact of the tangents drawn to the circle from that point.

Let PS, PT be the tangs, from P to a circle with cent. O, and let ST cut

PAOB at Q.

Then, since PS2=PA, PB III. 37.

=PT-.

/. PS=PT.

And, in ^^s OSP, OTP,

PS=PT,
OP is com.

OS=OT,
.*. Z.SPO=Z.TPO.

Hence in ^^s SPQ, TPQ,

SP=TP,
Z.PSQ=Z.PTQ,
Z.SPQ=ATPQ.

/. Z.SQP=^TQP,
i.e. ST is at rt. L s to OP.

Also, since OSP is a rt. Z. ,

/. OQ . 0P=0S3 ....VI

Hence SQT is the polar of P.
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VII. The pole of a line drmvn through a fixed point lies on the polar of
that fxed point; and conversely.

Let P be the fixed pt., PA any line through P, Q the inverse of P with

respect to the 0, cent. O, rad. = r, and SQT the polar of P.

Then shall the pole of AP lie on SQT. ^ ^P
Draw OBA ± to PA and meeting / Q

SQT at B. 10 B\
Then, since BQP and PAB are rt. Ls, \

y^p
a O will go round P, Q, B, A,

/. OB . OA=OQ . OP m. 36, cor.

Hence B is the pole of AP.

The converse is evident, for, if B be a fixed pt. on SQT, AP is the polar
of B, and AP passes through P the pole of SQT.

VIII. Any secant of a circle drawn through a fixed point is divided har-

monically by the fixed point, its polar ivith respect to the circle, and the cir-

cumference of the circle.

Let the secant PAB be cut by SQT, the polar of P, at C.

Then shall PACB be a harm, range.
Join PS. Then PS is the tang, at S Theor. VI.

Draw OM ± to PAB.

Then since OMC, OQC are rt. Z-s, a will go round C, Q, 0, M.

T
And PA . PB=:PS2 in.36.

=OP^-OS-
'

L47.

=0P2-0P.0Q Hyp.

=0P . (OP - OQ)
=0P . PQ
=PM.PC m. 36, cor.

/. 2 PA . PB=2 PM . PC
=(PA + PB).PC
=PA.PC + PB.PC.

PA . PB - PA . PC=PB . PC - PA . PB.

or, PA . (PB - PC)=PB . (PC -
PA).

PA PC - PA
or, = :' PB PB-PC

i.e., PA, PC, PB are in harm. : : ».
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MISCELLANEOUS EXERCISES.

1. Prove Theorem VIII. for an internal point.

2. If a triangle is self-conjugate with respect to a circle, the orthocentre

of the triangle is at the centre of the circle.

3. If G be the point of intersection of the diagonals of a quadrilateral
inscribed in a circle, and EF be the third diagonal of the complete

quadrilateral, the triangle EFG is self-conjugate with respect to the

circle.

4. If A, B, C, D be any four points on a straight line, then, having regard
to sign as well as magnitude, AB . CD +AC . DB +AD . BC =

5. Given three rays of a harmonic pencil; find the fourth ray.

6. ABCD a,nd Abed are harmonic ranges; prove that Bb, Cc, T)d are con-

current.

7. If a circle cut the sides BC, CA, AB of a triangle ABC at D, d; E, e;

F,f; thenwillAF.A/.BD.B(Z.CE.Ce= rB./B.DC.cZC.EA.cA.
8. If a triangle of given species have one angle fixed and another lies on

a fixed circle, the locus of the third angle is a circle.

9. If a, h, c, be the lengths of the sides of any triangle, then

(i) (areaof ,=:::;X)^
= s(s-a)(s- b){s

-
c), where s is half the sum of a, h, c.

(ii) (area of .i^)^=:r . r^. r^ . Tc, where r, ?•«, rj, re are the radii of the

inscribed and escribed circles of the triangle.

APPENDIX II.

ALTERNATIVE PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS.

Book I. Prop. 5.

Let ABC be an isos. .^, with AB=AC, and AB, AC prod<i to D, E.

Suppose the figure to be taken up, turned over,

and then superposed upon its former position. ^
Let a, 6, c denote the /_ s A, B, C after reversal. ffW
Then, since a lies on A, and ae along AD, ff \

the pt, c must fall on B, for ac=AB...Hyp. /' V,

the line ad must lie along AE, for Z. s / V
ead, DAE are identical, /' V

the pt. b must fall on C, for a6=AC...Hyp. p./ (\
And, since c falls on B, and b on C, /c'^^^^^^^'^^''''\f

,', cb coincides with BC Ax. lo.
// \

Hence, Lacb coincides with Z_ABC /'' V

.*. Z_ac& = Z_ABC Ax.8. ^ )

i.e.,LACBz=LABC. [

Similarly, ^DBC=Z.ECB.
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Book I. Prop. 47.

Let ABC be a rt. Z.*i ^^, A being the rt. L
On AB desc. sq. ADEB.
From DA cut off DF=AC.
On DF desc. a sq. FGHD external to sq. AE,

From ED cut off EK=AC.
Join CG, BK, and GK, cutting AD at L.

Then, since each of the Z-S FDH, FDK
is a rt. L.

,', HDK is a st. line.

And, since AC=DF
Add AF to each.

/. CF=AD=AB.
Also GF=FD=AC.

And Z-GFC=Z.HDF=Z.CAB.
,*, .ci^s GFC, CAB are equal in all respects.

Similarly it may be shown that each of the ^^s GHK and KEB
is equal to CAB or GFC, and, consequently, the four <^^s are equal.

Hence, fig. CGKB is equilatl

And, since Z.CBA=A.KBE,
Add ^ABK to each.

/. Z.CBK==^ABE.
i.e., L CBK is a rt. L.

Hence fig. CGKB is a square.

Now, sq. on BC=fig. CGKB.

=figs. CAB, GFC, GFL, ALKB.
=figs. KEB, GHK, GFL, ALKB.
=figs. GHDF and ADEB.
=sqs. on HD, AB.

=sqs. on CA, AB.

NOTE.

The above provides the following easy method of cutting up the smaller

squares into bits which form the larger: Set the small squares GD, AE side

by side, cut off EK = DH, and join GK, KB.

Book IL Prop. 4.

Euclid's proof depends upon the theorem Parallelograms about the dia-

meter of a square are squares, which, not having been previously proved, he

demonstrates in the proof of this proposition. In other words, he makes
use of a Lemma. This may be avoided by deducing Prop. 4 from previous

propositions of Book II. thus:—
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11
K

D

(i) Let AB be divided into any two parts at C, i-^ ^ P
Then, sq. on AB = rect. AB, AC, with rect. AB, CB ii. 2.

=:sq. on AC and rect. AC, CB,
with rect. AC, CB and sq. on CB ii. 3.

=
sqs. on AC, CB with twice rect. AC, CB;

or, by the following construction :
—

(ii) On AB desc. a sq. ADEB.
Through C draw CF = to AD or BE. j^ q j3

From AD cut off AG = BC.
^

Draw GHK
||
to AB or DE, meeting

CF at H.

Then all the figs, are, by constr,, rectangles.

.-. CH =BK =AG= CB=HK = FE.

Hence CHKB is the sq. on CB.

Also, since AD = AB, and AG=FE
/. GDrrDF.

Hence GDFH is the sq. on GH (or AC),
Now sq. on AB:3figs. AH, GF, CK, HE.

= rect. AC, CH, sq. on GH, sq. on CB, rect. HK, KE,
= rect. AC, CB, sqs. on AC and CB, rect. AC, CB,
=

sqs. on AC, CB with twice rect. AC, CB.

Similarly Props. 5, 6, 7 of Bk. II. may be proved.

Book XI. Pkop. 4.

Let PN be ± to each of the lines AN, BN at their pt. of intersection N,
In plane ABN draw any line NC cutting AB at C.

Prod. PN to Q, making NQ = PN.
Join PA, PB, PC, QA, QB, QC.

Then in .=^s APN, AQN,
I PN=QN

*,• < AN is com.

(rt. Z.ANP=Z.ANQ
/. AP=:AQ

Similarly BP = BQ.
Hence .^^s PAB, QAB are equal in all respects.

And, if .,i^ PAB be supposed to revolve about the side AB, the

point P will eventually coincide with Q, and PC with QC.
/. PC=:QC.

Hence, in .^s CNP, CNQ,
I PN=:QN

•/ < CN is com.

(PC = QC.

.*. Z.PNC= Z.QNC, and each is a rt. L.

,'. PN is X to plane ABN ,...xi. def. ,?.
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EXAMINATION PAPERS.

[The following specimens of Examination Papers lately set by some of the
chief public examining bodies are arranged in order of difficulty, as far

as is possible without separating the sets. They will, it is thought,
be found useful as tests of the student's progress as well as interesting
to those preparing for any of these examinations.]

COLLEGE OF PRECEPTORS.
CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION—Christmas, 1889.

THIRD CLASS.

Book I. Prop. 1-26.

1. Define an anyle, adjacent angles, a right angle.

2. If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the

other, and the angle contained by the two sides of the one equal to that
contained by the two sides of the other: prove that the third sides also are

equal.
Hence show that the lines joining the opposite angles of a square

are equal.

3. If two angles of a triangle are equal, the sides also opposite to them
will be equal.

4. Bisect a given finite straight line. ,

5. If two straight lines cut one another, the vertically opposite angles
are equal.

And, if at a point in a straight line two straight lines on opposite
sides of it make the vertically opposite angles equal, these two straight
lines shall be in one and the same straight line,

6. Any two sides of a triangle are together greater than the third side.

7. At a given point in a given straight line make an angle equal to a

given rectilineal angle.

Having given two finite straight lines and an angle, show how you
could construct a triangle having an angle equal to the given angle,
and the sides containing it equal to the two given straight lines.

SECOND CLASS

Book I.

1. Define point, perpendicular, circumference, axiom, theorem. Name
and define the various rectilinear quadrilateral figures.

2. After the manner of Euclid's sixth proposition, prove that an equi-

angular triangle is also equilateral.

3. If two triangles have two sides of the,one equal to two sides of the

other, each to each, and have likewise their bases equal, the angle which is

(310) X
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contained by the two sides of the one shall be equal to the angle which is

contained by the two sides, equal to them, of the other.

Show also that the two triangles are equal in every respect.
4. If, at a point in a straight line, two other straight lines, on the

opposite sides of it, make the adjacent angles together equal to two right

angles, these two straight lines shall be in one and the same straight line.

State also the converse of this proposition.

6. The greater angle of every triangle has the greater side opposite to it.

In addition, show from this that the perpendicular is the shortest

straight line that can be drawn from a given point to a given straight
line.

6. If a straight line falling on two other straight lines make the exterior

angle equal to the interior and opposite angle on the same side of the line,

the two straight lines shall be parallel to each other.

Prove that the opposite sides of a square are parallel to one another.

7. Distinguish between equal triangles and triangles which are equal in

all respects.
Construct an isosceles triangle which shall be equal in area to a

given scalene triangle.

Uither,
8. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect each other, it is a parallelo-

gram.
Or,

9. The middle points of the adjacent sides of a square are joined. Find
the sum of the squares on the four straight lines thus formed.

FIBST CLASS.

Books I. -IV.

1. Define a triangle, an equilateral triangle, and an isosceles triangle.

Bisect a given rectilineal angle. Can this be done without drawing
an equilateral triangle?

2. Prove that, if one side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle
will be greater than either of the interior opposite angles.

The perpendiculars from two of the angular points of a triangle on
the opposite sides intersect loithin the triangle. Prove that the triangle
is acute-angled.

3. At a point in a given straight line make an angle equal to a given
rectilineal angle.

Construct a triangle, having its sides respectively equal to two given

straight lines, and one of the angles at the base equal to a given rec-

tilineal angle.

4. Define parallel straight lines.

Prove that straight lines which are parallel to the same straight line

are parallel to one another.

6. Prove that the straight lines bisecting the four angles of a parallelo-

gram will either form a rectangle or pass through a single point.

6. If a straight line be divided into two equal, and also into two unequal

parts, the squares on the two unequal parts will be together double of the

square on half the line, and of the square on the line between the points of

section.
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Either, demonstrate this proposition by means of the First Book of

Euclid;

Or, deduce it from previous propositions of the Second Book.

7. Draw a tangent to a given circle from a given point without it.

What is the length of a tangent to a circle, whose diameter is

6 inches, drawn from a point 5 inches from the centre ?

8. Prove that similar segments of circles on equal straight lines are equal
to one another.

9. Describe a circle about a given equilateral and equiangular pentagon.
Show that the radius of the circle is less than a side of the pentagon.

PUPILS' EXAMINATION.—Christmas, 1888.

THIRD CLASS.

Book I. Prop. 1-26.

1. Define a point, a line, a surface, a straight line, n, plane surface, a rec-

tilineal angle.
When are (i) two straight lines, and when are (ii) two angles, said

to be equal?

2. From a given point draw a straight line equal to a given straight line.

8. If two triangles have the three sides of one equal to the three sides of

the other, each to each, the triangles shall be equal in all their parts.

By means of this proposition, show that the line drawn from the

vertex of an isosceles triangle to the middle point of the base cuts the

base at right angles.

4. Draw a straight line perpendicular to a given straight line from a

given point without it.

6. The side AC of a triangle is greater than the side AB; show that the

angle ABC is greater than the angle ACB.
6. If from the ends of one side of a triangle two straight lines are drawn

to a point within the triangle, they shall be less than the other two sides of

the triangle.
Within the triangle ABC are two points D and E, and the lines

AD, DE, EB are drawn: show that these three together are less than

AC, CB together.

7. If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the

other, but the angle contained by the two sides of the one greater than the

angle contained by the two sides equal to them of the other, the base of

that which has the greater angle is greater than the base of the other.

State the converse of this proposition.

SECOND CLASS.

Book I.

1. Define the terms surface, plane surface, angle, figure, parallelogram,

acute-angled triangle.

2. To bisect a given rectilineal angle; that is, to divide it into two equal

parts.
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3. The angles which one straight line makes with another on one side of

it are together equal to two right angles. Having proved this proposition,

prove also its corollaries.

4. If one side of a triangle be produced, then the.exterior angle shall be

greater than either of the two interior and opposite angles.

5. If a straight line falling on two other straight lines make the alternate

angles equal, then these straight lines shall be parallel,

6. (i) Write the enunciation {ivithout the proof) of the converse of the

proposition set for Question 5 in this paper.

(ii) If from points A and C the parallel straight lines AB and CD
are drawn towards the same parts; and if also in the plane of AB and
CD the straight lines AP and CQ are drawn inclined to AB and CD
and towards the same parts, so that the acute angles BAP and DCQ
are equal, prove that AP and CQ are parallel.

7. The opposite sides and angles of a parallelogram are equal to one

another, and the diagonal of a parallelogram bisects it.

8. Equal triangles on equal bases in the same straight line and on the

same side of it are between the same parallels.

9. For any right-angled triangle, the squares on the sides containing the

right angle are together equal to the square on the side opposite to the

right angle.

10. To what angular magnitude are the three interior angles of every
triangle together equal?

If BDEC be the square on side BC opposite to the right angle BAC
of the right-angled triangle ABC, and AD be joined, prove that the

angles BAD and BDA are together equal to the angle BCA.

FIBST CLASS.

Books I. -IV.

1. If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the

other, each to each, and have also the angles contained by those sides equal,

prove that the triangles are equal in all respects.
Prove also that, if ABC, DEF are two triangles such that AB, AC

are equal to DE, DF, each to each, and the angles ABC, DEF are

right angles, then the triangles will be equal in all respects.

2. Draw a straight line perpendicular to a given straight line of un-

limited length, from a given point without it.

Prove that the perpendicular is the shortest straight line which can

be drawn from the given point to the given line,

3. Prove that equal triangles on the same base, and on the same side of

it, are between the same parallels.

AEKG, KHCF are parallelograms about the diameter AC of a

parallelogram ABCD; show that EG- is parallel to HF,
4. Describe a square on a given straight line.

Show that, if two squares are equal, the straight lines on which they
stand are equal,

5. If a straight line is divided into any two parts, the rectangle contained

by the whole line and one of the parts is equal to the square on that part,

together with the rectangle contained by the two parts.
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6. Divide a straight line into two parts so that the rectangle contained

by the whole line and one of the parts may be equal to the square on the
other part.

Does the figure used in the construction contain any other straight
lines which are divided in this manner?

7. Prove one, but not both of the following propositions:
—

(a) If ABCD is a trapezium such that AB is parallel to DC, and
AD equal but not parallel to BC, then the square on AC will be equal
to the square on BC together with the rectangle contained by AB and
CD.

(6) If from the extremities of the diameter of a circle tangents are

drawn to meet in A and B the tangent at any point P of the circle,

and if O is the centre of the circle, then the angle AOB will be a right

angle.

8. Either,
Show that, if from a point within a circle more than two equal

straight lines can be drawn to the circumference, that point is the
centre of the circle.

Or, Show that the opposite angles of any quadrilateral figure inscribed

in a circle are together equal to two right angles.

9. Describe a circle about a given triangle.

CIVIL SERVICE.
APPRENTICES IN H.M. DOCKYARDS.—April, 1889.

Books I. 11. III.

[Ordinary abbreviations may be used, but the method ofproof must be

geometrical.']

1. The angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal, and, if the

equal sides be produced, the angles on the other side of the base will be

equal.

2. Make a square equal to a given rectilineal figure.

3. O is a point in the diameter ACOB of a circle whose centre is C.

Show that OA is greater, and OB less, than any other straight line which
can be drawn to the circumference from O. Also, if R and S be two points
on the circumference such that the angle ACP is greater than the angle
ACS, prove that OS is greater than OR.

4. PQRS is a quadrilateral. Find a point within it such that the sum
of the distances OP, OQ, OR, and OS may be the least possible.

5. O is a point in a straight line PQ. Prove that the greatest value of

the rectangle PO, OQ is one-fourth of the square on PQ.
6. One circle touches another internally. XY and ZV are equal chords

of the outer circle, which touch the inner circle at P and Q. Show that,

if XY be not parallel to ZV, their point of intersection must lie on the

straight line (produced if necessary) which joins the centre of the two
circles.
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ENGINEER STUDENTS.—April, 1889.

Books I. -IV. and VI., with Definitions of Book V.

1. The side BC of the triangle BCD is greater than the side BD. Prove
that the angle BCD is less than the angle BDC.

2. Define a parallelogram, and show that the opposite sides and angles
of a parallelogram are equal to one another.

If two sides of a quadrilateral are parallel, and the other two equal,
the angles will be equal, two and two.

3. If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the squares on the
whole line and. on one of the parts are equal to twice the rectangle con-
tained by the whole and that part, together with the square on the other

part.

4. Find the points on the circumference of a circle which are at the

greatest and least distances from a given point, either within or without
the circle; and verify your constructions.

Also through a point within a circle draw the longest and shortest
chords.

6. If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of contact a

straight line be drawn cutting the circle, the angles which this line makes
with the line touching the circle shall be equal to the angles which are in

the alternate segments of the circle.

6. Inscribe a square in a given circle.

ABCD is a square inscribed in a circle whose centre is O, and BD
is produced to P so that PD =AB. Prove that PB is equal to the

diagonal of the square described on PO.

7. Give Euclid's test of proportion; and show that, if four straight lines

be proportionals, the rectangle contained by the extremes is equal to the

rectangle contained by the means.
The straight line drawn perpendicular to the side CA of an isosceles

triangle through its middle point meets the base AB produced in D.
Prove that CA touches the circle circumscribing the triangle BCD.

ASSISTANT CLERKSHIPS IN THE ROYAL NAVY.—Junb, 1889.

Euclid, Books I. II. III.

[Ordinary abbreviations may he employed, hut the method of proof must he

geometrical. Proofs other than Euclid's must observe Euclid's sequence

of propositions."]

1. If from the ends of the side of a triangle there be drawn two straight
lines to a point within the triangle, these shall be less than the other two
sides of the triangle, but shall contain a greater angle.

2. If any side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle is equal to the

two interior opposite angles, and the three interior angles of every triangle
are equal to two right angles.

D is a point on the side BC of a triangle ABC. If the angles ADC,
ADB are respectively double of the angles ABC, ACB, show that the

triangle ABC is right-angled.
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3. If a straight line be bisected and produced to any point, the rectangle
contained by the whole line thus produced and the part of it produced, to-

gether with the square on half the line bisected, is equal to the square on
the line made up of the half and the part produced.

ABC is a triangle, right-angled at C. Points D and E are taken in

AB and in AB produced, such that BD = BE--BC. Show that the

rectangle contained by AD and AE is equal to the square on AC.

4. The diameter is the greatest straight line in a circle; and, of all others,

that which is nearer to the centre is always greater than one more remote ;

and the greater is nearer to the centre than the less.

6. On a given straight line describe a segment of a circle containing an

angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.
Find a point P within a triangle ABC such that if AP, BP, CP be

joined, the angles PAB, PBC, PCA shall be all equal to one another.

ASSISTATTT CLERKSHIPS IN THE ROYAL NAVY.—Nov. 1889.

Books I. II. III.

1. Draw a perpendicular to a given straight line from a given point in

the line.

2. If a side of a triangle be produced, the exterior angle is equal to the

two interior opposite angles; and the three interior angles of any triangle
are together equal to two right angles.

ABC is a triangle. Through the point B,'BD is drawn perpendicular
to BC, and through the point A, AD perpendicular to BA; these

straight lines meet at D. Prove that the angle ADB is equal to the

angle ABC.
3. Divide a straight line into two parts so that the rectangle contained

by the whole and one part may be equal to the square on the other part.

4. If a straight line drawn through the centre of a circle bisect a straight
line in it which does not pass through the centre, it shall also cut it at right

angles.
Prove that the straight line joining the middle points of two parallel

chords of a circle is at right angles to the chords.

5. If two straight lines cut one another within a circle, the rectangle con-

tained by the segments of one of them shall be equal to the rectangle con-

tained by the segments of the other.

6. C is the centre of a circle, and CA, CB are two fixed radii
; if, from

any point P on the arc AB perpendiculars PX, PY are drawn to CA and

CB, show that the distance XY is constant.

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND ART.
May, 1889.

FIRST STAGE.

1. If you had a ruler and a pair of compasses, how would you bisect a

given finite straight line ?
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Prove that the method you employ is correct.

In the triangle ABC the side AB is greater than AC; find a point
D in AC produced, such that AD may be as much greater than AC as

AB is greater than AD.
2. Show that any two sides of a triangle are together greater than the

third side.

In the triangle ABC the side AB is greater than AC, produce BA
to D, making AD equal to AC, and join DC; show that the angle
DCB is greater than a right angle.

3. Show that the straight lines, which join the extremities of two equal
and parallel straight lines, towards the same parts, are themselves equal
and parallel.

In the triangles ABC, DEF, the side AB is equal and parallel to

DE, and BC is equal and parallel to EF; show that AC is equal and

parallel to DF.
4. Show how to describe a parallelogram, which shall be equal to a given

triangle, and have an angle equal to a given angle.
A triangle ABC is equal to a rectangle DEFG; the side DE equals

half the base BC
;
show that the perimeter of the rectangle is less than

that of the triangle.

6. Define a square, a rhombus, and a quadrilateral.
If a quadrilateral has its diagonals at right angles to each other,

show that the sum of the squares on two opposite sides equals the sum
of the squares on the other two opposite sides.

6. In the triangles ABC the angles at A and C are each half a right

angle; AD is drawn bisecting the angle at A and meeting BC in D; show
that the square on DC is double the square on BD.

SECOND STAGE.

1. If a straight line is bisected and produced to any point, show that the

rectangle contained by the whole line thus produced, and the part produced,

together with the square on half the line, is equal to the square on the line

made up of the half and the part produced.
In a right-angled triangle show that the square on the perpendicular

equals the rectangle under the lipes which are severally equal to the

sum and difference of the hypotenuse and base.

2. If equal straight lines (AP, AQ) be drawn from a point A to a given

straight line of indefinite length, and if a third straight line AR be drawn
from A to a point R in the given straight line, show that AR is shorter or

longer than AP, according as R is between P and Q or not.

What property of the circle follows from this theorem?

3. Show that the opposite angles of any quadrilateral inscribed in a

circle are together equal to two right angles.
Two given circles intersect in A and B; on the circumference of one

of them take any two points C and D, and let CA, BD, produced if

necessary, cut the other circle again in E and F. Show that the lines

CD and EF are parallel.

4. Show that the lines, drawn from a point outside of a circle to touch

the circle, are equal.
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Show that the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle, together with

the diameter of the inscribed circle, equals the sum of the sides con-

taining the right angle.

6. P is any point in the diameter AB of a given circle; bisect AP in D,
PB in E, and DE in C; with centre C and. radius CD describe a circle;

through P draw any line PQR cutting this circle in Q and the given circle

in E,. Show that PQ is equal to QK, and that the tangent at Q to the

inner circle is parallel to the tangent at R to the outer circle.

6. Show how to construct a rectangle which shall be equal to a ^iven

square, and have the difference between two adjacent sides equal to a given

straight line.

THIRD STAGE.

1. C is the point of contact of two circles, which touch each other inter-

nally, and CPQ is a straight line, cutting the inner circle at P and the outer

circle at Q ;
the tangent to the inner circle at P cuts the outer circle at A

and B; show that the arc AQB is bisected at Q.
2. Two unequal circles intersect at A; show how to draw a straight line

PAQ, cutting the one circumference in P and the other in Q, so that PA
may equal AQ.

HONOURS.

1. Take any point E and F in the sides AC, AB of a triangle ABC; join

EF, and draw from A a straight line, passing through the middle point of

EF and cutting BC in D: show that

CA.AF.BD=BA.AE.CD.
2. C is the centre and AB the diameter of a semicircle ADEB ;

the tan-

gent at D intersects the tangents at A and E in F and G-, respectively; AE
and CG intersect in H; show that FH is perpendicnlar to CG-.

3. ABC is an equilateral triangle; a circle intersects AB in T>, AC in E,
and BC produced in F; it also intersects AC, AB, CB, all produced in G,

H, and K, respectively; show that

AE +BK -f CG=AD +BH H- CF.

Find the corresponding result, when all the vertices of an equilateral

triangle are inside a circle, which intersects the sides of the triangle

produced both ways.

FOURTH STAGE.

1. Inscribe a regular pentagon in a given circle, and in the pentagon in-

scribe a regular figure of ten sides, having its alternate sides coincident with

the sides of the pentagon.

2. In the triangles ABC, DEF, the angle ABC is equal to the angle
DEF and the sides about these angles are proportional: show that the angle
BAC is equal to one of the two angles EDF, DFE, and give the ratio of

the third sides of the two triangles.

MPQ, NPR, are two intersecting circles such that the sum of the

squares on their radii is equal to the square on the distance between
their centres. Show how to draw a straight line MPN such that the

rectangle MP, PN shall be equal to a given square.
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3. When are quantities said to be in continued proportion? Divide a

given finite straight line into two parts such that the whole line and the

two parts shall be in continued proportion.
The perpendicular let fall from the right angle to the hypotenuse of

a right-angled triangle divides the hypotenuse in mean and extreme

ratio: show that the three sides of the triangle are in continued propor-
tion.

4. When is a line said to be perpendicular to a plane, and when parallel
to the plane?

From a given point, how many lines can be drawn perpendicular to

a given plane, and how many parallel to that plane?
The angle B of the triangle ABC is a right angle : P is a point, not

in the plane of the triangle, and equidistant from A, B, and C : if a

straight line PD bisect AC, prove that PD is perpendicular to the

plane ABC.

Mat, 1888.

FIRST STAGE.

1. Two angles of a triangle are equal; show that the sides opposite to

these angles are equal.
In the equal sides AB, AC of an isosceles triangle ABC points D

and E are taken, so that AD is equal to AE, and CD and BE are

drawn intersecting in F
;
show that the triangle BFC is isosceles.

2. Show how to divide a given angle into two equal parts.
If a diagonal AC of a quadrilateral ABCD bisects the angles at A

and C, show that it is at right angles to the other diagonal BD.
3. If one angle of a triangle is greater than another, show that the side

"which is opposite the greater angle is longer than the side which is opposite
the less angle.

ABC is a triangle having an acute angle at B, which is greater than
the angle at A; the side AB is produced to D, and BE is drawn to

meet AC produced in E in such a way that the angle DBE is equal to

the angle ABC ;
show that BE is longer than BC.

4. Show that the complements of the parallelograms which are about the

diagonals of any parallelogram are equal to one another.

If one of the parallelograms about the diagonal of any parallelogram
is equal to half one of the complements, show that the complement is

equal to half the other parallelogram.
6. ABC is a given triangle and P a given point; show how to draw

through P a straight line to cut AB and AC (or those sides either or both

produced) in Q and R, so that AQR may be an isosceles triangle.
Within what space must P be situated if Q and R are on the sides

(not the sides produced) respectively?
6. In the triangle ABC the angles at A and C are each one-fourth of a

right angle; CD is drawn cutting AB produced at right angles in D; show
that the square on AB is double the square on BD.

SECOND STAGE.

1. Show that if a straight line be divided into any two parts, the squares
on the whole line and on one of the parts are equal to twice the rectangle
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contained by the whole line and that part together with the square on the

other part.
Let ABC be a triangle having a right angle at C; from D, any point

in AC, draw DE at right angles to AB
;
without using any property

of the circle, show that the rectangle CA.AD is equal to the rectangle
BA.AE.

2. AB is a chord of a circle
;
C the middle point of AB

;
show that the

straight line drawn through C perpendicular to AB passes through the

centre of the circle.

Show that all circles whose centres lie on a given straight line and
whose circumferences pass through a given point have a common chord
of intersection.

3. Define similar segments of a circle, and show that on the same straight
line and on the same side of it there cannot be two similar segments of

circles not coinciding with each other.

A straight line is drawn through the point of contact of two circles

touching each other internally; show that the segments cut off on the

same side of the line are similar.

4. Show that in equal circles the arcs which subtend equal angles, whether
at the centre or circumference, are equal.

ABCD is a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle whose centre is
;

if

the angles BAD and BOD are together equal to two right angles, show
that the arc BAD is double the arc BCD.

6. Show that a tangent to a circle makes with a chord through the point
of contact angles equal to those in the alternate segments of the circle.

In the hypotenuse AB of a right-angled triangle ABC a point E is

taken, so that AE equals AC; CD is drawn to meet AB at right angles
in D; show that the line joining C and E bisects the angle BCD.

6. Given a circle and two parallel chords, show how to draw a circle to

touch both chords, and the circle internally.

THIRD STAGE.

1. A line of given length moves between two lines at right angles to each

other, having one of its ends on each of them
;
find when its centre is at a

minimum distance from a given line.

2. A, B, C are three points on the circumference of a circle; D is the

middle point of the arc AB, and E is the middle point of the arc BC; draw
the chord CE

; join AE and CD intersecting in E; show that CE is equal
toEF.

HONOURS.
1. A line AB is divided in C so that CB is double AC, and circles are

described on AC and CB as diameters; show how to draw through A a line

such that the chords intercepted by the two circles may be equal.

2. Show how to describe the greatest equilateral triangle, each side of

which passes through a vertex of a given triangle.

3. Through C, the middle point of the arc ACB of a given circle, any
chord CD is drawn cutting the straight line AB in E

;
find the locus of the

centre of the circle passing through B, D and E.
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FOURTH STAGE.

1. Give the necessary and sufficient conditions that two triangles may be
similar: also that two polygons may be similar.

Show that the areas of similar triangles are as the squares on cor-

responding sides.

A triangle and a parallelogram have a common angle, and the area
of the triangle is three times that of the parallelogram; give the rela-

tion connecting those sides of the two figures which contain the com-
mon angle.

2. Show how to trisect the arc of a circle whose chord is the side of a

regular pentagon inscribed in the circle.

If regular figures of five, six, and ten sides respectively be inscribed

in the same circle, show that the square on a side of the hexagon and
the square on a side of the decagon are together equal to the square on
a side of the pentagon.

3. If four parallel lines are given in position, show that they cut off on

any transverse line segments which are in a constant ratio.

Similar and similarly situated polygons are described on AB and

CD, which are given unequal parallel lines. Show that all the lines

joining corresponding corners meet at a point.

4. If two lines which intersect are respectively parallel to two other in-

tersecting lines, show that the plane of the former pair is parallel to the

plane of the latter pair, or coincident with it.

A pyramid on a four-sided base is cut by any number of parallel

planes ;
show that the sections are similar figures, and that the points

of intersection of the diagonals of all the sections are in a straight line.

LONDON UNIVERSITY MATRICULATION
EXAMINATION.

January, 1889.

Euclid, Books I. -IV.

1. Prove that, if two triangles have the sides of the one respectively

equal to the sides of the other, they are eqiial in all respects.

2. Two triangles on the same base are such that one lies wholly inside

the other; prove that the inner one has the smaller perimeter.
Extend this proposition to two polygons on the same base, of which

the inner one has no re-entrant angle.

3. Prove that the sum of the angles of any triangle is equal to two

right angles.

4. Show that the middle points of the sides of any quadrilateral are the

vertices of a parallelogram.
Prove that the area of this parallelogram is half the area of the

quadrilateral.
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6. Prove by a geometrical construction that, if a straight line is divided
into two segments, the square described on the whole line is equal to the

squares described on the segments together with twice the rectangle con-

tained by the segments.
6. Show that, if two circles touch each other, the line joining their

centres passes through the point of contact.

7. A segment of a circle is described on a straight line AB, at any point
P on it the tangent PT is drawn meeting AB produced in T ; prove that
the angle which PT makes with AB is equal to the difference of the angles
PAB and PBA.

8. Chords of a circle are drawn through a given point inside it; prove
that the rectangles contained by their segments are all equal.

Investigate also for what other points these rectangles have the

same area as for the given point.

9. A number of triangles with equal vertical angles are inscribed in the
same circle; show that their bases are all tangents to a circle.

10. Show how to inscribe a regular polygon of fifteen sides in a given
circle.

June, 1889.

1. In the triangles ABC, DEF, it is given that AB= DE, the angle
ABC= the angle DEF, and the angle BCA= the angle EFD. Prove
that the triangles are equal in all respects.

2. Prove that the complements of the parallelograms about the diagonal
of a parallelogram are equal.

3. Show how to divide a given straight line into five equal parts.

4. In an obtuse-angled triangle, if a perpendicular be drawn from either

of the acute angles to the opposite side produced, the square on the side

subtending the obtuse angle exceeds the sum of the squares on the sides

containing the obtuse angle by twice the rectangle contained by the side on

which, when produced, the perpendiciilar falls, and the straight line inter-

cepted without the triangle, between the perpendicular and the obtuse angle.

5. Let A and B be two fixed points, and CD a straight line in the same

plane as A, B. Find the position of the point P on the straight line CD,
which is such that the sum of the squares on PA, PB is least.

6. Prove that two similar segments of circles which do not coincide can-
not be constructed on the same chord, and on the same side of that chord.

7. Let A and B be two points on a circle, ADB, whose centre is C.
Let an arc of a circle be described through ACB: let any straight line APQ
be drawn cutting the arc ACB at P, and ADB at Q. Then prove that
PB= PQ.

8. If AB be the diameter of a circle, CD a fixed straight line perpen-
dicular to AB, then, if AQP be any straight line through A, cutting the
circle at Q and CD at P, prove that the rectangle contained by AQ and
AP is constant.

9. Show how to inscribe, in a given circle, a triangle equiangular to a

given one.

10. A polygon having all its sides equal is inscribed in a circle, prove
that all its angles are equal.
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EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.

EXAMINATION FOR ADMISSION INTO TRAINING COLLEGES.

Books I. II.—Midsummer, 1889.

[All generally understood abbreviations for words may be used, hut no symbols
of operations {such as —

, + ,
x

)
are admissible.

Capital letters, not numbers, must be used in the diagrams.'\

1. If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two angles of the

other, each to each, and one side equal to one side, these sides being opposite
to equal angles in each, then shall the other sides be equal, each to each,
and also the third angle of the one equal to the third angle of the other.

A, B, C are three given points. Through A draw a line such that
the perpendiculars upon it from B, C may be equal.

2. Define parallel straight lines.

To draw a straight line through a given point parallel to a given
straight line.

A is a point without the angle CBD. Draw from A a straight line,

AEF, cutting BC in E, BD in F, so that AE may be equal to EF.
3. If the square described on one of the sides of a triangle be equal to

the squares described on the other two sides of it, the angle contained by
these two sides is a right angle.

PQRS is a rectangle, T any point, show by Bk. I. Prop. 47, that the

squares on TP, TE. are together equal to the squares on TQ, TS.

4. What is the objection to the use of algebraical processes in demon-

strating the propositions of the Second Book?
In every triangle, the square on the side subtending an acute angle,

is less than the squares on the sides containing that angle, by twice the

rectangle contained by either of these sides, and the straight line inter-

cepted between the perpendicular let fall on it from the opposite angle,
and the acute angle.

EXAMINATION OF STUDENTS IN TRAINING COLLEGES.

1st Year.

Books I., II., III.—Christmas, 1889.

[Capital letters {excluding A,B,C,D,E,F), not numbers, must be used in the

diagrams.
All generally understood abbreviations and symbols for words may be used,

but not symbols of operations, such as -
, +, x

, PQ^, PQ, RS.^

1. Define plane superficies, plane angle, semicircle, gnomon, angle of a seg-

ment, sector of a circle.

If a triangle PQE. be turned over about its side PQ, show by Prop,
4, Bk. I., that the line joining the two positions of R is perpendicular
toPQ.
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2. To draw a straight line perpendicular to a given straight line of an
unlimited length, from a given point without it.

Erora a given point draw a straight line, making equal angles with
two given straight lines. (I. 26 may be employed.)

3. All the exterior angles of any rectilineal figure, made by producing the

sides successively in the same direction, are together equal to four right

angles.

PQR is an equilateral triangle ; H, K are points in QR, PR, such
that QH=RK; QK, PH intersect at S. Show that the angle PSQ is

equal to the sum of two angles of the equilateral triangle.

4. Equal triangles upon the same base and upon the same side of it are

between the same parallels.
Bisect a given triangle by a straight line drawn from a given point

in one of its sides. (I. 37, 38.)

6. Show that Propositions 2 and 3 of the Second Bbok are special cases

of Proposition 1. What are the corresponding algebraical formulae for these

three propositions?

6. If a straight line be divided into two equal and also into two unequal
parts; the squares on the two unequal parts are together double of the

square on half the line and of the square on the line between the points of

section.

In PR, a diagonal of the square PQRS, a point T is taken. Show
that the triangle whose sides are equal to PT, TR and the diagonal of

& square described on QT will be right-angled.

7. If a straight line drawn through the centre of a circle, bisect a straight
line in it which does not pass through the centre, it shall cut it at right

angles.
If a straight line be drawn intersecting two concentric circles, prove

that the portions of the straight line, intercepted between the two

circles, are equal.

8. If two circles touch one another internally, the straight line which

joins their centres, being produced, shall pass through the point of contact.

Prove also that if a straight line be drawn through their point of

contact, cutting the circumferences, two radii drawn to the points of

intersection are parallel.

9. The angle at the centre of a circle is double of the angle at the cir-

cumference on the same base, that is, on the same arc.

GH and KL are two chords in a circle which intersect when pro-
duced in the point without the circle; prove that the difference of

the angles subtended at the centre by the arcs GK and HL is double
of the angle GOK. (Apply I. 32.)

10. If from any point without a circle there be drawn two straight lines,

one of which cuts the circle and the other meets it, and if the rectangle
contained by the whole line which cuts the circle, and the part of it without
the circle, be equal to the square on the line which meets the circle, the line

which meets the circle shall touch it.

From a point T two tangents are drawn to a circle whose centre is

U, and TU meets the chord of contact at S; show that the rectangle
contained by US, UT is equal to the square on the radius.
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2nd Year.

Books I., II., III., IV. and VI. (Props. 1-17). Christmas, 1889.

1. Construct a triangle whose sides are equal to three given straight
lines, any two of which are together greater than the third.

Show by diagrams what will happen if you attempt to construct

triangles whose sides contain units in the following relations:— (1.) 2,

3, 4; (2.) 2, 3, 5; (3.) 2, 3, 6.

2. If a straight line falling on two other straight lines make the alternate

angles equal to one another, or make the interior angles on one side together
equal to two right angles, these two straight lines shall be parallel.

Show that a four-sided figure, which has all its sides equal and one

angle a right angle is a square.

3. To divide a given straight line into two parts, so that the rectangle
contained by the whole and one of the parts may be equal to the square of

the other part.

Show how to produce a straight line, so that the rectangle contained

by the given line and the line made up of the given line and the part
produced may be equal to the square of the part produced.

4. In any acute-angled triangle the squares of the sides containing the
acute angle are together greater than the square of the side subtending the

acute angle by twice the rectangle contained by one of the sides and the

straight line intercepted between the acute angle and the perpendicular let

fall on it from the opposite angle.
The straight line PQ is divided in R, so that the rectangle PQ, QR

is equal to the square of PR. Circles with centres Q,R, and radii equal
to PR intersect in S. Show that PQS is an isosceles triangle, having
each of the angles PQS, PSQ double of QPS.

6. The angle at the centre of a circle is double of the angle at the cir-

cumference upon the same base, that is, upon the same part of the circum-
ference.

Two equal circles intersect in P, Q. Any straight line is drawn

through P meeting the circles again in R, S. Show that if QR and QS
be joined, QR is equal to QS.

6. If from any point without a circle two straight lines be drawn, one of

which cuts the circle, and the other touches it
;
the rectangle contained by

the whole line which cuts the circle, and the part of it without the circle,

shall be equal to the square on the line which touches it.

Two circles intersect in P, Q. If tangents be drawn to the circles

from any point R in PQ produced they shall be equal.

7. In a circle, the angle in a semicircle is a right angle; but the angle in

a segment greater than a semicircle is less than a right angle; and the angle
in a segment less than a semicircle is greater than a right angle.

PQR is a triangle, PS, RT, meeting in V, are drawn perpendicular
to the opposite sides. QV is produced to meet PR in W. Show that

Q\V is perpendicular to PR.
8. To inscribe a circle in a given triangle.

M is the centre of the circle inscribed in the triangle PQR; and N
is the centre of the circle which touches PQ and PR produced and

QR. Show that MN is the diameter of a circle which passes through
Q and R.
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9. To inscribe an equilateral and equiangular hexagon in a given circle.

Compare the areas of regular hexagons inscribed in and described

about a given circle.

10. If a straight line be drawn parallel to one of the sides of a triangle
it shall cut the other sides, or these produced, proportionally; and con-

versely, if the sides, or the sides produced, be cut proportionally, the straight
line which joins the points of section shall be parallel to the remaining side

of the triangle.

MNP, MNQ are equal triangles. MQ and NP intersect in R.

Through R a straight line is drawn parallel to MN meeting MP in T
and NQ in V. Show that TK is equal to RV.

11. Equal triangles which have one angle of the one equal to one angle
of the other, have their sides about the equal angles reciprocally proportional;
and conversely, triangles which have one angle of the one equal to one

angle in the other, and their sides about the equal angles reciprocally pro-

portional, are equal to one another.

Prove that the equilateral triangle described on the hypotenuse of a

right-angled triangle is equal to the sum of the equilateral triangles
described on the other two sides. (VI. 16 may be used.)

SCOTCH EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
LEAVING CERTIFICATE, 1889.

GEOMETRY—Second (oe Lower) Grade.

[Candidates are not expected to attempt more than about three-fourths of this

paper. But any omissions, ivhether of reasoning, explanation, or calcu-

lation, tvill be treated as errors. All ordinary contractions may be used.

Additional marks tvill be given for neatness and good style.]

1. Define a straight line, a right angle, a square, and a parallelogram.
The angles which one straight line makes with another straight line

on one side of it are either two right angles or are together equal to

two right angles,

2. If a side of any triangle be produced, the exterior angle is equal to

the two interior and opposite angles, and the three interior angles of every
triangle are equal to two right angles.

ABCD is a square. On CD an equilateral triangle CDE is de-

scribed, so that E lies within the square, AE is joined. Find what
part of a right angle the angle EAB is.

3. Parallelograms on the same base and between the same parallels are

equal.
ABC is a triangle, and AB is bisected in D. From D, DE is drawn

parallel to BC, meeting AC in E. Prove that AE= EC,
4. If a straight line be bisected and produced to any point, the rectangle

contained by the whole line thus produced and the part produced, together
with the square on half the line bisected, is equal to the square on the line

made up of the half and the part produced.
Show that the preceding proposition is equivalent to the following:

(310) Y
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The rectangle contained by the sum and difference of two straight
lines is equal to the difference of their squares.

5. Draw a straight line from an external point to touch a given circle.

Show that your construction enables two tangents to be drawn, and
that these tangents are equal in length.

6. The angle at the centre of a circle is double of the angle at the circum-
ference subtended by the same arc.

From a point P outside a circle, two straight lines PQR, PST are

drawn, cutting the circle. Show that the difference between the angles
which RT and QS subtend at the centre of the circle is equal to twice
the angle QPS.

7. If two chords of a circle intersect, the rectangle contained by the

segments of the one shall be equal to the rectangle contained by the seg-
ments of the other,

AB is a diameter of a circle, and C is a point in AB produced.

, Through C, CD is drawn perpendicular to AB. If through any point
P in CD a straight line PBQ be drawn meeting the circle in Q, the

rectangle PB, BQ is constant.

8. What is meant by a locus?

A and B are two fixed points, and the area of the triangle ABC is

constant; find the locus of C.

Higher Grade and Honours.

1. If a straight line AB is bisected in C and produced to D, prove that

the rectangle contained by AD and DB together with the square on AC is

equal to the square on CD.
ABC are three given points on a straight line. Find a point D in

the line produced such that rect. AD, AB + sq. CD — sq. AC.

2. Prove that in every circle angles at the circumference which stand on
the same arc are equal.

Prove that if the angles ABC and ADC are equal and B and D are

on the same side of AC a circle will pass through the four points
ABCD.
AB is bisected in O and P is any point in OB; OR is drawn per-

pendicular to AB and equal to OP; AR is joined. From R is drawn
RS perpendicular to AR towards AB and equal to AR. Prove that

SP is perpendicular to AB.
3. Describe a circle which shall touch one side of a triangle and the

other two sides produced.
What is meant by the locus of a point ? If BC is fixed and A moves

on the circumference of a fixed circle passing through B and C, find

the locus of the centre of the circle escribed to ABC and opposite to A.

4. When is A to B in the duplicate ratio of C to D ?

Two similar parallelograms OABC and Oabc are similarly placed
so that the angles AOC and aOc coincide, cb and AB, produced if

necessary, meet in D. Prove Oabc : OADc : : OADc : OABC
;
and

thence show that similar parallelograms are to one another in the

duplicate ratio of their homologous sides.

6. Prove that in equal circles angles at the centres are proportional to

the arcs on which they stand.
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6. When is a straight line harmonically divided?

Show that a straight line which is bisected may be looked on as

harmonically divided.

Prove that any diagonal of a quadrilateral is harmonically divided

by the corners of the quadrilateral through which it passes, and the

points where it meets the other two diagonals.

7. From a given point outside a plane draw a perpendicular to the plane.

O is a point outside a plane. OA is perpendicular to it. BC is a

straight line in the plane and AD is perpendicular to it. Prove that

OD is also perpendicular to BC.

8. If transversals through the angular points A, B, C of a triangle are

concurrent, and intersect the opposite sides in D, E, F respectively, then

BD . CE . AF=DC . EA . FB.

ABC is a triangle and any straight line CF is drawn meeting AB
in F. The angles BFC, AFC are bisected by FD, FE meeting the

opposite sides in D, E. Show that AD, BE, CF are concurrent.

OXFORD LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.

June, 1889.

JUNIORS.—Books I. -VI.

[Euclid's axioms loill he required, and no proof of any proposition ivill he

admitted which assumes the proof of anything not proved in preceding

propositions of Euclid.
'\

1. Define a right angle, a rhombus, a parallelogram.

2. If two triangles have two sides of the one equal to two sides of the

other, each to each, and have also the angles contained by those sides equal
to one another, they shall also have their bases or third sides equal; and
the two triangles shall be equal, and their other angles shall be equal, each
to each, namely those to which the equal sides are opposite.

If the diagonals of a quadrilateral bisect one another at right angles
the quadrilateral is a rhombus or a square.

3. The straight lines which join the extremities of two equal and parallel

straight lines towards the same parts are also themselves equal and parallel.

4. Show that every rhomboid is a parallelogram,
5. In any right-angled triangle, the square which is described on the side

subtending the right angle is equal to the squares described on the sides

which contain the right angle.

6. If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the square on the

whole line is equal to the squares on the two parts, together with twice the

rectangle contained by the two parts.

7. If ABC be a triangle obtuse-angled at C, and AD be drawn perpen-
dicular to BC produced, prove that the square on AC is less than the

squares on AB, BC by twice the rectangle DB, BC.

8. If two circles touch one another internally, the straight line joining
their centres being produced passes through the point of contact.
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9. If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of contact a straight
line be drawn cutting the circle, the angles which this line makes with the
line touching the circle shall be equal to the angles in the alternate seg-
ments of the circle.

AB, AC are tangents to a circle, B, C being the points of contact;
BD is a chord through B parallel to AC : show that the arcs CB, CD
are equal.

10. Describe a circle about a given triangle.

11. Equal parallelograms which have an angle of the one equal to an
angle of the other have their sides about the equal angles reciprocally pro-
portional; and, conversely, parallelograms which have one angle of the one

equal to one angle of the other and their sides about the equal angles re-

ciprocally proportional are equal to one another.

Construct a rhombus equal to a given parallelogram and equiangular
with it.

12. In equal circles, angles, whether at the centre or at the circumfer-

ences, have the same ratio which the arcs on which they stand have to one
another.

SENIORS.—Books I.-VI. and XL (1-21).

1. The angles which one straight line makes with another upon one side

of it are either two right angles or are together equal to two right angles.

2. If ABC is a triangle such that the square on BC is equal to the squares
on AB and AC together, the angle BAG will be a right angle.

If the square on BC (on the side remote from A) is BDEC, show
that the perpendicular from D on AC (produced if necessary) is equal
to AB and AC together.

3. Describe a square which shall be equal to a given rectilineal figure.
Of all rectangles having a given area the square is that the sum of

the lengths of whose sides is least.

4. If two circles touch one another externally, the straight line which

joins their centres will pass through the point of contact.

5. Define a segment of a circle, and the angle in a segment.
On the same chord and on the same side of it there cannot be two

similar segments of circles, not coinciding with one another.

6. Inscribe a square in a given circle.

If a parallelogram can have a circle inscribed in it, it must be equi-
lateral.

7. If the vertical angle of a triangle be bisected by a straight line which
also cuts the base, the segments of the base wiU have the same ratio which
the other sides of the triangle have to one another.

8. If four straight lines are proportionals, the rectangle contained by the

extremes is equal to the rectangle contained by the means.

On a given base describe an isosceles triangle equal in area to a given

rectangle.

9. If two straight lines meeting one another are parallel to two others

that meet one another, and are not in the same plane with the first two,
the first two and the other two will contain equal angles.
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OXFORD UNIVERSITY RESPONSIONS.

Books I., II.

1. Define—superficies, centre of a circle, parallel straight lines, plane
angle, rhomboid.

2. On the same base, and on the same side of it, there cannot be two tri-

angles having their sides which are terminated at one extremity of the base

equal to one another, and likewise those which are terminated at the other

extremity.

3. Make a triangle of which the sides shall be equal to three given
straight lines, but any two whatever of these must be greater than the

third.

4. If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two angles of the

other, each to each, and one side equal to one side, namely, either the sides

adjacent to the equal angles, or sides which are opposite to equal angles in

each, then shall the other sides be equal, each to each, and also the third

angle of the one equal to the third angle of the other,

5. To a given straight line apply a parallelogram, which shall be equal
to a given triangle, and have one of its angles equal to a given rectilineal

angle.

6. In any right-angled triangle, the square which is described on the side

subtending the right angle is eqxial to the squares described on the sides

which contain the right angle.

•7. If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the squares on the

whole line, and on one of the parts, are equal to twice the rectangle con-

tained by the whole and that part, together with the square on the other

part.

8. If a straight line "be bisected, and produced to any point, the square
on the whole line thus produced, and the square on the part of it produced,
are together double of the square on half the line bisected and of the square
on the line made up of the half and the part produced.

9. Divide a given straight line into two parts, so that the rectangle con-

tained by the whole and one of the parts may be equal to the square on the
other part.

CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.
1889.

JUNIORS.—Books I., II., III., IV., VI.

[The only abbreviation admitted for 'Hhe square on AB" is
"

sq. on AB,"
and for 'Uhe rectanyle contained by AB and CD" "rect. AB, CD.'*

All generally understood abbreviations or symbols for words may be

used, but not symbols of operations such as -
, +, x .]

A 1. Define a superficies, a circle, and parallel straight lines.

Give one of Euclid's postulates.
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A 2. If two angles of a triangle be equal to one another, the sides also

which are opposite to the equal angles shall be equal to one another.

ABC is a triangle in which the sides AB, AC are equal to each

other: equilateral triangles ADB, AEC are described on AB, AC,
outside the triangle ABC: BE and CD intersect in 0; prove that

CD and OE are equal.

A 3. If two triangles have two angles of the one equal to two angles of

the other, each to each; and one side equal to one side, namely sides which
are opposite to equal angles in each; then shall the other sides be equal,
each to each

;
and also the third angle of the one equal to the third angle

of the other.

AB, AC are two given straight lines. Show how to draw through
B a line BPQ cutting AC in P and such that, if produced to Q so that

PQ is equal to PA, the angle QCA may be equal to the angle QBA.

A 4. If a side of any triangle be produced, the exterior angle is equal to

the two interior and opposite angles.
A point is taken within a triangle ABC such that the angles

AOB, AOC are equal to the exterior angles of the triangle at C and

B, prove that the angle BOC is equal to the exterior angle at A.

A 5. From a point in one of the lines containing a given angle draw a

line which, with the lines containing the angle, shall include a given area.

A 6. In any right-angled triangle, the square which is described on the

side subtending the right angle is equal to the squares described on the

sides containing the right angle.

If squares be described on the sides of any triangle ABC as in this

proposition, prove that the perpendicular from A on BC divides the

square on BC into two parts which differ from the squares on AB and
AC by equal areas.

A 7. If there be two straight lines, one of which is divided into any
number of parts, the rectangle contained by the two straight lines is equal
to the rectangles contained by the undivided line and the several parts of

the divided line.

A 8. In every triangle, the square on the side subtending an acute angle
is less than the squares on the sides containing that angle, by twice the

rectangle contained by either of these sides, and the straight line inter-

cepted between the perpendicular let fall on it from the opposite angle and

the acute angle.

The perpendicular from A meets the base of the triangle ABC in

D, and E is the middle point of BC, prove that the difference of the

squares on AB and AC is equal to twice the rectangle contained by
BC and DE.

B 1. Draw a straight line from a given point, without the circumference

of a given circle, which shall touch the circle.

From a point without a circle draw a line such that the part of it

included within the circle may be of a given length less than the

diameter of the circle.

B 2. If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of contact a

straight line be drawn cutting the circle, the angles which this line makes
with the line touching the circle shall be equal to the angles which are in

the alternate segments of the circle.
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A straight line touches a circle at the point P, and QR is a chord of

a second circle parallel to this tangent. PQ, PR cut the first circle

in S, T, and the second circle in U, V ; prove that ST and UV are

parallel.

B 3. Inscribe a circle in a given triangle.

B 4. If two triangles have one angle of the one equal to one angle of the

other, and the sides about the equal angles proportionals, the triangles
shall be equiangular to one another, and shall have those angles equal
which are opposite to the homologous sides. If a point be taken within a

parallelogram such that the line joining it to one of the angular points
subtends equal angles at the two adjacent angular points, prove that the

lines joining it to any angular point will subtend equal angles at the two

angular points adjacent to that angular point.

B 6. If any segment of a circle dep bribed on the side BC of a triangle
ABC cut BA, CA, produced if necessary, in P and Q, prove that PQ is

always parallel to a fixed straight line.

SEI^IORS.—Books I., II., III., IV., VI. and XL (1-21).

1. If a side of any triangle be produced, the exterior angle is equal to

the two interior and opposite angles.

Squares ABDE and ACFG- are described on the sides AB, AC of a

triangle ABC external to the triangle: prove that the lines CE and
BG are at right angles.

2. If a parallelogram and a triangle be on the same base and between
the same parallels, the parallelogram is double of the triangle.

HF and EG are the parallelograms about the diagonal AC of a

parallelogram ABCD. Show that the sum of the areas of the tri-

angles AEG and AHF is equal to the sum of the areas of CHF and
CEG.

3. If a straight line be divided into two equal, and also into two un-

equal parts, the squares on tlie two unequal parts are together double of

the square on half the line and of the square on the line between the points
of section.

The triangle ABC is equilateral and AD is drawn meeting the base

BC at right angles in D. In CB a part CE is taken equal to AD.
Prove that the square on ED is equal to the rectangle contained by
BE and BC.

4. If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of contact a

straight line be drawn cutting the circle, the angles which this line makes
with the line touching the circle shall be equal to the angles which are in

the alternate segments of the circle.

A line AD is drawn bisecting the angle A of a triangle ABC and

meeting the side BC in D. Find a point E in BC produced either way
such that the square on ED may be equal to the rectangle contained

by EB and EC.

5. Describe a circle about a given triangle.
A triangle ABC is inscribed in a circle and B', C are the middle

points of the sides AC and AB. The perpendiculars from B and C
on the opposite sides meet at P and PB', PC meet the circle again in

E and F respectively; prove that EF is equal and parallel to BC.
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6. The sides about the equal angles of triangles which are equiangular
to one another are proportionals; and those which are opposite to the equal
angles are homologous sides, that is, are the antecedents or consequents of

the ratios.

Construct a triangle which shall have one angular point at a given
point, the other angular points on two fixed straight lines respectively,
and its sides proportional to those of a given triangle.

7. If a solid angle be contained by three plane angles, any two of them
are together greater than the third.

CAMBRIDGE HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.
June, 1889.—Books I.-IV., VI. and XL (1-21).

1. If a straight line fall on two parallel straight lines, it makes the alter-

nate angles equal to one another, and the exterior angle equal to the interior

and opposite angle on the same side.

Prove that the straight lines which bisect two opposite angles of a

parallelogram either coincide or are parallel to one another.

2. In any right-angled triangle, the square which is described on the
side subtending the right angle is equal to the sum of the squares described
on the sides which contain the right angle.

If ABC be a right-angled triangle having A for the right angle, and

squares be described on the lines BC, CA, AB on the sides opposite to

the angles A, B, C, then will the diagonal of the square on AB passing

through B be parallel to the diagonal of the square on AC passing

through C.

3. If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the squares on the

whole line and on one of the parts are together equal to twice the rectangle
contained by the whole and that part together with the square on the other

part.
A straight line AB is divided in C and D so that AC is equal to

DB: prove that the squares on AB, CD are together double of the sum
of the squares on AC and CB.

4. Draw a tangent to a circle from a given point without it.

If three circles touch, two and two, the tangents at the points of con-

tact meet at a point and are equal, or are parallel.

5. Inscribe a circle in a given triangle.

6. The sides about the equal angles of triangles which are equiangular to

one another are proportionals ;
and those sides which are opposite to the

equal angles are homologous.
Two circles ABC, ABD intersect in A and B. Through A a line

CAD is drawn cutting the circles in C and D respectively, and the

tangent at A to the circle ABD cuts the circle ABC in E. Prove that

the chord DA is to the chord CE in the ratio of the radii of the circles.

7. If two straight lines be cut by parallel planes, they are cut in the
same ratio.
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CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PREVIOUS
EXAMINATION.

June, 1889.—Books L, IL, III. and VI. (Props. 1-19).

1. Define a triangle, a circle, and a square.
What is the difference between a postulate and an axiom?

2. Any two sides of a triangle are together greater than the third side.

3. Construct a triangle, the sides of which shall be respectively equal to

three given straight lines, any two of these lines being greater than the
third.

4. Describe a parallelogram equal to a given rectilineal figure, and having
An angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.

5. If a straight line be divided into any two parts, the squares of the
whole line and of one of the parts are equal to twice the rectangle contained

by the whole line and that part together with the square of the other part.

6. If a straight line be divided into two equal, and also into two unequal
parts, the squares of the two unequal parts are together double of the

squares of half the line, and of the line between the points of section.

7. If one circle touch another internally, the straight line which joins
their centres, being produced, shall pass through the point of contact.

8. If a straight line touch a circle, and from the point of contact a straight
line be drawn cutting the circle, the angles made by this line with the line

touching the circle shall be equal to the angles which are in the alternate

segments of the circle.

9. If the sides of two triangles about each of their angles be proportionals,
the triangles shall be equiangular.

10. The bisector of the exterior angle A of a triangle ABC meets the
side BC produced in D. Prove that the perpendiculars drawn from D to

the sides AB, AC produced are equal to each other.

11. In a right-angled triangle prove that the line drawn from the right

angle to the middle point of the base is equal to half the base.

12. Construct an isosceles triangle in which the vertical angle shall be

equal to four times each angle at the base.

CAMBRIDGE MATHEMATICAL TRIPOS.
1888.

1. Parallelograms on the same base, and between the same parallels, are

equal to one another.

A straight line DE is drawn to cut the base BC of a triangle ABC
and is terminated by the sides AB, AC produced if necessary ; prove
that, if the quadrilateral BDCE be of constant area, the middle point
of DE lies on one of two fixed straight lines.

2. Prove that, if from any point without a circle two straight lines be

drawn, one of which cuts the circle and the other touches it, the rectangle
contained by the whole line which cuts the circle and the part of it without
the circle shall be equal to the square on the line which touches it.
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Squares are described on the sides of a triangle ABC, namely BCDE,
CAFG, ABHK, and Aj, Bi, Ci are the intersections of BF and CK,
CH and AE, BG and AD, respectively; prove that AAi, BBi, CCi
meet in a point.

Prove that a similar theorem is true if the intersections of BG and

CH, CK and AD, AE and BF, be taken.

3. If the vertical angle of a triangle be bisected by a straight line which
also cuts the base, the segments of the base have the same ratio which the

other sides of the triangle have to one another: and if the segments of the

base have the same ratio which the other sides of the triangle have to one

another, the straight line drawn from the vertex to the point of section

bisects the vertical angle.
Prove that, if a point on the internal bisector of the angle of a triangle

be joined to the two other vertices and the joining lines be produced to

intersect the external bisector of the angle, the straight lines joining
the points of intersection to the two vertices meet in a second point on
the internal bisector.

4. Prove that the sides about the equal angles of triangles which are

equiangular to one another are proportionals ;
and those sides which are

opposite to the equal angles are homologous, that is, are the antecedents or

the consequents of the ratios.

Construct a rhombus of which two sides lie along two given parallel

straight lines while the other two pass each through a fixed point. Of
how many solutions does the problem admit?

6. Prove that the locus of a point which is such that its distances from

two fixed points are in a constant ratio is a circle.

Prove that there are two points, each of which has the property that

its distances from the angular points of a triangle are proportional to

the opposite sides, and that the straight line joining them passes through
the centre of the circumscribed circle.

6. Prove that, if two straight lines be cut by parallel planes, they are cut

in the same ratio.

Prove that the straight lines which intersect three given non-inter-

secting lines that are parallel to the same plane are also all parallel to

a plane.

1889.

1. Parallelograms on the same base and between the same parallels are

equal to one another.

Show how in the three cases of the proposition to cut up one paral-

lelogram so that the parts when properly fitted together will form the

other parallelogram ; and show also how to do the same for any two

equal triangles.

2. In every triangle the square on the side subtending an acute angle is

less than the squares on the sides containing it by twice the rectangle con-

tained by either of these sides and the straight line intercepted between the

perpendicular let fall on it from the opposite angle and the acute angle.

A point P is taken within a triangle ABC such that when perpen-
diculars PM, PN are let fall on AB, AC respectively the rectangles
CN.AC and BM.AB are equal. Prove that P lies on a fixed straight
line.
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3. Prove that the feet of the perpendiculars drawn to the sides of a tri-

angle from any point on the circumscribing circle are collinear.

A crossed quadrilateral whose opposite sides are equal is inscribed in

a circle. Prove that the feet of the perpendiculars drawn to the sides

from any point on the circumference lie on a circle the locus of whose
centre is a straight line.

4. Inscribe a circle in a given triangle.
A triangle is formed by the centres of the three circles which pass

each through two angular points of a given triangle and cut its in-

scribed circle orthogonally. Show that (1) its sides are parallel to the
lines joining the points of contact with the sides of the inscribed circle

of the given triangle, (2) the centres of the circumscribing circles of

the two triangles coincide, (3) the radii of these circles differ by one
half of the radius of the inscribed circle of the given triangle.

5. If two triangles are equiangular the sides about their equal angles are

proportional.
A straight line moves so that it is divided in a constant ratio by the

sides of a triangle. Prove that the locus of a point which divides one
of the segments in a constant ratio is a straight line.

6. If a straight line stand at right angles to each of two straight lines at

their point of intersection, it is at right angles to the plane which passes

through them.
Two tetrahedra ABCD, a^yS are such that the five edges BC, CA,

AB, DA, DB of the first are at right angles to the five edges 5a, 5^,

Sy, ^y, 7a of the second. Prove that the remaining edges are also at

right angles and show that the perpendiculars from the angular points
of the one on the corresponding faces of the other are concurrent.
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Abbreviations, 329.
Acute angle, 6.

Acute-angled triangle, 10.

Adjacent angles, 6.

Algebraic definition of duplicate ratio, 219.— proof of II. II, p. 114.

Aliquot part, 217.

Alternando, 221.

Alternative proofs of propositions, 326.
Altitude of cone, 284.

cylinder, 286.

figure, 222.

parallelogram, 64.

prism, 283.

pyramid, 283.

triangle, 64.

Ambiguous case of triangles, 52.

Analysis of a problem, 207.

Angle, 7.— acute, 6.— at centre of a circle, 131.— at circumference, 131.— between two lines, 286.— in a segment, 130.—
obtuse, 6.— of a segment, 130.—
plane, 6.— plane rectilineal, 6.— re-entrant, 60.—
right, 6.— solid, 283.— unrestricted in size, 261.

Antecedent, 219.

Arc, 8.— concave, 130.— convex, 130.— major, 130.— minor, 130.
Area of a figure, 8.

triangle, to find (i), 63.
to find (ii), 199.

Axiom, definition of, 17.
Axiom 12, Playfair's substitute for, 57.
Axioms general and geometrical, 17.— unstated but assumed by Euclid, 29, 36,

44, 65, 70, 79. 90-
Axis of a cone, 284.

cylinder, 285.— — sphere, 284.— radical of two circles, 183.

Base of a cone, 284.

prism, 283.

pyramid, 283.

triangle, 11.

Bisect, to, 12.

Bisector of an angle, 6.

Centre of a circle, 8.

sphere, 284.

similarity, 271.

similitude, 270.
Chord, 8.

Circle, 8.—
concentric, 8.— which cut at right angles, 131.

Circumference, 8.

Circumscribe, to, 131.

Coincide, 17.

CoUinear, 289.

Commensurable, 97.
Common section, 282.—

tangents, to draw, 181.

Compasses, use of, in Euclid, 17.
in practical geometry, 45.

Complement of an angle, 6.

Complements of parallelograms, 14.

Complete quadrilateral, 276.

Componendo, 221.

Compound ratio, 218.

Concave arc, 130.
Concentric circles, 8.

Conclusion, 23.

Concurrent, 86.

Cone, 284.

Consequent, 219.

Contact, external and internal, 129.
Continued proportion, 219.
Converse of a theorem, 26.

axiom XII. 40.
Convex arc, 130.— solid angle, 283.

Corner, 283.
Corollaries to propositions on pages 24, 26,

38, 59, 75, 82, 102, 103, 132, 153, 167, 174,

200, 212, 236, 248, 251, 270, 271, 322.

Corollary, definition of, 25.

Corresponding points, 270.
Cube, 285.

Cylinder, 285.

Decagon, 15.

Degree, 7.

Described figure, 131.

Diagonal of parallelepiped, 286.— — quadrilateral, 12.

third, 276.
Diameter of circle, 8.

parallelogram, 14.

sphere, 284.
Dihedral angle, 282.

Dimensions, three, 281.

Direct common tangent, 181.

Distance of a point from a line, 42.

Dividendo, 221.
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Dodecagon, 15.

Dodecahedron, 285.

Duplicate ratio, 218.

equal to ratio of squares, 251.

Edge of a solid, 283.

Equal circles, 129.— in all respects, 22.

Equality of triangles, absolute, 52.
in area, 64.

Equiangular triangle, 24.—
triangles to one another, 233.

Equidistant, 52.— chords of a circle, 130.

Equilateral triangle, 10.

Equimultiples, 219.
Euler's theorem, 277.
Ex aequali, 221.

Experimental proofs of I. 47, 77, 3.

Exterior angle of a triangle, 10.

parallels, 14.
External contact of circles, 129.— division of a line, 98.
Extreme and mean ratio, 222.

Extremes, 219.

Face of a solid, 283.

Figure, 8.

Figures, equal and similar solid, 283.
Focus of pencil, 322.
Foot of perpendicular to a plane, 282.
Frustum of cone, 284.

Gauche, 319.

Generating line of cone, 284.

cylinder, 286.

Gnomon, 97.
Great circle of a sphere, 315.

Harmonic conjugates, 322.—
pencil, 322.—
proportion, 222.—
range, 322.

Hexagon, 15.

Hexahedron, 286.

Homologous, 218.

Hypotenuse, lo.

Hypothesis, 19.

Icosahedron, 285.

Inclination, planes of same, 282.— of plane to plane, 282.

straight line to plane, 282.

Incommensurable, 97.
Indirect proof, 27.
Inscribed fi^re, 131.
Internal division of a line, 98.
Inverse of a point, 324.
Invertendo, 220.

Isosceles triangle, 10.

Lemma, 327.
lyine, 5.—

straight, 5.

Loci found, 183, 229, 266, 270, 295, 299.
Lo^us,, 9.

Magnitudes, 17.
Mean proportional, 218.

Means, 219.
Medial section, 113.

Median, 87.

Multiple, 217.

Nine-points circle, 185.
Normal to a plane, 282.

a tangent, 131.

Oblique cone, cylinder, or prism, 284.
Oblong, 12,

Obtuse angle, 6.

Obtuse-angled triangle, 10.

Octagon, 15.

Octahedron, 285.

Opposite angles, 6.

Oppositely situated, 271.

Orthocentre, 88.

Parallel straight lines, 14.—
planes, 282.

Parallelepiped, 286.

Parallelogram, 14.

Part, 217.
Particular enunciation, 19.

Pencil, 322.

Pentagon, 15.

Perimeter, 8.

Perpendicular, line to line, 6.— line to plane, 281.—
plane to plane, 281.

Plane angle, 6.— geometry, 281.—
surface, 5.

Point, 5.—
projection of, 98.— of section, 98.

Polar, 324.

Pole, 324.

Polygon, 10.

Polygons, regular, not inscribable in a circle

by Euclid's methods, 194.

inscribable, 213.

Polyhedral angle, 283.
Polyhedron, 286.

Postulate, definition of, 17.

Prism, 283.

Problem, definition of, 19.

Projection of point on line, 98.
line on line, 98.

jjoint on plane, 282.

line on plane, 282.

Proportion, 218.—
continued, 219.—
geometric, 222.— harmonic, 222.—
reciprocal, 222.

Proportional, mean, 218.

Ptolemy's theorem, 265.

Pyramid, 283.

Pythagoras, theorem of, 77.

Q.E.D., Q.E.F., meaning of, 18.

Quadrant, 131.

Quadrilateral, lo.—
complete, 276.

Quantity, 217.

Quantuplicity, 217.
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Radical axis, 183.—
plane, 315.

Radius of a circle, 8.

sphere, 284.

Range, harmonic, 322.

Ratio, 217.— compound, 218.—
duplicate, 218.— extreme and mean, 222.— of greater inequality, 219.— of less inequality, 219.—
reciprocal of a, 219.—
triplicate, 218.

Ratios, equal, 218.

Ray, 322.

Rectangle, 14.— contained by two lines, 97.— under two lines, 97.

Rectangular parallelepiped, 286.

Rectilineal figures, similar, 222.

Reductio ad absurdum, 27.

Re-entrant, 60.

Regular figure, 14.—
solids, five only, 316.

Revolution, solids of, 287.

Rhomboid, 12.

Rhombus, 12.

Right angle, 5.— cone, cylinder, or prism, 284.—
;line, 6.

Right-angled cone, 284.

triangle, 10.

Scalene triangle, 10.

Secant, 129.

Section, common, 282.— medial, 113.— of a line, points of, 98.
Sections of Book I., 52, 62, 79.

Sector, 131.

Segment of a circle, 8.

Segments of a line, 98.— similar, 131.

Self-conjugate triangle, 324.

Semicircle, 8.

Similar cones and cylinders, 285.—
figures, 222.— segments, 131.

Similarity, centre of, 271.

Similarly situated, 222.

Similitude, centre of, 270.

Simson, propositions inserted by, 221, 228

262, ^06.

Simson's corollary to I. 11, 288.—
line, 179.— theorem, 179.

Small circle of a sphere, 315.
Solid, 281.—

angle, 283.

Space, 281.

Species, triangle of given, 324.

Sphere, 284.

Square, 12.— definition faulty, 75.

Straight line, 5.

parallel to plane, 286.

Sub-multiple, 217.

Subtend, 10.

Superficies, 5.

Superposition, 23.

Supplementary, 7.

Surface, 5.

Symbols, i.

1- and -, use of, 117, 219.

geometrical meaning of, 114.

Tangencies, the, 275.

Tangent, 129.— as limit of secant, 143.

Term, 6.

Terms of a ratio, 218,

Tetrahedron, 283.—
regular, 285.

Theorem, definition of, 19
Third diagonal, 276.
Three dimensions, 281.

Transversal, 320.
Transverse common tangents, 181.

Trapezium, 12.

Trapezoid, 14.

Triangle, 10.— of given species, 324.—
self-conjugate, 324.

Trihedral angle, 283.

Triplicate ratio, 218.

Trisect, 12.

Trisection of angles, 61.

a straight line, 80, 81, 229, 237.

Vertex of angle, 6.— — cone, 284.

pencil, 322.

pyramid, 283.

triangle, 11.

Volume of a solid, 286.
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Local Examinations. Each fcap 8vo,
cloth.

Am You Like It. Edited by J. C. Smith, M.A.
18. 6d.-

Twelfth Night. Edited by A. D. Innes, M.A.
1«. 6d.

Hamlet. Edited by E. K. Chambers, B.A.
1«. 6d.

Macbeth. Edited by E. K. Chambers, B.A.
i«.

Eichard H. Edited by C. H. Herford, Litt.D.,
Professor of English at University College,
Aberystwyth. 1«. 6d.

Juliua CsMftT. Edited by A. D. Innes, M.A.
1».

Henry the Fifth. Edited by G. C. Moore
Smith, M.A. Is. ed.

Richard m. Edited by George Mac Donald,
M.A.

A Midsummer Night's Dream. Edited by
E. K. Chambers, B.A.

Introduction to Shakespeare. By Professor
Dowden. Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth,
Sa.M.

BLACKIE'S JUNIOR SCHOOL
SHAKESPEARE. For young students
and for junior candidates in the Univer-

sity Local Examinations, &c. Each fcap
8vo, cloth.

Twelfth Night. Edited by Elizabeth Lee. 8d.

Hamlet. Edited by L. W. Lyde, M.A. lOd.

Macbeth. Edited by H. C. Notcutt. B.A. 8d.

King John. Edited by P. E. Webb, B.A. 8d.

The Tempest. Edited ty Elizabeth Lee. 8d.

The Merchant of Venice. Edited by George
H. Ely, B.A. 8d.

Henry the Eighth. Edited by the same. 8d.

Henry the Fifth. Edited by W. Barry, B.A.
8d.

Richard the Second. Edited by the same. 8d.

Coriolanus. Edited by Walter Dent. lod.

Julius Csesar. Edited by the same. 8d.

As You Like It. Edited by Lionel W. Lyde,
M.A. 8d.

.

A Midsummer-Night's Dream. Edited by W.
F. Baugust. 8d.

Cymbeline. Edited by the same. lOd.

BLACKIE'S ENGLISH CLASSICS.
Containing representative extracts from
standard English authors, annotated for
school use. Each fcap 8vo.

Addison.—Sir Roger de Coverley.
Edited by Frances E. Wilcroft, F'cap
8vo, cloth, Is.

Goldsmith.—She Stoops to Conaner
and The Good-natnred Man. Ed-
ited by Harold Littledale, M.A. Is.

Milton.—Paradise Lost. Edited by
F. Gorse, M.A. Books I. and III., each
Is.

Scott.—The Lay of the Last Mtii-
strel. Complete, Is.; Cantos I.-III.,
cloth, 9d.; Cantos IV.-VI., M.

Scott.—The Lady of the Lake. Ed-
ited by W. Keith Leask, M.A. Is.

Readings from Carlyle. Edited by
W. Keith Leask, M.A. Crown 8to,
cloth, 2s. 6d.

The Citizen of the World. Sel«Mjfc

Letters. Edited by W. A. Brockington,
M. A. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s.

Essay on Addison. Edited by 0.
Sheldon, D.Litt. Crown Svo, cloth, 2a.

JUNIOR SCHOOL CLASSICS. Each,
with a few exceptions, 32 pages, with
Biographical Sketch, Introductions, and
Notes at end; paper, 2d. ; cloth, 3d.

Browning.—The Pied Piper of Hamelin. Ed-
ited by 8. E. Winbolt, B.A.

Campbell.—Songs and Ballads. Edited by
W. Dent.

Old Ballad.—Chevy Chase. Edited by S. E.
Winbolt, B.A.

Coleridge.—The Rime of the Ancient Mari-
ner. Edited by W. Dent.

CowPER.—John Gilpin, and other Poems Ed-
ited by W. Dent.

Goldsmith—The Deserted Village. Edited
by Elizabeth Lee.

Goldsmith.—The Traveller. Edited by S. E.
Winbolt, B.A.

Gray.—The Elegy, Eton College Ode, and The
Bard. Editedby Elizabeth Lee.

Macaulay.—Armada, Ivry ,
Battle of Naseby;

Battle of Lake Regillus; Horatius.

Macaulat. — Horatiiu and Battle of Lake
Regillus. In one volume. Cloth, 6d.

Milton.—L'Allegro and H Penseroso. Edited
by C. E. Bi;ownrigg, M.A.

Scott.—Marmlon. Canto I., with Illustrated

Notes, paper, 3d.; cloth, id. Canto XL,
paper, 2(i.; cloth, 3(1. Canto VI., SG pp.,

paper, 3d.; cloth, 4d.
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Bnglisb—Continued.

BcoTT.—The Lay of the Last Minstrel Cantos
I., II., III., IV., v., VI., each separately.

Scott.—The Lady of the Lake. Cantos I.,

II., III., IV., v.. VI., each separately.

Shakespeare.—Selections from As You Like
It. Selections from Julius Caesar. Selec-
tions from the Merchant of Venice.

Wordsworth.—Selections from the Shorter
Poems. Edited by W. Dent.

Burns.—The Cotter's Saturday Night, 4c.
Notes below text.

Btron.—The Prisoner of Chillon.

Longfellow.—Evangeline. Notes below text

Paper, 3d.; cloth, 4d.

English Grammar, &c.

The PUPIL'S ENGLISH GRAMMAR:
an Introduction to the study of English
Grammar, based upon the Analysis of

Sentences. Fcap 8vo, cloth, Is. 6d.

HIGHER ENGLISH: a Course of Eng-
Ush Study for Middle and Upper Forms,
By David CampbelL F'cap 8vo, cloth,
If. 6d.

LOWER ENGLISH: a Course of Eng-
lish Study for Lower Forms. By David
Campbell. Fcap 8vo, cl.. Is.

HANDBOOK OF ENGLISH COMPOSI-
TION EXERCISES. Short Stories, Sub-
jects, and Hints for Es.says, Rules and
Models for Letters, &c. Fcap Svo,
cloth. Is.

STORIES AND ESSAYS. Carefully
arranged and graduated Stories for Exer-
cises, with classified Examples for Essays.
Fcap Svo, cloth, Is.

BAYNHAM'S ELOCUTION: Selec-
tions from leading Authors and Drama-
tists. By Geo. W. Baynham. Crown
8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

THE PRACTICAL ELOCUTIONIST.
By John Forsyth. Crown Svo, cloth,
is. 6d.

Modern Languages.

MODERN FRENCH TEXTS. Edited

by Francis Storr, B.A., Chief Master of

the Modem Side, Merchant Taylors'
SchooL Each f'cap Svo, cloth, Is.

l.ettros de Panl-Louis Courier.
Edited by J. G. Anderson, B.A.Lond.,
prizeman In French.

The CourtofSpain under Charles
II., and other Historical Essays by Paul
de Saint-Victor. Edited by Francis
Storr.

Voyages en Zigzag. By Rodolphe
Topffer. Edited by Ascott R. Hope.

The Siege of Paris. By Francisque
Sarcey. Edited by F. B. Kirkman, B.A.

A FIRST FRENCH COURSE. By J.

J. Beuzemaker, B.A. Crown Svo, cloth,
Is. 6d.

FLEUR DE MER. By Pierre Mael
Edited by J. Boielle, B.fes-L. F'cap Svo,

cloth. Is.

FRENCH STORIES : a Reading-book
for Junior and Middle Forms. With
Notes, English Exercises, and Vocabu-
lary, by Marguerite Ninet. F'cap Svo,
cloth. Is.

READINGS IN FRENCH. By Mar-
guerite Ninet. F'cap Svo, cloth. Is. td.

FRENCH TALES FOR BEGINNERS.
With complete Vocabularies. By Mar-
guerite Ninet. Illustrated. F'cap Svo,

cloth. Is.

A MODERN FRENCH READER:
Interesting extracts from contemporary
French. With Notes and Vocabulary
by J. J. Beuzemaker, B.A. Fcap Svo,
cloth, Is.

FRENCH UNSEENS FOR JUNIOR
FORMS. Passages in Prose and Verse.
Selected by D. S. Rennard, B.A. Paper,
3d.

FRENCH UNSEENS FOR MIDDLE
FORMS. Selected by E. Pellissier, M.A.
F'cap Svo, cloth, Is.

FRENCH UNSEENS FOR UPPEB
FORMS. Selected by E. Pellissier, M.A.
F'cap Svo, cloth, Is. 6d.

FRENCH IRREGULAR VERBS, fully

conjugated, with Notes and Appendices.
By Marcel Rosey. Paper, 6d.

HISTORICAL SKETCH OF FRENCH
LITERATURE. By Marcel Rosey. F'cap
Svo, cloth. Is.

A FIRST GERMAN COURSE. By
A. R. Lechner. Crown Svo, cloth, Is. W.

GERMAN UNSEENS. Junior Section.

Selected by D. S. Rennard, B.A. Paper,
4d.

SCHILLER'S SONG OF THE BELL,
and other Poems. Edited by George
Mac Donald, M.A. Crown Svo, cloth, Sd.
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History,
THE OXFORD MANUALS OF ENG-

LISH HISTORY. Edited by C. W. C.

Oman, M.A. In f'cap 8vo volumes, with
maps, Ac. ; cloth, Is.

I. The Making of the English
Nation, b.c. 55-a.d. 1135. By C. G.
Robertson, B.A.

II. King and Baronage, a.d. 1135-
1328. By W. H. Hutton, B.X).

V. King and Parliament, a.d.
1603-1714. By G. H. Wakeling, M.A.

A SUMMARY OF BRITISH HIS-
TORY. With Appendices. By the Rev.
Edgar Sanderson, M.A. Cloth, Is.

A. HISTORY OF THE BRITISH
EMPIRE. By the Rev. Edgar San-
derson, M.A. 476 pp., cloth, 2s. Qd.

THE WARWICK ENGLISH HIS-
TORY. A Sketch of the Development of

England and the Empire. From B.C. 55
to the present time. Cloth, 3s. M.

THE WARWICK HISTORY READ-
ERS: Illustrated Reading Books in

English History. Crown 8vo, cloth.

No. I. Simple Stories from English History.
8d.

Vo. II. Simple Stories from English History.
lOd.

No. III. Stories from English History, B.C.
BU-A.D. 1486. 1«.

No. IV. Stories from English History,
1485-1688. 18. ML.

No. V. Stories from English History, 1688
to Present Time. By J. H. Rose, M.A.
1«. M.

No. VI. History of England to 1603. By the
Rev. Edgar Sanderson, M.A. 1«. 6cl.

No. VII. History of England from 160S to
Present Time. By G. 11. Ely, B.A. Is. Sd.

OUTLINES OF THE WORLD'S HIS-
TORY, Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern.
By Edgar Sanderson, M.A. Cloth, 6s. Qd.

Also:—Part I., Ancient Oriental
Monarchies, Is.; Part II., Greece and
Rome, 2s. ; Part III., MEDI.aEVAL HISTORY,
Is.; Part IV., Modern History, 2s. 6d

AN EPITOME OF HISTORY, Ancient,
Mediaeval, and Modem. By Carl Ploetz.

Translated by W. H. Tillinghast. Crown
8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

A SYNOPSIS OF ENGLISH HISTORY.
By Herbert Wills, Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s.

ASYNOPSIS OFSCOTTISHHISTORY .

By Herbert Wills. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s.

OUR COUNTRY: a History for Lower
Forms. By tlie Rev. Edgar Sanderson,
M.A, Illustrated. Cloth, Is. 4d.

THE STORY OF ENGLAND : a His-

tory for Lower Forms. By the Rev.
Edgar Sanderson, M.A. Illustrated.
Crown Svo, cloth, Is. Qd.

The two volumes "Our Country" and,
" The Story of England" are complemen-
tary of each other. Each traverses tlie

field of English History, but the firttt
deals at greater length with the early
history, and touches more fully upon
the romantic episodes than the other.

THE SCOTS READER: a History of
Scotland for Junior Pupils. By David
CampbelL F'cap Svo, cloth, Is.

Geography,
MAN ON THE EARTH: a Course in

Geography. By Lionel W. Lyde, M.A.
Fully illustrated. Crown Svo, cloth, 2s.

BLACKIE'S DESCRIPTIVE GEO-
GRAPHICAL MANUALS. By W. G.

Baker, M.A.

No. 1. Realistic Elementary Geogiaphy.
Taught by Picture and Plan. 1«. 6d.

No. 2. The:British Isles, as.

No. 3. The British Colonies and India a<.

No. 4. Europe (except the British lisles).
Crown Svo, cloth, 2$.

No. 5. The World (except the British Posses-
sions). Crown Svo, cloth, 2«.

The Geography of the British Empire. Com-
plete. The above Nos. 2 and 3 in one vol-
ume. Crown Svo, cloth, 3«. 6d.

ZEHDEN'S COMMERCIAL GEO-
GRAPHY OF THE WORLD. Trans-
lated from the German of Professor
Zehden, Handelsakademie, Leipzig.
Second Edition, corrected to date, 592

pages, crown Svo, cloth, 5s.

AUSTRALASIA: a Descriptive Ac-
count of the Australian and New Zealand
Colonies. By W. Wilkins. Illustrated.
Crown Svo, cloth, 28. 6d.

A PRONOUNCING VOCABULARY
OFMODERN GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES.
By George G. Chisholm, M.A., B.Oc.

F'cap Svo, cloth, Is. 6d.

A SYNOPTICAL GEOGRAPHY OK
THE WORLD: a Concise Hand-book for

Examinations, and for general reference.
With a complete series of Maps. Crown
Svo, cloth, Is.

THE GEOGRAPHY OF NORTH
AMERICA: a Synopsis with Sketch
Maps. Cloth, 6d.

THE GEOGRAPHY OF ASIA: a
Synopsis with Sketch Maps. Cloth, 6d.
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THE CENTURY GEOGRAPHICAL
HANDBOOKS : with Maps.

No. III. England. 16 pp., 2d.

No. IV. British Isles. 32 pp., 2d.

No. IV. A-B. Scotland, Ireland, Canada,
United States, &c. 3d.

No. IV. c. Europe, British North America,
Australasia. 48 pp., 3d.

No. V. Europe. 48 pp., 3d.

No. VI. British Colonies and Dependencies.
Climate, Interchange of Productious. 3d.

No. VII. United States. Ocean Currents. 3d.

No. VII. B. The World, with exception of

Europe. 4d.

Arithmetic.
LAYNG'S ARITHMETIC. By A. E.

Layng, M.A, Part I. To Decimals and
the Unitary Method. Crown 8vo, cloth,
28. 6d., with or without Answers.

LAYNG'S ARITHMETICAL EXER-
CISES, for Junior and Middle Forms
<5000 Exercises), Crown 8vo, Is.; with
Answers, Is. 6d.; Answers alone, 6d.

PICKERING'S MERCANTILE AR-
ITHMETIC, for Commercial Classes. By
E. T. Pickering. Cloth, Is. 6d.

A COMPLETE ARITHMETIC. Cloth.
With Answers, 1.9. 6d. Exercises only, 192

pages, Is. Answers alone, 6d.

EXAMINATION ARITHMETIC. Pro-
blems and Exercises (with Answers) from
University Local Exam. Papers. By T. S.

Harvey. Cloth, 2s. Key, 4s. 6d

Mathematics.
EUCLID'S ELEMENTS OF GEOME-

TRY. With Notes, Examples, and Ex-
ercises. Arranged by A. E. Layng, M.A.
Books I. to VI., with XL, and Appendix.
Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Books I. to IV. in one vol., 2s. 6d.
Book I., is.; II., ed.; III., is.; IV., Qd.;
V. and VI. together. Is.; XI., Is. 6d.

Key to Book I., 2s. 6d.; to Complete
Euclid, 5s.

PRELIMINARY ALGEBRA. By E.
Wyke Bayliss, B.A. Is.

ALGEBRA. To Progressions and Scales
of Notation. By J. G. Kerr, M.A. With
or without Answers. F'cap Svo, cloth,
2s. 6d.

ALGEBRAIC FACTORS. By Dr. W. T.

Knight. Fcap Svo, cloth, 2s. Key, 3s. 6d.

ELEMENTARY TEXT -BOOK OF
TRIGONOMETRY. By R. H. Pinker-
ton, B.A. F'cap Svo, cloth, 2s.

MATHEMATICAL WRINKLES for
Matriculation and other Exams. By Dr.
W. T. Knight. F'cap Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE DIF-
FERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCU-
LUS. With examples of applications to
Mechanical Problems. By W. J. Millar,
C.E. F'cap Svo, cloth, Is. 6d.

Science.

DESCHANEL'S NATURAL PHIl-O-
SOPHY. An Elementary Treatise. By
Professor A. Privat Deschanel, of Paris.
Translated and edited by Professor J. D.

Everett, D.C.L., F.R.S. Medium 8vo,
cloth, 18s.; also in Parts, limp cloth, 4s.

6d. each.

Part I.—Mechanics, Hydrostatics,
&c. PART II.—Heat. Part III.—Elec-
tricity and Magnetism. Part IV.—Soiuid
and Light.

A TEXT-BOOK OF ORGANIC CHEM-
ISTRY. By A. Bernthsen, Ph.D., for-

merly Professor of Chemistry in the
University of Heidelberg. Translated by
George M'Gowan, Ph.D. Crown Svo,
cloth, 7s. 6d.

A TEXT-BOOK OF SOLID OR DE-
SCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY. By Alex. B.

Dobbie, B.Sc. Crown Svo, cloth, 2s.

HEAT, AND THE PRINCIPLES OF
THERMODYNAMICS. By C. H. Drai-er,
D.Sc, B.A. Cloth, 4s. 6d.

HYDROSTATICS AND PNEUMA-
TICS. By R. H. Pinkerton, B.A. Cloth,
4s. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOK
OF ANATOMY. By Henry E. Clark,
M.B.C.M., Professor of Surgery in St
Mungo's College, Glasgow, &c., &c.
Crown Svo, cloth, 5s.

ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. By
Professor J. R. Ainsworth Davis, B.A.,
Professor of Biology in University College,
Aberystwyth. F'cap Svo, 2s.

THE STUDENT'S INTRODUCTORY
HANDBOOK OF SYSTEMATIC BO-
TANY. By Joseph W. OUver. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 4s. 6d.

ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOK OP
PHYSICS. By Professor Everett. Fcap
Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

OUTLINES OF NATURAL PHILO-
SOPHY. By Professor J. D. Everett.

F'cap Svo, cloth, 4s.

THEORETICAL MECHANICS. By
R. H. Pinkerton, B.A. F'cap Svo, cloth
2s.
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ELEMENTARY TEXT -BOOK OF
DYNAMICS AND HYDROSTATICS. By
R. H. Pinkerton, B.A. J'cap 8vo, cloth,
3s. 6d.

The ARITHMETIC OF MAGNETISM
AND ELECTRICITY. By Robert Gunn.
F'cap 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY,
By W. Jerome Harrison and Charles A.
White. F'cap 8vo, cloth, 28.

LIGHT, HEAT, AND SOUND. By
Charles H. Draper, D.Sc. (Lond.). F'cap
Svo, cloth, 2s.

ELEilENTARY INORGANIC CHEM-
ISTRY: Theoretical and Practical. By
Professor A. Humboldt Sexton. F'cap
Svo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

CHEMISTRY FOR ALL, or Elemen-
tary Alternative Chemistry in accordance
with the Science and Art Syllabus. By
W. Jerome Harrison, F.G.S., and R. J.

Bailey. F'cap Svo, Is. 6d.

QUALITATIVE CHEMICAL ANA-
LYSIS, Inorganic and Organic. By Edgar
E. Horwill, F.C.S. F'cap Svo, cloth, 2s.

AN ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOK OF
PHYSIOLOGY. By J. M'Gregor-Robert-
son, M.A., M.B. F'cap Svo, cloth, it.

ELEMENTARY PHYSIOLOGY. By
Vincent T. Murch6. F'cap Svo, cloth, 2«.

ELEMENTARY BOTANY. By Joseph
W. Oliver. F'cap Svo, cloth, 2s.

AN ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOK OF
GEOLOGY. By W. Jerome Harrison,
F.G.S. F cap Svo, cloth, 2s.

AN ELEMENTARY TEXT-BOOK OF
APPLIED MECHANICS. By David Allan
Low. F'cap Svo, cloth, 2s.

EARTH-KNOWLEDGE. PART I. A
Text-book of Elementary Physiography.
By W. Jerome Harrison and n, Rowland
Wakefield. F'cap Svo, 2s.

ELEMENTARY AGRICULTURE.
Edited by Professor R. P. Wright. F'cap
8vo, Is. 6d.

ELEMENTARY HYGIENE. By H.
Rowland Wakefield. F'cap Svo, 2«.

FOOD AND ITS FUNCTIONS: A
Text-book for students of Cookery. By
Jas. Knight, M.A., B.Sc. Crown Svo,
cloth, 2«. 6d.

Science for Beginners.
CHEMISTRY FOR BEGINNERS. By

W, Jerome Harrison. Cloth, Is.

AGRICULTURE FOR BEGINNERS.
Edited by Professor R. P. Wright. CI., Is.

BOTANY FOR BEGINNERS. By
Vincent T. Murch^. Cloth, Is.

MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY
FOR BEGINNERS. By W. G. Baker,
MA. Cloth, Is.

MECHANICS FOR BEGINNERS. By
David Clark. Cloth, Is. 6d.

ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY FOR BE-
GINNERS. With Coloured Illustrations.

By Vincent T. Murch6. Cloth, Is. 6d.

SCIENCE READERS. Fully illus-

trated.

Country Stories: Infant Reader. 6d.

Book I.—Tales and Talks on Common Thinga.
Parti. 8d.

Book 11.—Tales and Talks on Common
Things. Part II. lOd.

Book III.—Seaside and Wayside; or. The
Young Scientists: Simple Pkinoiples op
Classification, &c. 1«.

Book IV.—Our Friends of the Farm. By th«
Rev. Theodore Wood, F.E.S. 1«. 4d.

Book v.—Animal and Plant Life. Part I. By
the Rev. Theodore Wood, F.E.S. la. 6d.

Book VI.—Animal and Plant Life. Part TI.

By the Rev. Theodore Wood, F.E.S. Is. 6d.

Reading Books,
READINGS FROM STANDARD AU-

THORS, &c. Each foolscap Svo, strongly
bound in cloth.

The Spectator Reader: Selections from Addi-
son's Spectator. Is. 3d.

Readings from Sir Walter Scott. 1*. 3d.

Mary Queen of Scots: being Readings from
The Abbot. 1«. 3d.

Tales from Henty: being Selections from the
Historical and other Romances of Q. A.
Henty. Illustrated. 1«. 6d.

The Charles Dickens Reader. 1«. 4d.

The Sovereign Reader, fully illustrated, form-
ing a bright historical record of the events
of Queen Victoria's Reign. By G. A. Henty.
1«. 6d.

The Citizen: His Riobts and Rksponsibili-
TIES. By Oscar Browning, M.A. 1*. 6d.

The Newspaper Reader: Selections from the
Journals of the Nineteenth Century. 1$.

6d.

The British Biographical Reader. Skftches
of Great Men selected from the Writings of
Standard Authors. 1«. 6d.

Readings from Robinson Crusoe. Illustrated
by Gordon Browne. U. 3d.

Blackle's Shakespeare Reader. 1«.
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STORIES FOR THE SCHOOLROOM.
Edited by J. H. Yoxall. Selectious from
the works of favourite modem authors,
Illustrated by leading artists. Five books,
prices 8d. to Is. 6d. Primers, 3d. to 6d.

THE CENTURY READERS. Six

books, prices 8d. to 1«, 6d. Primers,
2Jd. to Qd.

Drawing, Painting, Writing,
&c.

VERB FOSTER'S DRAWING COPY-
BOOKS. 72 Numbers at Id. Complete
Edition, in Eighteen Parts at 9rf. (Each
part complete in itself.)

VERE FOSTER'S MODEL DRAWING.
€lotli, is. 6d.

VERE FOSTER'S RUDIMENTARY
PERSPECTIVE. Cloth, Is. 6d.

VERE FOSTER'S WATER-COLOUR
DRAWING-BOOKS. With coloured fac-

«imiles of oripjinal water-colour drawings,
and hints and directions. Complete List
en Application.

POYNTER'S SOUTH KENSINGTON
DRAWING-BOOKS. Issued under the
direct superintendence of E. J. Poynter,
R.A. Complete List on Application.

A SELECTION FROM THE LIBER
STUDIORUM OF J. M. W. TURNER,
R.A. In Four Parts, square folio, 12s.

6d. each; or complete in Portfolio, £2,
12s. 6d.

VERE FOSTER'S WRITING COPY-
BOOKS.
Original Seriea, in Tw«nty-two Numberf,

price 2(1. each.

Falmerston Series, in Eleven Numbers, on
fine paper ruled in blue and red, 3d. each.

Bold Writing, or Civil Service Series, in

Twenty-seven Numbers, price 2d. each.

Upright Series, in Twelve Numbers, 2d. each.

Dictionaries, 6tc.

The STUDENT'S ENGLISH DIC-
TIONARY. By John Ogilvie, LL.D.
New Edition, revised and enlarged by
Charles Annandale, M.A., LL.D. Illus-

trated by 800 Engravings. Large fcap
4to, cloth, 7s. 6d.; half-persian, 10s. Qd.;

half-morocco, flexible, 12s. 6d.

ANNANDALE'S CONCISE ENGLISH
DICTIONARY. By Charles Annandale,
M.A., LL.D. New Edition, revised and
extended; 864 pp., f'cap 4to, cloth, 5«.;

Roxburgh, Qs. 6d. ;
half-morocco, 9s.

A SMALLER ENGLISH DICTION-
ARY. Etymological, Pronouncing, and
Explanatory. For the use of Schools.

By John Ogilvie, LL.D. Cloth, 2s. 6d.;

Roxburgh, 3s. 6d.

COMMON WORDS COMMONLY MIS-
PRONOUNCED. With Hints on Correct
Articulation. By W. Ramsay-Crawford.
Cloth, 2s.

A PRONOT'NCING VOCABULARY
OFMODERN GEOGRAPHICALNAMES,
nearly ten thousand in number. By
George G. Chisholm, M.A., B.Sc. F'cap
8vo, cloth. Is. 6d.



New Series of Books for School Libraries and Prizes.

BLACKIE'S

SCHOOL AND HOME LIBRARY.

Carefully edited—clearly printed- hound.

Under the above title the publishers have arranged to issue, for School

Libraries and the Home Circle, a selection of the best and most interesting
books in the English language.

In making a choice from the vast treasure-house of English literature the

aim has been to select books that will appeal to young minds
;
books that are

good as literature, stimulating, varied and attractive in subject-matter, and
of perennial interest

; books, indeed, which every boy and girl ought to know,
and which, if once read, are sure to be read again and again.

The Library includes lives of heroes ancient and modern, records of travel

and adventure by sea and land, fiction of the highest class, historical romances,
books of natural history, and tales of domestic life.

NOW READY:
In crown Svo volumes. Strongly bound in doth. Price Is. Ud. each.

The Downfall of Napoleon. By Sir

Walter Scett.

What Katy Did at School.

The Log-Book of a Midshipman.
Autobiographies of Boyhood.

Holiday House. By Catherine Sinclair.

Wreck of the "Wager" and Subsequent
Adventures of her Crew.

What Katy Did. By Miss Coolidge.

Miss Austen's Northanger Abbey.
Miss Edgeworth's The Good Governess.

Martineau's Feats on the Fiord.

Marryat's Poor Jack.

Passages in the Life of a Galley-Slave.

The Snowstorm. By Mrs. Gore.

Life of Dampier.
The Cruise of the Midge. M. Scott.

Lives and Voyages of Drake and
Cavendish.

Edgeworth's Moral Tales.

Irving's Conquest of Granada. 2 vols.

Marryat's The Settlers in Canada.

A new volume is pu

"The Library is one of the most intelligent I

enterprises in connection with juvenile litera-

ture of recent years. ... A glance at the '

Scott's Ivanhoe. 2 vols.

Michael Scott's Tom Cringle's Log.
Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield.
White's Natural History of Selborne.

Cooper's The Pathfinder.

The Lamplighter. By Miss Cummins.
Old Curiosity Shop. 2 vols.

Plutarch's Lives of Greek Heroes.

Parry's Third Voyage.
Cooper's Deerslayer.
Miss Alcott's Little Women.
Marryat's Masterman Ready.
Scott's The Talisman.

The Basket of Flowers.

Miss Mitford's Our Village.

Marryat's Children of the New Fore.st.

Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin.

Lamb's Tales from Shakspeare.
Dana's Two Years Before the Mast.

Southey's Life of Nelson.

Waterton's Wanderings.
Anson's Voyage Round the World.

blished each month.

list proves that the editing is in the hands
of some one who understands the likings of

healthy boys and girls."—Bookman.

Detailed Prospectus and Press Opinions will be sent post free on Application.
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